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PREFACE
Computer Networking in the
University 7-- Success and
Potential'
'

During the past five years, advances irs computer and comrnunications technologies have made possible tht rapid growth of the use of.4
comOting services provided through networks. Recognizing this
growth,. the Fall 1976 EDUCOM Conference focused on achievements
in networking in four areas of higher education: library services, health'
sciences, physical and chemical -sciences, and the administration of'
computing services.

The Otwork,ing successes described at the conference highlight

opportunities for cost reduction and sharing of unique data and
computing resources. Even more important, howeaier, is.the evidence
Of wholly new types of intellectual cooperationranging from coHaboration on a journal manuscript, in ,ophthalmology by five authors, tO
sequential processinhof chemicel data by researchers at five computing
centers having differ4nt capabilities. The, introduction to this volume
gives a more complete description of papers i luded in 'the
Proceedings.

Structuring the conference program, which included ore than fifty
speakers and panelists, +was a complex and,
undertaking.
Conferegie Chairman Robert Scott and his committee devoted considerable t4e and effort to the task; we were recvarded by an outstandihg

program. Many thanks ge due to: Robert Scott, Director, Office for'.
Information TechnOlogy, Harvard University; John McGeachie,
.Director of Gomputing Sen4ces, Kiewit Computation Center, Dartmouth College; Weston Burner, Director, Information Processing

8
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Services, MIT; Peter Meincke, Professor of Physics, University of
Toronto; Warren Seider, AssOciate Professor of Chemical Engineering,
University of Pennsylvama; and Eugene Young, Assistant Vice
President, Rutgers, the State UniVersity:of New...lersey.

Jemis C. Emery
,EDUCOM -President

c.

II

INTRoDUCTION

For the last few years, it has been the practice for EDUCOM Spring

and Fall Conferences to explore current potential and future opportunities for the applic'ation of technology to the improvement of education and of its management. During this same time 'period, two'major
EDUCOM activities have started to.address in det il specific aspects of
the application of bomputer networking to the univ sity environment.
These two activities are the NSF-sponsored Netw rk Simulation and

Gaming Proiect and the twerify.-two member Planning -Council on
Computing in Education and Research. '
,,The Fall, 1976 Conference sought to- provide a forum for reporting

on these and related aCtivities and to indicate directions for future
development. The theme !elected for the Conference fOcused .on
success that has been achieved in the apphcation 'of computer
networking to education and research in North American universities.
Development of this theme involved a survey of issues in computer
networking,
proyided by two major addresses, and tmi panel
discussions addressing specific network activities, the degree of their
success, the reasons for success or failvre, and the problems that will be
encountered in the political, legal, technological, and marketing areas in

the future as inter-institutional coMputer networking develops further.
The majority of the Conference,.however, was devoted to specific
"discvssiops.of successes in the use of computer networking in education
and res rch. Four concurrent sessions explored the apphcation of
computer etworking to library 'administration and use, to the health

life sci ces, to the physical and 'chemical sderrces, and to
university computing centers. The 'various papers that follow in this
and
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Part I

Survey of issues in

'Computer' Networking

9

C apter 1
-

by:Joe B. Wyatt)

.

a

Com Outer-Networking ih th

Unive,sity

Success a-11

Tbtent

The AirOe House conferences on Comrriner Networking, sponsored
by the National Science Fduhdation ond developed by EDUCOM, wera.:.
hield in late. 15172 arCd early 1973 a./ a time when the ARPANET had
already dernonVra,ted the feasibility and some aspects of the usefulness
of national computer networking for research, At those conferences,
national computer networking for Colleges and Universities was extén;
sislely discussed Ss a potential contribution to higher education. The
result of the Airlie House.conferences were described quite well in the

book' Networks for 'Research and Education,. by Greenberger,
umber of. goals and a plan were
Aronofsky, Massy and McKinney.'
established for achieving the potential:
orking for higher education and research. Some of those goa s have' been Met, others still
dangle like,carrots on longosticks.

.

Another important, outcome was 'the 'establishment of definitions
and concepts which could be used to communicate About .computet
networking. Three types of networks were defined: a user services network which is people and task oriented and dedicated to thp delivery of
specific services to specific useri, a transmission'network whiCh engages.,

in the transportation of signals froin point to point, and finally, there is
the new concept. of the facilitating network. The facilitating netWork
gonceptuallvincludes the bridgi6g functions necessary to join users to
network resource types. into this category of facilitating services falls
.standards of protocol, conventions for accounting ahd billing, documentation and user support, and marketing functions. Facilitating
serv-ices 'also include the necessary. interfacing hardware to accorn-

modate the multitude of componerits interconnected in such a net
work. Two iMportant coricepts,in the facilitating netWork definition are
the Wholespleretail analogy uses to describe the.relationship between
,

1
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stlecialists in user
'major resources who supply '.'wholesale"..ervices
services which deliver "retail' services to individual users and groups of
users. The- other is the "distributed system which focuses centralization-and decentralization issues about hierarchical structures for computer resources.
.

.

One of the "largest" ideas which"came out of, the conference was
that a new national Planning Council be estabiished to provide a-focal
point for the organization, development, and funding of national net-.
working concepts for higher eduCation. In essence, the Planning Council

was to concentrate on the developtment of two of the. three forms of
'networks? namely, the facilitating network and the user services net-

work with the hope that the user services network could begin to
organize while the facilitating services are developed and refined. In
additiorv.the Planning Council was to deal with the important questions
of organization and structure for national networking in liigher education and research.

Where are we now? In quantitative terms, there are several significant numbers by which we can measure our progress since the begin-.

ning of 1973, a period of. almost four years. In order to establish -a
point of reference, we 'can now examine some statistical informatiOn
which was not available then. In 1974, for example, the Ihformation
Industries Association already had 71 members and the estimated gross
annual revenues of the members of this organization ranged from a low

of .$477,000,000 to $618,000,000 for the year. In short, there was
alfeady operating in 1974 a commercial version pf the user services network with an operating 'volume wHich generated a cash flow of about
one-half a billion dollars a year. Hardly a trivial activity! Other data for'
the period indicate& . that the total annual revenues for, the telephone

industcy in 1973 was $25.5 bllion dollars. The total annual reve'nues,
for the software and service industry was..$3.7 billion dollars for the
same year. Moreover, at this point in 1973 the annual growth rate of
these two industries was compounding at a-rate of slightly in excess of
15% per year. It is also important to note that in all of these cases, the
costs for these services was being born and justified by individual users,

most of whom presumably had. made the decision that the value
received from these services was worth the cost.

Transmission networks are now flourishing. In fact, the commercial
packet-switched network has developed since 1973. It is. interesting .to

nofe that Dick Bolt, who was a major participaht in the Airlie House
conferences, became convinced that the'packet-switched network was a
viable commerciallienture, He recruited Larry Roberts from ARPA, put
up substantial futirds from his ,own corporation and managed to rake

additional funds to establish 'and begin to operate the Telenet Communications Corporation which is noW the maRir supplier of commercial packet-switched network services. In addition, other carriers including TYMESHARE, MCI, Southeen Pacific, Western Union and a host
of others havA continued to flourish with transmission networks.

114
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operated in .special market sectors. Other than the much publicized
demiSe of Datran, there seems to be no hesitation in the development
of a itiable industry around transmission networks for computer usage.
In fact, with Western Union .picking up much*of Datran's'resources, it
.is ccinceivable that the microwave oetwork envisioned by Datran will
become operable:

So transmission networks are alive and well7how about our facilitating nwork? From my point of v.iew, the progress has been encouraging buf not yet sufficient. The Planning Council for Computing in
Education and Research has been established with twenty-two
actively participating institutions. The participating institutions represent a widely diverse set of colleges and universities located throughout
the United States. All of them already devote major attention ta the
use of computer resources in education and research. The staff of the
Planning Council headed by Dr. James C.:Emery is now well established

in the supervision of the. major tasks for the Planning Council. The
governing organizations represented by the Policy -Board and the
Technical Cornmiftee have begun to operate as intended with participa-

tion and inyolvement from both the executive level and the senior
technical level at.each of the member institutions. Itseems appropriate

to examine some of the major prOjects of the Planning Council as
iliustrations of the facilitating network concepts described previously.
An idea which emerged frorn the Air lie House cOnference was the
development of a "networlc simulation model" which would allow the
systematic evaluation of the impact on a school of participation in a
network. A small group of people, encouraged by the prospect and
experienced in the development and use of simulation models met in
Cambridge late in 103 and concluded that it was feasible to develop a
simulation model that would at least _contribute to the knowledge
about the financial impact of network usage, if not answer the other
questions as well. Very fortunately,this group received enthusiastic
endouragement and support from the National Science Foundation
and the work was begun with a group of cooperating investigators to
study the characteristics of such a model and determine its feasibility.
This effort has resulted in a major research project for the development
of a network simulation model which will allow individual institutions
to simulate various conditions of network use to support decisions
about computer resources. It is encouraging to report that the project
has already achieved its initial goal for the development of. a basic
simulation moder This model now simulates the activities 9f a group
of twenty-two institutions. Current ef forts are underway to convert the._
simulation model to a basic decision support system for colleges and
universities in evaluating computer networking trade offs. I should add
that the cur'rent version of the simulation model is 'performing both
more effectively and more 'efficiently than most of. us expected and
we are encouraged to hope that a significant decision support system
might ultiMately result from this research activity.

15
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The Planning Council has initiated a project directed toward Useroriented network services and dealing with the problem of delivering
computer resources to computer users at a substantial distapce. Qne
way to characterize the user network services envisioned las; the
Planning Council is to compare it to the ARPANET. The typical
ARPANET user (if. there is si.rCh a thing) was and continues to be a
person skilled in the use of computer resourtes. The rfsearchers who
use the ARPANET and do not fit. these characteristics usually require

*Services of an "interpreter" who is so skilled. As a result; the
ANET users.require little in the Way of facilitating services and,-in
fact, seem quite pleased to be able to "do their own thing." The facilitating services which characterize the ARPANET, de those which deal
with hardware and'system software interfaces; e.g., the ANTS system at
the University of lllinoi, the ELF system at the University of
California -and the UNIX system originated at the Bill Laboraxories. By
contrast, the user-oriented network services which the Planning Council

is attempting to develop will facilitate the access to remote computer
resources by users not skilled in computer science and techhology.

The enhancement of discipline oriented Communities: of scholars
may be one of -the most 'beneficial aspects of computer networking by
enabling the concept of computer-based publishing of research and
teaching materials. There are already substantial computer,based mate-

rials which are difficult to transfer from computer lo computer. One.
example is large models which are used in chemic-al engineering, econqmics, computer science and a number of disciplines. Another exam.ple are large collections af data.which are updated with sufficient fre-

quency to make it inconvenient if not very difficult to transport from
computer'to comPuter. In'fact, for much of this material, institutions
can simply not -justify the cost and the effort required to move the
materials tO the local computer so that effective access for any purpose
is denied.
,

A particular' illustration of this kind of material which EDUCOM
continues to support i5 the distribution of mate'rials in law teach.ing by

means of a computer network. The materials are represented by
computer-based exercises of two to four hours in duratiqn which test
,students on their knowledge of various fields of law. The exercises
basically simulates a one-on-one interaction betWeen a student and a
professor of law. A number of these exercises have already been developed and operate wi-th the support al a large scale computer sYstem at

the University of Minnesota. Authors of the exercises are located at
Minnesota as well as other institutions indluding Harvard', The cost of
moving the whole systn from computer to computer is significant. In
addition, frequent mo ications and, improvements to ,the sYstem at
the University of Minn ota 'would have to be laboriously communihet result is that with lowering communicacated and installed. T
tions costs it i more-cost effective to directly access the computer at
the University 'of Minnesota than to deal with the transfer. These law
exercises may be typical of the future in computer-based publishing:

16
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they are an adjunct to course material as opposed to replacing specific

techpiques; or materials; they are produced; in concert with printed
cases which the law school students study and from which lectures are
.developed,. As a result, ihey provide a new and valuable dimension to
jaw teaching and .havg been receiVed, with enthusiastic support by. a
sixable number of lawiteachers..In fact, it is likely that these'exercises
will be used nationally by forty ,or fifty law schools' within the next two
years. The brOad use.of these.materials is almost certain to,encourage a
larger group of authors to develop cases in thenew computer-based
medium. If this is a valid example of the concept of computer-based
puttlishing, it. appears to be self sustaining in the richest sense. I am
personally hodeful that this.fnodel ca'n be extended to. a host of other.
disciplines ,or which remote access to computer-based tnateribls will
provide a new and valuable dimension to learning.,

.

.

'An Important PotentialThe Library. Probably the most importAnt
and .the 'most critical neAs function .of a computer network for the
future is as -an alternative inforiation resource. Althofigh the use of
netwbrks as information resourtes has lend been testeCl, Vs now time
for some tangible anduseful manifestation of the promise.
In considering the problem and the potential, the relative economics
. of .the status 'quo and technological innovation are revealing. This perspective of the library problem 0is illustrated 'in The Economics of Academic. Libraries where the results of a study of .58 libranies over the0
years from 1964 to 1969 are portrayed showing,that during this period
the operating cOst for the 58 libraries,, calculated as a unit cost per
student, approximately doubled. Over this same period the wholesale
price index remained relatively-flat.'In fact, the. library costs increased
at a rate seven times that Of the wholesale price index. Similar data for
computer and communications costs expressed as a function of a unit
of 'protessing and ..computatioo showed that during thesame period
these costs were dropping iliore sharply, than .library costs wert
increassingsln fact, computer and communications units costs decreased
by ten tiines relative to the wholesale price index over the period. ,
Some specific illustrations may help focus the point. In a recently
.

.

pUblished Fact Book on the Yale libtaries, Dr. Rutherford Rogers
reveals some striking quantitative data. In 1975 the Yale library held
6,518,848 yolumes excludinb serials. These holdings w,ere 15% greater
than the holdihgs'of 1970, measured similarly-, and the holdings irt 1970
wire 28% greater than the holdings in 1960. Th'e growtOate in serials
during the period is approximated to be in excess of two times that for
books repjesented by the statistics. The cost for Yale library operations
during the year 1974-75 was $10,733,000, the third largest on the con.- -

tinent, exceeded' by the Harvard libraries at $11,496A00 and..the'
Toronto University libraries at $11,997,1300. One of the more "dis.,.
triessing asdects of these cost data, in addition'to the size of the numbers, is the rate okgrowth. Forexample,The HarQard library costs hay&

compounded at a rate- of approximately 9% for the past five Yeift.-

17
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.

,

,

.

One reason that it isn't higher is that the funds/deioted to acquisitions
are now less than 30% of the library .budget. If funds for acquisitions
are squeezed to less and less as both the cost/and quantity of printed
materials increase, the result is both obvious and undesirable.'

A costly feature of printed material is the physical space that it
consumes. For example, at Yale there are/ 190 miles of linear shelf
space in the University libraries kpused in/ over 16 1/2 acres of floor
.space. In today's economit environment space costs are aggravated both
by the increased costs of construction and the increased cost of opera-

tion ond maintenance spurrE0 by the energy crisis. This problem will
likely contrhue for the coming decade. ,es all these costs, particularly
energy costs, move upward.Jhe impact of space costs-on libraries was
the subAct. of a recent artiFte in the ,IChio'hict fOr Higher ,Education
(July 12, 1976) by-Robert Wilson in which the duthor used space costs
to argue that a large cost savings can resigt4rop an increated use of
microfilming technology coupled with the sharigro of library collections
by regional warehousing Of less frequentlY used materials. However, the
concept of decreased self-sufficiency fOr university libraries, on which
the conservation of space argument depends, repfesents a responsiveness problem to the librarian as well as a limitation on the user's ability
to'browse. klaretaver, the storage of materials on the basis of frequency
Of, use, a concept which has becom'e very Mmiliar to those involved..in
computer technology; is a relatively riew concept..to the librarians and
one which. plans.stress ori the book publishing market evidertt from the

testimOny before CONTU. This is. but ano her illu'stration of the fact
that technological solutions rnay create beha ioral and policy problems.
The putpose of combining these data isi, of course, to support the
claim .that the promise of computer and communications technology
has some financial basis. It is virtually:a Certainty thy unless that promise of computer and communications teChnology begins to provide
alternatives in access to information,. there 'is likely to be a 'substantial
shortfall in the availability of information to scholars, a Matter of some
pirticular concern to those libraries which support research activity.
Scientists have for a number of years epvisioned the day when com.-puter and comKunications technology can be used directly as a substitute for visiting, the library to plpw through stacks of printed matdrials.
The typical scenario envisioned by such litirary futurists includes a.
"conversation" with a computer terminal about the 'kind of,information desired and the terminal responcling with samples of information
fr'om the computer system which could then be used to refine the.
inquiry .to the Idesired point. Moreover, it is envisioned that-this conversation can occur .in a fraction of the, time required for .a visit to the
hhrary of. printed materials and would' provide more :'up to the
minute" information as well. Such a system could oda replace material's
but that kind of information resource might reduce serials cops and
reduce the labor intensive parts of library searches. 11 'is obviously
a scenario in which there is a good deal of promise w,hen one considers
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the' alternatives. Making a collection of information accessible ihrough
new techn?logy, approximating'cornpleteness and making the service
affordable in cost are equally.as significant as making the human, interface to such a service comfortable to individual users.
I submit that this concept is not far fetched. In fact, such a systerii
already exists in microcosm. The legal data system offered nationally
by Mead Data Central to practicing lawyers, called LEXIS, contains
comptete opinions for cases in particular areasof law from federal cases
and'several states including New York, Michigan, Ohio and Texas. The
user ihterface to LEXIS has,been carefully designed with the objective

of allowing a senior partner In a law firm to use the system directlY
without an operator/interpreter. The theory is that tlie conservation of
user time in the use of such a service for researching case law material
will .be cost effective in comparison to tradition& use of law clerks and
law libraries. It is also theorized that such a system vyill be equally or
more effective in finding all pertinent cases fqr a particular proceeding
given the time constraints that usually apply. This application has Several characteristics which make it feasible for contemporary .technology. First, tile amount of data, although large,.is sufficiently small to
be compatible with contemporary memory technology for fast response
devices..Second, the application is' sufficiently specialized that a user
language vocabulary can be targeted directly at a manageable set of ter-

minology. Third, user time is valued very highly, often in excess of
$50.00 per hour. Hence, the 'time saved can be used to juitify a rela-'.
tively expensive service. The combination of these factors makes the
service successful end as technology becomes more polkerful and less
expensive, the methodology can exPand to some other professions and'
disciplines, perhaps the sciences. The use of LEX.IS end its competitive ,
system offered by West Publishing ,Company is mushrooming in. law
firms in the states for which case data is maintained and for federal
cases through-out the United States. These services also appear to be
achieving to somf-degree the important objective of having-practicing
lawyers use the computer terminal directly (albeit computer terininals
which has been carefully engineered to encourage such use). In short,.
,these law systems may be early illustrations of the kind of technology- ,
based information -resource which can deal with a significant part of
the library problem.
There are, of course, a number of immediate difficulties. The largest
of these is the cost,of providing, such a service for disciplines not
restricted to small volumes of information.and specialized vocabulades.
The challenge, then, is to concentrate on those areas of developMent
which can improve the capability for specific,disciplines at a reasonable
cost. For the, future, we should assure that the results of research in
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information structure and information technology are applied to areas
of need where capability and financial factors are a match. Applied
'research, the marriage of theoretical concepts to very real information
problems, must be performed in order for the computer. and communications technologies to have a substantial impact on the library'problem
which has been described. Early indications are that the theoretical

Concepts are sound when applied to real problems. However, the
development of computer based.information systems as a meaningful
alternative to the library in the 1970's has a large number of gaps, gaps
Which must be filled in order to avoid a.real shortfall in the traditional
role of the library for college and university scholarship.

p,
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Chapter-2
by Peter A. Alsberg

Comp_uter Networking
Ex,perrence at the.Center for
AcRanced Computation

1.0 INTRODUCTION
: The Center for Advanced Computation (CAC) is a research unit in
the Graduate College of the University of Illinois. The CAC was originally formed in 1970 to support the Illiac IV computer. In 1972 we
and
werelorsed to rely upor the AR.PANET for our camputerservi
computeroperationt.

.

2.0 -THE BEGINNING

'

-

CAC research attivities. In 1972 the CenterIqr Advanced CoMputation was an ARPA-dominated computer science" research instittition
specializing in the deVelopment of operating systems, compilers, statistical systems, graphic systems, data mariagement, arid large application
programs: The CAC had one research contract from ARPA ata level of
1.4 million' dolrars per year. Of :that money, $480,000 per year was
spent for-our own Burroughs B6700 computer and support staff.
ARPANET status: In 1972 the ARPANET protocols were in their

.infancy. The few cprolocols that did exist were all first version. The
ARPANET itself was a radicaland -very ambitious' step into a new con .
cept of computer communication and service. No one had any experience with multi-machine networking. Thert were very few server, sites
on the ARPANET. The only sites that could be depended on for a service orientation were the UCLA360/91 and the Bolt Beranek and New-

man (BBN) PDP-10. The Center for Advanced Computatioh was
pioneering the mini-host concept for network ,access with its: ANTS, f
system. But at that time the mini-host concept was new and not well
funded.

ARPANET transition. ARRA withdrew support.from bur computer
and forded us to.go Onto the ARPANET for all.of our computing needs.
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The transition to the ARPA network provided for no overlap in. local

I

86700 services. On June 30, 1972, the computer was removed. On July
1, 1972, Center research programs were transferred cold turkey to the
ARPA network.
Arrangements were made with UCSD to provide B6700 Service on
.

the ARPANET. There were extreme problems with staff rejection of
the ARPANET..
.
immediate results. Within two months of the ARpANET transition,
the staff attitude had completely.. reversed. There was virtually unânimous support for netWoiking. The reliability, availability, and próduction orientatioc of the UCSD installation was sUperior to the facility we
used to run ourselves. We were the largest single account at that iiistallation,;.Our dollarg were important to UCSD. In the fall of 1972 a B6700
was-available on our own campus at the Department of Civi.1 Engineering. UCSD knew this, and iggressively supported our requirements.
We also saVed .money. Ourin6 that first year, services at UCSD cost
approximately $108,000: Support of our' ANTS mini-host, local staff,
and ARPANET IMP cost appwximately-$82,000. This 'annual cost of
$190,000 was approximately -40% of our previdus year costs.

3.0 THE MIDDIrE

1973 to 1975

Growth of heterogerieow.cbmp-uting. During the, 1975 to .1975.
period niOre service sites came onto the ARPANq.
'There; were Many PDP-10's on the ARPA netwdrki anE( ARPA had a
well-funded graphics prograrn for ARPANET PDP-10'S, Thrs.provided
the opportunity to exPlojt ,rnultiple machines. cin:.,the AAPANET ko'
solve a,single problem. One of the first examples Was in support of the
.Laboratory for Atmospheric Research. The PDP.10's onothe network
4.
' wese.Superiör interactive machines to the 360/91. Thus a PDP-10 was
used in an interaCtiVe mode- to prepare jobs which were subsequently
sent to the 360491 The results frdm the 360/91 were sent to-another
PDP-10 Where graphic- displays .were prepared, Finally, the graphic
results, of the 360/91 run were sent to Our ANTS mini-host using nett
.:work §raphics. protocol. ANTS was then able to display the resUlts on a
variety 'of -deVices at the CAC and at the Laboratory for Atmospheric
.

Research.

.

.

-

By 1974, It seemed clear that multi-machine operation offered not
6
only perfor n nce
but also cost advantages. To test this, we, ran a'series,
of benchma lis .in late 1974 and ear:ki 1975. We foUnd that machines
varied-, by factors of 10 or more in the coit and the speed With which
they could perform various tasks. Nevertheless, it, was found that '
througki networking we cOuld'exploit Small differences in machine performance or pricing policy. Furthermore, network oveehead could be
absorbed even for very small tasks (tasks that cost only pennies to run
or took only seconds to execute). The conclusion was obvious. Signifi,
cant price 'and performance advantages were available if instdad of
iltempting to solve an entire problern on a single machine, applications
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programs were split to take advantage of the_best machine available for
each component of.a problem.

Cost growth. During this period, our cost ,for ARPANET'services
grew. .We were doing much more computing than before. We were
spending approximately $309,000 per Year. for service at remote sies
13,lus $85,000 to acceps the network (ANTS, support staff, etc.). But, as
competitiye service sites became.available, we Were able to barter for
preferred rates. We had increased out overall computing loasl several-

fold and' still were spending $100,000 less than .when di tried to
operate our own machine.

CAC transition. With the ARPANET, interrinstitutional co-operation
Oecame common place. The researchers at the Center ppgan.touse the

ARPANET mail facility to collaborate.with other -investigators. One
result has been the frequent appearance of multr-institutional publications. Anotner has been that researchers who are dependent on the
computer found that they could move froni ont, institution to another
and still have access to the same compliting facilities. The CAC became
a natural focal point for researchers who required sophisticated computer tools. By 1975, sixty percent of our-contract support was now in
disciplines that used computers only as research tools.

4.0 T1

PRESENT

1976

,.

Cutienr CAC research activities. The CAC curreritly has approximately One and, one-half,million" dollats of dontract kesearch in energy,.

labor and .,economic impact studies:. remote sensing, and land use
planning'. We still do computer science research for government and ,
industr.y.

his research mix is likely to continue. Multi-machine expertise has
beCome .the rule for CAC staff: This expertise and the M5pressive
resource of the ARPANET can place computing problems into a perspective more "approfriate'Jor these researchers.

Current cost. At present we are spending $300,000 per year for network' computing' services. Of' the ARPANET services consumed by the
Center contacts, appro)kimately 30% are related' to 'computer science
and the 'hard sciences; approximately 40% are related to government

.support; arid apbroximately 30% area related to energy and
psycholdgy research,

.5.0 TECHNOLOGICAL CONCERNS
Reiourcb access networks. At present, coMputer networks support

resource access, A terminal attached to a computer in London. or
California can access a coMputer in Illinois as if it were local. A user
Can transfer filegfrom one machine to artother. All of,Oe communications prototols are telephone surrogates. They provide point-to-point
services in a manner' that could be done with a,telephone were.a cornwunications network not available. This mode of operation-does not
even begin to realize the potential offitenvorking.

.
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Resource *haring networks. Resource, sharing networks are cost and
performance Asuperior to resource access networks. Resource sharing
networlis wilt!require multi-point computer-to-computer protocols. So

far, little hasIbeen done to develop those protocols. In addition there
are major te6hnological problems with resiliency, security, and accounting. Agai0j, little has been done.

Resiliency. Iroday, most network systems assume a very benign
environment. They do not account for prptocol violations on the part
of the Computer. Protocok assume that no process on the network
operates with, n4alicioUs intent. FinallY, current protocols ignore the
nagging problernof lost messages. All of these assumptions are violated
tlaily on the ARI1ANET.
Security. Acc4s control and'security on a computer network are ottremely difficult. Ourrent work in the Department of Defense indicates

that the problem is exacerbated by multi-point considerations. Resource sharing netvorks ill have to secure prpprietary software and
data bases and will'have to stopport privacy for records about individs. Once again, little has been done.

uals and organizaf

Accounting. Foresource sharing to become a reality, we will. need

tilinsitive billing ptpceures (and hence transitive security). For exinteract directly with only one service site while
aMplib a user mig

interacting indirect with many, others. The first site should be able to
bill the user for all services consumed, direct and indirect. The current
requiTement for se arate accourits at each si,te limits resourte sharing to
..the most innovatiy and technically agressive -users.
-

t,1

6.0'LESSON.WE LEARNED

.

.

nre hidden costs of our own computer. Prior to:moving to the

ARPANET, the "right" machine lor any computer, project at the Center for Advanced Compiltation had to be our own machine. Our machine was a fixed cost item. A significant amount of.,senior management

time wasArained by the care and feedjng of th6machine. Even our

choice at-research areas was subjected to cohstraints imposed by opera'
ting our own machine.
Networking advantages: In substituting the ARPANET for bur own
Machine, we reduced Our direet andsmdirect ex'benses. The ARPANET
allowed us to spread our computing needs across the nigyvoris, Using an
appropriate machine for each of our problems. It is common for Center
staff to be fluent in three or more computer systems and to apply the
different perspectives and philosophies sf thdse systems in their day-today problem solving activities.
The drain on our senior management time is gone. We have replaced
a major fixed cost item with a flexible cOst item. We alsci have reserve
computing capacity-whenever needed.
,Networking really isn't for everyone. Networking is ict a free ride.
The Center's experience has been thal We cannot trust the common
carriers to develop netwoiking technology. Parochialism abounds. In
particular the common carriers tend to design for terminal communica-

tions or for. a 16ecific operating' system. Any organization seriously
interested 'in neagirking must make, the commitment to-understanding
and advancing network technology. That comMitment is the hidden
cost of networking.
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Chapter 3
by Anne W. Branscomb

1.

.

.

The Future of Computerized
Imformation Systems: The
Legal, Political, and Regulatory
Environment
;

1.0 I.NITRODUCTION

What is to be the natuft of a university in an information oriented
society? Compideri zed irtorma.tr4h systems have the '. capacjty. to
!Precipitate substanlial chabges po
inIthe manner...in. which
information is disserninated'but tundarnental'citanges in the institutions
within, which such information iS generated, collated, packaged and
distributed, toIhe consuming public.

The future evolotion of' networking, of comPuterized information
systems is, rnore.;dependent upon issues involving information content
and the roles of the institutions that develop them than it is on the
.

'

cost and complexity of the communications and computing facilities
themselves.

'N

What then are the legal and regulatory prore-ms you 'are
encounter, and 'what is the political environment in which they Will
have to be resolVed? More precisely, what 4ely oppbrtunities may arise
which. might facilitate and, simplify the exchange of chit chat from one
computer to anothz- and Who are the cast of characters you are likely
to encounter as you enter the arena in, which the legal parameters of
networking are likely ,to be forged?'
-

4

a

V

2.0 THE PROTECTION OF PROPRIETARY R1TS IN
COMNTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Coputerized 'information systems transmit intelleCtual products
that are produced by a wide variety of individuals, groups, and institu

13 --:
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tions both public and Private whether operating in a University environment or in a business environment7 One of the most striking
characteristics of the new omputerized information systems is the
difficultyof separating publiC from private sources. The rules of behav.,
ior to which we have subjected the two different types of producer,
are,' now
and which differ substantially in their basic thrust,
incompatibly rtlingled. Moreover, the new and long awaited Copyright
Act recently passed by the Congress 11) does not really address itself tO
the questions of 'proprietary protecticon. of intellectual property

produced within the context of computer networking (2)'.
Consequently; a long and protracted development of the law in this
a likely prospect for the foreseeable future. Although some of
area
the most pressing problems offe ed by new technological developments.
such as cable television (3) an reprography.(A) have been addressed,
the CopyrightAct has set aside tlke determination of the law concern.'
computerized information ,s Stems. Specifically, the Congress
, ing
awaits the reports of two national èommissions which are functioniNg
independently and simultaneously: The Commission on New Technological Uses (5) which contains representatives of the publishers and the
dustries; and the Cemmisslon on Libraries and Informa.informat
Which contains librarians, and infprmation professiontion Soie

-

.

als (6).

The reSults 'nf- these deliberation's rill'have a profound effect upon
efforts to interconnect data banki. The use of copyright ptoteetion of
proprietary interesti 'in computerized information systems raises far
more .questions and difficulties than it solves. The pouring of a new
technology into legal concepts specifically designed foi an old technology may alter the course of history in an untlesirable manner than had
the legal concepts been permitted to develop in an otherwise unstructured fasiii on.

,

However, the copyright act, together with trade Secrets and unfair'

competition law are the only tools that thesplu rs, packagers, and
procurers of information systems have. Unless and until we can forge.
something more appropriate to the technology, we will have to live,
with thetn.

There are many ludicrbus consequences. Copyright law was designed
to protect authors whose only cOmpensation c.ame from the sale of the
manuscripts to. either the Oublishers, or, through them, from royalties
,on the sale of copies of the published manuscript. The U.S. Copyright

Office requires two copies of the original publication to be filed with /
the office (this", has already been abandoned when trying to deal with
computer programs). But query: what is the original in a computerized
information system such as the New York Times service -which is
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constantly being upilated.eve'ry twenty-four hour period? What' is the .
cOpy when onty a small- portion of the "original" is being used? Is this
'fair ,use which. is uncompensable when only a small portion is being
used or should one expect to pay according to use?
There are pluses and minuses when one starts to deal with access to a

centralized data bank through a computer network. The ability to
charge by use rather than by published copy is vastly improved,.since
the machine is capable of doing its own monitoring and billing
according to actual number of times of use..and even by ckegories._of
use. However, the problem .is vastly more 6omplicated.when. one uses
local small processors to retrieve portions of information from a data
bank, shares them with a humber of user's, and then returnyhem to the
central facility in the same Or a different format.
Certainly the concept of payment according to the nurribecof copies
made becomes eVen more complex in. the case of a group producrin
iNhich contributors On widely dispersed campuses participate in the
deSign of an 'end product To add another parameter, what happens
when the intellectual product is the work of both university professors
and industrial research prOfessionals? To make the mattes even more
complicated, suppose the computerized information system is-marketed'
by a non-profit entity' that uses,some material produced by a for-profit
company? Does one apply a. non,profit rate or a lor-profilbliae incompensating? Do the rules for transmission time ont°ruilfeCTOkhe-d
network_ apply at the for-profit or non-profit rate?
This is just a sample of the obstacles which may inhibit computerized netWorking from develoPing r,apidly in the university world. Please

'bear with 'your university attorneys if they seem slow in resolving
difficulties, .and please cooperate with them to .*educate them to a full
understanding of the technological facts of life in order that they may
make your work easier and more productive in theJong run.

My predicition

is

that compensation of proprietary interests in

computerized information systems will develop along sorne concept of
compensable use rather than the more established royalty per copy.
' Ultimately all professional journals, for example, may exist only as a
single original data file from which all users will have direct access.

10 PROBLEMS OF PRIVACY
One of the major'inhibitions to the development of computer networks has been the Big Brother image which was projected by-Orwell's
*. 1984. Since the year is almost upon us the fear seems to loom larger
lerac.; A Ithrs.inh 010 loaal frarnevdn'rk in whirl, the individual riahts
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and stored in data banks can be as easily developed to work with
computers as with other forms of technology, it is a pity that we are
plagued with this continuing problem.. It is a factor with which we have
to live and which we will have to work together as lawyers and tech.

nicians to solve.

It is my projection .that the public simply will not accept the prolif,
information systemi unless and
eration of interconnected computeri
until a body of taw de'velops
a
ato y system evolves in which
individuals and institutions ma protect an preclude access to :informam. Thu we must:. 1) recognize that
tion optained from a. d about
i
economic value and for which
information 4113-a--comm . t *
reasonable compensation must be paid; 2) Information of a statistical

nature which must be collected for the efficient and necessary
fUnctions.of government and business, i.e. census data, or social
economic -and financial statistics, Must , carry the protection from
individUal identifiability ; and 3) Information about' individuals must
carry rights of release and powers of correction for inaccuracy. The
context in which these problems will arise in the universities is in the
.. _collection and Use of research data as ,%vell as storage and removal of

student records or medical records in ubiversity tiospitals. Networks
which attempt to exchange information of this kind will run into statutory restrictions which will require revision to accommodate to the
changed tectinological environment.
The responsibility for working out the details of legal access cannot
, be left to chance but must be developed along' with the technological
and economic solutions. It is ah expensive waste of time and resources

to develop facilities which the public will not use. The public Will not,
use computer data banks unless tliey have confidence in the regulatory
system, and they will not allocate funds unless they see tome. utility.
The new commission set up under the Privacy Act of 1974 (7) is a

good start in the right direction for federal sVstems. However, the
protocols of use and protection of both.privacy and proprietary interest
in the product must proceed in, a reasonably accelerated manner in
order to keep pace with technological progress.

4.0 COMPETITION VERSUS MONOPOLY IN PRIVATE
LINE & DATA COMMUNICATIONThere is s6me good news.and some bad news about the politics and
.economics of data and pfivate line communications which will help or
* As compared with copyright protection which covers packaging and proCuring
of information.
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.hinder the development of interconnected computer networks; the
Federal Communications Commission has .recently come out with a
decision in docket no. 20097 (8) which will permit the.sharing of
private line services, and Telpak, Digital Data Service (DDS). The
decision is 82 pages, but, unlike previous decisipns of this agency, it is
articulate, well reasoned, arid fascinating reading. This new developmen't permits opportunities for sharing of resources which will not only
cut costs of high speed better quality transmission facilities for' interconnecting data banks, but will also permit a greater participation in
the network design and control of the hardware which will route and
process the messages. This decision is consistent with previous decitions
of the FCC (9) over the last few years to open up competition in the
longlines.common carrier. service (as well as the peripheral equipment
and services), ana should permit greater choice and freedom of action.
The decision encourages the use of an unregulated intermediary
entity to manage the shared use. Not only will sharing of facilities by
customers with an affinity:of interests be encourabd as permitted by
the Bell system for the airlines, electric utilities and stock exchanges;

but all customers will be free to determine which of them wish to
amalgamate their interests for the purpose of economy or quality of
transmission. In the future both sharing, brokering, and resale of
.communications capability will be permitted without restrictions
dictated by the Bell system and its affiliated carriers.

On the other hand the Bell system and its affiliated carriers have
deterrnined to put up a fight to extend the monopoly characteristics of

the telephone system to all longlines carrier systems and to the
peripheral equip'ment and services as well. AT&T 'and its associates
have drafted the Consumer Communications Reform Act of 1976 (10)
which Ralph Nader calls a violation of the truth in packaging act. There
are more than 200 sporisors.in the Congress which expires at the end of
*this
and no further action can be taken before the new Congress

takes of ce in January. However, the number of sponsors indicates
both the strength of the telephone companies and the appeal of their

argument that competiton in data communications and attached
terminal services severely handicaps their capability to provide low cost
local loop service to residential customers.

Although the FCQ has rejected the At &T argument that the entry
of competition on the longlines and data communicapons services will
ultimately cause the deterioration of carrying capacity and the disintegration of the nationally integrated and remarkably efficient message
toll service (11), there is substantial support for the Bell system's
argument and general recognition that the Bell system .has produced
the best telephone system in the world..Economists are still at.todds
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With each other concerning the facts,* and thus have not yet defilflitively determined whether there.is sufficient evidence to prove AT&T right
.or7wrong in its allegations. The FCC determination is an interim finding
whiCh cannot be appealed to:the courts (12), and AT&T managengent
4
has turned to the Congress for support.
In addition, the FCC' has itself instituted a. new comPutee inquiry
.

(13) the outcome of which may also change the course of reCent
history. Under the ,:consent decree of 1956 (14) the Bell system was

prohibited frOm 'engaging in any activity which did not qualifY as
common carriage under' Title II of the Comrpunications Act of 1934
(15)- Under the decision of an earlier computer inquiry 16), "data
processing" and hybrid data processors were determined toJbe outside
the reach of Title II which would be cdnstrued to cover on'c, communi-

cations car age and "hybrid communications Systems" whose major
-activity wa transmission rather than processing. However; the line
between the two types of hybrids has become more and more diffuse
with practice .(17).*Although many types of communications which
border at the line of distinctibn are very similar in practice, someleek
authorization under the FCC authority and some do not. Consequently,
the presSure for clarification has come not solely from the Bell:system
which would like to be allowed to compete with 'the data processors
but can" do so only if such activity becomes subject,to FCC 'regulation.
The lines are being .drawn for a very substantial fight in two very
distinct arenas: one in Congress and the other irr the FCC rulemaking
proCeeding. Both are likely to have substantial effect upon EDUCOM
an the efforts of universities to interconnect their computer facilities.
U ess you wisp to let 'others decide for you what is in your own self
rest, you foo must decide where your interest lies and get into the
i
fight..
There is substantial evidence 'that a real reform of the Communications Act of 1934, which is long overdue, will in fact begin in earnest
within' the foreseeable future. The Vanbeerlin Committee has made a
commitment, the new president elect hasmade a public statement to
the. effect that he _favors a new act, and the departure of Senators
Pastore and Hartke opens wide the appearance of a new cast of characters in the Senate side as well. Therefore, you should do your

homework and decide how you wish to see the Act fashiqped to
wotect and ,Promote your own interests in computer networking.
Determination of where your interest lies is not a siriiple matter. Some
...

Bell representatives argue that the.longlines service subsidizes the local resi-i
dentral'se vice and other economists argue that the local residential service has'
.

been su

Idizing the longlines and business service.
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nonprofit educational institutions receive .discounts for private line
service frofri Carriers and some receive discounts for equipment from
.

manufacturers. This discount Policy may be a strong incentive to favor
the natural monopoly,approach ratherthat rely upon the natural forces
of the competitive market place to drive the,prices down especially 4 it
can be ascertained with'any delinity that such downward direction in
one service will drive the prices up in a related but-socially productive
service: What happens in'the political, arena in the next few years will
have a profound effect upon the architectural design of our national
comMunications system for at least the next quarter century.
,

5.0 SATELLITES AND SAUCERS

.

There are several developments in, satellite interconneation with
whiCh educators ought to be familiar and which present novel and
unusilal opportunities. One is the filing of the CPB on behalf of the PEts

for a satellite system Which wouki iriterconnea public broadcasting
stations tkrough the country, both rodio and television (19).11Phis application ss being filed with an expectatiOn that there will be excess

capacity available)on the systerh as designed, and that such' excess
capacity will be leased.back to a third party (29).
The public broadcasting system, as -presentIV constituted, receives
substantial government subsidies at the national, state, and !beef level.
Indeed, many, of the licensees are 'the same uniyersities which are
ihterested in networking computer facilites and belong to the
EDUCOM Planning Council (21). it seems Idgical that some.marriage of
interests might be consummated. Joint efforts t'aetween the computer
facilities and broadcasting entities might permit these nonprofit users
to combine their resources to. fa`cilitat the networking of computers

and to obtain increased transmit capability for the public radio and tv
stations (most of whieh will be left otherwise with, receive only satellite
saucers). Although the CPB has shown an extreme reluctance to clutter
up hs lead application with any s-pecifically contemplated shared uses ,.
which might delay realization of their system; nonetheless, the public
interest 'dictates that the ultimate costs to the consumer be considered.-'
An opportunity which now presents itself shOuld be seriously studied
by universities who have both cOrnputer facilities and public radiO or
television statrons.

Another con test in, which the interconnection of computer facilities
by satellite may be pursued is the Public Service Satellite Consortium
(22),. which operates under a mandate from its membership to catalog
the potential public'use of an interconnected satellite' system nation-

wide for non-profit uters ind to pursue some jointly determined
.
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for obtaining, satellite interconnected capability.. Such a
national capability for public service Users would permit costs in?ensitive tO distance and permit small users the advantage of piggy-backing
onto the usb by lirger institutions.
Another filing with the FCC for satellite interconnettion was Alpde
strategy

by Satellite Business Systems (SBS), a partnership of IBM, -Aetna, and
Comsat (23). SBS intends to use a high power satellite systerit.with the
12-14 gigahertz freqUencies that can be received using srnaNdr" and less
expensive saucers than cap be used with the Domsat satellite carriers

with low, power like Westar. The SBS plan is especially designed to
accommodate the needs of both data processors and private line voice
systems. It can also cairry video signals and therefore is idea4suited to
the ?ieeds of universitl computing facilities as well as business systems.
All three-of these effoits will be pursued in the arena of the ,Federal
Communications Commission's licensinig authority. They will pass or
fall by the nayside depending upon the arguments pro and con which
are

put forward by the interested partiei, including the . existing

common carriers whicli provide existing longlines service and potential
users:Thus the4thtry of new competitors to provide alternative interconnection_service will depend in part on who is interested in helping
whom to do What.
°

6.0 CAB.LE TELEVISION. AND BROADBAND
LOCAL LOOPS
Many of the library associations have been especially interested in
the development of cable television throughout the country. There
now a renewed interest in cable television regulation within the sut;committee on Communications of the House of' Representatives. A
recent report suggests that cable should be unleased to provide the new

capabilities which have been promised (24). Here again is an ppportunity to chooie sides and enter the fray. However, the development ot
'cable television as an alternative interconnection for computer
networks is much more complicated than the mere unleashing of the.,
'
regulatory control by thf Federal Communications, Commission.
In the past few years, the FCC has di4igently tried to regulate into .
existence broadb'and public channels for-use by educational institutions
as. well as muniCipal and plublic channels. This effort has been notably
unsuccessful for a.number of reasons which are not entirefy the fault of
the regulatory policies of the FCC. First, the general economic
condition of the country has not been one in which a capital intensive
industry like cable television can flourish. Setond,- the, industry has
shown little or no interest .in the development of the broadband
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networks which would service institutional users such as universities

and li6raries, and it has looked upon the requirement of a public
channermore as a .burden than' as an opportunity. Finally, the users for
which.the channel was set aside, the educational institutions, have been

remarkably diffident about putting forward any organized effort to
make use of suCh channels even where they were available.

The interconnection facilities for such data or video networks can
ovided as easily; or perhaps more easily, by telephone companies.
By reteti n telephone companies 'are allowed to provide new business
services althouth they are prohibited from providing cable television
service in elhe local company's area of service. Thus telephone
companies are, not likely to look kindly upon the existence of computer
networking services provided by competing cable television systems
without offering private line service to such institutions as are willing
to pay for them at a coppetitive or possibly predatory rate. Certainly
the bankruptcy of DATRAN is not promising for the future viability of

645e

institutions which attempt to compete directly with/ the AT&T
facilities; and there are substantial reasons for determining that-the local

loop is far More characteristic of a natural monopoly than the long
lines.

-

Therefo
Th"e so called freeing of cable television to develop
undeterre by FCC regulation may become a hollow victory. There

may be more, mileage in pursuing alternative routes of public irwest-

ment in broadbrd local loops for all kinds of service (25), or some
form of leverage on the Bell system and its affiliates to install optical
fibres or other forms of 'broadband capability in the local loops as this
becomes economically feasible as Professor Vivian of the University of
Michigan has suggested earlier this N4ear (26). Finally, the judicial and
regulatory restraints might be remplkd which inhibit Ma Ben, and the
public might rely upon a truly competitive marketPlace.

7.0 ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFpER AND
ELECTRONIC MAIL
Another area of interest is electronic funds transfer, electronic ail;
and business systems. As usual the real impetus for reform of the
system is coming frorrithose.who have the greatest economic interests
the banks, the credit institutions, and the retail merchandisers.
Consequently, it is my prediction hat the pressure upon the legal
system will continue to come -largely from these institutions wherethe
sale of information as a commodity has high economic valUe. A recent

decision b.y the Supreme Court to the effect that terminak in retail
establishrnents constituted branch banks (27) (thus restricting their
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development across state lines,-and Within states which prohibit branch
banking) will have a substantial inhibiting effect upon the development
of EFTS networgs interconnecting banks and retail merchandisers.
This may seem remote from the self interest of educational institu-

tions and libraries, but it is not. More than half of firit class mail is
directly related to the exchange of information- about financial transactions. If this bulk of -mail, which pays its own'aosts, is 'siphoned off
.by EFTS networks, the loss Will have a substantial second and third
degr$e effect on libraries and educational institutions which use the
mail for exchange ofbooks and magazines at a- highly subsidized rate
(or with a substantial public investment to use'a.more positive phrase.

-Therefbre, the capability of the U.S. mail system of exchange of
continuing to carry this burden will quickly be questioned.
What is happening with legal definitions of branch banks may have
some comparable legal characterisrics when applied to institutions

which haVe a more direct impact upon your higher education self
interest. Query: is a library which transmits an instantaneous-copy-of a
manuscript Ylfacsimile a branch post office? If the postal service had
as muCh foresight or political Alout as the Bell system, the postal

service's lawyer might easily, rgue that. case and might draft a
Consumer Electronic Mail Reform Act of 1977, 8; or 9. Indeed, in
economic terms alone, the transmission- of copies by high speed
facsimile-will certainly diminish thse 'use of the mails for postal delivery
of hard copies, and ihus diminish the economic base upon which the
postal service eveh now so precariously relies. 'Colleges anduniversities
- will want to take'a careful look at what is happening in both electronic
funds transfer and in the poStal service to determine where their self
interest, and that of the public, really lies,.

The banks and the ter6phone companies have the resources to
amplify their message and self interest, but the legal frontiers which are
just now opening up will also make substantial systemic changes in the
modes in whrch educational institutions and _libraries have been
operating.

8.0 THE ROLE OF T;I:IE UNIVERSITY
IN AN INFORMATION ORIENTED S'OC(ETY
Many scholars have observed.that the U.S. has nearly passed the 50%

mark wherein the economy has become dependent upon information
exchange as its major source of strength (28). Thus,..in ihe future, the
transfer of Inforrnation is likely to be ereated as a commodity on the
open market for which a.direct value is assessed and collected rather
than as a public good which is deposited in public institutions and,made
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available freely without direct cost to the consumer.,What is this likely
to do to the universities and libraries which, have traditionally relied
upon grants, subsidies, and appropriations that were only remotely
related to direct use? It is very likely to cause some real soul learching
an'd dislocation of personnel and economic resources. Universities and
their hbraries will have to .. accommodate themselves to- the new
.electronic and economic environment in which they will be operating.
To illustra,fe the universities dilemma, consider he silk .stocking
industry which perceived its mission as the production Of silk stockings
rather than the covering of legs or, more broadly, as the manufacture of
clothing. Universities face much the...I-acne opportunity and hazard
today in the context orthe opportunities presented by computerized
information networks and the hazards of.defining one's mission too
narrowly. Already there are substantial pressures coming from other
sources than computer networking which question the viability institutions of higher education as they cdrrently exist.
The ivy covered walls of' academe into which students disappear for
a four year stint or more, to be tutored by scholars of national or international renown, is being challenged by a student body which does not
choose to be isolated from the real world for such a long period and by
an ,economia. envieonment in which fewer and fewer students and their
families can afford to pay for such a sheltered and personal educational
expbrience.

-

Therefore both the preferences of thmtudents for a different life
style, as well as the drive of the econVmics of education delivery,
dictate a more flexible environment in which the educational process

.

can. thrilie. Education will be looked upon more and more as an ongoing
experience which takes place throughout one's life at times and places
of one's own choosing.
Computerized information networks are capable of providing educational information at the fingertips of the useNwherever and whenever
users can obtain terminals 'to aCcess tbe system or systems. How such
-access is to be funded presents a dilemma which Must be resolved. Oho
is to package the programs that make available the accumulated wisdom

of mankind is the 664,000-question (more likely, with inflation, the
64 billion dollar question) which the current generation of computer
mbnagers, computer programmers, librarians, and educational administrators must resolve.
Traditionally we have paid professors modest salaries to produce the

information upon which the world ;urns. They were supposed to
receiye their rewards in heaven or else,where depending up)on their
reNious 'preferences. The amount of direct compensation for/the intellectual product of universities has been woefully small, and textbook
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reflect primarily the price of.p.ublishing .and marketing the
manuscripts. With computerized information systems the cost of input
and outerut must be recaptured by someone, but, the monitoring capebility of the computer system 5Iso presents an opportunity to recapture

col4s

the cost of originally collecting the data. This opportunity was not
available to the publishing industry:nor e the educational Institutions under such economic stress to recapture th cost.
Libraries which have traditionally operated in a mode.of depdsitory
and freccuse will find increasing opportT;rities for pricing their product
by use as wall as substantial econoci}ic and political pressures to do so.
Already there-is substantial drive in the direction of recarituring the
costs Of research and development, the bulk of which is funded 9irectly
or indirectly by the federal govprnment, and there is substantial
pressure from the public in the direction of lowering the tax burden
upon citizens. Thus the taxpayers themselves, as they, become more

sophisticated and organized, are rebelling against a system which
subsidizds too many costs indirectly with accounting systems which
measure neither economic nor social value. The universities and their
libraries are going to- be faced-with a mounting pressure to assess and,
recapture direct costs of computerized iriformation systems..
Moreover, universities and their libraries are'going to be faced with
an agonizing reap.sal of their function in society. They will:have to
decide whether 'Or not they wish to be the production centers for the
and 'programMing of instructional and
colleetion and packag.

.

\

informational Systems., Alô..4hey must decide whether they wish to
chafge non-profit rates, a rate which reflects funds available for reinvestment in new syStems, or turn to the public coffers to seek sybsibies

for the distribution of their intellectual product. How this appraisal
comes out will, in large measure, dictate the course of the future
development of the networks 'for computerized irtforMation exchange. ,
The dividing line between what is for profit and what is not,for profit is
becoming mOre and mord difficult to draw.
The challenges are great, the opportunities are almost unlimited, and
the hazards of failure are considerabte in terms of social cost to society.
University computer centers cannot afford to sit by and wait for others
more powerful to fight for them. The legal aryl regulatory environment
in which universities will .find themselves Will be fashioned to fit the
heeds of the more powerful combatants if the universities do not

fashiori the environment to meet their own vision' of the bgeds of
university networks in, the discharge of their..pcial responsibilities.
During the next 12 to 48 months you will tilte an.opportunity to
participate in % great debate about the legal and statutory structure of a
national communications system. Those of you who are at the leading
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edge of the technological frontier must not let the decisions be made by.
others.by default. You have a responsibility to yourselves agd to your
fellow citizens to help fashion the future.
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Chapter 4
by J. C. R. LiCklider

Future Directions in Computer
Networking Applications

k

f

-1.0 INTRCYDUCTION
A note on the perspectkVe of the aut'hor May be useful to the reader

of this paper. Jim Miller.interested me in EDUCOM at the time of its
founding and gave me the opportunity of being an active participant in
EDUCOM during its formative-years. After 'about six years of active
participation, I was away from EDVCOM about six years. Larry
Roberts gave me the opportunity of sucCeeding him as Director of the
Information Processing Techniques Office of the Advanced Research
Project Agency and thus of gaining, over a period d about tweyearst'
intimate and intensive experitfrkce with the ARPANET and other technological advances in computers and communications that Larry and
his ARPA colleagues have inspired and supported. With the perspective

that a year back at an EDUCOM member institution has given me, I

want to incorporate some of the ideas derived from the ARPA
experience into comment directed

2.0 i-"ANSITION
In her paper (Chapter 3), Anne Branscomb emphasized the critical-

ity of the next few years. They are critical. Higher education is in a
transition between two eras in the development and application of
computing, and the shape of the second(era will be determined in large
Part by decisions made during the transition.
.icial lector Zs the thrust of
During the first era, now ending, the crL

computer technology, and the main probfems that had to be solved
were essentially technological problems relating to the development of
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capability. During the second era, nowibeginning, the Crucial factor will

be the reaction of society. The main problems :that will have to be .
solved win be essentially social problemsrelating to acceptance, assimi
4
lation, and impact of computing technology.
During the first era, the main impact of.computers was to change the
way industry and government carried out .basic; established functions,
such as payroll; inventory, and: process control. Computers did. Pot
enter directly into the life-spaces of most people; they did.not interface
directly with many people who were not computer students or profes
sionals. During the second .era, compUters will create new furictions,
such as: teleconferences, in which.the participantsido not have to meet
in either space or time; computer-based myketsfor consumer goods

that mediate between buyers and sellers in the manner of the stock
market; and knowledge bases that go beyond storage and retrieval into
the organization and application of the world's corpus'of information.
Computers will interface directly with as
ny people as can acquire
the requisite informational skills and adapt to.the technology whether
.

it is cold and impersonal or warm, friendly, and ultraharianly helpful:
During the first era, most computers were readily ideptifiable as
coMbuters. During the second era, most computers will either be built
into systems (such as-automobiles and heating-cooling systems) ordevices (such as toasters and cameras) or integrated with .communica:
tions to form networks.
The decisions made during the transition between the two eras will
shape and constrain, to some extent irreversibly, the.mOst important
parts of the future of mankind: 'the .parts concerned with communica-

tion, .information, knOwledge, and the intellect. There are two main
roles for EDUCOM to play in the deciston process. The first, urged by
Anne Branscomb, is to represent the interests of the discoverers, organizers, preservers, and disseminators of knowledge to try to ensure that

those interests are at least protected and, if possible, advanced. The
A
second is to contribute to the structuring of the decision proess, itself,
by analyzing and clarifying possible courses of decision and action apd
predicting their impacts upon society and mankind.
In the following pages, some observations' about the future of'
computer and communication technology are, made with the hope of
convincing the reader that the stakes are high and that the technology is

wining and able if people'who yse it are willing and wise..Then three
very significant issues are presented briefly. Finally, EDUCOM is urged
to play as active a part in the national decision process that is shaping

the future of networking as it is already playing in the fostering of
networking to serve the needs and purposes of .education and research.
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3.0 THE FUTURE.OF COMPUTERCOMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
Although an essential 'part of this message is that it is high time to'
turn most attention- horn the _technology to its organizational, disciplinary, and social impact, a few respects should, be paid to the goose that
lays the golden eggs: the technqlogy that provides.the necessary basis
for the informational revolution.
.

3:1

Cost-Effectiveness
The old rule of thumb about the cost-effectivenes.s of computer
.

.

hardware,still holds: overall computing capability per. dollar, continues
to clObble approximately.every two years. If that exponential.course is
not followedthrough'-the reSt of the century, it will be because technologists

did not try intelligently enough rather than because they

encountered fundamental limits. Viewed microscopically, the advance
of computer hardware technOlogy is the progressive improvernerit of a
specific sub-technology: increasing the reliability of vacuum tubes,
decreasing the size and cost and increasing the'speecLof magnetic cores,
increas.ing.the clensityof.the elements on LSI.' chips, and so on. Viewed
macroscopically,. the !advance is the replacement:of one sub-technology

by another' that is. inherently More cost-effective: vacuum tutieS by
individual tranSistors; individual transistors by integrated semi-conductor circuits; and cathode-ray memories (Williams tubes) by core

memories.by semiconductor memories, et cetera. The long-term future

of computer hardware hes somewhere

in

a, combifiatiOn of new

processing technology and new architecture for information processing
syStemS. New processing technology includes: electron beams, x:rays,
nonlinear optical phenomenon, three-dimensional structufe5/ and
storage in and processing by individual molecules. New architecture
.includes: parallelism, intermixed memorY and-processing, cellular auto
mata, distributed systems. Pohcy toward basic research and exploratory

development is therefore more crucial in determining die long-term
future than is the more massive,. but less. far-sighted, drive of the
marketplace.

.

3.2 Consoles
During /the last few years, compute'r consoles (terminals) have
decreased in price by about 25per cent per year (less .rapidly than
jolicessors and stores!, and the Onsole market measured in-dollars grew
.Large-scale integration of dijital processing and memory elements on chips of
semreonductknukaterial.
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t an processors and stores)..
about 25 per cent per year (mar
ere 'are now (as surely there must be) one
If .that trend holds
n consoles in the United States, .there will be one
hundred
centur9.
- console per person' in the U.S.A. well before the end of the
Lest that prospect seem both unlikely and biarre, consider the trend in
pocket calculators, of which there may be one per capita by 1984.
Future consoles and pocket calculators (i.e., pocket computers) may be
capable of very significant processing and storage, arid many may be
programmable. Whether or not those potentials are realized will depend
on social and educational factors More than on technical factors. At
present, the 'average person is.not mucii interested in the things that can
be done with eitherConsoles or computers; the instruments are not now
capable of fulfilling functions or delivering services in which the average
person is much interested. But interests can change, or be changed, and

functions and services can be developed. During the nekt feW Years
people will decide whether the processinAnformation will pcogressively displace the possessiOn of matter and the expenditure of energy
(e.g., automobiles and driving) from the focus of.our attention. If they
decide to move toward information, there will be consoles and
computers everywhere."

,

:

3.3 Processors and Random-Access Memories
At present, there exists a .gross disproportion in computer
economics. It is as though, at a restauLant, the entree were en cents,
the cover charge a dollar, each vegetable ten dollars, and a are meal
ten thousand dollar. A microprocessor or a block of randtrn.access
memory is an LSI chip, and an LSI chip costs ten dollars. A minicomputer is a few chi s. in a box, and it costs.a few hundred dollars. A
minicomputer, system is a minicomputer plus a few peripherals and
costs a few thousand dollars. A number cruncher is the lOgical equivalent of a few hundred chips in a big box plus more, and more potent,
peripherals; this costs a few million dollars.,It is almost intonceivable
that one can get so much function per unit cost on a single chip,
Further, it is almost inconceivable that a real, wokingrcomputer system
can be as expensive as it is. The catches are: 1) that the function on a
...
semiconductor chip is cheap on the chip but dear to get off the chip',"
and 2) that ,cabinets, disk driyes, tape drives, paper tape readers and
punches, and (despite the downward trend of cost) even the simplest
consoles are Much more expensive than are .the basic semiconductor
essentials.,

Most consoles will contain computers, and most computers will be designed to
be connected into networks.
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At first thought, it seems obvious that effort should be diverted
from furiher develoOment of LSI processors and memories to solve the
problems bf chip interconnection', subsystem packaging, and peripheral
stores and consoles. Before taking that course, however, one should
consider the possibility that some of those problems will vanish if chips
can be made denser and denser, as they ca'n be (down to some as-yetnot-understbod _limit) with electron-beam and .x-ray %fabrication
techniques..

There appear to be two very important near-term opportunities:
1) to increase the density of LSI to the point at which a yery capable'
minicomputer with many thousands of words of memor§ becomes a
microcomputer, fitting onto a single chiii and thus into a matchbox
(which would eliminate
subsystem.-packaging probl

4 solve the chip-interconnection

and

); or 2) to learn to make many identical
microcomputers work together as a Single megacomputer without
elaborate interconnections (perhaps by building a pocket-radid system
into each .microComputer, putting many microcomputers into a
shielded box, and achieving the required cooperative interaction amon'g
them through programming). In any event, small processors and
memories Sre doing extremely well.

3.4
i

Less.Than Fully Random Access Memories

It seems to be a principle of nature that large, inexpensive memories
(or storage systems) must fall 'short of fully randbm access. Typically,
such memories are organized hierarchically, providing slow random
access to.a block of storage cells and then fast sequential access to the
successive cells of the block. Promising technologies for such memories
include magnetic bubbles, 'electron-beam-accessed memoriei, an'd
charge-coupled devices. One additional approach .is also being explored
by ARPA.
The plastic-disk TV-playback devices now being introduced into the
home information-entertainment system market are truly remarkable
from an information-storage point of view. One disk aboui the diameter
of a 33-rpm phonograph record, and much thinner, holds 30 minutes
of video-plus-audio program (analog information) which has a timebandwidth product of osbout ten to the tenth power and corresponds
(according to a conservative engineering rule-of-thumb) to.'about ten

billion hits. Ten billion bits can be visualized as 300,000 typewritten
pages of non-redundant text. The TV-playbick devices, mass produced,
provide a mechanical system capable of supporting 10-billion-bit
selectivity for less than a thbusand dollars. The audio plus video disks
cost about'one dollar apiece. The ARPA project hopes to achieve digital
read-write capability using this tpchnology. If successful technically
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and in the market, this new technology could cqst as little as
cents bit for the device and 1078 cents bit for the disks. Thus' the entire
device would be less expensive than the typing paper recfuired to hold
the alphanumeric contents of one disk.

3.5, Transmission
Of the three basic informational operations involved if) networking
processing, memory, and Aransmissiontransmission is progressing the
least rapidly. Future technology 'of transmission will include satellites,
cables, Waveguidps, fiber optics, electronic circuit switching, and other
iechnological advantes. In this paper, discussion is focused on thkfact
thk the future developments in transmission capabilities of networks.
will -be in the field of , telecommunications, rather than the field of

computing. Telecommunications and computing are very different
fields. They are different with respect to age, style, rate of change,
monopoly, and operatkin or regulation by government. The fact that
networkin9 necessarily involves these tWo fields accounts in considerable part for the ongoing transition from technological domination to
sociopolitical dofnination.
Ftowever dissimilar, the two fields are strongly interdependent. The
telecommunication switching function, whether circuit or mes-sage or
packet switching, is essentially a computer function, and the only
reasonable approaches to communications security involve digital
processing and storage. Furthermore, if computers are to reach out to
users, or if computers are to respond to sensors and control effectqrs,
they must-do so through communication chahnels. The two fields must
interact. It will be interesting, to say the least, to watch the interactiori.

3.6 Software
Networking places new demands upon the most complex and least
well mastered of the computer arts. The demands are most stressful in
nonhomogeneous networks in which the interconnected computers and
their operating systems, data management systems, and programming
languages are diverse and designed for independent operation. Processes

have to cooperate with ,one another despite geographical separation,
variable transmission delays, and occasional failures of computer and
communication hardware. Users want to understand what is going on,
especially what is going wrong, without learning all the technical details
of several different computer systems. lf-no system consultant is available, the software may have to tutor the user
its use. It would be,
helpful if it could answer questions about itselfas a few research-level
programs now can.
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As networking advances, the amount of diversity within networks*
'will probably decrease. Operating ,systems and data management
systems will be designed oF adapted to support networking. The 'set/eral

tdriputer systems in a network will tend to adopt one or a few
common programming languages, which themselves will be augmented
with networking primitiVes. In many. cases, users win be screened from

dealing with the network qua network: they will simply interact with
their consoles, perhaps not even being 'aware that processors thousands
of miles apart are cooperating in their behalf.

Underlying all the' foregoing is the question of how homogeneity
and coherence Will be achierd. Will it be achieved through: a "bottomup" evolutionary process* In which people are driven to standardization by the frustrations of the Tower of Babel; or through a planned,
designed, optimized "top-down" proCess involving "leading standards"

and requiring a combination of genius and luck to avoid global
mistakes;*** or through some compromise approach?
The evolutionary approach has the advantage of not having to be

planned. Already there are dozens of networks,**** highly heterogeneous and mainly independent of one another, serving banks, airlines,
time-sharing companies, stock markets, communications, and research.
Progress in standardization has been made mainly at the lowest levels
where, without standardization, there can be no communication at all.
If all the various companies, consoptia, and countries that want or.need

networks build indepAdent ones with nonstandard protocols, the
"software problem"which is even at present being viewed with much
alarmwill rise in a great crescendo of complex confusion.

4.0 SECURITY,yRIVACY, AND CONTROLLED
SHARING OF INFORMATION
Probably the least satisfactory area of networking technology is
computer system and network security. Sevrity is in a bad state largely
because it is difficult for people to underMnd its crucial importance in
the network picture. The topic does not have a priori appeal to administrators and managers; it sounds negative and secondary. It is easy to tell

oneself that the first thing' to do is to get the network to function;
Later there will be time to worry about making it secure. But the fact is
Within the loWest-level networks if there is a hierarchy of networks.
Note th'at evolution has no way of planning ahead or working ''top-down".
Because top-level decisions.are mide on a project-wide basis before.anyone
has gained experience by imPlementing and operating low-level subsyotems
and components.
But not yet dozens of packet-switching networks.
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that lack of attahtion to security in the basic design of a'network no

only jeopardizes the informational privacy- of individuals andsecurit( of proprietary property but tends to preclude intentional
sharing of information and may even kin the networkf
_That computer system t1pid network security is in a bad state is
ettictenced by the frequent reports in the computer and 'general press of
invasion of privacy in data banks and of computer fraud. During the
last. se'veral years the Information Processing Techsniques Office of
ARPA has supported a series of "tiger team" attacks on the security of
selected computers, attacks designed to test the degree of security
provided by operational systems. In do case has the.team been unable
to penetrate the security of the target system.
Some researeh and development work has been done and more is
being done in the security area..IBM has for several years supported a

program at a level df at least $5 minion per year, but much of it is-.
focused on improving the security of .existing computer operating
systems. Unfortunately, it is essentially impossible to render secure a
co-mplex system desphed Without much consideration for security.
ARPA and the three armed services have been supporting smaller
programs aimed, in part, at testing and improving existing systems but
mainly at: .1.) iadically simplifying, clarifying, and then perfecting the
mechanisms of access control in operating systems; 2) developing
communications security techniques for packet-switching networks;

and 3) creating forriial models of access control VIkthin which it is
- possible to prove security in approximately the Same way as, in a few
simple instences, it has been possible to prove the correctness of a
computer program. In 1975, the National Bureau of Standards
proposed a standard encrypting algorithm, implementable on a single
LSI chip, for use in commercial.applications requiring digital communications or storage security. The federal intelligence agencies have also
dealt with both computer and communications security and with the
problems of ensuring it and compromising it.
Despite the efforts, network security is so poorly developed that any
organizaticin with valuable proprietary information to protect is
strongly inclined to keep it inSofar as possible under its own control.

Banks, for example, are creating their own networks for electronic
funds transfer (EFT) .rather than trusea general or common network.
However, the lines are of course leased from common carriers. IBM
operates a network connectinOits branch offices to its.data processing
headquarters, a network dealing with orders, system configurations, and
Cf. Congressional action in the case of FEDNET as proposed in 1975 jointly bY
the Government Supply Agency and the Department of Agriculture:
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progress through the sequence- of sales, manueacturing, testing and

delivery. Again the company's own network is constructed out of
leased channels. Whether or not such networks are'actually secure, they
have a great psychological advantage over multi-organizational networks

until the latter can demonstrate convincingly a very high degree of
security. Thus the present inadequacies of computer kstem and
network security are contributing to a prOliferation of independent,
diverse, gild nonconnected networks. The proliferation of independent,
diverse,

and nonconnected networks will constrain the future of

networking, precluding the economies of scale, the efficiencies of the

Law of Large Numbers, and the advantages of intential sharing of
inforrnation that could be enjoyed or provided by a coherent, common,
general-purpose network.

5.0 ALTERNATIVE FUTURES IN NETWORKING
To describe the future of computer networking, it is useful to
consider three alternative futures, or three very significant issues which
cover separate effects of future networking. First, what kind of

network will best serve the nation and society? Second, what new
possibilities for communication among people are offered by future
networks? Third, what impact will networking have on the organization
and distribution of knowledge. .
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Future Kinds of Networks

What kind of network, or What kinds of netwqrks, will best serve t.he
nation, the society, people? What is the best approach to achieving it

or them? This issue embraces: 1) the competition between circuit
switching and packet .Nitching; 2) the controversy over entrepreneurship, monopoly, and regulation; and 3) the question of over-all network
configuration.

There appear to be three main kinds of network configuration:
A niultiplicity of independent, heterogeneous, and largely noninterconnected networks. Separate networks might exist fOr EFT,
travel reservations, electronic messages, home entertainmentinformation systems, interlibrary loan, and so on.

A. multiplicity of independently operated netvirorks gove ed by
uniform standards and protocols that facilitate interco ection
through "gatekeeper" computers piogrammed to provide
two-way access, control. FOr example, many business organizations might wish to tie their.networks into,the airlines network
for the reservation and ticketing function but to preclude other
information flow between the networks.
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A coherInt "network of networks" featuring dynamic inter-4
connection and controlled sharing under a glob& security sysfem
and global privacy protocols.
Obviously, intensive study and wise decisions are required in the near

4

future to determine which way to proceed. With respact to the first
kind of configuration,_ it is necessary to weigh the difficulty of
intentional sharing and the inefficiency due to lightness of load and
redunqncy of facilities that characterize independent networks against
their skurity advantages, real,or imagined. With respect.to the second
kind, it is necessary to explore intensively the problem of interconnecting variously dissimilar networks in order to find the necessary and
sufficient conditions for internetting with specified limits on delay,
'inefficiency, and overhead. With respect to the third kind, it is
ttecessary to determine whether or not a coherent, common, generalpurpose network with extremely secura control of access and with
thoroughly satisfactory guaraotees of informational privacy is feasible.
Overall, it is essential to evaluate the alternatives in the future of networking before the succession of events in the . marketplaoe has
narrowed the range too far. Possibly only poor alternatives-.could
remain.

5.2 Future Communication Among People
Networking opens up exciting new possibilities for communication
among people. The sirtIplest of these, essentially a rechanneling of
established forms and procedures, is electronic. mail. Others include:
teleconferencing (both concurrent and nonconcurrent); communication
via executable programs or models (which ask questions and accept
answers or display dynamic charts and figures); dialog with reference to
shared information or knowledge bases (a two-person journey through} a
structured information space, with one person leading first, then the
other, then perhaps the computer); and crperative creative effort on

the part of geographically separated tairtn members (for example,
distributed team'programming).
There is at. present considerable interest in electronic mail in the
U.S. Post Office and in.several of the computer companies. It is likely

that one or more organizations will move aggressively to market a
simple electronic message service in the near future. Would such action
preclude, or seriously postpdne, the development and use of the other
modes of communication which would introduce new dimensions of
human interactions instead of merely speeding ,.up a mode that used to
be- reasonably fast and inexpensive but has fallen into a serious
regression? Would a foray into netWorking bail the U.S. Post Office out
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or sink it? Is message .service a proper natural monopoly, or is 'it a
proper arena for pluralistic enterprise? Should message service stop with

the delivery of the message, or should it extend into storage and
retrieval and facilitation of reply? What abo6t security and privacy?
Why about security classification (secrecy)? Finally who, if anyone,
will speak for the private citizens who, and the very small businesses
which', would have .to underwrite the cost of paper mail if large organi.zations with computers that on afford satellite antennas were to desert
paper mail for electronic mail?

5.3 The Future of the Body of Knowledge
The computer has introduced new ways of structuring and storing
information that do not suffer the one-dimensional constraint of text
or the two-dimensional constraint of diagrams and pictures. In the
computer, a multiplicity of interrelations can be represented at the
same time, and statir ,forms can be translated into dynamic forms
through the execution of simple programs. As yet, although computerprogram modeling is on the rise,' the new capabilities have had an
amazingly limited effect on the way the bulk of human knowledge is
'structured, stored, and accessed. Evidently, it takes a long time for even
the most potent of ideas to move from feasibility demoh§tration to
widespread use.

During the remainder of this century, however, there islime and
qpportunity for a revolution in the organization as well as in the distributron of knowledge. Almost surely, dynamic models and knowledge
bases will be, prominent in the 4rmamentarium- of knowledge
techniques,' but the new knowledge technology is not yet clearly
enough defined to try to sketch it here. It will grow, with some input

from modeling and data management, mainly out of the field of
artificial intelligence.

6.0 - ROLES FOR EDUCOM .
EDUCOM's most s cessful roles have been: 1) facilitation of the
,transfer, of, comput and communication technology into the ervice
of education and research in its member instilutions; and 2) re resentation of the interests of education and research (especially #Iiversities
arketplace.
and libraries) in the national decislpn proce
'In connection with the first role, the netw k arrangements involving
member institutions and TELENET, whic ould not have progressed
as rapidly or as well without a consortium, are beginning to have signifi-

cant piactical and beneficial effects. In connection with the second
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role, recall that, a few years abo, EDUCOM almost singlehandedly

convinced Congressional committees not to move forward with what
would have been very unfortunate copyright legislation relating to
computers and networks, and note with satisfaction that the recent
legislation was rather noncommittal in thecomputer and network area,
where it Would have been much easier to do harm than to do,good.
The role that I want to urge upon'EDUCOM is related to the second

of the two roles mentioned; it would be played in the theatre pf
national decisions, but it is different from representing the interests Of
consti,tUents. The role is to facilitate and to .improve the national
deciiion process, especially in the areas of computers, communicatiäns
and networking. Perhaps some of the new techniques of those fields can
be applied to the task. At the same time, the r4le is to ensure that fair
weight be given to intellectual values, to the ,quality of life, and to
educating and informing (as distinguished frOm propagandizing and
entertaining) the citizens and to giving them nput A well as output
access in the networks of the future.
Anne Branscomb's paper presented a cleat sketch of the decision

.

process that, unless something is done to iriprove it, will shape the
future of networking during the coming year's. The FCC likes to see
some coMpetition. Ma Bell is moving the scene,of battie to the Hill.
IBM is trying to, get into satellite communication without getting
regulated. The publishers are concerned abkout what computers .and
networks will do to royalties on intellectual property, i.e., on works of
authorship. The U.S. Post Office is worried about what electronic funds
transfer will do to the volume of mail. Libraries Ought to worry about

that, too, for if the U.S. Past Office Joses the check transportation
business, the price of book transportaiion will go up. Every industry,
every institution, and, every orgahization has an interest to protect or
to advance. Some are in there, vigorously proteCting or advancing.
,

Others, like.universities, are not yet well represented in the fray perhaps
because they have not yet realized that vital iQterests are at stake.

The suggestion that EDUCOM.. should formulate andidiphold the
interests of universities and libraries in the adversary decision process
has much merit, and I concur in urging that EDUCOM redouble its
efforts'along that line. However, if the national decision process is to be
succesifbl in defining a national interest in networking, the,process has
to be -more than/a battle among special interests. It must be structured

by modelingind analysis of alteTative futures. It must give m re
weight to the public interest, if the public' interest can Lp formuIatec in
negotiable terms, than to any alliance of special interests. It must t ke

into account the contribution of networking to national strength on
the one, hand, and to quality of. life, on the other. A great role for the
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universities, therefore, may be to advance the understanding IA the'
social impact-of netwo ing and
introduce the advahced understanding as forcefully as poss ble in the national decision proCess:..A.vat
rOle for EDUCOM rI ay be: to foster and to help organize a skojnger
constructive effortSn the universities; and to facilitate, perhaps even to
provide new channels for, the flow of the results of thatslfort into the
.

national decision process.
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Chapter 5
.

by Frederic G. Withington

Distributed Computer
Networks: Prospects
and ProbleMs

1.0

CA113;.kBILITIES OF 'DISTRIBUTED

,

COMPUTER NETWORKS
.There is broad-appeal 'to all,kinds of 'tisers in the.concept.Of tee
distributed computer network, as contrasted with shared use of a
Monolithic central system. Users instinctively feel they can have,more
control over a local coniputing reiource .than over a central one servirig
multiple users. They can control' its responsiveness to their needs,-both
for fast response Operation' and for the develoPment. of-new .appli.cetions. They can better control its inteigrity aridseCurity. They expect,

that they will' be charged fairly for its use, and not be subject" to.
unexpected, charges reisulting from ertors in arrfobsc.ure resource
accounting and billing system. They wilt not have tiO pay for overhead
resulting from the inefficiencies of systems programs designed to handle
large numbers of concurrent ptpcessés in multiple modes of use. They
will not have to pay 'for unnecessary 'comMunications. They expect to
experience greater avaiajhty While tttey rarely expect to have
redundant equipment themselves, they' hope that V their equipment
fails', they will be able, to connect their terminal's to other similar equipment ilnd share its 4.ise .until their ownjs repaired. At the 'same time,
they, hope to avoid the excessive equipment. imiestment needed for
-handling peak" loads by borrowing .capacity from others duringpeak
., periods.
Beceuse.of thls broad appeal, there have bie'n'numerous experinients

with distributed computer networks in the educational community, in
large business organizations, and in engineering and scientific establish-.
;,
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.

ments. These experiments have produced bdth successes and failures,
and

it

is

possible

to generalize about the relative capabilities of

distributed computer. V..works aS cOntrasted with those 'of generalpurpose multi-mode systems, and about the problems and opportunities
that lie ahead.

'Distributed computer networks have proved capable of providing
three classes of data processing environments:

For completely.. independent applications. Eack,user. implements

his or her own applicationc,and sharing is arranged informally.
ARPANET is the prOtotyde of this class of network. -

For local portions of centralized applications. There is alread4
widespread use of interactive data entry systems, point of sale
processors in retail stores, 'and similar local equipment clusters
connected -,to central hosts. The local equipment does all it can,
reducing the role of the central system and cdmmunications with
it.' to a minimum. Usage is particularly widespread in Europe,
where communications costs are high and the local-manufacturers.
ere best able to provide smaller systems. Such' a network is hier6rchical rather than fully distributed because it still depends on a..

monolithic generalpurpose machine at the center, but it can
provide a substantial part of the potential benefits,of distributed
processing.

For single applications in which the files can be segmented.
Gener'ally of the resource assignment type, these include such
applications as hotel reservations. (where each hotel keeps its own

reservations file in a minicomputer system) and banking (where
each branch df a bank keeps its owddepositor file). A transaction
can be entereZNto the network at any point and can be routed to
the proper machine for processing. However, so far such applications have been restricted to those in which the, transaction
itself identifies the Idcation of its file (e.g., the customer's bank
account number, or his Blue Cross-Blue Shield member number,

identifies the location Of the system in which his record

is

stored).

Distributed computer networks have proved unable to provide two
other classes of environments:
needed for extensive
mathematical work or for high-volume batch processing runs. A
user can, of course, arrange for the connection of his or her local

The large-scdle computational 'facility

system to a' very large remote computer for operation in the
remote batch mode, but the resulting arrangement is hierarchical
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and subject to the congestion, overhead, uncertain service, etc.
associated with use of a centralized general-purpose system.

For complex applications whose files cannot be completely
segmented. Airline reservation systems must display identical
records of rapidly changing information to all terminals; it
almost impossible to conceive of a way tg distribut5 such a file.
Most manufacturing applications require simultaneous availability
of multiple files' (customer records, open order files, inyentories,
production Vans, raw materials or ers, accounting data). Such
applications require the use of sy4èis ctrogram§ for data base
management. A givenprocess may req fire reference to any of the
files, so it is not possible to distribute them' without retaining
(and maintaining) voluminous ',indices to the locations of all
records, which is usually impractical. These applications exist in
engineering (design automation) _and Computer science (shared
libraries of models, prograrne, etc.) as, well as in industry and
government; they make up the large.st part of the data Nrocessing

market. Distributed4comWer networks will not cAstitute a
general alternative to centralized general-purpose computers until
they can handle the logical complexities of these applications' at
least as easily.

2.0 PROBLEMSOF DISTRIBUTED
COMPUTER NETWORKS
Users of distributed cpmputer networks have also found that the
hoped-for economy and simplicity is not always achievable.
2.1 Costs
tosts are not always as ION as hoped. If the local computer is to be

versatile and suppOrt Multiple modes of use (batch, time sharing and
perhaps transaction processing), it cannot be below a certain' size. It
must have a Idrge memory to contain the necessary systems programs
and probably an extensive complement of peripherals. It typically turns
o.ut to be at teast a Decsystem-20 or a .Hewlett-Packard 3000 and
usually costs over $250,000; it is much more than a "simple minicom
puter." In fact, total equipment costs usually turn out to be about the
same between a central. general-purpose computer and distributed
smaller systems: the small systems gain .in computer power per dollar,
but lose in total peripheral" equipment costs where the larger devices
still offsr economy of scale.
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10.3

2.2

Eale of Use

Smaller computers are" ofterpmore difficult to use. The 'language
processors, telecommunications.iystems programs, file processors and
operating systems of the generf-purpose.systems have evolved to a high
level of functionality over ttieiyears. Users often do not appreciate their

merit until they try 'tci use :die more limited products offered with the

smaller machines. This sytuation will improve with time, but .the
providers of Systems programs for the smaller systems will obiiiously
have a hard time. catchjng up with the systems programs offered for
large general-purpose sysers, particularly since the large manufacturers' systems programs are continually evolving.
,
2.3 Freedom
rarely
found
Finally, users pf distributed computer networks have
they
want
lo
intercomthe complete fraedom they have hoped for. If
municate, theyi/must abide by common communications standards. If

they want to )Cse (Ale another's machines, 1-ley must abide by common

.

programming/ language and configuration standards (at best) or use
identical systems from a common manufacturer (at worst). If the
applicatiogi 'they develop are to be understood by others, for their own
use or for modification and maintenance, the applications must be
prepared and documented in meticulous conformity- with corfimon
standards. The proponents, of ,a netwerk which is to provide all these
services=intercommunications, equipment sharing and applicatiOri

4haringfind themselves With a More difficult- management problem
than they had with c9ntralized general-purpose systems, where users
were autpmatically constrained by its standards.
Until distributed computer tletworks -have .the ability to handle
complex applications conveniently and flexibly, theegeneral-purposetool. However, its
. 'system will remain the dominant data processing
6,,,,,,adily eroded as more and more users adopt
dominance will be
distributed comp er networks for the applications they are able to
handle. Such adoptions are being fostered by several of the computer .
manufacturers, whose approaches are illustrative of the present state-ofthe-art in computer networking.
a

3.0 STATE-OF-THE-ART IN COMPUTER NETWORKING
One approach is to provide the interfaces and systems programs for
interconnecting small..cernputers, and then invite users to develop their
applications as best they can with the limited software tools available
for the smaller. mad:lines. This approach is typified by Digital Equip.
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ment with its DECNET offering, and has been successful with users
who .are willing to be pioneers, such as EDUCOM, Citicorp and Bank of
America.(which employs Generat Automation minicomputers). Follow-

ing this approach, a competitor hopes to get an early foothold in the'
market and later expand it as more versatile software tools become
available.

A second approach is to concentrate only on applications which are

within
the state-okhe-art of distributed computer networking, pro.
viding complete software for them, and hoping to grow through early
dominance of a market which (though specialized) is amply large. NCR
is the maisn-proponent of this approath, offering packaged netWorks for
retailing and banking applications. Our studie41 indicate a great deal of
growth in store for these application areas as electronic funds transfer
netWorks evolve; if NCR could dominate the.areae it should be able to
grow substantially without having Major positions elsewhere.
The thircl approach, represented by IBM's SNA, is to slowly move its
'systems programs for complex applications-outward from the central
general-purpose.computer as the state-of-the-art permits, without ever'
offering systems programs of lesser functionality. This approach
recognizes that most usdrs are neither willing to be pioneers nor are-in
induitries having only simplevapplications. Most users are believed to
want the best software tools available for their applications, above all,
and are expected to wait for the full benefits of distributed computer

networks until the networks can offer, the best software tools. A
company following this approach is, of course, not precluded from
following the other approaches in'parallel as IBM may do.
To summarize, distributed computer networks have alreadY made

considerable inroads into the dominance of the centralized generalpurpose compther, and substantial opportunities for further growth
exist within the present state-of-the-art.
Tile general-purpose 'system will hold its own fairly well, however,

until network systems programs are available for handling comPlex
applications in a tkansparent, integrated Manner. These will evolve only

slowly and may not be perfected for five years ormore. In the meantime, the Users will be offered a.confusing but rich diversity of altérnatives by the manufacturers.
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Part II

1Comuter Networking in arary
Use and Administration
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by Peter P. M. Meincke

Overview: Cataloguing, Reader
Services, Management, Future
'Developments

This set Of papers Covers currentand.futdre roles of computers and

computer communication networks in
rari'es and the impact on
resource sharing among libraries. C rrent
available serviCes and
activities, the impact on library opera ns in uding costs and benefits,
and the increased opportunities fOr resource sharing among libraries are
described in three broad areas: cataloguing; reader Services; and management. The last set of papers is devoted to a disCussion of possible future
develppcnents.

The greatest impact of computers.oh libraries.has been in the area of
cataloguing. The capability of sharing cataloguing information through
computer network facilities has significantly reduded cataloguing\ costs
and 4,ed to. a much greater uniformity of biblibgraphic standard. The
introduction of on-line termirrals is also bringing abouf a major reprganization of cataloguing actrvities.
There have been significant effects on library Services available to
readers as a result of the introduction Of conynerciai information
retrieval se vices; on-line and microform catalogues, computerized

circulation

ystems, and data banks. These effects have Occurred in

.. libraries of a I sizes and a variety of stages of automation. Papers on this
topic review the impact of these services on 'the library staff and users
and the pros arid ions of charging for various serVices.
Functioning library computer networks have run into many of the
classic problems of resource. sharing among the autonomous institutions; for example, management of the facilities, setting of priorities,
'charging foic services, setting of standards, etc. The libraries also face

new problemS suci, as charging for catalogue data which, in many
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instances, has been regarded as a free good in the past. Loan informatiOn, holdings inforMation, ahd other data captured during the
cataloguing process' are only a few of the many niragement informa-

tion items that automation will proyide, and which cquld have very
significant impact on the administration of individual libraries. Papers

on this topic discuss the problems of shared use of facilities, and
resources, and the impact of such management information on library
administration.
-I
As library operations are increasingly affected by computers and
comPuter networkt, .alternative futures
become blearer. Choices are
,
.

being made now which may lock us into one or another of these,

futures. To explore possible futUres,. authors discuss: the potential
iMpact orknown technological advances (such -as very cheap Mass
)storage and communications); the potential impact on ,the ultimate
users of the information, and the staff required to serve them; library
organization .and staff training; the cost of operations; and strategies for
trie introduction of automation.

a

Chapter 6
, by Jack gain

Standards and Identity
in Cataloguing

1.0 THE PROBLEM OE STANDARDS
The chidf difficulty with current standards which affectcatalogiiing
is that they are not keeping pace wi.th the developmen4 and impact on
the cataloguing process of automated techniques.
Th?,process 'of arriving it standards is slow and arduous, especially'
tince data exchange is becoming more and more 'international. Already
there are -five authors of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules
(Library Association (Great Britain), British Library, :Library of
Congress, American Library Association, Canadian Committee on. Cataloguing (representing three national bodies)), and more are knocking on
the door for a voice in the revision, now underway, of this code.
Various standards, all of which affect cataloguing in some way, ye

being developed by separate bodies wiih often conflicting results: a
series of standardslor descriptive cataloguing for different categories of

library material, called ISBDs (International Standard Bibliographic
Description) is being developed by IF LA (International Federation of
Library Associations); each country which has developed machine
readable cataloguing has developed its own version of MARCthe
forMat in which cataloguing data is expressedan international formai,

.UNI MARC, which hopes to reo-oncile all the national variations is
slowly being developed' by an IF LA working group; several filing codes

exist and are in use for thk printed displays 6f machine readable
cataloguing date; several -conflicting romanization schemes are in use
internationally for the conversion of letters or characters into the Latin
alphabet; two different standards exist for the creation of cataloguing
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data for serials or periodicalsthose specified by the International
Serial Data System, and those specified by the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules.
At the same time as chaos reigns in the field of standards, large data

bases of machine readable cataloguing records are being built with
amazing rapidity., -Riese bases are already cOunting their records in the
millions, and more are springing up.
What are the implications for data exchange of the creation of these
bases with their varyingand variable standards? In fact, no one seems to
know.

2.0 BABLIOGRAPHIC IDENTITY CRISIS
At the core of the probleM of standards,, is an issue which can be
expressed by the philosophtcal question: "Is this -identical to or the
same as, that?" Some large files are being created iri which, through
e human intervention in the form of careful egiting, duplicate records-are
,not filed. Other large files dither do not, or, because of their construc-

,... lion, cannot monitor the entry of ,duplicate records. Some do a partial
job. As large files begin to 'comMunicate with each other for the
.

purpose of exchange of .cataloguing data or to create Union lists of
holdjngs, the identity crisis will become more acute.
A uniqUe identifier fOr each bibliOgraphic item would, cif course,
solve this Oroblem. To sorne extent 'ISBNs (International Standard
Book Numbers) and ISSNs (International.Standard Ser.ial Numbers) as
well as Library of Congress Card .Numbert provide this function, t5ut
there are limitations. ISBNs, being publisher/assigned and not
controlled y any central agency, are' often'tin error; many monographs
do not have ISBNs at all..

Once a unique identifier is present, the- computer can decide'that
this is tha,t, thus providing cataloguing data that is correct and holdings
information that is accurate.
The identity crisis applies not only to records for bibliographic
..items, but also to names. Many larqe machine readable files -are
incapable of providing a list- of works by a given:author in such a way

,

that the list is complete (for that 'base) and contains no extraneoUs
information.
yet.,
'The identity crisis is not often noticed as a major problem .
kowever, the operative word is "yet". As fifes continue to grow and
links begin to be established between them, this problem ; will, no
doubt., become more'and more 'apparent, Although few exPerirnents
have been done, it would appear that going.baa and trying to repair
the situation can probably only be done with human inter.yention and is
consequently very eil)ensive.
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Chapter 7
by A. H. Epstein

Shared Cataloguing: The
Impact on the Library
and the Patron

.1.0 INTRODUCTRON
There are several different levels or styles of shared cataloguing that
are available today as on-line services. The first level allows..a single

version of a given title to be maintained in the ondine file. This is i
usually the Library of Congress MARC version of a record, or the first
user's veision of a _record. Both OCLC and the Washington. Library
Network (WLN) use this forM of seryice. The user is allowed to copy'
the record and make modifications. fhese rrfodifications will appear on
the user's catalogue cards and, in the case of OCLC, on a hjstory tape.
In the case of WLN, the user is Permitted certain modifications and can
receive catalogue cards.

The next level of shared cataloguing allows two versions of a title to
be .stored in an on-line file, the Library of Congress MARC version and
..the first user's version. This is the level that was implemented by the
BALLOTS system. until 1976. By separating the 'MARC file and the
.user's record, the MARC file could be updated .wi-th any changes and
modifications made by the Library of Congress without affecting the
user's

record. This was dons so the user's record would remain

unchanged while other libraries would be free to use the latest version
of the MARC record.
The third.level of shared cataloguing service allows multiple versions
of a title to be stored in th'e data base. This allows both the MARC
version of a record and individual versions of records of all libraries
participati6g in shared cataloguing to be maintained ondine. This third
level of service was implemented in the BALLOTS system in 1976.

cl
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An extension of this level ,of service that improves computer and file
storage efficiencies, wo.uld allow each of the variations of a title to be
recorded within the same Computer record. The University of Toronto
has implemented the extended capabili.ty in their .on-line syStem.
Development plans at the University of Toronto, BALLOTS, OCLC,
'and WLISJ, inelude the provision of this extended caphility, in one
form or another.

2.0 SHARED CATALOGUING
FIRST ANp SECOND LEVEL
The library uses four basiC sources of information in a shared\N'
cataloguing file. The first source is data catalogued by the Library of
.

Congress and provided on Library of Congrep MARC tapes. The second.
source is informatiop catalogued by the Library of CongresS, but keyed

in by a library participatingin shared cataloguing. The third source is
data catalogued'. and keyed in by the participating library..The fourth
source is data that is catalogued by another library and keyed in by a
paiticipving library generally from a source'such as a book catalogue.
The obvious advantage 'of shared cataloguing from any of these.,
sources is the elimination of du.plication. Once LC supplies a MARC
record or one of tthe participating libraries keys a record in for a given
title, all otherOarticipating libraries may copy that record and make
I

1

necessary modifications: Another advantage is the reduced cataloguing
load. For every record that s found in the data base, the library need
.° not pbrform the cataloguing activity for that record. Due to the shared

use of a system, it becomes easier for all participating libraries-to.
participate in the use of standards. Finally, since e libr*y is taking
advantage of the cataloguing efforts of other libraries, there is less
work for a .given library to perform. That is, there are far fewer titles
that aCtually have to be catalogued by a given library. In 'return for
finding so much work already performed by other libraries, it seems
reasonable that a library that does catalogue a- title which will be
placed in a shared data base will do the best possible job in cataloguing
tO enable that record to be used by as many other libraries as possible.

10 ADVANCES IN SHARED CATALOGUING
LEVEL THREE
Implementation of the third level of cataloguing, in which each
library maintains its own version of a title on-line, will have a profound
effect an the library .world. This leveJ has been recently implemented at
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BALLOTS, but it is too early to predict th'e full extent of the impact
on libraries. One of the major advantages of tlie third level is the apility

of each libraw to review any other, library's versibn of a catalogue
record. Also, the library 4-Tat enters a particular version owns 'that
record and has the ability td modify that record in the future. In late
1976, two large research libraries'are participating in this level of shared

cataloguing: the StanfOrd University Library ,and the University of
California at Berkeley. Several large public libraries also partitipate
including San Francisco Public Library.
As a result of this level of shared cktaloguing, various libraries will

most likely search, different versions of -the record until they find a

*tern or discover one or twO libraries with which .they are quite
satisfied. The searcbing library will then.,tend to search for the libraries
of choice, *and either accept the record as catalogued, or make very
minor modifications. After such informal procedures are implemented,
the work can be hIndled by a lower level classification of employee.
For instance, at Stanford University, and many other libraries, if a
record appears on the MARC file, it is used with little or no modifica-

tions, sinCe the cataloguing was done by the Library.of Congress.
Paraprofessionals are able to perform this level of work. Libraries will
soon begin to treat specific other libraries with the same leviel of
aLithority, and thereby obtain additional cataloguing and ailow that
cataloguing to be processed by the non-professional staff.
The University of Toronto has'a similar capability implemented online. Any libeary in the system may review another library's
cataloguing, and copy it or modify it to form a new custom version,

4.0 OTHER ADVANCES IN SHARED CATALOGUING
At Stanford University, there is arron-line acquisitions system that
interfaces with the cataloguing system. The BALLOTSsystem provides
an on-line, in-process file of all books, from the time they are ordered
until the time they are through cataloguing. Activities such as ordering,
claiming, cancelling, keep track of the paperwork, and activities such as

receipt of material, distribution of material, 'and,non-purchase order
receipt keep track of the item. As a result of this system, the bibliographie data is keyed in as 506n as it is known, and updated-as soon as
new data becomes available. Thus the record attains different levels of

maturity throughout its, life cycle. One of the.impaCis of this on-line
in-process file is that ii has blurred the line between acquisition and
cataloguing. It is not clear any longer where acquisition ersids and cataloguing begins: Current plans at Stanford University include a provision
to. allow for a funotion to be called "Cataloguing in Receipt". This will
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allow a receiving clerkto not only acknowledge receipt of the library
materials, but, if the material falls within certain categories, to
catalogue the book at that point. 'The book would then be transported
directly to ifie end processing area and bypass the cataloguing area
entirely. When this happens, librarians have to ask themselves a
questiOm Was that actually cataloguing? There may need to be a need
tO redefine caaloguing.
Another impact on the catalogue department of the existence.of an

in-process file is the ability of one library to find out roughly what
another library has .on order,. If two libraries have a good Interlibrary
loan arrangement, or a more sophisticated shared collection program,
he second library need not order a partidtlar item. If it is needed by a

patron.,it can be borrowed from the first' library. Stored collection
developcn-ent..,tiecomet quite feasible when there is an-on-line shared
cataloguing til.e."Most, large-research libraries have extensimcolleCtions
in many different disciiitines. However, all disciplines cannot be covered
completely. Two or more Iiiiraries can get together and agree in certain
areat where neither one of thern.-have,.adequate coverage. They might
agree to allow one of the libraries to mai'ritain.as complete a.coverage as
possible in a given discipline, or a given part of the collection, and.the

other will collect different .pa;ts of the collection.. As long as' the
information is available to all of the li,Varies, and a good interlibrary
loan operation can be implemented, each of the libraries has, the
advantage of- a full collection in all of the disciplines under ihe
agreement. The impact on the catalogue department in these libraries
is quite beneficial.
Rather t an spread themselves among many
different disciplines, cataloguin staff can condentrate and becomi
more specialized.
4..1

Full Indexes

The BALLOTS System indexes each of the bibliographic records by

all of the personal nameyin the record, each of the individual title
words, 'the subject headings, the call number, the Library of Congres
'card number, and the corporate arid conference authors...Thi allo s
the book selectors, reference staff, patrons, cataloguing ancfacquisitions

staff of a library ,to determine what books are held by various institutions in a given subject area, call number range, or by certain corporate
or conference authors. The catalogue department can searththe file by
call number or subject'heading to determine what.othez titles in the file
were catalogued under these terms. This is a vakiable tool which should
came into increasing use. The use of this type of searching by.reference

or public service staff members (or by library patrons) answers th%
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question of what else the library has in this subject area, or whet books

have a certain word or words in the title. Furthermore, if this library
does not have the' title, what do others have inthis.same area? This is a
powerful ability that is in use at Stanford University.

4.2 MARC Standing Search Requests
The BALLOTS system provides.the abilitY for the catalogue departmellirt to institute an automatic repetitive search against new records
coming .in on the MARC file. If the library suspects that a record will
appear shortlY on the MARC file, the book is held aside waiting for the
MARC record. Stanford University has approximately 3-4,000 titles
in this category since it has ahit rate of somewhere between 10 and
24% each month. The impact upon the catalogue staff is that the cata,
loguers do not need to repetitively searcti on a terminal, for a particular
title, since thq, iearch is kept in a separatefile,and processed againsi the
MARC records on:wa monthly basis. Also, for every title that is found in
the MARC file, the library need not catalogue that bOok. '
.

4.3

Reference Files

-

One of the BALLOtS Jiles available for searching is the Reference
File. This file contains reference and cross-reference information for
-authors arid subjects that is equivalent to tthe information found in a
card catalogue on the "See" and "See Also",records. Thet is, if a riew
version of, a corporate name appeai:s in the 'file, there 'Will be a croKreference lecord, such as '.'EDUCOM":, see 'Inter-Oniversity Communicatiiins Council". If the searcher put a search in for "Find Corporete
Name EDUCOM", they would see a note referring them to -the Inter-'
University Communications Council. Since the files are automatically
searched, the user need not specifically request a search of the cross.' referente file.

4.4

Interlibrary Loan

As long as the item identification of a particular book at a particular
library is maintained in the file (the local call number, thelocation of
the bbok, and the copymumber) it is possible to make a request for a
specific book from a participating library. It is possible to copy the
record by printing the record out on a typewriter tefminal, or hardcopy terminal, and send that form in as 'a requestfor inter-library loan:
Eventually, it will be possihle to ask the systerh to produce an interlibrary request form, since the system knows who the searchi.ng library
is, which fecord is being reviewed, and what the local call number and

copy nurriber are. The system his enough information to print out. a
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complete interlibrary request form. The advantage to the- library
receiving either a manually filled-out form Which is done at the present
time, or a computer.produced.form, whicti will probably be produced
within the next two years: is that the library need not search its own
files to see whether it indeed has the book. The information is accurate

enougLfor- the library to determine whether or not the book is
availafile`for loan, and proceed directly to the proper shelving location
and obtain the book. The searching step can be eliminated.

Magnetic Tapes
Both the BALLOTS and. OCLC systems produce tapes for

4.5

eir

users. Generally in the Library of Congress MARC format, these ta s
libraries process the tapes at
, are used for a variety of purposes. Some

their local *Pate processing centers; other libraries 'run these tapes on to
vendors or service bureaus who in turn produce book catalogues,
- microfilm and microfiche catalogues. These tapes will also be used in

the near future to c'ambine the holdings of different libraries and
produce regional and statewide union catalogues.

5.(1. ADVANCES IN SHARED CATALOGUINGFUTURE
5.1

A National NetwOrk

Each of several .major on-line library automatiol, networks
throughout the U.S. and Canada h a s a separate data base, It is highly
desirable.that library users on one sys m have access to the.database 'Of
the other systems. Yet such access wo Id require an interface.between
: the, files and computers of the different systems. Although, mutual
access will take at least five to ten years to accomplish, it will have a

major impaQt on all aspects of library work, includi g atquisitions,
cataloguing, reference, patron searching, interlibrary loa , etc.

,

N

5.2 Authority Files
Authority files which define the approved Version of personarnames,
\' ,corp9dte
names and subject headings exist at the Library of Congress,

th,Mew York Public, Library, 'and WLN: These authority files arh

c&frrently implemented in those systems in the batch mode, and users
s bmit records -to the tYstem. The recoj.ds are checked overnight
ainst the authority files and any, variation of a name or a subject
ading that does not appear in .the authority file is rejected by the
system. The abilllity to have access to an on-line.authority file would
departments of.all. participating.
, have a great impact on the catalogue
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libraries. The combination of having, for instance-,' the Library of
Congress authority files on-line, and have each of the .networks inter,connected to the Librano of Congress, means that, the cataloguers can
determine immediately if 4,1m,Library of Congress has an Authoritative
version of a name or subjeleading. If Rot, the cataloguer is required
to submit a new name or subject heading. In most caies, however, the
name is on the file and the cataloguer has a record that is validated. 4t
a single terminal session, the cataloguer can provide an authenticated.

record. A record of this type is much more Acceptable to most,
cataloguers, sinee each. of the main entry points of a record will have
been validated by the Library of Congress authoritY files.
Once authority files have been implemented, it will be possible to

make bulk changes to the various files. For instance, consider the
situation wliere a government agency Changes its narne. Rather dhan
.have a new Cross-reference which goes from the old name to the neW
-.name, it may be possible to locate all records in the file that contain the
old name,, and update them to the new name automatically. This will
have .a great impact on cataloguers and patrons alike. In- order to
implement something like this, it. may be a prerequisite to have
abandoned the, use of catalogUe cards. It would be extremely
uneconomical to reproduce all of thetatalogue cards that.had the name
of .a particular government agency, of major corporate entity, and refile
in the catalogue or replace ,in the catalogue all of the new`cards.

5.3 Patron AccessOther Catalogues
Socnetime within 'the next five to ten years, the use of catalogue
cards will be reduced if hot eliminated entirely. There will be several
forms of techriology which will take the place of card catalogue's in
individual libraries. Book or microfilm cataloguies are likely replace.,
ments that hav.e been used already irl many libraries throughout the
United States. Some of these libraries do not have catalogue cards, Put
merely microfilm readers located throughout- the,different parts of the

library and in different' brancheS. To produce the microfilm records, .
one of the shared cataloguing users of the BALLOTS system obtains
a.magnetic tape rather than catalogue cards as a service. These tapes pre

' sent to .a vendor to produce a, cumulative catalogue of all of the
library's holdings on a bi-monthly basis, and the old microfiche file is
discarded and replaced with the new one.

5.4 Patron AccessOn-Line
Another form of catalogLie card replacement is to maintain the files
on-line aS is d ne at the present time on the BALLOTS system. Patrons
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have t e ability to search the file by all of the indexes clesCribed above.

Within' the next five to ten years, individual librariei will probably. be
: obtaining their own minicomputers and .maintaining a file of their
pllection on a local storage'device. This will alloW the use of patron.
terminals throughout the library, running off the minicoMputer owned.
by- the library, and makes the elimination of the card catalogue' a

%

practical idea.
\

.

..t

..

'At the beginning, patrons will be searching, using the existing

.

indexes: Eventually;, the library will probably begin to add more terms
to bi. indexed in the bibliographiá record. Sirice the amount of shared
cataloguing has a tremendous impact on the elimination of -duplicate

effort throughout libraries, the library will have additional time and.
staff to turn to increased.functions for the patron..lt is likely then that
the bibliographic record will be extended to include additional terms to
be indexed like additional subject,headings and alternate.oall numbers.
Following that, the catalogve department will be resPonsible for.gener-."
ating a master thesadrusrof terms which will allow .patrOns to go in .
under the vocabulary familiar to their discipline and have this translated
.automatically into terms that are indexed-in the systern. It should not
be necessary for pati4Ki to learnlhe library terminology. The computer
, should be able to provide the tross.referencing function automatically.
The next step could be the inclusion, in the biblidgraphic record of

the. indexes 'at the back of the' book. Many times the major terms
indexed in the book are an indication -of what the major topics are
within the book. An.index:also provides a patron with a guide to which
'books cOntain descriptions,of the terms the patron is looking fOr. In
addition to that, it mayibe feasible .for the bibliographic record Yo
include the entire table of contents of.'the book. If the liatron had the
ability to browse the table of contents, it might be a great aid in determining the usefulness of a particular book.

Finally, one must consider electronic publishing. Already in 1976
several publishers, including West Publishing and Chemical Abstracts
Service, have the entire contents of their publications prOduced throUgh

a computer and used fok\zromatic typesetting. In the next ten to
*twenty years, the computer technolOgy and storage technology will
move in a. direction Where, it may be 'economically feasible to store the

.ntire contents of a book on-line. Perhaps ifie publishers will each own
their own data bases and those users Who wish to scan a particular
book, or copy a particular chaptecwould then be able to do so on their
oWn terminal, and automatically pay the publisherand the author the,
appropriate royalties. Electronic publishing is far beyond trie scope of,
this paper, but I blieve it will have a.rriajor impact On iibraries within
the next twenty years.
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Chapter 8
by William L. Newman

Characteristics df the
4130BIS System

1.0 'INTRODUCTION
The DOBIS System (Dortmunder Bibliothekssysterin) is being
developed by the University of Dortmund, West Germany, The system,
currently being evaluate.d in Canada, employs a design philosophy
usually ,not found in existing on-line cataloguing systems. Possible
implications of these design features are discussed in this paper..
In 1971, tAe--University of Dortmund contracted with IBM West
Germany to jointly develop an integrated, on-line library management

system. The respltant systemt now called the German version of
DOBIS, consists of.cataloguing, catalogue search, and acquisitions subsystems in the testivg stage, a circulation subsystem implemented at the

University of Dortmund, and a serials control subsystem in a middevelopment stage.

After examining a number of online systems, the National Library
of Canada ,(NLC), the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical
Information (CISTI), aRd the, Council of Ontarici Universities (COU)
decided to have a closer look at DOBIS. A DOBIS Working Group,
consisting of library systemi personnel from across Can'ada, drew up
specifications for the introduction- of Canadian requirements into
DOB IS. A modification contract was negotiated between the University
.

of Dortmund and NLC. During the period January to April 1976,
DOBIS personnel, including the key IBM DOBIS developers, the
McAllisters, modified the.Gerrnan versions of cataloguing and catalogue

search to provide: 1) compatibility with what might be termed North
American MARC; 2) a bilingual English/French system (rather than
/
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German/English); and 3) a multiple library use capability. The resultant
cataloguirig modules have been called MARC DOBIS.
In June 1976, NLC, CISTI, and COU started ajigorous evaluation of

various technical, functional, and performana aspects of MARC
DOBIS2 The evalultion should be finished in December 1976 at Which
time a submission will be made to Treasury Board with a go/no go
recommendation. If the evaltiation is positive, MARC DOBIS will
probably be the base system for Canadian federal library housekeeping.
If not, alternative systems will be evaluated because the reason for
acquiring such a systemrising work loads, increasing costs, personnel
shortagescertainly still exist. Note that although the MARC DOBIS
evalu6on has identified a number of problems ranging from trivial to
significant, the results so far in November. 1976 are positive.
In combination, references 1-4 provide a-fairly complete description
.
of DOBIS.

2:6 DOBIS CHARACTERISTICS
2.1

Machine Requirements and Program Characteristics

MARC DOBIS requires a machine capable of running the IBM VS
operating system. It uses the CICS/VS communications monitor and
approximately 300K real memory for MARC DOBIS and CICS/VS
together with about 10K virtual for each.terminal.

The basic mapping support feature of CICS/VS is employed in
DOBIS which means that only IBM 3270 compatible terminals, with a
screen display of twenty-four lines by 'eighty characters, can be used
with the system.
As.part of the DOBIS Project in,Ottawa, a test data base is being
6:bated. ,Therefore, only crude measures of operational resources
required are available at this time. These include about 100 disk I/O's
per record and 4.4 IBM 370/135 CPU secorids per record to create a
completely new r'ecord.

.

.

the MARC DOBIS system consists of about sixty-Me programs.
Eighty .'to ninety perdent of the source 3tattments are PL/I, the
remaipder IBM 370 assembler, The programs are modular, and largely
self documenting.
-

2.2 Human Factors

',"

Access points to DOBIT-include LC card number, ISBN,
call nu ber, puthor names, subjects, titles, publisher, and mi

N, loc'al
Ilaneous

numbers.. he actual search, tel0m, or any truncation the of causes
fourteen re rieved access Points to be displayed,. The se
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display corresponds 'most closely with the operator supplied search
term. The oper a r cart then see 'documents assoc ted with any of
these access poi), or page forward or backward t rough the'access
point file.
.

Each display screen conforms to a standard threepart screen format:

kreen

title (current -function and subfunction) and er

messages:-

i

1

communications aim inCludipg retrieved information, and t bles
indicating possible replies to DOBIS, etc.-and

instructions .to the operator and an area for operator response..
Menus are employed extensively ih the te-rminal dialogue to
indicate possible operator rdsponses to DOBIS. These features
make the system easit to learn to orierate. /3Jter an Operator
becomes experienced .with the use of DOBIS, several commands
cah be combined into one. This Iasi feature is called command
chaining.
.

,

The DOBIS system has been designed to provide decentralized access,

to all library catalogues and files, and to permit one time entry of data.
This means that the cataloguer can have on-line access to such vital
.cataloguing tools as the shelf list and all the authority files-in one spot.
The acquisition librarian, inthrlibrary loan location searcher, or
reference librarian can perform one-stop searches of the in-process file
and the catalogue. Also, if a long authority heading has been entered
into the system once, it doesn't have to be rekeyed for each record that
requires it.

2.3 Terminal Diaygue
In Canada, which is a bilingual country, it is important that
information retrieval systems functiOn in both French and English.

Terminal operators can converse with MARC DOBIS in both languages.

2.4

Integrated System Design

.

From the beginning DOBIS was designed to be a fully integrated
system incorporating the 'cataloguing, catalogue search, çiiculation,
acquisitions, serials control, and Oformation retrieval functi ns. The
first screen with Which a user is confronted after sign-dn is a uriction
selection. Irthe user has appropriate security clearance for tRe selected
functiOn, the required task can then be performed. All necessary information to perform the task should be available in one spot.
.
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2.5

Data Base Organization

-

The DOBIS data base organization is illustrated in Figure 1.

Information stored in an acces1 point file is not duplicated in the
bibliographic files. For example, a name access point record contains
the name, information about the name, and pointers to all bibliographic
.records that the name accesses. Bibliographic records related to the
name contain a pointer to the name,,and any information applicable to
. the name/bibliCigraphic item relationship, kir example, an indication of
editor, illustrator, and so on.
The illastrated bibliographic file is actually two files. The primary
bibliographic file contains sufficient information to identify the item.

Since the secondary bibliographic file fills out the complement of
bibliographic fields, almost any output, including full MARC records,
' could be produced from DOBIS.
The systern'holdings file outhnes holdings by library.
Local bibliographic files and local access point files do not have to

be established for all libraries using a DOBIS instajlation. If a library
..accepts the cataloguing established in the common files, then the local
biblio 'and a.p.f..files are obviously not necessary. Even if.a library does
define local files, they only need be used for records and fields within
records differing frorn the cominon records and fields.
The local holdings file is Mainly a mechanism to get from the biblio- .graphic filt to records containing infopmation applicable to each copy
of the dockment. Each record in the local copies file contains informa-

tion on status (acquisition, bindery, circulation, etc.) and location of
the copy. Notes can be recorded in both the local holdings and local
copies records.

Relatiqnships between records in the bibliographic file, and between

authority records in the name or subject files, are,accomplished by
control number,linkages and type of linkage codes rather than by the
repetition of infhrmation in both records. Examples .of relationships
between recordstivi the bibliographic file include:
dreceding/succeeding,
pareptiahalytic,
parent/supplemeni, and,
original language/translation.
Between authority records, relationships include:
see/see 'from,
see also/see also from,

English form of name/French form of name, and,
broader/narrower..
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Common filei for all users
of a DOB1S installation
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A.P.F. access point f.11e
1011--,- pointer relationship

implicit relationship
i.e. identical control
numbers)
not'yet.in MARC DOBIS
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FIGURE 1. MARC DOBIS Data Base.Overview
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3.0 IMPLICATIONS
Through the use of authority files, only the authority record mint
be changed to intfoduce current usage, terminology and standards
rather than ei.ch bibliographic description in which the authority is
used. It's easy to see how authority information can be kepi up-to-date
and accurate With this type of file arrangement.. Adjustments from ALA
to AACR tO AAOR II can be mede in practice instead of nominally.
Malindonico and Rizzolo (6), and Buchinski et al (5) have discussed
additional benefits of the use of authority files in cataloguing systems.
PrOvision of all cataloguer, tools in one 'place should speed the cataIoguing process significantly. Duplicate recording arid storage of
information for different functions or purposes is also virtually
eliminated. This should enable all affected functions to be Performed /
_
more efficiently.
The price paid for ease of file maintenante, elimination of duplicate
recording and storing of information, and general system flexibility and

expandability is mainly in terms of greatly increased humbers of
input/output (I/O) operations to and from direct access storage. For
almost any operation, information must be stored in:or collectect from,
several files rather than one. Can the increased system capabilities pay.

'for the increased disk I/O's? That is one of the questioni being
addressed in N LC, CIST I and COU evaluation anclimpact studies.

4.0 ,CONCLUSION
In Order to realize benefits discussed in this paper, card catalogues
must be closed. As evidenced by the University of Toronto (4) and the .
Library of Congress (8) among others, the decision to cloie is becoming
more commonplace.

In 1949, the ALA Cataloguing Ru/es for Author and Title Entries
was published. AACR was Published in 1967 followed by AACR
revised 1970, AACR Chapter 6 (ISM)) 1974, AACR Chapter 12 (AV
material) 1976, and AACR Chapter 14 (sound recordings)01976. A
Major revision of AACR, abbreviated AACR //,( is in .the works and
should be published in 1977. It is evident, evert to the uninitiated, that
there is accelerating change.in the field of library cataloguing standards.
Laser and other technology holds the promise of a dramatic decrease
in on-line storage costs.
With all of these trends', the closing of card catalogues, accelerating
changes in

library standards, and decreasing on-line storage costs,

systems like DOBIS that employ data base management concepts, and

an expandable, flexible design, if not feasible now, will be not only
feasible, bui neCessarY in the near future.
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Chapter 9
by Pauline Atherton

On-line
Reader's Services

The Systems and Procedures Exchange Center (SPEC) of the Associ-

ation of Researth Libraries conducted a User Services Survey in 1975
to assess the directions AR L libraries were taking inohe area of public

service. More than 1/2 of the AR L ,libraries res4nded. The SPEC
survey results, available in the SPEC Flyer No. 26 (dated April, 1976),
indicate th'at more than 60% of the 69 respondents now conduct online searches to access.guch bibliographid data bases as ERIC, Psych
Abstracts, COMPENDEX and MEDLINE via telecommunication
networks to off campus computer systems such as those provided by
the
National
Library of Medicine, 4 SUNY-BCN (Biomedical
Communications Network) and commercial vendors such as System
Development Corporation, Lockheed Retrieval Service, and Bibliographic Retrieval Services.

The responding libraries are providing their users with literature
citations at a cost. Few of the institutions provide searchesi as a part of

the "free" eOr "hidden cost" services -normally offered by the public'
service staff of the library.

This new development (less than five years old in all responding
institutions) has had a tremendous impact on the library staff and the
users of the library even though the service has been inaugurated at the
.same time that other user services have had to be reduced or eliminated

because of staff and budget reductions. It is intriguing to try to understand why this is happening. The SPEC Flyer No. 26 contains details
about other new services such as the loan of portable microfogm readers

ir and book delivery systems, but no new developinent is as common as
computer-based reference services. One reascin for the prevalence of
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computer-based reference service may be because the service is
relatively easy to inaugurate. Staff training and some capital outlay for
a computer terminal and modem are the biggest irtial expenses. Where
the decision has been to pass charges on to the user, some accounting
procedures have to be established, but relativelVfew costs are incurred.
There

is

no computer time to budget, no software to write, no

programmers or systems analysts to hire. Truly this u,s4e of computers is
painless compared to other library automation projects. As the prelim-

inary-results of the SDC study, in 1974, indicated practically every
academic library could, and probably would, begin such a service
because it was an innovation so easy to adopt.

Thanks to a Council on Library Resources fellowship, I was able to
visit.more than 25 university and college libraries in the east, midwest,
..Carleda and California to find out firsthand what impact this service
was having on the more traditional reference service operation. The
effect.on the more traditional reference service was an'important factor
both to the successful adoption and continuance of the new service. I
was curibus to know how the staff -viewed their professional role now
that computer technology was a tool for giving user service and not just

for performing technical operations better.

I

wanted to know how

library administrators viewed the incorporation of the new user service,
because academic library objectives have usually given priority to
collection development. My interviews were not structured so my study
should be considered impressionistic rather than scientific. Nevertheseveral impact statements were heard over and over again
on the
reinforcing my view about the direct impact of these services
-

less,

staff, the library itself, and the library's user.

Many staff -members comMented on the opportunity on-line

searching services pravided to be "more professional" or they must be
an analyst before and after the search, getting a very c ar understanding of the search request and the output results. Som one's continent
surnmarizes this.irhpoct nicely: "I know and the user nows that all is
.
in good hands,"
The new service eMphasizes the library's ability to give customized
service, where the professional staff is available by appointment. This
kind of routine is becoming the rule for consultative bibliographic
service and library instruction. The staff's time, considered very
valuable, is 'allocated and planned more closely now.

Tlie computer search output is sometime; just the beginning of the
service the library staff member cari render. Other, older resources of
the library ore added to the list of current materials which the on-line
bibliogi.aphic data bases cover. A tutoriol on bibliographic search, in the
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library May fp\frow the search on-line. These are older services with a
new twist.
A
Library administrators have hoticed a different set of impacts on t$e
library. Some of them expressed it in this way: "For the first time we
are making a cireful time check of our reference librarian's duties. We
have reviewed their duties and their costs to the library .and we have
reassessed the priorities of these duties when our 6udgets have to be
cut. When we can, we now pass on to the user a charge for staff time."
"Because the compilation of a bibliography is rather painless using
the computer, We have found that ouretesources are used more and our

ILL department is very busy. The weaknesses of our collection are
immediately evibent, causing Us to make a greater effort to fill in the
gaps. We now can use the computer searches and our analyses of the
dat bases on-line tO check our holding in these areas. We also realized
that we must streamline our document tlelivery systems and procedures
to match the quick turnaround time of these on-line searching services.

Both in the library's circulation procedure and our ILL were iound
wanting.

The coSt/benefit rates for computer-based reference service is easily

determined, and statistics are easy to. keep. The administrators ,are
trying to obtain comparable facts about other user services. Some said,
"We never studied costs or benefits before. Current study should hIlp
us allocate resources better."

An unexpected impact on the library has been the need to realize
that the library was now in the marketing business. As the service was
available at a cost to the user, it needed to be promoted, demonstrated,
and Matched to the particular dlientele best served by their use of it.
This had a direct effect on the library's view of itself and a cross impact
on the view of the library by others on caMpus. Almost overnight, large
segments of the potential user population of the library saw the library
as a modern service, the library staff as professionals interested in giving
efficient service. Opinion leaders on campus -began to speak of the
library as being very sophisticated, more like the computer center than
the archives department. In some instances this helped the library get a
more favorable airing of theirentire budget and also get some special
funds.

Graduate students appeared to have more contact with the library
staff now. A delayed result of this interaction may be their continued
use of the library's custom services when they are teachers themselves.

The is/sue of elitism is a definite negative impact of these,pn-line
services. Now these services in most libraries are available only to those
who can pay and whose subject interests are represented by the on-line

,.
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data bases.,This could change as subsidi or charging patterns change,
and as more data.bases are added.
Overall, the in,troduction of computer-based on-line services has had
a positive impact on library staff and library users. Beyond fixed costs,
the costs involved are specific to the user and particular users. This has

made it difficult to amortize all the costs over all users or to come-u
with a budgetary item absorbed by the institution rather than passe
to the user.

Eventually library managers will have to sort this out as ha e the
computer center managers.

I

hope that a group like EDU COM

ould

bring the computer center managers, library manager5 and pil-line
bibliographic service vendors together for an exchange of pr 1 ce ures
and charging'policies. This may be a criti,cal area affecting th fu,ti.ite of
on-line user services in academic libraries.

4
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Chapter-10
by Judith Wanger
and Carlos A. Cuadra

On-line
Impact Study

The 1970's have seen tremendous growth in the use of on-line tech)

nology for access to bibliographic-type information, i.e., citations,
.abstracts, and research summaries. As a long-time supplier of on-line
retrieval services, System Development Corporation was aware that a
wide variety of questions were being raised about these services that
could not be answered with, availabje data. To helP provide such data,
and address these questions, SDC (developed ideas for .an exploratory
,study of the users of the major on-line service suppliers and, in 1974,
received a grant from the National Scie?rar Foundation to conduct the
study.
Background on the study objectives and methodology and data.from
results are highlighteqelow, in the following nine sections:
the stu

.

St dy Background and Methodology
D scriptioR orOn-Line User Study Population
" tting Started"
Se ction and Training Of Staff
w the OnLine Services Are Being Used
osts of On-Line Searching
System Preferences
Problem Areas

Impact of On-Line Services
0 Copyright System Development Corporation 1975, 2500 Colorado Avenue,
Santa MOnica, California 90406. This study was conducted with the suppo.rt of
the.National Science Foundation (Grant Number SIS74.03465 A01).
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1

.1.0 :STUDY BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
The,purpose of the stud, was to describe the community of users of
on-line services, to Yearn about the kinds of preferences that users were
developing and the problems that they were encountering, and to assess
the kinds of impact that on-line literature searching was having on their
..
operations.

SDC elicited the cooperation of 9 other rtiajor suppliers of bibliographic on-line services, to provide the brcradest possible user and .
supplier base for exploring these areas. Each of the participating
suppliers was asked to help in several areas: 1) to provide 'us with their

user list, or to mail our questionnaires directly to their users; 2) to
review our.questionnaires and assist, in revising items; 3) to review the
preliminary data and the draft final report. The participating suppliers
are.

.

Energy Research and Development Administration

tteHe Memorial Institute

..

Ca adianinstitute for Scientific and.Technical Inforrnation
efense laocumentation Center
European Space Agency
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

National Library of Medicine

Stite University of New York
System Development Corporation
,

.

,

Letters requesting.oarticipation in the study were mailed to using
organizations identified by the suppliers, or directly from the suppliers
to their users. Each organizational unit tnat indicated it was willing to
participate received one Managers -Questionnaire and up to 3 Searchers

.

Questionnaires. Neither of the questionnaires posed any questiqns
about speGific systems or data bases, since our purpose was to
understand the use and impact,of online services, not to evaluate one
,system or technique against another, The total umber of respondents
was 1273: 472 Managers and 801 Searchers, epresenting 546 unique
organizational units. Wei believe that these pa icipants represent about
, two-thirds of the total on-li using cOmmu ity as of 1974 and early
1975. Of course, that com nity has contin ed tolrow very rapidk
The study data reported in the following sections arttaken primarily
from .the two questionnaires; results are reported as Mangier data and

IT/

Searcher data.
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2.0 DE'SCRIPTION OF ON-.LINE USER
L.---"
STUDY.POPULATION
..

73

..

Who are the Users of bn-Line Services The list below shows the
general composition of the responding organizations using on-line
services. Managers .from 472 installations characterized their parent
organizations to yield the following percentages:
32.2% ,Commercial or industrial orgaMiation
2920% University Or college

.

17.8% Federal governmeat igenrcy

8.9% Non-profit or not-for-profit organization.'
6.8% Other
,

2.1% State/provincial government agency
1..5% City or,copnty government agency
4,

-

.

,',

l'

1.3% School district (local, intermediate, coundi
0.4% Junior/community college

0% Public libiary

N...

'

/

. The final rounded perCentages in these 4 major groups became:
32% Commercial
31% Educational
21% Government
16% Other

.

Two other on-line ppliers of. bib Ographie data bases Ilso elected
not to participate in- the study. The aut rs believe.that the remaining
' group represented at the time of the stu
and still does represent-

-04eworld's major sUppliers ,of on-line literature-searchVig services.
These ten suppliers .are listed in Figura 1, along with

e names of their

retrieval systems. As ,the reader can see from t
list, the .on-line
ittipplier group, like its counterparts in other areas of inforrnation
services, is very.'diveise and includes all sectori: priva e/not:for-protit,
prillate/for-profit, federal, and intergovernmehtal. In addition,
world-wide.
The differences among on-line suppliers in dientel and charing
policies that stem from their placement in ,the ec nornic sector
probaqly account for any of the differences among th user groups
discuised in the folio ing chapter:
s commercial, government, and
educational. .For,exam le, about 50% to 60% of the educational' *institution inits in the study population are health-science-related libraries
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that are primarily users of the National Library of Medicine service, but
using one or two Of the commercial serkes. About 20%
also
are. main re erence libraries, which tend to use the commercially avail.
able services. .The 'remainder are a (combination of other speciatized 1
libraries and departments in higher education 'and elementary/secondary
education units, which also use the commercially -available services.'
Therefore, tile, data from educational institutions reflect two kinds of
experience: the experience of MEDLINE knelt, whb have had a hitory
since 1970-71 of paying only nominal fees for these services,,and the
expeHence of other users, whose use of-on-line services began only, in
1973-74 and has most likely been with the commercial, non-subsidized ''
services.
,
..'
The commercial organizations, at the time the data were. collected,
were primarily using the commercially available on-line services; as we
will see from the data, they are the least experienced of the three major
Orgenizitional-type _users. The-government ecies repre'sent a mix of
users, some of whom have be n using the f et'allii subsidized sersOices
in their areas for up to six yea s, and others of whom are using only, or
additionally, oneor more .Of th commercially available services.'
Each of the particiOating slkpliers was asked to help in several areas
user list, or to mall our questionnaires
of the study: ik) to ppick t
w questionnaires and assist in revising
girectly to their usersi 2)
_items developed by SDC or klding items where coverage was-needed;

'

Nmay

.

.

.

3) to review the .pre

.

nary data and the draft final report. -The

suppliers were rriost oo ative in all areas and contributed many
hours of their time in all o these areas. The authors believe that the
liers to review the preliminary study
first,feedback conference with
data marked the first time that representatives from all of the.suppliers
a;
had sat around the same table to discuss the on-line services.

,3.0 -GETTING STARTED
Once the decision is made to institu e an on-line literature searching
seryite, staff members must be assigned nd traired, equipment must be
acqbired, and tlle service must be anno nced. taff selection and training are described separately in.Section D.)

3.1 Terminals
We asked the managers whether the purchase or rental of a termirral
had been a inajor barrier. About 87% of the managers said that a
terminal was already available to,them or that it was not difficult to mi
buy or rent one. The problems encountered by the other , managers were

1
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mainly budgetary and included resistance from upper-level management
because they did not understand the value of on-line services.
We asked managers'where they decided to locate the terminals. The

most popular location was in a separate "terminal" room within the
library or information center. Presumably these rooms assure a quiet
working.area for the searchers and those end-users who work with the
'searcher at the terminal to provide guidance and feedback.

A large majority of theomanagers believe that finding ay:iltoper
location for the te4:minal.is important. For some, visibility to end-users
was a prime consideration. The most frequently mentioned considerataff and/or the end-users. This consideration was easy access by t
y result"in placing the terminal in one fixed,
tion dOes not neces
e manager xold us that, in his organizatiOn, four or
central location.
five different individuals use the terminal for different ptfrposes every

day, but none of them needs it for more Ulan an hour a day. To
facilitate sharing the terminal, this organization has installed phone
jeCks in all the appropriate offiCes and put the terminal on wheels.
About ,6% Of the* managers keep the terminal under lock and key
because of .clastified-information security, or security of .the terminal

itself from theft, or simply to keep staff members and end-users from
"playing' with the terminal and perhaps (Alleging it.

3.2 Promo on of Services
We. 'asked the managers'several questiOns about the ways in which
they informed users and potential users about the new on-line service.
We fear.rced that about 83% of the managers formally announced or
promoted the new serviCe in some waY. The most popular method was
tile use of newsletters or flyers. Special presentatiOns or demonstrations
were alsoliported to be heavily used, either for groups pf users or for
impopanney individuals i/i,theThibrganization or company. Most of the
otheeresponses were a variation on the special-presentation theme. For
example, in some organizations new faculty members are given one free
search. Sortie organizations have developed audio-visual presentations.,
At least one library called a press corkference, which resulted in their
getting free advertising on television.
All of these methods appear to be successful, but,managers report #
that the most successful' ones are sample searches and special group
meetings.

A few managers have .reservations -about fully promoting on-line
searching. They are worried that the extrecworkload incurred by an
increase in the numbée of uiers would be too Much of a.burden on their
staff. Sorge other managers, particularly thOse representing organize(
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tions that.do not try to recover the full cost of a search, are'concerned.
that an increase in users could not be absorbed by their present
budgets.

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF STAFF
4.1 Siff Seleciion
We asked the managers how many persons they had selected to be
on-line searchers. during the first 30 days of on-line service. The
numbers ranged from one searcher to as marry'as 40, and the average

was 2.8.persons. Trte larger numbers wete primarily in government
organizations. In slightly over half 'of the organizations, the manager
was included as one of the initial searchers.
We also asked the managers why they selected particular individuals
as searchers. We gave them 8 response choices. Results 'of their choice
are shown below.

75.6% Trained librarians or information specialists

k 41.1% Familiarity with one or more of the data bases through
searches'ofthe printed prodlucts

29.0% Familiarity with computers or automation

25.0% "Right" personality'
17.,8% Only staff available pt the time
7,8% Previous use of the system subscribed to

6.9% Other
1.0% I do riot know

Across all organizations and units, over 75% of the managers chose
individuals wlio were trained librarians or inforMation specialists. Over
40% of the managers`chose indivkduals who were familiar with one or
more data bases, through coding for batch searches or manual searches.

Aaving the "right" Personality ,(25%) seems to includeihe searthers'
having good tommUnication skills and being able to conduct a good,
reference interview to find out exactly what theend-user wants.
About one-fourth of ,the managers met resistance or apOrehension
among the original staff members assigned to ori-line searching. Some of
these statf Members seemed to have a pronounced lack Of confidence.
Therwere eitber fearful about computers or skeptical about the results-

making use of computers. In some instances, they were clearly
corcerned about the possibility of being replaced by the computers.
o

Sorne earchers also indicated that they had initial reservations.
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HoweveC.mqst of them now believe that on-lkne systems are extremely
valuable and say that thRy enjoy on-line searching.
We also asked the managers whether .some individuals were better

suited to be on-linefi.searchers than others, and ,Vvhy. Itie most frequently mentioned qualification was having a refelence-smice
background, a data base background, of subject background in the areas
in which most of the on-line searches are performed.

The . iicond importtnt characteristic mentioned by the managers is
having a logical, thorough, analytic .mind. Other characteristics of a
good searcher include curiokity and a desire to learn; adaptability; comfohableness with the machine interaction process; ability to cope with
instances of .system failure; and patience and persistence. Some peoPle
imagine that skill at spelling and typing is important. 'Very few
managers report this to.be the case.

4.2

Staff Training

Once the manager Ras selected one or more staff members to be onhne searchers, these searchers must be trained. We found that approxi.matelV. 55% of the searchers reCeived formal training, for at least one
system from the on-line sYstem supplier. Searchers in commercial

orginizations are somewat more likely to receive formal training than
searlhers' in other kinds of organizations. Nearly 65% of the searchers
in commercial 'organizations Teceived such training,, compared to 55%
in..government organizations apd 50% of those .in educational organizations.
in those instances where the searcher did not receive formal training,

the two _learning methods that predominated were 1) studying the
users' manual, and 2) getting instruction from some staff member who
had been trained by the on-line supplier.
One area in which there is still much controversy has to do with the
s
number of data bases and systems that can be mastered by the novice

searcher in the early Months of his or her eXperience.lSoma persons
believe that learning one data base and orie system well enables the
searcher---16Therform expert searches sooner and gives the searcher the
gonfidence needed .for, learning additional data bases and systems at a
later time. At the other end ,of the spectrum are those who advocate
learning se*veral data bases, on several systems, in the early stages Of the

searcher's training. The assumption behind this position is that-regardless of the 'data 'base or ;system ,being examined, the similarities of
on-line searching far outweigh the differences, and being exposed to
two rnor6 data bases oe systems simultaneously helps in the general
learni;g process.
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About one-third'of the searchers in our survey learned only one.data
base during the first three months of 'on-line experience. Another third
learned 7 or... 3 data bases and the l'emaining third of the searchers
learned 4 or more. We asked the searchers who had learned only one
data base whether they thought that they could have learned more at
that time. We also asked the other searchers whether.it would have been
eaSier or better to have become thoroughly familiar with one data base
before.-rearning others. The answer of both groups supports the position
that one can and should learn severaf data bases, not just one, in the
early stages.of training.
We also asked the .searchers about learning more than one system in
ihe early stages of training. The responses show that learning more than
one. system is .more i:lfficult than learning more than .one data base.
Almost 40% of the searchers who had early experience with several
systems said that it .would have been better to become more familiar
with their first system before learning the second. However, the other
60% ofthese multiple-user searchers disagreed with this idea.
These responses show that there is not'yet.any one best way to learn .
to use several on-line systems. Smile seardhers wil.1 vant to consolidate
their knowledge and.develop their confidence befoA beginning to learn
a seCond or .third system. Others will want to Learn several systems
within months of each other to help develop principles that apply to or
differentiatethe different systems.
Earlier we mentioned the advanced training or refresher sessions that
..
are offered by some on-line suppliers. About 39% of the searchers had
\participated in such advanced training sessions and we asked hem to'
evaluate .their usefulness. Nearly 96% o,f the searchers who had 'had
some advanced training believed that it had 'been useful2.They felt that
it enabled them to learn about new features that have been added to
the system and that it provided a forum for exchanging ideas with other
searchers.

.

-

5.0 -HOW THE ON-LINE SERVICES ARE BEING.USED
We asked managers how many on-line searches were conducted on
the .average each month in their organizations. The responses, ranged
from 1 to over 999, the upper lrmit for our coding system. The median
number of on-line searches performed each month by the organizations
we surveyed is 30. As shown in Figure 1, there are differences in. the
frequency of searching among various types of organizations.
Commercial organizations do the fewest searches. About 75% of
these .organizations, do fewer than 50 searches a month. Educational
institutions do the enost searching: one-third of them perform over 100
searches a month.
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,

149

50-99

45.5%

15.8%

Commercial:users (N=152) -1 75.0%
Educational users (N=145)
Other users (N---74)

Oronization Type
G o ve r n me n t users IN=1011

-

100-999

,

-7----

27.7%

10.9%

10.5%

5.3%

9.2%

44.8%

15.9%

.33.8%

60.8%

16.2%

13.5%

.

.

9.5%

FIGURE 1. Average Nuitber of Searches per Month.

..

L''

No Resp.

.

Thr-average amount of time per search at the terminal. is 'reported
to be about 18 minutes. Detailed analysis of the data shows that edUcaGtional institution users spend the least amount of time 'per search. The
longest search tirnes are found among users in government Agencies.
We believe that these differences can be attributed to .several factors,
Mcluding the fact that *re than any other group, educational institutions terid to'use only one data base in carrying out a search. This in :
itself woLild help to minimize time on0 the terminal: However,
educational institutions also show some other interesting differences.'
More than any other group, they pass charges on to users,.and.we know
that where there is a high degree of cost consciousness, searchers often
elect to get off the system quickly with unscreened search,hits that
will be reviewed for relevance la'ter, off-line. In contrast, searchers who
do not pay directly for on-li(le search time are more likely to evaluate
and refine searcheieon-line and try alternative search strategies, and
they ire more likely to print long search results on line. We were told of
one searcher in a federal agency who, after identifying relevant Material

and requ sting an on-line prirrtout, went home for dinner while the
terminal pr

ted out the search results.'

.

We believe that the relationship between type of institution and
speed of searching is not a simple one. It is important to remember that
more searches are done in educational institutions than in th'e other
'types of organizations. Since frequent witching undoubyRdly helps to,.
sharpen search skills, it is p-ossible that Shorter search tiMes reflect skill
levels as much as they do organizatiOnal contextidifferences.
There are several aspects of he 'search process for which data are
now available. One of the most in resting has to do with the process by
which data bases are selected for a given search. In some instances the
end-user helps to select the datAtbase(s): 1.3% of the managers report
that most of their end-users request certain data bases; anoth'er 25%
data bases. In
..
. report that some of their end,users request pArticular
It

-
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most cases, hopever, the searcher m'akes the basic decision, selecting in
advance one or more data bases that can be expected to be relevant to

the inquiry.
As mentioned earlier, some types of organizations tend very much
toward one-data-base searches. This is shown clearly in Figure 2.

None

tv.R.

Most

Some

-Few

Government users IN=1511

39.7%

25,8%

17.9%

Commercial users (N7215)

30.7%

32.1..*e% 26.0%

Educational users (N=205)

69,3%. 14.1%

3.9%

4.9%

7.8%

8.8%

10.3%

10.3%

13.2%

57.4%

Other users (N=68)

7.3%

'9.396

6.5N

4.7%

FIGURE 2. Fiequencv of Use 9f One Data Base for One Search

The group that most frequently relies on only one data base for a
seat'ch is educational users..Even when there is no success on the first
data base, they tend not to Search other data bases, a practice that we
believe is associated with the fact that about 50% of the educational
users are using i-system with one primary data base (MEDLINE).
N.R.

Most

Some

Few

Government users (N--.151)
e

17.2%

31.8%

'23.2%

1

.5%

9.3%

Commercial users (N=215)

1.5.8%

39.5%

26.0%

1

.1%

6.5%

5.4%

32.2%

36.6%

6.6%

9.3%

7.4%

29.4%

35.3%

14.7%

Educ4,!ional users (N=2
Othee. users IN =681

)

F IG UR E 3. Frequency of Use of S
When No Success on irst

ri.q.r.2

1

.2%

Dka Base

A stcond interesting aspect of on-line systena,uie has to do with ,the
way in which the end-user interacts with the retrilittal_system when he
or she wants a search performed. In ,the traditional library or information center setting, the end-user discusses his or her earch problem
with the person who will conduct the search, or provi s this person
with a written statement of the problern-,-but is-not ft, her- involved
in the actual search process. Although this traditional in raction mode
on-line service
1.has been carried on by most organizations into t
activities, other alternatives are also being tried.
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The percentages below sh(Sw how often various alternative.methods
are used.

SEARCHES
Most or Marty.

Preterminal Interaction
(Verbal br Written)
User at Terminal
with Searcher

User in Contact w)th
Searcher, but not at

Few or None

.79%

17%

45%

48%,

7%

80%

10%

78%

Jerminal

'-User Performs Search
for Self.

FIGURE 4. Alternative Searcher/User Interactions
(Managers, N=472)

.

.

The top line represents the traditional interaction method, where the
user provides a written statement and/or discusses the problem with the.
.searCher. Managers report that most of their searches are done in this
way. The bottom line represents the other end of the continuum. As
can be seen, enp-usert are performing searches for themselves'in Only a
very small percentage of the orgatii.zations.

-..

.

These data are particularly int,e'reOng because they point to a
second major technique that 18% of the organizations use for mosh.of
their -searches and another 26% use for many of their searches. In. this
approach, the user works with the searcher at the termin.al, while the
search is in progress, takin-g full advantage of troth the end-user's subject
expertise and the searcher's system- and literature-searching skills. Many

searchers feel that this approach is efficient and productive. As one
searcher put it, "It lets the usernarroW his search and doesn't require
his being so speCific and articulate in stating his problem initially."
However,
some searchers do not hke to' have ..
the end-user present It
.
can be distracting and it makes them 'feel uncomfortable. One searcher

'provided this "quotable" ob6t
ction: "The system ,behaves poorly in
..

'front of users but is always fr' when I am-alone."
.
There is one other aspect of system use ttiat merits discussion; it has
to do with the emotionally laden issUe of wpether end-users should be '
_

doing on-line searches. As mentioned earlier, fewtr--than 20% of the
.searchers in our study are end-users. We asked 'the librarians and

.
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information specialists whether end-users cab do on-li.ne.searches in a
cost-effecti've manner. Most of them said no. In contrast, alMost all of
the end-Liiers believe that.they ban.

L
6.0 COSTS OF ON-LINE SEARCHING
We asked managers to egtimate the average cost of on-line searches
.conducted across all system' s and data bases. As the listbelow shows,

the most frequently reported costs were in the. *1,-$10 range. The
mean cost reported, across all sYstems and data bases, was $23.83.
$ .1.00

9.00

20.9%

$10,00

19.00°

15.0%

S20.00 29.00.

26.5%

8.1%

$30.00 39.00

5.9%

$40.00 49.00

.12.8%

$50.00.- 99.00

10.6%

Jo response

.

"

a'

There are S verl reasons why the repor-ted averkge cannot be viewed
as a completely accurate Measure of cpsts.

Many organizations do not keep records of search times or costs.
Only two-thirds of the organizations involved in,our survey pro-_
vided us with data.

The average includis bdth federally subsidized on-liriP services
and the computer-tonnect-time-based charges of the commercial
servicgq. It is undoubtedly .high, for the subsidized services. and
low for the commercial services, but yve do not know the relative
proportions of searches from each kind of service involved,
The costs for on-line services have risen in the year' between the

completion of the questionnaires and the writing of the final
'report. On the other hand, seerch eff iciency has probably
improved. Tlie extent to which these have offset eath other is not
known.
011anizations do not generally incl de'all costs in their estirnates.
included the costs of ciffMost e44.t..he organizations we sur
line printing, computer-connect time, and cbmmunicptions, but
only half of them included staff time or termi-nal costs, and only
15% included overhead.

9 1.
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Finally, there may be differences in th ways that.the respondents defined a "searéh."The project s

f and most ysers think of
the time and effort at the
terminal necessary to fulfill an en -user's informatjon request.
-After the questionnaire was' developed, the authors discovered
) diet some users_tend to think of 4 ;earch in more limited terms,
such as only o terminal. session or as a'single fOrrhulation run
against a si e data base. Such an interpretation may be particularly prey ent in comMercial information service centers, which
rg
sers on the basis of per-data-base searches. It is nat
possible to determine from this survey data how frequently the
more limited definition of search was used by respondents, bu
an
- on-line search as encompassing all

tpe reader should be aware of the possibility that the aver

,

per-search times and peusearch costs may underestimate the true
-values...

.

The .study also examined attitudes toward, and practices.in costrecovery. Managers were asked whether they charge end-users for
searches and..if so, llow. More than half of .the organizations charge
end-users and,.for the majority of these, the charge is variable. .
Tfie organizations were asked whether oo-line services should pay

.-

tf;eir own way in an organization. Opinion was about equally divided:
42% said yes, 37% said nO,, and 17% are still undecidA. These results
reflect the'ambivalence rn the library community on whether information services should be placed on a cost-recovery basis!:
There are differences .among. *I various types of organizations in
.

their attitude eOout user charges 4 d in their user-charging practices.
More than any other group, educational users are agairist user charges.
, Yet, when we 'asked wbetherr tbiel:charge their users, we learned that
nearly 77% of the educational in uficifirli-ave irtstituted user fees for
on-line searches.
.

7.0 SYSTEM PREF

NCES

About three-fburths of the
that .they.do not use each system an eqUal

their reasons for preferring one system
Figbre 5. '
.
..

m searchers reporte

unt of time. A few of
er another are shown in
..

.

Additional analyses of these data suggest t at the criteria for sysTem
preference vary soma.what 'by levels of user xperience. For example,
one of the more frequentlyc(6iven choicet of n
users (1 to 6 monthg '''
experierIce) was "_lt uses a interactive language
at is easier to under:

stand ahd remember," whIle the more4experie

.. '92'

6 ar mqre

\
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PerCentage

Learnedto use the system first;
feel most comfortable with it.

45.1%

Offets access to more Cif
the data bases needed.

.

78.0%

Greater range of capabilities.

30.1%

Uses an interactive language:
easier to understand and
remeniber.

29.3%

FIGURE 5. Percent4ges of Responses by Multiple-System
Searchers: Top Reasons Why Systems Are Not Used
an Equal Amount of Time

4

'%Greater range of capabilities"

-yeA of experience) users
among their top-ranked ch

archers use, they were
rdless of the nurnb r of systems a
indicate
the
importance.
and
usefulness
of several system
asked
features, which were grouped into three categories: 1.) search input'
features, 2) on-line aids, and 3) search output featur , From the first
group of features, the most important and most used ere the Boolean
orta9t and used
operators (AND, OR, NOT), and the second-most i
feature was the ability to coeybine terms with one or more operators in .
one instruction to the system. The least important features were wordproximity, operators and relational operators. Although the combihing.
capability 'was not necessarily a surprisinechoice, thee responses run
R

to1nter to arguments posed by some observers of the on-line scene who

have said that on-line systems are generally being used in a.very
manner, and that simple author searches and singleunsophis
terM

)

searchi

more the rule than the exception.

,

.

For the second group of featureson-line aidsthe feature thatusers
considered 'Most important was the capability to receive announcements on-line from the supplier about imponant system-related
information. The.feature that,permits users to monitor elapsed time online was second in importance. Other iMportant features included the
ability to display on-line the alphabetical index or dictionary, or the list
of related terms or hierarchical thesaurus: Among the least important
and least used features were those that permit users to obtain o ne.
on-line to. he ,
. explanations of system features and to enter comments
suppliers.

(

,
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..c

.
.

For the third groupsearch outwit featuresthe most important and
most used features were .off-line printing -Capabilities and requesting
standard or predefined print/diiplOY formats. The Lability to receive
wer case and to have a search strategy that was
citations in upPer
entetecrion-line lkn off-line later by the supplier were among the least
iniportarov features.

,r

L

8.0 PROBLEM AREAS fOR SEARCHERS.

.. -

.

'Several potential problem areas were explored in thel two question"' ,.
naire's, andt.the data for two -of tbese areas' are highlighted below:
1) multiple-system use; and 2) syitem reliability: '
-______.

8.1

.

5

Multiple-System Ose

One questionnaire item for searchers who use more than one,system .

begins: "It is generally believed that using more than one system can
be confusing.

.

howribelor4firlt for the entire
e last three columns, by user

." Their responses a

.

group of respondents and then;

i

)

group.

Organizational Type,

Gov't.

Commer.

System Users

Users

Users

Users

(N=339)

(N=76)

(N=132)

(N=99)

,

.

Using More Than Or System
." Iva major probleih and
seriously affects my
efficiency.

Educ.

4.5%

. 2.0%

32.9%

50.0%

50.5%

39:B%

'30.3%

28.3%

.22.49

15.2%

19.2%

3.8%

5.3%

Is sometimes confusing but
the probleMs are not insurmountable nor do they
generally affect my
ef ficiency..

47.7%

Has not been a source of

31.3%

-

.

confusion for me,
No respdnse
)

FIGURE 6. Degree of

fusion in thing Multiple Sy-stems

eedauoillthis 'questiOn is-one on which many have lready formed
group data, in
sttong opinion's, we call attention to ttie commercial u
using
'systems
from
are
most
likely
to
.be
particular. These Lisers
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different "families," i.e., the-commerciallylvail'atNle
s stems that have
diffetent interface languages and different repertoi4s -of features and .
capibil Ries.

--."

The 175 searchers who reported some or considerable confusion in
Wing more,than one system were asked to indicate the areas in.Which
they werei having -the most difficulty. They reported moderate to...aat
cot fusiog in the following areas:

54. %: relating capabilities or features with the correct'systems;
46.

.

44.09(.3:

procedures for issuing printing instructions;
procedures for entering searches.

Since this study was conducted, at least .one user aid has been
'developed ,to show the repertoire of command names used on the
various major sySterrts.- Additional aids are under preparation at this
time, and the question will need do be purSued over the coming years as
to how the remain1ng sources of confusion can best be.ntinimized and
eliminated without reducing systems to their, lowest common denominator of features and performance. ARhough some confusion in
multiple-system usage is evident, some users also report that learning
one system actually helps in the learning of additional systems. As one
searcher put it, much 9f ihe operation of the various systems is

identical in theory,,if nottri tgrm.

8.2

System Reliability

There, are many links in the chain of access to a'supplier's corhputer,
including the peoplePthe equiMment,_ and the software: These links start

'with the user, 'his of h'er terminal, the characteristics .ot the room in
Which. the terminal resides, the telephone, the coupler or modem, and
in some cases, the switchboard. The chain mov s through th telephone
company and its equipment, and through he'long. dis nce lines,
Oometirnes via a communications network w th its many ersonvel,
made to
hardware and software, and telephone lines. 4nce the link

the supplier's computer, additional compOnents are add d to thI
system: the supplier'sstaff, teleprocessing hardware and sqftware, and,
finally, the many Components of the supplier's computer and retrieval

syttem. How reliable are ,some of these key system,..components?
Actgkding to the 801 searchers in the study, most of,,tliese componentsqn demonstrating high rel.iability. For ex'ample, only.about 4%
of the gearchers reported that tney have frequent,problems with their
terminals; -better than 75% rarely or never encounter terminal difficulties. Some of the other data.onOroblem .areas are shown in Figure 7.

9'
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o

reduent
Problems

i

With suppliers
gemputer system
Intermittent trans-

%

,12.2%

.

Occasional Rarelx/Neyei
Problems

Problems

No Response

3713%

36.9%.

12.2%

2rT%-

60.3%

6.4%

36.5%

45.8%

7.0%

mission of gar.bage
characters

eDisconnection from
host computer

87

.

104%

FIGURE 7. RefierbiIity of Syste'm Components
,

In `many instances, the sYmptoAllin2ibt a user experiences af' a
terminal may be trkeable to any 9ne.of several of these components,

which - makes the diagnosis of problemNby users fairly difficult.
However, only 4% df the searchers reported having difficulties in diagnosing what aPpear to be sYstem-related Problems; over 50% rarely or

e

never have prsblems.

Ali is . notq perfect, of course, ond the searc s responses in the
open-ended questions suggest that system-respon e problems;-where
"cause of the delay is not clear=and getting and taying &nnected to I.
. -lithe
the supplier's computer are the major areas of con ery. A few searcheri
they sometimes
described the. "finger-pointing dilemma" th
frying
to
diagnose
problems.
As
onsearcher put it:
encounter in

"Have checked the- terminal, the coupler, the ph ne,. phone lin. es.
Tymshare and suppliers all .say their segment is wo ing fine." Although
e `on-line -supplier, We
this' tearcher Ad not mention contacting
believe that the on-line suppliers can often se .helpful in coordinating
\with other suppliers to diagnose problems.

90 IMPACT CT ON-LINE SERVICES
We first askedt what benefits the organizations expected, when they

started using online services. The liSt below indicotes the Managers'
respianses to a number of choices provided in the questionnaire..Later
we asked the managers wh`ether.all or most of these benefits had been .

realized. Nearly 92% of them said Yes. Responding to the question,
.

,

rik
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benefit of using on-Kne systems?", 472 managers responded iffollows:
72.0% Faster turnaround time...
67.5% Access to-additional sources of information

56.06 Reduction.of staff time
47.2% Greater precision in searching
114.4% Serve more users

410% Capabiliiy for literature-searching services

5.0% Other
2.9% Didn't know

In commentinj on their success with on-line searching, managers
most often noted wreduction in search time, Me ability to serve more
users, and access to inforrution previously not available. They also
mentioned increased user sir sfaciion. One manager ieported that his
organization, which had previously provided only minimal literature
searching services, was now doing 200 to 300 searches per month.
Another manager.wrote thai; in the days when all of their searching
was, done manually, literature-searching services were available only to a
few faculty members and administrative personnel. With the use of the online system, this organization can now provide service to all students

and staff, as well as to outside hospital personnel. Other managers,
reported similar changes.
With respect to increased access to information, our survey responses

showed that more information is now available fo users because the
staff now knoWs what is available and where to look for it. In addition,*
on-line searching has permitted organizations to perform. Ikerature
searches of a depth and quality that were not possibleor, at least, were
not practicalwith manual searching.
Both managers and searchers were asked about the contribution of
on-line searching to staff productiVity. liVe posed this statement: The
productivity of staff is greatly 'increased by the Use of on4ine services.
Over 75% of.the managers agreed or strongly agreed with the-statement,

and only about 11% disagreed. The resulti were even more 'positive
from the searchers. About 77% agreed with ttte statement and only
7% disagreed. Further analysis of the data shows that the more searches

an organization does, the more li.kelyit_isio_repOrt that staff productivity has increased.

We asked the managers whiether there had been Shy significant
changes in staff attitudes or morale because of the introduction of
on-lipe searching. Nearly half of the managers reported significant
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changes, and most of these c
itir2:The reasort
mentioned most often for such changes wa whA the mahaaers

.

,

'perceived as an increased sense

f" professionalism among the. stiff.
Berne manegersteported that th change in attitude sterrimed.fro
increased interest in and enthu iasm: toward literature searching;
because 'the on-line system had talc n much of the cfrUdgery.andltedium.
out of searching.
..

.

Q

A few managers-15 out of

,

had complaints' about on-line

'.

services. The most often stated c
ntand one .that,,irrestingly
enough, actually attests to the su
ss f on-line searchingthis that the -.
on-line system had proved So pop lar with the clientele that the staff
had been deluged with requests fo on-line searches. Unfortunately, the
size of the staff had not grown to offset the increase in theluse of the
facility and the same staff was face with more work.
We asked searchers to compare I e quOity of searches obtained from
.

.an On-line system with searches performed Manually or by batch
processing. The eesponses were redorninantly in favor Of on-line
searches. We also asked about the cost-effectiveness of on-iine
searching, in comparis n with bot manual and batch searching. Both
searchers and managed reiDnded i favor of on-line searching.

Many of the searchers and

anagers did not respond\ to the

questions asking for comparisons f on-line with other typessof searching.. A major reason for ,this is tha at. least 24% of the organize ions in
our survey had never dbne any kin *of literature searching befor . Thus
they had no basis for comparison. it is obvious that, when we stop tO

-.

'.

consider what the impact Of
line searching has been, we mast
include the introduction of litera re search services in organi ationi
where they have never existed befo e.

What about user reaotions t on-line searching? We ask4d the
managers about end-user reactions, compared to those for the literature
searching services previously avail ble. Of .those managers who were

able to make a comparison, dver 5% reported users' reactions to this
new literature-searching tool to be favorable.--Only 3% reported
unfavorable reactions. The mana rs also reported some interesting
changes on the part of their users Users have coçne to expect faster
service from the library or infor ation center, a d some users are
irritated when manual searches
nnot be p vi ed as , quickly as
computer searches. As one harasse manager put i , "The users seem to
think that we are automated in ever thing." .
One interesting comment on use satisfaction came from a manager
who said that engineers, scientists, nd researchers more readily accept

-

.4

the results of on-iine literature sea ching than they do the results of i
inanual searching, even though the quality of the search is obviously

98
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-

e._........___.
adequacy of the search.pres.cription formulated
ormation specialist.
major s'pis of the acceptare of on-line services are not simply

termined by

,.

by

librarian t3

the:exp siopbf satisfaction but the indirect measuravasuccess. We
asked managers this question: How has the on-line service affecred thenumber of users of your information services? over hayf of the organi' zations (t2%) repOrted that the number of utershas increased. In 17%
of the cases, the on-line service allowed the,organization to serve,more
users, even though it 4s not the only reason that nlore users were
being 'Vrved: In pnly,- t.59 of the cases was thiere n6 effect, on the

.

!

'

r
.
nuinberlpf users.
An ihcrease in end users naturally means an increase in the number
of iearch requests that a library must be prepared to process. Searchers
in 'one organization saw a ten-fold increase in the,n.umber of search
reqt#its over a 12- nth period after the on-lineiservice was,instituted.
,

Althoughiihe expe ence of this organization m6, not be typal, manyManagers 'did clay impressive gains in the number of searches being
' performed for their users.
We asked th(e searchers tO assess the impact of on-line searching on

-

their workload and their productivity.Vdr 49% of the searchers, their

workload yncreased with this new service. Interestingly, the increase in ".

workload does not necessarily mean that new stiff must be added.

Presumably some of the, increase is offset by greater stafrproductivitv.
About 76% of the Managers in the survey reported that the increased
speed and efficiency of on-line searching over other modes of searching
increased staff productivity. Only 22% of the managers believe that the
introduction of on-line services requires adding neW personnel to the
,staff. As might be expected; the managers who believe additional

.,_

. personnel are required tend to work in organizations that;perform a
large number of searches: In those .organizations that perform fewer
than 420 on-line searchei a month, onak 16% Of the managers feel the
-need for additional personnel.
Many managers indicated that the on-line service caused an increase
in the use of other resources. For example, in nearly 56% of the organi-zations there has been an increase in the number of requests for fulltext copies,of documents. This increase is, in turn, having an impact oh
),
-,
acquisitions budgets and on interlibrary loan requests.
_

,

10: SUMMARYThis summary report has touched'on some of the highlights of the
stuchj of the impact of gn-line bibliograOhic retrieval systems. Such
systems have been in existence for nearly 15 years, but only in the past

-
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.5 vpari hes their full potentialLbegun....to_be realizedWhatthe SDC
study has shown ii that these Systems are highly regarded by those that

have used them an&qhat, in spite of growing pains stemming from
, as-yet-imperfect technology, n-line searching is growing in importance
\ and usefulfiess.

.

On-line services are having a profound impact On library/information
reference service, not only in terms.of the speed and comprehensiveness
cif service, and the improved self-image and morale of .the information
;:4ofessionals involved, bUt also in terms of the philosophy of service.
Many institutions that have begun using on-line services have had to

mddify or comprornise
free-service philosophy to cope with an
unexpectedly high demand for on-iine service, a demand that has
strained or overwhelmed existing budgets and required either the
curtailment of service or the imposition of user charges.
Mcist of the current users of on.line bibliographic retrieval serviCes

.are information intermediaries, bui the number of scientists, technicians, businesspersons, and others who are doing their own searching
is.growing, and this growth presages a vastly larger community of users
.
.

than we see today. The. SDC study has provided a wealth of data to
help information professionals and users take fuller idvantage Of this
new technology, and to help data base developers and suppliers of the
on-line services continue providing a responsive service. For information
science-researchers, .the study *provides insights into issues that warrant

.further examination. The importance of this technology to the library
'and information services community has been clearly established;
responsibility for the fdrther development of this technolOgy and the
,

rpaximizing of its potential rests with all of these,audiences.
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Reader erjIcs
of Clip'

/

1.0 INTRODUCTION

,

One of the consequences of large scale library automation, computer
4networking and mechanized information retrieval is the sad fact that it
becomes increasinly difficult to isolate-and talk meaningfully about a
single level

or type of service. Very often this represents only a

component of an interrelated system which supports and intorporala,
the particular serVice as a module, a sub-system or perhaps a purposPul
assembly of these.

This pager will reduce the many facets and activities of a national
system into the direct functions of reader or user services. Only brief
references are made to the grand design, the setting and the aganiza-

tiral aspects of the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical
rnformation (CISTI) which offers these services to Canadians. CtSTI is
a division of the National Research Council of Canada that was created

in October 1974 by the merger of two organizations: the National
1924, and the Technical
Science Library, which has existed sin
Information Service, formed in 1945. Th4e twociiified organizations
n ian scientific and
operate as the central node in the evolvi
technical information network. CISTI maintains an interface with
vacious types of end-users and also reinforces the service capabilities of

;other Canadian libraries and information centres. Thus, CISTI is now

retailer, wholesaler, importer, and, perhaps in the future, exporter
of information as well.
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.2.0 CISTI SERVICES

..,.

.

Reader services, in the traditional 'sense', are insignificant in the

CIStl organizational.environment. There ate few People in the reading
areas or browsing iri the open stacks where some one million volumes
are held hd 18,500 serial titles collected. Researchers of the National
.Reseirch ouncil laboratories, of the two local universities, and of
industrial rms.' borrow voluMes arid 'request information from the

Reference Departinent: but the bulk of the services is provided to
indIvrduals and organizations which are located outside of Ottawa. For
ekamPle the Interlibrary .L6an Department receives a diily average of
400-600 requests for photocopies, monograph loans and microfiche

k
.-

.
blow-ups.
.
A large portion of the, lending and duplicating transactions back uP,

-

with hard-copy literatuse, the retrospective or alerting' informaticin
services which CISTI provides retionally. The collection building and,
acquisition policy is directed, toward the subscription of journals and
the purchase of monographs which are not. held elsewhere in the
country. The collectipn is checked quarterly for 1;week test periods to
rank-oraer the usage of periodicals and to list the discip(inary subjects
in Order' of ,usage frequency. Once each year periodicals usage is
evaluated by plotting the titles' per subject against the %requests per
subject to see whether supply and demand are harmonized.
...The retrospective and alerting information services, which are
backed up by the collection, can be divided'into three categories. All of
these are computer-based and operate in a network fashion: Two of
theman on-line enquiry service and a selective dissemination' of
information systemwere created and are maintained, ,by the Naticknal
Research Councik The third funct ons by hooking up.canadian users,
via a telecommuniCation network, with a system in the, United States.
,

3.0 CANADIAN ON-LINE ENQUIRY SYSTEM
The first, CAN/OLE tCanadian On-Line Enquiry System) has been
in operation sinOe March 1974. It was designed 'to provide retrospective

searching of large bibliographic reference files in all mijor fierds of
science and technology. In 1976 over kur Million relerences of six data
bases can be accessed throligh approximately 240 terminals across the
_country: Biological Abstracts; Chemical Abstracts; Engineering Index;
the"British INSPEC service covering physics, electrical arid electronic
engipeering, computer and control; the NTIS data base; and the Union
List of Scientific Serials in Canadian' Libraries. Is CAN/OLE a unique

system? To some extent, it is unique. The user does not get only
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references to published papes when s/he is searching the various files.
S/he cirri also switch immediatellto the-4Jnion List, one of the available

.

data bases, to find out which ;of the 250 science libraries holds the
required seri* title. S/he will know whether the.journal it held in the
library of his or her own, organization and,-if not, .which is the closest
holding library. All- libraries participating in the Union List project of
CISTI al% equipOed, and willing, to on:Wide lending or reprography
Services. Another 'unique feature of CAN/OLE is its bilingual, English
and French, interactive conversition capability. The third is a support-

.

ing communicatiorisystem by which CAN/OLE can be reached from 11
large cities of Canada through a self controlled communication
netviorkjhe bikies are Vancouver, Calgary, Regina, Winnipeg, Tdronto,
Kitchener,. Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Halifax and St. John's in

.

Newfoundland. CISTIcontrol of the communicittnn network enables
the Institute to offer CAN/OLE on an "equalized rate basis". so that

.

access to the strstem costs $40 per connect hour across thetcountry; in
other worsis, the charge fOr OLE services is the same in Vancouver or
Halifax as it is in Ottawa where the system is.opefated.'
CAN/OLE is 'a growing system both in terms'of users and of search-,
able

files. he next data base scheduled to be added is a modest

Canadian version of the Smithsonian's Science Information Exchange,

. SSIE. The, file is produced by the Information Exchange Centre of
: CISTI- w3111 :has a strong liaiion with the 31 granting agepcies of the
federal
rnment. According to a Cabinet mandate, these funding

'

bodies supply CISTI with a fact-sheet Of each research award they give
to academic institutions, including fiscal data and a brief abstract of the

project. Consequently, the IEC file contains roughly 10,000 entries
annually plus approximately 30,000 project descriptions referring back
to .the last three years. CAN/OLE is not only bibliographic search
.

sysltem, but also a location tool and a national directory of subject expiertise.

.

.

.

As anoconventional reader service CAN/OLE is very significant.
Training coutses for users are held monthly, and the link between local-.

terminal' operators and CISTI is rather strong. Just recently the.
Institute conducted an extensive national user survey which supplied
invaluable inforMation- on the oyerall reaction of subscribers; the
findings of this study will assist us in further refinement and extension
Rf CAN/OLE. ,

4.0 CANADIAN SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION
OF INFORMATION SYSTEM
The second large system I wish to introduce is CAN/SDI, Canadian
Selective Dissemination of Information, which, in batch format, serves
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'rnome'nt
.sOme 2100 subscribers with personalized bibliographies. At the

15 data bases are utilized; BA Previews, CAIN, Chemical Titles,
chttmlbsi Abstract Condensates, COMPENDEX, ERIC, Geo. Ref,
Govemmint Repeits Announcements, INSPEC, the MARC tl of the

-Library of Congress, METADEX, Psychological Abstracts, and tapes
pfoduced by the Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia.
Some time ago the Institute attempted to explore in a nationytide study
how many people were benefiting from CAN/SDI subscriptions on a

Millar basis. Staff learned that, on the average, 2.8 People participated
in the formulation of a search profile. Th.is is the climber that is
directly served by the output. This result means that the present 2100
subscriptions are covering -a user population of roughly 6,000.
Since the accuracy df the search profile (a list of keywords arranged
in a Boolean forMula) is the pre-requisite of relevant output, CISTI has

mede special effoets since oViril 1969, when CAN/SDI became a

high quality of the

national f service, to improve and maintain a
individual search strategies. .The systeni-user interface rests on two

levels. The Institute continuously trains users to produce their own

profiles and also organizes monthly seminars in Ottawa and elsewhere'

for search editors who keep direct contact with the scientists and

researchers whom they serve. Thus, over 90% of all search profiies are
formulated and monitored either by the encl-users-or-by-their-appointid
to-workers or librarians. With scientific and technical subscribers CISTI
has established a direct interlace. However, some of the data bases are
-outside the natural sciences and engineering, and CISTI staff does not

possess adequate subject expertise and terminolotical competence to
suptlort them intellectually. Therefore, GAN/SDI is, offered also:

through the National Library- for users in the social sciences and

humanities; th,rough the Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology for users in the mining technology and mineral sciences; through
the Geological Survey -of Canada for geologists knd earth scientists; and
throughtlAgriculture Canada for the agrioultural communities. This
only in a
indirectly offered portion of the service is supported by CISTI
searches
the
data
bases).
All user
technical sense (the Institute runs and
participating
federaI
departments
and
contacts are maintained by the
agencies.

Beyond its national significance the CAN/ DI system has become an
internationally utilized mode al service withit the UNESCO/UNISIST
ber states to establish
programme. CISTI is assisting UNE
after
CAN/SDL-Assistance consiits
national SDI services modelled
primarily of providing, without.cost, the complete CANISDI software
package, staff expertise and on-site training of operating staff. The
recipient country, with the help of UNESCO funds, is responsible

1
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for sinding appropriate staff to CISTI for a minimum three-month_
training period and for ensuring that appropriate equipment and
. resources are available in their country: To date, the Institute has
assisted in developing national SDI services in Australia, South Afçica,
Argentina, The Netherlands, India, Mexico and the United Kingdom.
.

5.0 AN ON-LINE MEDICAL INFORMATION PACKAGE
'1111!\ third category of these national systems consists of an on-line

package which Canada receives directly from the National Litirary of
Medicine in Bethesda. The package includes MEOLINE, TOXLINE,
CHEMLINE, CATLINE and the smaller standard files. The bilateral
agreement between NLM and CISTI placed the whole Canadian service
under the Institute's administrative and fiscal supervision. Thus CISTI

provides the funds to cover the cost of indexed input into MEDLINE
lahich ; - Canadian responsibility in the quid-pro-quo arrangement.
ISTI provides user and operator training and monitors
ion-,
the connect hour use of each MEDLINE centre. At the moment 37
Canadian MEDLINE centres have been established in 16 medical
schools, in governmental and industrial research organizations, and in
the CISTI Health Sciences Resource Centre. The CISTI centre offers
4id e
not only on-line search services but also SDI services in a batch m
for 93 Canadian medical researchers. The charge for MEDLINE i 28
per connect hour which ingludes communication charges through the
Telenet and TYM.SHAR E networks. Both of these networks have acCess
nodes in most Canadian cities.

60 CISTI CHARGING POLICY
CISTI is maintained by public funds and a whole range of conventional library services are provided free to the public. Ftr . example, the
Institute does not charge for lending monographs or providing reference
services to the tiser. However, it doe's charge for photocopy processing
and for related staff-cost in reprography. The charging rate for photo
duplication is 22i per page with a minimum of $2.20. The standard rate
for CAN/OLE is $40 per connect hour which includes communication
cost. CISTI does not retrieve the cost of data base storage, file maintenance and staff .salaries. CAN/OLE users are charged for the processing
cost, stationery, postage aniqi royalties. The same schemd, by which
CISTI absorbs the fixed costlrid retrieves the variable cost, applies to
CAN/SDI as well. The Institute does not recover staff salaries and data
base cokt. However, SDI users are chargeckfor processing their recurrent
searches, stationery, postage and data base royalties.
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Ckapter 12
by Harriet Velazquez

Computer Networking and
Reader Services

1.0 THE REFERENCE LIBRARIAN'S ROLE
LEVEL ONE
Reference librarians at the University of Toronto Library are
working 09 two levelS with computer based bibliographic files..Each
level Oresents a wide range of problems and demands a variety of skills
from staff members.
On the first level, librarians are users f both commercially available
data bases, through such retrieval syste s as_OtAt0G-and ORBIT, and

a very Jarge machine-readable file of the University of Toronto's
library's holdings. The Reference Department has phased the use of
machine-readable files intor-the existing manual mode of operation.
Reference librarians regard these data bases as additional, or alternative,
reference sources for library researchersoand they advise users regarding

the suitability of files as they. would for manual sources, based on the
library user's requirements, content of the file, and available access
methods. Whether the researcher ultimately looks for materials in a

,published bibliography, printed periodical indek, library catalogue,
on-line data base, or a combination of these, s/he still requires that the

reference librarians be able to advise him. or her, based on their
knowledge of the available sciurces and, most importantly, their ability
to help him or her define information requirements.
This level also requires that reference librarians do a considerable

amount of what,

in

other kinds of institutions, might be called

marketing. Besides explaining the use and potential of automated
indices and catalogues at the subject oriented bibliographic seminars
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__that they teach. to students, they feel the need,,tO actively publicize the
hew ways to find infolmation. Interestingty, success in -MYR/Trig
people td the new technology has made it necessary for the reference
libraN orientation.
librariani. at U of T to do quite a bit more, general
.

.
2:0, THE REfERENVE.,LIBRARIAN'S ROLE
_

LEVEL TWO.
'The second.level of reference staff involvement with computer based
systems is partiCipation in the design pf products and services froM the
University of Toronto Library's Computer basedcataltgue.-The UTLAS
Catalogue' is a' rmgh,ine-readable file in MARC 'foimat ot about 1.2-

million records!representing mbstOf the library's co)lection,Trimary .00inputer output
access to .this data. base_js, currently. thrOUghr
.19M-,
the'
Univeisitjt
of -Toronto
microfiche and 'microfilm. As.of JUly
Library ':closed" its cardoetalogue,andthegnicroform. alternate is now
the -only on-going record of holdings for library users. Reference staff
participated in the design of this alternate which: differs in form from'
the ....traditibnar Card catalogue. It consists of shor,t index -entries
(authors', titles, and subjects) pointing, to a full bibliographic record:
sorted by call number. The microcatalogue is now.available Yn over
fifty locations on campus; providing users with forty-nine extra place's
from Which to access the total collection.
Reference librarians have also experimented with on-line access to a
shortened ,form of each record in the file- thrOugh a browseaPke catl
number index. In both the on-line and microfOrm projtsts,.refei.encé
librarians4i5ve &worked closely with technical services and systems staff:
They exPect to cohtinue this °working `arrangerdent as the librarians
monito,r user reaction to the micro-catalogues and to an expansion of
,

on-line access in 1977.

A

3.0 CONCLUSION

4

Reference librarians at the University of Toronto pfirary have had,
over the past two years, a rather unique opportunity to become familiar
w,Qh automated bibliographic svstems, not only as users, but also as
innovators in systems design and application. This has-Aalready shown
positive results for the library in the relative ease with which the COM
'catalogue Kas gained acceptance by library staff, and userl, and in the.

on-going constructive dialogue which has been established -between
reference staff and the technical services section of the jibra*. Most
important for library users, reference librarians' are building the
expertise necessary to exploit computer based bibliographic files to
their full potential.
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Chapter 13
by Ralph E. Stierwalt

Ontario Universities'
Lihrary Cooperative Systems

1.0 THE ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES LIIfRARY
COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS ORGAVIZATION
There wer several prinCiples established by the first members of the
proje ts in the Ontario Universities Library Cooperative

various

Systems (OUL S) organization. Thete were and in 1976 still are:
Adherence to a set of standards for each project developed by the
r)
members; 9,
Requirement That all cooperative projects must have the potential
for being cost beneficial; Desire 'to integrate any cooperative system% with existing .wqrk
brocedures and routines or replace procedures and. routines used
in the earlier services and/or processing procedure%

. Requirement that each project berilg to the members of the
project;
0
,Equitable sharing of certain costs by,the mernbers in order that
an institution- should not be -penalized because .of geogrophic
locatiOn or size. Some of these costs are for lines, terminals,
membership fees. Office of Library Coordination sunport, etc.;
Maintenance of open membership in all of the computerbased
projects for al! kinds of libraries in Quebec and Ontario. In fact,
non-university libraries should be encouraged to join;
.CoordinatiOn through the Office, of Library Coordination whose
authoritks and powers are granted to it by .the memtfers of the

,

various projects;

1 08
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.

a.

until it'

Reliance upon the goai of cooperative--development only
becoMes ineffective. Cciopiration should npt spread poverty on a.
wider scale;
documentS and'Purchase, rental ..or adaptation of systems,
techniques reqUired by the projects whenever pouible...)

below in-Priority ordeP 4in
The 'four major goalrof 'OULCS are listed
.4
1. To provide improved informatiOn selvices to users of libreries.
.!

2. To provide the means far the greater and,pore effective sharing.
of researCh resources among libraries.

3. To develop the 'ans fo? and promote collectiondevelopment
rationalization.
design, develop, operate and utilize cooperative Jilarary
support systems which will atsist the mUnberS of `the various
projects to reach goals .1 through 3 above.

To a large extent, the gpals and principles' of OULCS have

determined the group's approaches ta managing the cooperative

projects 'and evaluating the use of the various systems. The Office of
Library Coordipation isfresponsible for gatheing and analyzing use and
co;t data and preparing reports for the members. The -Office is also
responsible for interpreting data for individual 'members and thern

membership at large.

2.0 MANAGING SYSTEMS
--,

2.1 Computer Based Systems

Much of 'the information essential for helping onroperate efficient
the indtzi dual user as well
. and _economic automated systems is of use to
but is
at tut group of users. For example, awful informat on includes

not limited to:
connect time
c.p.u. seconds

page milliseconds (core utilization)

t 'disk accesses
number of records displayed
-4

number of records derive0

number of titles added
nurnbdr of records processed

1,09
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number of terminals 'on-liniond at what time during the day for
the individual user andfor a group of users
growth of the union file
how many derived records; source?
how many original records; source?
how many union file records used?

file

ow many record processing commands?
hold
'store

.

.

how many kits (spin e- and book po'cliet labels and punched
circulation cards) required per title? per reoord?
the percentage of connect time used for searching

the percentage of connect time used for cataloguing

the length of time it took "x" institution's terminal operator "c"
to input an original record; a derived record; to use a union
record.

,

2.2 Application of System UsoData
to In-House Management
Many of the members of he various OULCS projects were relatively 4
unaccustomed to computer-based systems in the beginning. Most of the
first members spent a great deal of time learning apout how corn43 ters,
operate and how the planned systems were likely to perform. Sinc l'
staff likely to be affected by or have an effect on the computer-base
system were involved in the learning process, this learning took place at
every level of staff in the library. Observation and analysis make it clear

that those people who admitted that they knew nothing learned the

most and have mide the most efficient and economic use of the
-----

computer-based systems:A careful study of.the machine and its Capabilities, and of the soffwari systems and how they work, is essential to
organizing a library staff to take advantage of the machine capabilities.
.When the computer does everything itscan_do, people are free to use the
capabilities they have, like brains, that the machinery doesnl have. A

sound knowledile of the hardware and software also erables the
members to advise developers on how the software can be improved to
perform better and to provide more services for them.
The members also require regular management 'reports in order to
manage effectively. These repoks are' reviewed and used by staff at all
.

levels

includihg the terminal operator, . the Chief Librarian, the
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j_:etaloguer, the bibliograp lc checker, the 'division head, and so on.
'CAltlioUgh it sometimes ind" ates inefficiency, people are not threatened

by, the data. ouLcs staff ive tried to introduce a spirit of challenge
(men over Machine), indiv dual management of One'ework and ParticiPaton in planning, budget ng and decision making.

2.3 Systems in Gene al
It is important to p int out that responsibility for efficient

and

economic use of the syst ms rests with the OULCS individual members.
Neither the members no the office staff want any, higher central office
or agency telling them he what, how, when and why. Adherence to
this principle assures th t each member will have quite a bit of flexibil-

ity in deciding how ttle systems are used and which aspects of the

systems will be .used. owever, peer group pressure is brought to bear
on those members, wPo abuse facets of the system that affect the

economy or' efficien y of the group, such as non-adherence to

cataloguing or format standards, or misuse of computer resources,
which may drive unit 4osts up for the entire membership.
The Office of Libr ry Coordination is authorized by the members to .
undertake in-house s rveys of member libraries. These surveys record,

organization, workfl w and management, techniques. In a wrap-up
session, always hel4 with the library's- management team after the
survey, Office per nnel emphasize both ' tile good points and the

problems and offer advice on how the prohlenIs may be coriected. The
member library is not obliged to accept or use the advice. After a report
of the survey is written and flow charts are prepared, the report arid
charts are approved by the library and then distributed to all members

of the project for their information. All of the inerripers have learned

sortie useftil tips from each other which him been intrbduced into the
individual's library organization, workflow plan, or management tech-

niques. Many of the members also consult the Office of Library.
Coordination for advice on problem solving, system expansion, etc.

/.4 New Members
Prospective new members receive advance documentation,* are
encouraged to visit member libraries to observe pe particular system in'

operation, and receive a visit from Consortium Office staff. Often a
member or members of the project visit the potential member campus
to give a full explanation of the particular system and a survey Of the
library system. Obvious potential problems are pointed out during-the
wrap-up session. A report of the survey and a cost picture are Prepared
for the prospective member: and for the membership. The survey teem
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I

then recommends to the membership whether ,or not the prosPective
,

member should be accepted into the project. If the membership
approves acceptance, on-site trainihg in the new member's lib ary is
arranged. Cataloguers or coders are trained in the coding techni ues of
the systems and terminal operators are taught 'to use the C T and
printer.
It took the first members in the UNICAT/TELECAT Prdject (Union
Catalogue System) approximately eight to ten months to learn to use
the system efficiently. In November.1976, it now takes new members
I

about tlagi moriths to reach an acceptable level of efficiency.
Management data are used extensively to eitolain the systems and
teach people to use the systems to tVe:pest advantage.

2.5 Jhe Information Incfnstry
All of OULCS major projects 'ire self-suppOrting. The consortium
does not have grants from governments, foundations or agencies to
subsidize its work or the use of any of the systeMs. Therefore members

are encouraged to be efficient and to discover ways of doing library
work and operating systems economically.
The members of the OULCS projects subscribe to the principle that

information,..and the meny products necessary to gather it, record it,
and preserve it, have commercial value. OULCS members sell everything
they can in order tO acquire funds for research and development; and to

offset fees for the use and/or the operation of systems. Although
acceptance of ttiis fact works to the members' advantage in several
ways, perhaps the Most important influence is that peopie are
encouraged to do better work because bf the sales potential.
Items for sale include:

union lists in print forrh and on microform;

le

coding, cataloguing, and procedural manuals;
cataloguing, editing, and bibliographic standards;

A

bibliographic records; and
consulting services.

Items available for lease include:

1

software packages; and

,

machine readable data bases for use in information systems.

1
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On occasion, OULCS will 'trade products whert\mernbers of the
participant projects are satisfi d that what the consartium receiv s in
return will be of benefit to he members of the project. frhe OU CS
consortia recognize that ther rs still much ta be learned about coo re' tive development and reachi g goals of efficiency and economy. 0 e of
the main concerns is tha we, collectively, remain flexible, keep
analyzing, and continue to find solutions th problems in order io , each
the group's goals.

Chapter 14
by Gordon H. Wright

Manage
Once En

1.0 INTROD

TION

.

'ln reviewin
76, one senses an excited gathering of libtarians''
concerns and, ar
cited move towaid co-operation in dealing with
them. The need oç cooperation today is at once grimmer than.in 1876
and easier becau "of new technojogical support. In 1976, one feels a
1,
shimmer of excitarftent on the edge of new area of co-operation, and
again, librarians arftiroaching them willing td face the hazards to each
autonomyivhibh change will bring."
prary's
So says Helen Tuttle in her survey "From Cutter to Computer" ...
(Coll. & Rés. Lib. Sept. '76) The shimmer of excitement may be a
shimmer of horror as the ability to manage wanes and the forces for
economy in scale- and mass production technique jockey for position;

Indeed today's tragedy is that the power politics of tnetworking is
obscuring the real problems that have to be solved before effective
local library service can exist within a national neftvork.

2.0 POWER POLITICS IN LIBRARY MANAGEMENT
It isn't, of course, all due to power politics. The library maoager
innovator rarely has a freo choice of computer or computer. manage-

ment. Too often, once enmeshed in the computer, innovation
blunted, changed, and redirected either thrOugh computer personnel,
network directors dr other , participants. In the past -the library

innovator could distinguish and set priorities as perceived for the
library, apply sand adapt new techniques in-houie for the mutu)il benefit
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innoVator

of patrons, administrators, and themsetves. Today the library
feels at the mercy of the computer network innovator who may have
similar goals-similar but not the same! A network innovator looks to
the number of users he can service whilst the library innovator loOks to
mutually
the number of systems he can service. While these maYnot be
in
time
scale.
exclusive, they probably are exclusive
-Unfortunately, to meet the needs of the mass market, the computer
in
innovator has looked to the degree of sameness that can be found

order to create, develop, and exploit the product. To establish the
the
market this naturally liads to an extension of the services beyond
immediate confines of the Region served by the computer. It is a

further short step to pander to the needs of the mass market by concenimportant
trating on a cheap productidn. Cost reduction becomes more
products
such
as
PRECIS,
which are
than cost efficiency. Innovative
the
requirements.,
around
library,
re-structuring
developed by
further
at
risk
and
take
even
longer
methodology of the computer, are
to implement than the average change implementation process.
However, in the functional environrhent, the library manager and
that exist
library innovator are controlled by the degree of differences
both in priority and application. To generalize,

.

Universities have tended to consider these goals as
collection building, bibliofiraphy, delivery

public libraries as
public service, freedom of choice, simplicip/ of access

school as
,

curriculum integration and stock relevance.

r The differences that 'exist between these goals must
considered in network planning.

pe carefully

3.0 PEOPLE WHO IMPLEMENT CHANGE

of coIt is said that people create the greatest threat to the success
(3)
have
operative networking. E. M. Rogers and F. F.. Shoemaker
adoption.
those
involved
in
innovationdefined the characteristics of
have
Innovators are venturesome and willing to accept risks even If /hey
much
more
an
integral
to absorb financial loss. Since early adopters are
other members of
part' of the local social system and role models for
leaders
pre
often
drawn
from
their ranks. The
the community, opinion
the move in
trouble is.that they are not only of higher status but are on
fact, they are
higher
tevet,
of
social
status,
in
the direction of a still
there!
more likely to use innovation as a means of getting
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There aie threcother categories of persons-involved in adoption of
innovation: the eaffy iltajority who deliberate carefully betore adoption
and rarely ever leadi the late majority, the skeptics willing to proceed
. when persuaded at4 then only when the weight of evidence in favor
is overwhelming; and; finally the laggards who are more likely to adopt

the Idea once it has been superseded by another. Laggards are
Auspicious of innovation, innovators and change agents.
This is the conglomerate that fashion% the future of any profession.
This is that mix pne can expect once the local innovator endeavors to
involve cblleagues in a network. How does one make the mix pilatabre?L
Can' a network *develop which facilitates the disseminatiod of
information and achieves creativity in the process? If so what are the
planning requirements?

4.0 CHANGE IN EDUCATION AND LIBRARIES

t

It has been perCeived that innovation has a slo"wer adoption rate in
education than any other area. Libraries often function as educational
institUtes. Indeed, within the' community ,they serve, they providd th
cheapest form of personalized education availitIle. Mat (2) stated that
"the average American school lags 25 years behind tEe best practice."
There are obviouily a number of reasons for this observation. Perhaps

the most likely reason forthis behavior paitern is that teacher and
librarian are more concerned with the dygunctional aspects of the
innovation. However, from a variety of studies, one conclusion has
iinerged.' The communication process involved in implementing a
decision in education is either short circuited by an authoritative
'decision or confused by the complexity of collective decision-makingl
Since most educational institutions are formal organization!,

deliberately established to achieve predetermined gbals, they are
characterized by prescribed roles, authority structures and members
governed by rules and regulations for behavior. In this type of organ iza-

tion, the decision unit has more authority, whether it is individual or
colleative, than the adoption unit. On the other hand, the suCcessful
adoption of the change will depend on the degree of communication
and trust between units. As a generalization, Rogers end Shoemaker
stati that both the individuals' aticeptance and satisfaction towards in
authoritative innovation decision are pbsitively related to their dearee j
of participation in innovative decision-making.
In the normal university library, the

innovato

aixperiences

constraints imposed by the institution as a whole. t us, successful/
innovation will be dependent upon the natufe and degrie of participa
tion that has been encouraged amongst library and uni4iersity staff.
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stepping into a network diffuses the communication process still
'further, the participating' role is often ignored beyond the senior
management level. Worse still, because the goals of the network may
not be the same as those_of the institution, the collective or authoritative decision which may stem from the network may not be in th(

best interest of the library either to adopt or to implement at that
moment of time because of the personalities or economics involved.
' The task of the manager, to encourage adaption, is more onerous and
resistance is likely to faster and grow.

.No wonder, then, that network cooperatives have been ultracoutious in 'approach. Resource sharing has been limited to areas where
only small, adoption units have been necessary such as.units concerned

with establishing union serial holdings, resource collection sharing,
union list of non-print media or in a single system development such as
cataloguing. Perhaps this is the tragedy. User co-operatives have been
fearful of the management consequences of their entanglement, whilst
computer directed networks have been-fearful that local involvement
may preclude their ability to capture the mass market.
.

Surely the innovative concept of the computer provides enormous ;
flexibility to the library manager in library administration and service.
In the past, the manager could only arrange the resources in a standard
structured array and iwith limited access points through card catalogue's.
These limitations ilyPosed codes of practice and regulations that bore
heavily on staff and patron alike. Local co-operative endeavor, based on
the need to avoid needless duplicatron of material, depended more on

personal 'contact than objective study. Co-operative exchanfe .bf
inforination betWeen institutions" with ifrnilar goals dePended on
professional collaboration.
The computer has made nonsense of much of this. Standards maY be
necessary, not for filing nor for shelf arrangement in individual libraries,

but for:
codes to facilitate retrieval especially to meet the needs for higher

*004 and relevance;
oeirr,cOrnrnunication;
cost recovery procedures;

tzr

utilization and exchange of data; and

4 interface between commercial and Public sectors using the same
neiWork. - -

-
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Certainly it is time that the disparate groupsuniversities, colleges,
public libraries, schools, government agencies, and so forth examined:
the needs qf their patrons;
prescribed

.

the information requirements4o meet these needs;

4:trifled
the systems necessary to achieve these needs; and
e'stablished

areas for Co-operative and.individual endeavor;
based
I!

on the computer and a ' computer dommunication network.
...

Failure to examine the 'problems at the grass rdot level, and to
appredate the advice that,can be gleaned frail those Who have studied
the Change mechanism that innovation requires, leads to power politics,
and to the exploitation of the worst rather than the best in any profession. Regionally, the forMation of councils, that provide the

opportunity for the disparate groups to examine these needs and to
establish their communication mode with each other, would do much
to facilitate effective planning.
.
Perhaps, if this were done, one might discover that the constant
.

,

.

search for cost economy in shared cataloguing is leading librarians into
a blind alley. Perhaps innovators have left out important contributors
..to the -network like authors, publishers and patrons. Perhaps search
codes are inadequate to select relevant information from the store, and
peedier transmission techniques require even greater skill and user
reliance on the purveyors and communicators. As libraries have grown
igger, librarians may have lost sight of their major 'role as purveyors
and.communicators of information to the society they serve.

5.0 LOOKING TO THE FUTORE
The ftittire is indeed giimmer in 1976 than 1876 beciuse the tools'
now in our hands are more powerful than ever before. We elould be

concerned to see that they are applied to the common good of
humanity rather than manipulated for the few. Above all we shall have
to consider carefully whether to agree that, in the future, the weight of
gold held by an individual in society should be the basis upon which to
establish access to knoWledge.
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Chapter 15
by J. C. R. Licklider

Librari Networks: Should They
Dear With Containers
or Contents of Knowledge?

1.Q INTRODUCTION
It is gratifying that libraries are eagerly adopting and exploiting
computer and commuiliCation technology, but it is distressing to
observe ihe heavy concentration onindeed, the almost total preoccupation withnot knowled9e itself but the apparatus of bibliographic
control.

Library people are often bored when intermediating between a
library card and the shelves of numbered books. They are involved and,

eagerthe more expressive way to put it is "turned on"when interacting riot only with a uier but with the meaning and -structure of his or
her problem and when mediating between that problem and its solution
through reference to die body of knowledge. It is therefore somewhat
saddening to hear, in discussions of library networks, so much about

computerization -of what is on the govers of books and so little
about-the use of computers and telecommunicatiocis to organize, store,
retrieve, process, and deliver what is on the inside.

In Vis brief paper, therefore, the author's purpose is to direct
attentio.n toward the greeter and more profound opportunity for
libfdriet that is being made ripe 139 continuing advances in computers
and communications: the opportunity of organizing, interrelating, and
disseminating not just 'the containers of knowledge (books, reports,

journal articles, and sq on) but the contents of knowledge. Even
beyond the knowledge that is strings of alphanumeric characters,
librarians can work with the ideas that are at least a little closer to the

'deep structure" of the meaning of publications. This opportunity is

12 0
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not quite imminent as the one that is now so vigorously being pursued,

but it is not so Wry far away, either. Two randomly selected items
illustrate' the imminence of full text manipulation by computer:
1) Digital storage technology makes it possible to record the alphanumeric contents of one thousand books on a sheet of plastic the
diameter of a phonograph record; 2) the idea Zif a network of aerostationary regional microwave platforms at 70,000 feet is being
explored' by a group of advisors to NASA. These regional stations mal
outdo coffirnunications satellites by opening up plentiful transmission
bandwidth to inexpensive fp.ouhd stations with 2-toot-dish antennas.
Library people must move rather soon into the research and
development required to exploit such technologies in order to deal with
contents as well as containers of knowledge. If librarians do not move
quickly, in a few decades, the comRuter center and not the libtary will
be the dwelling place of knowledge.

2.0 FULL TEXT,. DATA, AND MODELS

....

,

The first steps in the direction of content-sensitive librarianship must
necessarily, beto get the full text of documents,-the data of data bases,
and the programs of afTputer-prograrn models into computers and to

get the computers,. ftionally (via networks), or physically, into
.

libraries. As word procesiing and office automation proceed, more and
more documents will be created in digital form. Even though the digital
records may for many years be printed for distribution, libraries should
acquire or locate the digital records, and learn to use them (with the aid
of , computer" processing) to organize the body of knowledge.
Computerized data bases and computer-program models already exist in

computers, of course, but computer people have not been much
interested in organizing data bases and models for widespread use. That
is an essential library function whialris both complex and very aifficult

to master. It is high time that librarians reach out into computer
networks to create order and functionality out of what is now ahaos.
(The author would- estimate that 90 per cent of the computerized
inforination in EDUCOM universities "trickles down" to back-up or
dead storage tapes within two years and that less than one per cent ever
"perks up" again.)

2.1

Computer Understanding of Natural Language '

Natural language vievited as alphanu'rneric strings is,a very complex
and not fully understood encoding of deep-structure meaning.

Nevertheless, the work of Terry Winograd at M.I.T. and
Roger Schenk at Stanford and Yale, Bill IVIartin at M.I.T.,

,
.
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other EDUCOM,universities suggests t t _computers can' decode and
t; 'understand full text well enough to penetrate jnto the meaning, interrelate the parts of docu'rnents, and relate the contents of one document

to the cokents of another. The implications of that idea' for the future
of, libraries are revolutionary. Inevitably, if there are libraries in the
ifistant future, they will be transforming meaning from natural language
form to other forms more amenable to efficient computer processing
and.back again. The-nearer-term question is, can somewhat shallower .
computr procesSing of the text of documents be helpful in organizing
and retrieving knowledge in the meantime? Advances in artificial intelligence and computational linguistics indicate that computer processing '

text will be highly exploitable by' libraries long before they are
red to exploit it.

2.2 Knowledge

es

A knowledge base
a data base or information base in which the
contents are structured.
prganized to support intelligent prbcessing
efficiently, The semantically.interrelated parts of a knnwledge,base are

. structurally and functionally interrelated. A store of meaningful text,
wh ther in a computer or in a book, is not a knowledge-base because
,
t
linear chaining of the characters.does not do justice to the rich
erelation of: the ideas represerited by the text. In the field of
_

artificial intelligence, 'complex storage structured have been'Oeveloped

that do more justice to" thecomplexity of the intellectual content of a
data base. -Various forms Have been called "pointer structures", "rela-

:

'

tional nets", "semantic nets", "procedural nets", and so on. Such
struetures, and knowledge bases built ori stich structures, will be
indispensable to librarians who want' to build the library networks of
the future. In short, it is an essential responsibility of librarians to learn
how to exploit computer and communication technology to remove the
fundamental constrains imposed upon knowledge by the technology of
print on paper: the constraint t17iat-IfFulwledge cannot Le-procested in
the form in which it is stored.
..

3.0 LIBRARIES AND PUBLISHING
There is, as many have no doubt noticed but perhaps have been too

polite to mention, a fundamental structural.defect in the relationship
between libraries and publishing. The defect has alwaYs been there, but

it did not . seer*. irrational until the, arrival. of netikorking /made it
obviopsly so. Briefly, anauthor creates a document, and tip document

is then processed for some months or years. Then it is publiVed
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other documents; replicated many times,
bookstores). The
and distributed to way stations such as libraries and
lengths of time. Some of
shelf
space
for
varying
rhafly popiis =WV
some plaits
them are, In dui course, borrowed or bought, and finally
read.
The early
of themrarely all, except in the case of fictionare
useful tO
doCument,
when
it
would
be
most
months or years of a
editors,
stem
that
is
inaccessible
except
to
readers; are thus spent in a
into
&state
in
and referees: When the document is replicated, it is put
distribute.,The
cost
of
which it is intrinsically expensive to store and
actual use ,
storing and Aistributing the document is far greater than its

.11;011hePs cOncatenlited with

warrants.
they are, in
When documents are created in a computer network,
while they
authors
want
thdm
to
be
even
principle, as available as their
recently
spent
one year
aro being created. For example; Marvin Minsky

-

which ait.
writing an epochal and influential paper on "frames"
nets
sophisticated abstract information structures related to semantic

Was inprocess, availand, knowledge bases. Word Spread that the paper
the
ARPA
Network,
dozens of interested
able,..and significant. Through
or
more
versions
of the paper,
colleagu.es read and commented on one
in
preparation.
and influenced subsequent versions, whije the paper was
living, thing

Comments were made while the paper was a dynamic,
has been
while it was most iMportant for critics to read it. The paper
that
are
not
yet
"out"
- referenced many times in the past year in papers
article any month
will
appear
as
a
journal
in journal form. "Frames"
now.

in a computer
A contribution tO knowledge should be created library's biblioshould
come
under
the
'network and, as it is/created,
shoold manage access control froM the
graphic conteol. The library

should monitor
beginning, in agreement with the author(s). The library
advise
approprilte
time
and
if
indicated,
the pattern of use and, at an
the
library
the author with respect to publication-in-print. Meanwhile,and
would have the contribution to analyze with the aid of a computer
of knowledge. During
to put into relation with other parts of the body contribution subject
preptration, the library could also disseminate the
restrictions via an elettronic network.
,

to agreed access

4.0 SELF-SUPPORT VERSUS SUBSIDY

-

widely by libraries and
One principle seemi to have been adopted
by
libraries
into the realm of
even ,made a point of pride; that advances
supported by' income from
oomputers and networking should be
basis. If acceptance of that principle
charges to users on a pay-as-you-go
government, and
Were a last resort, a way of telling the foundations,.the
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soCiety that libraries are determined to advance into the future even if.

the rest of the world wears' blinders, the acceptance should be
applauded. However, the rest of the world is not totally and permanently blinded to the prospects offered by the new technology, and
acceptance of the principle is notobtruly Oast resort. The basic problem

is to raise capital to deyelop a far superior way of fulfilling the most
essential one of the funCtions underlying civilization: upgrading. and
making effective the world's corpus of knowledge. Most business people
would Seek government aid in , undertaking such a project. It may be

harmful for libraries to shift, 'at this crucial time, from governinent
funding for research and development to a policy of evolutionary
change financed out of current incoMe from the systems that are being
developed.

I
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Chapter:16
by Lawrence G. Livingst

The Near Future of Library
Networks in the United States

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The year 1980 is useful as a 'starting point for a description of the
librarY network that is emerging in this country, because by that time

the Library of Congress will be putting essentially all of its current
cataloguing into machine-readable form. in addition to making almost

everything catalogued at the Library of Congress available in the
MARC system, the Library of Congress will provide access on-line to its
in-process file and its authority files, both name and subject, together
with the necessary cross-references. The availability of this vast amount

of useful material will have significant impact on the way libraries,
especially 'network libraries, operate in the future. This paper will
define the relationships between the nation's networks and systems and
with the Library of Congress.

Before describing the network that will develop over the next
decade, it is probably useful to state- the assumptiOns on which the
lconclusions reached in this paper 'are based.

1. The principal objectives of the network will be:

a. To make the bibliographic resources of the United States
widely known and accessible to all who require then.
b. To reduce the rate of increase in the per-unit costs of library
operations.
2. For the periOd addressed in this paper, books and other materials

printed on paper 'will constitute the overwhelming majority of the
storage medium used by libraries. Microforms will play an inereasing
role, but, in the time frame under discussion, the computer storage of
Complete texts of monographs will not.
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3: Network development in the next five to ten /ears will mostlif be
based on technology noW available.

4. The National Library of Medicine and the National Agricultural
Library will both be important on-line components of the national
library network. Theliational Library of Canada can be expected to
participate as an equal partner.

5. The national library network will require intitface with inter-

'national library networks and other U.S. national information networks
as these develop, but primary emphasis' will be on developing . the

national libraty network..
6.- The library component of the national information network will
the,overall network
be a very significant part but only a
ational'Commission far
envisaged by the planning document of th
Libraries and Information Science (1).

7. The library component of this emerging national information

network may be treated separately from the rest of that development
because, among other reasons, the library component is a finite piece

and is developing much more rapidly than the other patts of the
network.
8. The bibliographic files and a9paratus of the Library of Congress
national
are absolutely essential to the bibliographic segment of the
will
not
be
duplicated
anywhere
network. These files and that evertise
else.

9. The national library network will be built, upon the netwOrk

systems components and libraries already in existence.

10. What will evolve is a confederation of the library networks and
equal components, each
systems, a confederation of essentially
..tetaining a hign degree of internal autonomy, and ell looking toward
the ,Library of Congress for a significant part of the total bibliographic
information needed by the libraries affiliated with each component.
11. It is not yet possible to describe where and how or even by which
organization the national library network will be'managed. The roles of

the Library of Congress and the other major components in the
network do not change with the eventual locus of that management
organization. Therefore, much can be done in the definition of the
network before it is known which organization will manage it.
12. Since it is not possible in this confederation of more or less equal
processing, query
components to standardize internal formats,
the queries and
languages etc., it will be necessary to standardize on
which, connect
along
the
communications
lines
responses which flow
these diverse components.

13. Network components will use and adhete to bi6liographic
standards wherever these exist. Network components will cooperate
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with each other, with Standards Committee Z39 of the American
National Itandards institute, the National Bureatl of Standards, and
others in the definition of requirements for and the promulgation of
new standards.

'2.0' DEFINITION OF A NATIONAL
LIBRARY NETWORK
Based on these assumptions, the definition of the network and a
description of its development may begin. It will be seen at once that
this network will develop from very diverse organizations. Among those
prominently to be considered in this development are: OCLC with
more than' 800 affiliate libraries and 2.5 million' records on7line; the
Washington Librani Network with the libraries of a single state cooperating; the BALLOTS mistem of Stanford just beginning a network; the
UniversitY of Chicago system, at this writing essentially designed for a
single large research library but examining the possibilities of
networking; the Research Librariet Group ijust staging a network inter. action with the Library of Congress);- other kinds of state and regional
consortia, such as SOLINET, NELINET, AMIGOS, and others; the

Libraryi Committee through the Federal Library Network
(FEDLINK) ; and, finally, systems 'and networks which are as yet
Federal

undeveloped.

It is manifestly irnpossible to do all that needs to be done in network

development between now and 1980 at the same time. This fact
requires that some very difficult choices must be.made, by funding
agencies, for example, as to the priorities for action. As painful as this
decision may be, it must be made. Having selected certain of the major
network components for priority action, developers will proceed like
this: the Overall:development of the national library network will be
guided by a national netwdrk planning document now irl prepaiation
by a group of representatives of the major active network components

in the United States. This group is sponsored ,by the Library of
Congress with .funding assistance from the Council on Library
Resources. It has had two meetings, and its network design paper is
fairly well along on its way to becOming a draft which can be circulated
generally amdng libraries and librarians for comment. Under the design
umbrella in, this document, each-of the major network components will
proceed as follows: eachwill look at the products and services which
will be available from ..the Library of Congress in the 1980-81 time
frame. Each component will come to its own conclusions as to what
this means for that component; what impact this widespread
availability of machine-readable bibliographic information will have on
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,in organization and operations the
oomponqnt; whet changes
effect,
and so bn. Heving decided in this
component win need
mpon
nt
should
look in the 1980-85 tiMe frame,
fishiOn how each
management will enumerate the
.
a
in
component
responsible
developmental taps necessary to get that component from its present
ure desirable in the fulfillment of its role in the
state- to .the
national netWork beginning in 1980.
.

2.1 ''Financing Developrnent of the Network

,

The funding for the accomplishment of Ahese 'developmentel steps

effOrts. As.
will; as it has been in the past be based on a combination of

it becomel available, money will be used from federal and state
programs,

rvice charges to users of the components, and from funding

made available by private foundations. Asr,was mentioned earlier,
elements of the national
. funding agencies will have to select among the
network those which are to receive priority consideration for funding.
that any network component, any library,

It ts emphasized however,
developmental
any system; may, With its own resources, accomplish the
steps, whicft will be further described below; for itself and on its own
schedules Ideally, the development to be undertakenrby any network

component will be decided upon after due study of the national
.

network plan and.consultation with personnel of the Network Planning
Office of the Library of Congress.

2.2 Library of Congress

The Library of Congress has made a major statement of policy with
direct pertinence to national library development (2). LC, in that stateonzline
ment has described the products and services to be available,
on-line
also
said
that,
as
a
general
role,
atn1 otherwise by 1980. LC has
libraries
via
regional
and
Products and services will be furnished to
of'
Congress
has
also
said
verY
clearly,
other networks. The Library
however, that everyone realizes that some libraries will not have on-line .1
the
access 'to a network for a long time, perhaps never. Therefore,
Congress
("Mich
satisfy
requireproducts and services of thd Library of
ments in these libraries) mist continue. These products must' be
catalogue cards,
available in several . forms: printed on paper,
microforms, and perhaps in other ways.
When each network component has defined its 1980 network role
and enomerated the stint in development necessary tO achieve that
role, each will, to the extent resouries are available, develop its own
capability to contribute to the network and take full advantage of the
contributions of others. As- these developmental steps aie taken, a
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system comprised of a confederation of autonomous and largely equal
systems will take shape. This statement of the confederated nature of
the library network is repeated because of its signal importance to the
Understanding of what will happen.

Each major network component will 'have on-line access to the
bibliographic files of the Library of -Congress. This will include the
,

MARC file, the in:process file, and the-authority files; perhaps others.
Each major network system will have its affiliate libraries on-line to the
regional and, possibly other network data bases. In addition to being

.......eonnected on-line to the Library of tongress, each-major network
component will be connected tO other network components. It's easily

seen how OCLC, BALLOTS,ONashington

Library Network, the

university of Chicago, the Research Library Group, and so on, need to

be connected on-line to the Cibrary of Congress. One 'must not
oierlook, however, the fact that other types of,network, components
will be involved; for example, the bibliographic centers such as the
Bibliographit Center for Research ahd the Pacific Northwest
Bibliographic Center. As a general rule, individual_libraries will not be
connected on-line to the Library of Congress. This is not, however, an
absolute; there may be exceptions for ca$es of special expertise, unique
collection capabilities, etc: .
:

V2.3 Required Institutional Self-Study
Let us turn now to the kind of study each network component will
have to undergo in determining its 1980 role. It will begin, of course,
by assessing the impact on the regional or other network of the availabili'ty of the products and services from the Library of Congress outlined above. For example, component management will need to
compare its requirement for current catalOguing with the current cataloguing available from the Library of Congress to sletermine the effect
that the availability of this material will have on th,e staff, resources
and procedures of the library members of the component. This significant change in the way cataloguing is done and the places where it is
done as the burden of placing new cataloguing into machine-readable
form shifts to the Library of Congress, will obviously have a serious
impact on the cataloguing staff in the network library. The networ,k
librarian will have to plan to provide for the absorptiot of that impact.
The librarian will do this by allowing some positions,t be vacated by
attrition as people retire and leave and he or she will reallocate saved
salaries to pay for network services. The responsithe librarian will also
need tq consider the requirement to reassign staff: some to'reference
service, -for example; some to helping the users to understand and use

the system; and in other ways. The personnel turbulence which will
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the
rks and their impacts on
iiIt frOM more eftectiiit library netw
greeqest challenge to the network

provrde, perhaps, 'the
brarlitlithat sihe has ever faced. Obvl

Prepans to triin,statf and to

Sly, Who must plarraheadiand
reassure'. fhem that the network will not

rapiacathem Oritkely.
the netWork and its
After'having deCided Whit the imPact will.baon
Will need to look at

:affiliate libraries, each network component

be reqUired in order
.hardWare, software, and Staff resoullite which will
will
exist
beginning in 1980.
to take full advantaitof the situation as itanswered. For example, what.
will need to be

Many difficult questions
the minagement of the network
is 'the bist, organization for abotit
four or five possible alternativet
coMponent?'-Theraare probably
not-for-Profit corporation; a for-profit.
far component. management: a
goverrimehtal agency at the federal or state level; intsr;
'corporation;
quasi-governmental corporation.
state compaCtit and, finally, a
series. of questions that the network

Perhaps the molt difficult

face'revolve aroUnd the data base
coMponent management will need to
Let us ,begin with the noticingl aspeets. of

.

Of that netWork component
COngress will continue to
the, data base. Obviously the Library Of
data base: The Library
produce a significant portion of that natiOnal
will each need
netWork
components
COngress and intld all
the collections in
maintain a certain number of recqrds to control
their
users. If one begs
various areas of relponsibility and to servecomponent;:to include the ;
each
network
with the assumption that
number of biblioLibrary of Congress, will need to maintain a certain apparent that the
graphid records for its own purposes, it becomes
will be a distributed
national bibliographic data base, by definition,
of the national data base
in
this
context
to
think
data base. It is useful
aspects. Logically, the natiohal data
from bdth its logical and physical
bibliographic record for every item of recorded
'base consists of a single
component. Ideally',
information in any medium held in any network
record was created only once and as near the ..
- that logical bibliographic
is possible; converted to
source of . the bibliographic item itself as
-

needed throughout
machine-readable form once, and made available as
each

be'only one copy of
the netional network. Ideally, there would Physically, of course, the
bibliographic record in the national netWOrk. possible, st least in the
national.data base is another matter. It is not
'4ch bibliographic reCord. li will be
short run, to have only one copy of
and indeed each library, to
necessary for each network component,
collections and satisfy.its .
maintain sufficient records to control its own
these
records in the logical
users. The actual physical distribution of
redundancY, where and how back-up and security
and so forth,' require seritsus and detailed study.

'data base, how much

must be provided,
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iithie imiaortant queitions each network compona manageeboOt its own data base include the folio ing: what
tlifV, 'llahte Andet in o machinereadable regional, state or local
? lore . any of these rights' pxclusive? . May a data base be

,

tedVit b. evident that, to be truly effective, the national
--'411101bOted data base Wilt require the cooperatiwi.creation and.eXtihrgo

itifbiliogriphio records. This mutual exchange of records requires in
, ...
!Of"( adherenCe to standatdi of national acceptability if expensiie
,selOsirldng is to be precluded. Is network .component management
.

.

prePar#4 to make the compromfses necessary to bring its records uP to

bet(onal levels of acceOtabidlx .for exchange? The managers of the
;varkiimizomponents of the national bibliographit data base will alio be
:laced with the questions-of duPlicate records.. It is not yet.easily seen
hoe, unneceisary duplication ill this natiOnil bibliographic data base
,wili _..de eliminated, The question requires study. The final solution
cif thisproblern..willpiobably not occur until there is a unique identifier
for each bibliographic record. Neither the Library of Congress card
!limber nOr the, International Standard Book Number, in ite present
form, is sufficient as this unique identifier. A new identifier, perhaps

.

.

based on one of these two numbering schemes, Will have to be devised.

The other major problem that data -base managers will have to
confront has to do with. the bibliographic quality and consistency of
recOrds in their part of the data base. It is Short-sighted to say that .
records in a shared data bastslon't need to be consistent and of goOd

quality; or that the *ad and flexibility of the comOuter obviate the
requirement for consistent bibliographic quility in records and permit
individual users to 'upgrade them if they find them ficient It is short- .'.
sighted because unnecessary and added cost accrueeverytimehestaff
. of the second to the nth library work on a retOrd thshoulØJfave been
: brought up to nationally acceptable' standards at the time Of entry into'
the data base or imniediately thereafter. A firm requirernent.for bibliographic consistency and quality will obtlin in i the data base under

'description. Since this is to be a itiared effort with tmany People
inputting records to the data base, it is beyond,doubt thaiioms sort Of
centralized bibliographic authority and control must be agreed uPon
and established.
.

,,The Library of Congress, in the bibliographic network developmeni
under discussion, will be Principally responsible for bibliographiC

consistency and quality in the data base records. However, not all
records in that data base will originate at the Library of Congress; so
the responsibility for, Ind the work to be dans in he preparation of,nationally acceptable bibliographic records will ave to be shared:
Certainly the input will be shared, and the ce r of responsibility
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lioficalit, developed in the Conversion Of Serials project, points the/way;
WNSER projeet,' a dozen or so excellent libraries input serial
recOrds and have varyirg degrees of assigned authority *to upgrade the

nicer& is they find the&deficient, with thiultimate responsibility for
the bibllOgraphic quality of the data base residing in the, netionil

librettos, which have been designated as contort of.responsibility lin this
context. SoMething analogous to this will undoubtedly need/ to be

deeeloped for the larger network.

2.4 Component Te*Fhnical Consideiations
Flayeiggaleerlar-ts-19841.4_:.).je in the national library netwOrlq having

iniaerated ,the developmental steps necessary to achieving a capability
to fulfill that role;.and having confrooted and solved the very difficult
problems with the bibliographic qualiti'Of the recOrds in its data base
and the size and distribution of that data bale, network Management
will then be able to proceed tO look at the syStems, hardware and
.

software,, required for, each coMponent of the national network.'
C.omponent management will quickly come to the conclusion that not
every function requiring sup(iort in atlarge number of netwOrttaffiliate
libraries :can be done on the central computer system. Circulation
control is Perhaps the most obvious example of a requirement Vor.
decentralized computer support. Central circulation control is probabli\-,
out of the question in a large system with many affiliates bricause of the
sheer volume of transectionf.
If this, ooept is Accepted, One may look for ways to decentralize
ntrol funCtion. One 'approach Eertainly would be to
the circulation

install minicomputers in the netWork libraries for circulation control.
A very efficient prototype of this.minicomputer in circulation control
has been running at Efucknell University for several years. 1ln that
system, major advantage of the capabilities of the central system for
data base building and :Maintenance is taken in a system that has:the
mini doing the -day-to-day circulation traniactions and pertodically
updating the central files. This can, of course, haye any number of

permutations, and will undoubtedly be done in various ways in

-. different places.

Some of the major questions to be asked are: what is the best
relationship of the circulation knicomputer in the network library to

the bibliographic data base held centrally in the system? Is the most
effiCient circulation control system one which keeps on-line only live
circulation transactions; or is it one that keeps a bibliographic record

sufficient for item identification on-line at all times? A cOrollary
capability Must be
question is, how Much bibliographic search
supported by the circulation record in the network library? Does the
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Chtti lation librarian'or the user depend on the central network system

for all bibliographic search capability; or is the circulation record
sufficient to support bibliographic search for identification? The
question of subject search in the network generally *ill be covered
later.
,

-

If ofile can agree that the network library will probably require a
minicomputer for the circulation function, one can then proceed to an

examination of other functions that might be better handled in
decentralized fashion like serials check-in, bindincrand routing control.
It is obvious that the level of detail required for an individual library to
check in its serial issues will be overwhelming when considered from the

point of view of the network system handling many. hundreds of
libraries. Given the irregularity of serial issue arrivals and problemeof
title identification and different catalog
procedures, maintenance
.of thp serial check-in file would ove
elm he central systemIcapability 'for file maintenance in short qrder. So, serial, check-in and
interhal control may form the second uncti n to be handled in decentralized fashion in the network library. Neit, fund accounting logically
Will remain in the network library; not only for technical reasons but
also for reasons of a different kind. It seemsevident that the individual
librarian, responsible to
or her own bosses for the funds, will be
entirely reluctant to release any .;dontrol of ,these funds, and the

AccoUnting of them, to some distant netWork center. There are
technical reasons for the decentralization of fund accounting as well.
There are probably as many different fund accounting systems Ili there
are different libraries..Some libraries maintain two sets of books, one
internal to the library itself showing how the book funds are allotted
- and how they are spent.and- another, often-the aggregate of the first,

maintainad for the institution' controller. To do fund accounting
centrally would require one of tWo thjngs, both of which are probably
impossible. In, the first instance, the network.center Wobld provide a
different fund accounting software Module for every difference in fund
accounting in the network libraries. Converseljr, the network center
would build a:single accounting module and expect cniery institution'
and-every librarian in Ihe netwodt responsible for funds to change-his
own accounting proOedbres to fit, the standard module. A little
reflection will indicate that neither of these is likely to happen. Fund
accounting wijl be run, in decentralized fashion, probably on minicom,
puters acquired for the circulation ftinction.
Minicomputers in the network library may be justified on the basis
of the vir,culation function, and then miry, using tirne otherwise avail-

able ori7ihe mini, support 54 things as fund accounting. Are there

other functions *tit logically 'fit the availability 'of the mini in the
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Ilbreri? Yes, there are. Given the computinckpower available jn the mini

find:given the fact that circulation systems as-a-rule don't run at night,

there will be excess capacity available on the circiilation control
:minicomPuter that can.be very effectively used. 0-Or exemple, it will be

possible for the total librarian to tailor bibliographic prOducts and
service* very closely to individual, faculty, and deparpnental requiremints. Such things as lists of neW accessions, built against individual and
.-.

departMental profiles will be easy and comparatively inexpensive to
produce.. The local librarian wilt be able to tailor these services and
products, undoubtedly tO include some not possible at ill in manual
eirstems, be able tO deliver them in very rapid order:The potential cepa-

bilitles of the circulation Mini to cooperate with the central system in
the provision -of managementstatistics to. tha local librarian must also
be Considered.

2.5. Search Strategies.and Techniques Required

for the Network
Some new search strategies and-techniques will be required and available in the network under dismission. Bibliographic search keys derived

from the data in a very limited ntimber of fields, a concept so brilliantly
pioneered in the OCLC system, Will become progressively less efficient
as file size and user library population grow along with the voloWof
transactions. When_ serial records are added and must be searched on
corporate author with the search keis initially designed for searching in
monograph files on personal author, the use of derived search keys is
complicated further. The solution, of course, is to develop search keys

which- discriminate enough to produce a manageable number of
'responses in a reasonable time for viewing and selection by the user.
Further network development and systems growth will probably
prove that a continuation of the concept of providing subject search
along traditional lines, for example by the use of .subject terms tacked
onto the bibliographic record at creation Vine, will not be piissible in a
very large network with many millions of records on-line and many
libraries as customers. Because of the immense size of the central
network files,ehe number of times the disc memory must be accessed
in subject search arid the short response time that must be maintained

to satisfy the user, subject searching along traditional lines will
probably not be feasible in a very large on-line network. If this proves
to be the case, what is to be done? New approaches will have to be 1
taken. A combination of search capabilies must be devised that will
permit searching on many more data fiel s than just title and combinations of author-title. In this way, using Boolean operators, it May be
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possible with very large files and large user populations to provide the
discrimination that will be required. The problem of providing a'subject
Search capability in a very large network furnishing comprehensive
functional support to many IiiSraries and updating files end indekes will

not be solved simply by Siding subject terms to 'the bibliographic
records to be learched, expecting to produce subject specificity
sufficient to be manageable in the system while maintaining acceptable
response time and still satisfying the user. The probable solution to this
dilemma is to prdvide a combinaVin otsearch capabilities; for example,

the capability of using Boolean operators to 'andtogether key words
from several places in the record. Some useful help may be found in
language of publication, date of publicition, perhaps place of publication, 'and the traditional authors andibtitle fields. In order to avoid
spelling errors and get at key words wherever found in the record in a
most efficient Rianner a word truncation capability will be required. It
would also be highly desirable to have.a capibility to specify the spatial
relationship in the record and indeed ,within the individual data field
between'iwo or more search terms. It should be possible to say whether
these word stems or word fragments should be found contiguous to
each other, seParated qy so many words, etc.

A national libl'arrnetwork ,more distant than two will turn for its
'content search capability to the unabridged dictionary approach. Just
as one goes, with a subject discipline in mind, to Webster's unabridged
dictidnary, and comes out, with the definition of a term in the context
of that subject discipline, §p will the user many years from now have
what amounts to an unabridged dictionary of all the significant terms.
Such a dictionary, edited by stop lists,-in all the languages represented
in the user's bibliographic file, will permit finding the subject term in
the proper context, given the discipline in which the user is interested.

2.6 Library Network Technology 1980-1985
Turning now to the technology likely to be used in this network
development from 1980-1985, one can expect that the network wiii be
based op technology largely available today. Books and other materials

printed on paper will be the principal medium used by libraries. Tlit
-library without paper will not occur by 1985 or 1995.
Library network components will be dependent upon the kinds of
main-frames (including minicomputers), line printers, discs, tape drives
and so forth that are now available. Machine-sensible equipment, bqth
optical scanneri and magnetic stripe, will find increasing use, in circulation and interlibrary loan systems. In the time frame under discussion,
advancement in size and speed, and a relative reduction of costs of mass
memory devices can be 'expected. Librarians will see experimentation
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at least, in.time-divisioh multiplexing systems using video transmission
*of. the kind very recently announced in England (3). There may be
.sOme message traffic over gatellite links, but these, of course, will be
transparent to -the librarian and the user. For all practical purposes:
communications technology will be,that already available.

2.7

Required Standards

Much standards work by,.Standards Committee Z-39 of the American National Standards Institute and its peer agencies'will be.required
in this developmental period. Several kinds of identification numbers
will be reciuired, for example. The requirement for a unique piece I.D.
has already been mentioned. This will probabty develop by.. tiuilding
. upon- the International Standard Book Number and the International
Standard Serial Number and perhaps international standard identifiers

for other recording media, as these deVelop. An individual LD. for
library patrons will be' required; as will an individual I.D. for every

.

library component active in these' networks..

Since the standardizOtion in the network generally will focus on the,f,
message traffic between the cbmponents of the network as qpposed to
the internal functions of these components, 1,1 seems evident that the

meisages and their protocols will need to be standardized. This will
result in an array of standard messages and queries of various kinds,. responses containing.bibliographic records or other information, switching instructions, 'mail to types of instruction, etc.
It is evident that in.a network.of autonomotis equals, it is not going
to be possible to standardize internal proCedures or query languages.
Therefore, .the only solution to meaningful communication among
these diverse systems is to standardize all the Messages that floW
between them. Having done so, each network component will require
only the capability to take such a message in; act tlpon it with an
internal program and output a response in the standard form that will
be equally acceptable to the software in any system which has agreed to
provide the capability to handle the various standard messages.

A standard numerical code for name authorities will probably be
required because national end international acceptance of a single form.
'of each name to be used by all cataloguing agencies is nowhere in sight.

The international code could be stored and transmitted as the single
form of the name which could be recognized' and accepted by all
systems. The code for each name would have a one-for-one.relationship

with a single name entity, no matter in how many forms that name
appeared in the various catalcigues and authority lists. National bibliographic agencies would designate the nationally acceptable form of the
name and all yariant forms Would be related to it and to the appropriate
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'zooids by an accepted content designation scheme. If users of the systenp
;cilia find reference to the numerical code offline, say In-printed

On-line searching with the 'number would be more efficient than an
kr/ derived from one or another form of the name cotild possibly be.

.0 SUMMARY
13Y reiterating the salient features of the _network described in this

paper; one ',can .see whether it presents p picture of a network
sufficiently clear sit that individual components may begin forthwith to
prepare for the definition of their own roles.
Based on .the assumptions listed at the outset, the evolving national

library network *ill

be,

in effect, a confederation of equal and

autonomous components of many diverse kinds. Each component will
retain a high degree of internal autonomy. All components will look to
the Library of Congress for a sigqifigsant amount of the bibliographic
Information they require. The national data base will be distributed in
nature. There will be decentralized cataloguing to a degree, decentralized input, but centralized responsibility and authority for .
bibliographic consistency and integrity In the national data base. Some

mijor network components will be selected for priority treatment by
funding agencies ..and others in this network dove opment; but any
network component is free, as soon as the pia ing document is

available, ta assess its own relationship to this n twork, and, in
coordination with the Network, Planning Office o the Library of
Congresi, to plan the development necessary to perm" it to fulfill that
role:

The Major library fUnctions in the national network will be
yenhanced and Ripported by a series 'of diverse network component
centers, includinis bibliographic service centers such as OCLC, brokering
centers such as the bibliographic Center at Denver, regional consortia of
various kinds, perhaps interstate compacts, certainly state systems, and

so. on. There will be , no single blueprint for netw'ork cOmponents.
Funding will be a combination of federal, state, local, and private
funds. The possibilities for netWork managemInt at the regional level
and it the national level include governmental agency, quasi-govern-mental corporation, for-profit corporation, and not-for-profit
corporation. At the national level, an attractive alternative is quasigovernmental corporation analogous to the Tennesiee Valley
Authority. Participation by comtiOnents in the national network will be
''Yoluntary. The trend in bibliographic practice over the longterm will be
.

toward closer 'adherence to Library of Congress practice and standard-.
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by Eugene YoUng

Overview": Networking in the
Health Sciences

The papers that follow focus on the development of coHaborative

.

efforts between the computer sciences and the medical and life sciences
for the improvement of medical education, research, and treaUnent.
Currently, several national networks are users in these areas for collaborative efforts between computer science and clinical researdi groups.
Authors discuss the ways in which the successful use of computer

networks can be evaloated,and improved in the future to increase the
degree to which computing can be applied to research and clinical
;,.consultation and to the education of medical- personnel.
The Health Education NetWork, Inc. has evolved from a federallysupported experiment to establish a user-supported and user-directed

operating network. In 1972, the Lister Hill Center of the National
Library of Medicine established the Experimental CAI network to:
.1) assess the technical feasibility of inter-institutional sharing through a

telecommunications network; and 21 determine whether' materials
developed at one institution woad be accepted and used at others. In
1975, when federal support terminated, .users of the Network and its
hosts took actions to ensure continuation of nationwide access to the
largest single dap base of computer-based educational materials in
health sciences.
4 years of its operation, the. Network has
be en used by. more th .150 different institutions in over 40 states.
Materials are available for allied health sciences, nursing, basic medical
sciences, clinical medical sciences, and cositinuing medical education.
Several projects that use artificial-intelligence methods for consultalion, and ire accessed or developed via computer network are described
next.
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Stanford
An evoking computer program is being developed at

therapy
University to assist' non-speCielist physicians in the seleCtion of
model the
infections.
MYCIN
attempts
to
for patients with bacterial
decision processes of medical experts and provides input, interrogation,

modeling, and Auggestive output.. Computer networking allows wide
developing syttem.
access for expeiimentation with, and use of, this
frequently
complicated
by the need
Diagnosis in internal medicine is

enable
to discern multiple diieases in a single patient. 'In order to

computer-based diegnostic systems to deal with these complex clinical
problem-formation heuristics that
problems, it is necessary tO devise
partition
the,set
of
disease
hypotheses evoked by a given
can effectively
within which
set of clinical manifestations into, coherent subsets, Tbe problemmay be applied.

diagnostic problem solving methods
formation heuristics underpinning performance of the INTERNIST

system's performsystem are presented here along with examples of the
ance.

has
A computer model of expert reasoning in digitalis administration
the
England
Medical
Center.
It
assesses
been developed at Tufts New
responses
as
patient's clinical response to the drug and uses these
hardemonstrated
therapy.
A
cljnical
trial
feedback to guide subsequent
range of clinical settings
the feasibility of using this program in a wider
trials and use of this
with
earlier
programs.
Later
then has been possible
froM across
program will utilize networking facilities to provide access
the country.
incorporating an
The CASET computer consultation system,
for the
explicit' model of disease processes and expert reasonin
at
join
_diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma, has been develope
Medicine. Comp
Mt.
Sinei
School
of
Rutgers University and the
the program
networking has 'played an important part in developing
The
Ophthal;
beyond the prototype stage into a proficient clinical tool.
at five
consists
of
clinical
investigators
mological Network (ONET)
Medicine, Washington
(Mt.
Sinai
School
of
glaucoma research centers
Illinois at Chicago
University, Johns Hopkins University, UniGersity of
testing
and further
and the University of Miami) who collaborate in the base of glaucoma
programs.
A
data
development of the consultation
retrieval and analysis, has
cases, together with computer programs for
facilitate
joint
clinical
studies among the ONET
also been established to

members.

PDP-10 time shared
The ONET compu,king is carried out on large
University.
Both univercomputers at Rutgers University and Stanford
Intelligence
in Medicine
sities are centers for research in Artificial
Biomedicine
Resource
for
Computers
in
(AIM). The Rutgers Research
modeling and problem solving
was established in 1971 as a focus for
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research aPplications in biomedicine, while SUMEX (Stanford
University Medical Experimental Computer) was established in 1974 as
first national shared computing resource for medical research. The

MYCIN, INTERNIST. and CASNET programs are all accessible it
SUMEX-AIM oVer-computer networks. The ONET is the first exampTe
of a geographically dispersed group of collaborating clinical researchers
that make use of these shared resources.

by Ruann E. Pengov
Barbara B. Farquhar

and Robert G. Votaw*

The Health Education
Network_inc.

4. INTRODUCTION
,

The Health 'Education Network, Inc. has evolVed frorn a federilly-

supported and federally-directed experimental network to a IMP
supported and uier-directed operational network. In 1972, the I.J.ster
Hill Center for Biomedical Communications of the National Library of
Medicine established an experimental network to 1) assess the technical

feasibility of inter-institutional sharing of computer-based educational
(CBE) materials** through & telecommunications network and 2) to
determine whether CBE materials developed at one institution would

ben, accepted and used at others. Both the technical feasibility of
netwoiking and usit acceptance were established in 1974, after 18
months of network operation. Federal support continued for an
additional 17 months, until May of 1976, during which time the users
and hosts took salon to ensure continuation of nationwide access to
'. the largest single data base of computer-based education materials in
the-health sciences in the world. 4.

Currently, the Health Educagibn Network makes it possible for
institutibns to share computer-based education materials at a fractiOn,
,of the cost of developing and maintaining them.- The ,Network also
Hugon E. Pengov i affiliated with the Ohio State University College of
Medicine. Barbera B. Farquhar is affiliate/I with Massachusetts General Hospital.

Robert G. Votew is at the University of Connectkut Health Sciences Center.
1"..o'CBE (or computer assisted instruction MAID refers to iltuationi where stu..dents lire engaged in interactive learning dialogues et a computer terminal. In
these situations, rather' than being the subject of instruction, the computer
Milts in providing instruction..

,
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provides opportunities for medical educators and computer scientists to
explore innovations in education. In these ways, the Health Education
Network has achieved success; its potential use and future directions are
limited only by the imaginations of those involved with it:
,This paper ii a case history of the development of the -Health
Education Network, Inc. which discusses the heed for sharing, planning

far hetworking, the experimental network, the user community, the
NetwOrk, hosts, the :impact of the Network, utilization of the Network,
the costs and benefits of networking and the key elements in network
planning and operation. It is our hope that the information offered in
the following pages will offer insights for the development of networks
In otiier disciplines.

2.0 NEEDS FOR SHARING
The impetus for resource sharing 'rises from several points:
1. Sharing is a commonly accepted academic responsibility in the
health sciences.
2: Sharing is implicit in the federal funding which supported many
ofthedevelopmental efforts in computer-based education.
3. The front-end capital investment In the deiNslopMent of these
computer-based education materials is high. EStimatei of developmental time range from twenty to several hundred hours of effert
on the part of faculty authors to produce one hour of interactive

computer-based education. This depends on several variables
including author experience and the complexity of the program
being created. High development costs make sharing a necessity;
no one institution can develop courseware to meet all Its needs.
4. Courseware maintenance costs-are high; these materials do not
"live and breathe" on their own once developedthey require
continuing "tender loving care". Faculty authors must insure the

ongoing relevinbe and accuracy of leisons. Technic& and
educational strategy members of the course development team
want m terials to continue to be responsive to, and reflective of,
the mo4 dynamic educational strategies currently available. It is
effective or even pbssible to perform such maintenance
not c
functions for all lessons in each institution which uses them. Via
networking, the most scarce resource, thvauthor, is effectively
shared.

These factors make resource sharing necessary if computer-based
education is to be utilized in the.11ealth sciences. The Health EducatiorrNetwork *as conceived, has evolved, and currently operates to help
meet these needs.

.
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The paregraPhs which follow describe the key elements whicb_were

(*ideal for the conception; survival, groWth and development of the
;Reale! Education NetWork; many of thiae elements are still critical
in current Network operation.

3.0 ."PLANNING FOR NETWORKING.

.

There were several key elements in the early development of the
Network. It was recognized generally within the health sciences that
there was a need for sharing expeosivel and scarce resources. A national

pro4ssional medical organization adVocated support of hetworking.
, There was a _federal sponsoring agency with a mandate, to support

sharing through networking sod tliey had funds to implement a

'

program. There Was a fortuitous overlap of goils within the sponsoring
agency because they were already
tworking in theafea of medical
libraries. There were- some willing u rs of networks and some willing
providers (contractors or hosts). he hosts had, Vellrleveloped and
recognized data bases. Further, they understtiod the importance of user
services to successful network oper tion. Each element appears to have
been essential to the birth of the Neiwork.
,, lo August of 1968, the sponsoring agency for the initial Network,
.

the' Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications
(LHNCBC), was established bY CI:mires: as the yesearch and develop,

, Mont arm of the National LibrarY of Medicine. Their charge was to
design, develop, implement and manage a biomedical coMmunications
,
.
network.
The Association of American Medical Colleges (dAMC),e national
, profeisional medical organization, worked with ;the Lister Hill Center to
explore possibilities for .7networking (17)2 The Council of Academic
Societe: of 'the AAMC and the .Lister Hill Center sponsored a conference entitled "Potential Education Services From a National
.

,

Biomedical Communications Network." Conausions reached at that
conference were 1) that there was a need for a national network end
2) that there were many services that might be provided. This led to a
contract with the AAMC toprovide more specific recommendations for
What might be shared in a network. Dr. Eugene A. slead, Jr. chaired a
task force for the Association of American Medical Colleges( whicp
visited 10 'medical schools and talked witp over 100 individuals. In Jufy

of 1971, they bublished their report 'Educational Technology for
MedicineRoles for the Lister Hill Center" in the Journal of MsOlcal .
Educatlon (16). There were fiftythree recomMendations in/that report;
it was clear that,there was some need to establish priorities.
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of Medicine already had a national network for
ingMEDLARS. LHNCBC staff recomMended
rary fiAther data bases that might share that network.
that th
They noted that there were several institutions that had data bases for

The Na 'onal Libr
medical" lib ary sear

.

undergraduate and continuing medical education. No attempt had been
made to offer these jointly as a service to potential users. LHNCBC"
staff recommended that a small number of medical education programs
be made available through the planned biomedical communications

network.
In September of 1971, LHNCBC convened a meeting of 'potential

hosts to discuss making programs available for networking. The
LHNCBC thought it could obtain programs from the hosts, put them
on a fentral computer, and distribute them to users. However, the

,

programs are dynamic, "living" and do need regular maintenanCe by the
author team. Hosts were willing to share theprograms, beit they insisted
that the programs reside on their own computers. Another difference in
perspective was that LHNCBC 'wanted to demonstrate -programs to a
wide group ot users and use onlyo small number of programs, while the
hosts, on the 'Other hand, wanted to work in depth with a small number
of users. Both'perspectives were embraced by having two classifications
of users, trial and:operational. Hosts agreed to provide access to their
programs through TYMSHARE, a commercial time-sharing and telecommunications company which 'was to support the medical library
searches through its national orietwork, TYMNET W. The decision to
share through distributed hosts postponed issues of standardization and
transportability.
In March of 1973, LHNCBC sent out Reciuests for Proposal and held
discussions with tiosts regarding costs of services, the extent of services
to be provided, and the basis on which costs would be determined. It is
important to note at this time that LHNCBC estimated that a fourth of

the cost would be for personnel; _ffie hosts, on the other hand,

estimated that two-thirds of the cost would be for personnel. In June of
1972, the National Library of Medicine allocated $145,000 for a tenmonth period for distribution of materials from Massachusetts General

Hospital', The Ohio State University Collfge of Medicine .and the
University of Illinois Medical School. LHNCBC staff were told to
make it. explicit to both users and contractors that ihis was to be an
experiment of limited duration.
In May of 1972, LHNCBC sent out 26 letters to potential Network
users who had ,been selected from the membership of the Association
for the Development of Computer-based Instructional Systems
(ADCIS). It is not clear why LHNCBC did nof return to theAssociation
of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) or tO the Council of Teaching
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Hospitals to solicit users. This initial mailing was the only publicity sent

to the Medical cotnmunity at large noting the availability of free
computer-,based education prOgrams.,

VI THE EXPERIMENTAL NETWORK
,

of 1972, Massachusetts General Hospital became the first
hospital to -offer materials On the Network. Two months later, The
Ohio State Uni;ersity College of Medicine was officially connected to
the Network, and in January of 1973, the University of Illinois Medical
Canter was joined to the Network. Connection invOlved installation of a

..

TYMNET mini-computer' and development of software .to interface

'

with the host computers. Massachusetts General was an original test site

for TYMNET node connection to Digital Equipment Corporation hardware, and Ohio State University was an original test site for TYMNET
node connection to IBM 360/370 series equipment. Glyen the "state-ofthe-art's', 'a period of some months was required to achieve smooth
)transmission of technical Messages and to establish a stable and reliable
network-connection for users,

After almost a yak of operation of, the .Network, the LHNC8C
Center called') meeting for its OPerational user's. The tiser.rheeting Was

simply a means for the LHNCBC network staff to receive feedback
from, the users: Until this 'time, LHNCBC's primary interface. had been
with the hosts-in technical matters involving Network start4ip. Thf May

1973 meeting was the fitst effort aimed at $1)riout Ps& inyolyiMent.
Initiallif the A.ANCBC experiMen.tal.network Provided free service tb

institutidis willing to suppirrt their .own compUter terminal(s) andconnectlon to the nearest TYMNET network node. LliNCO,C did not
aoticipate the high user acceptahce whicli. Was,.
fact, .so great that
IHNCBC was-forced to call. ubon particiPating institutions for partial
cost iacovery. In February of 1974, user charges of 62.50-Per connect
hour were.. instituted. Still, user interest and Nenriork success ,
outreached budget allogatiOni. in order-to continue the Network, a
plao evolved for gradual increase:In user charges and for beginning the

transition from a fedelallY-supPorted network experiment to a usefr
supported network. "
Due to4 local .conditions,. the Universjty of Illinois Medical Center

beased-to be a host on the Network in'May o/ 1974. The Litter Hill,
Center Made a major decision to tranVer a pertion. of 'that data base,

specifica4 the CASE iimulation materials (8, 7) trilhe Ohio State

'

-University College of Medicine.
In July of 1974, less than a year after the first user fee announCe-

ment, the Lister Hill Center increesed the usage 'fee to:65.00 per

.
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connect hour. Still, the fee cotered less than one-third of the total cost
for Network operation. The economic pressure brought to bear On the
LHNCBC by the success of its experimental network was very reel. At

one pbint, 'LHNCBC estimated that, almost' one-half of their total
expenditures in research were allocated for this Network. This circumstance is perceived es a major reason for the decision and subsequent
announcement by the Lister Hill Center in January, 1975, that it would
withdraw support from the Network in May, 1975. Another reason for
termination of LHNCBC support was thitt the Network was no longer
an experimentit was a success.

In Miy of 1975, the. National Library of Medicine officially

terminated its support of the Network.; this ended the experimental
network. It is significant to note that the very next day the operational
user-supported network began. The many events leading up to this
.
;smooth transition are discussed below.-

5.0 THE USER COMMUNITY
Most Network users and their institutions were new to the concept
of computer:based education. User institution administrative contacts,
faculty and students, all were inexperienced. And so, each, according to
his own time sequence, recapitulated a developmental process of initial
awareness of, exposure to, experimentation with, and increasing insight

into the potential of computer-based education. Each user had a
different approach, but many were able to effect change and make
significant instructional impact in their curriculums through the use of

f

CBE. The time frame for this process was and is variable, and the rate is
dependent upon many factors. The subject and process are in much
need of further research.

At the August, 1973 meeting° of the Association for the Develop- ment of Computer-based Instructional Materials (ADCIS), a few
Network users sought to begin planning for an orderlY transition
because it seemed improbable that Lister Hill participation would last
indefinitely. These Network users, who were members of ADCIS, asked
ADCIS to petition the Lister Hill Center for continuing support of the
Network; ADCIS felt it was not able to do so because only a small part
of its constituency was involved.

Six months later, at- the January, 1974 ADCIS meeting in

Washington, D.C., Dr. Harold Schoolman, Assistant Deputy Director of

the National Library of Medicine, Ade the announcement that the
Prior' to LHNCBC announcement of the pending termination of Its financial
support for the Network.

1 4.4: 8
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'Lister Hill Center had no plan to support the 'Network in its (then)
current configuration beyond May of 1975.
Now, in reaction to this clear signal, a loose amalgam of Network
users sou(iht assistance from one of the interestAroups in ADCIS, and a

tentative plan was agreed upon for. exploring continuation of the
Network. Over the next four months, however, no viable plan was
forthcorning from ADO'S. An easternoregional meeting of Network
users was held at the University of Connecticut in May of 1974-to
consider courses of action. The 14 institutions represented, voted to
seek means to contintie the NepNork and to form a National Users'
Group. Thrie task forces were eistablished in the areas- of networking,
evaluation and faculty development. -It is noteworthy that this user's
group started its existence expressipg concern about development of
faculty literacy in the use of computer-based education strategies. and
concern about the evaluation of CBE programs through peer.revie
through research on educational effectiveness.

nd

To meet. the mandate set by the regional group in May, a n tional
organizational meeting was held in August of 1974 in.conjunctio with
the ADCIS meeting in Bellingham, Wishington. The Nationel Users'

Group voted .to reaffirm the conclusions of the eastern regional
meeting. They 'also voted to organize as the Health Education Network

Users' Group of ADCIS. This proved to- be
decision. It
afforded an instantaneous frame of referenCe for governance and
communication. Much time was saved. It also afforded a legitimate
recurring focus for developmental activities and working sesilons which
were so necessary during the early phases of the Users' Group existence.

The Users' Grow elected officers and i Steering Committee' and
modest .funds were prOvided from ADCIS for the Steering Committee,

which was spread across. the United States, to meet for planning
sessions. This action proved critical to the ultimite survival of the
Network:
Many factors undoubtedly contributed to the apparent success of
the Users' Group. Above all, the impending loss of LHNCBC support
.for the Network in May, 1975, only nine months hence; provided a
problem orientation in which lesser differences were igriored. The full

attention of the Users' Group was focused on finding means to
continue the Network. Concern with evaluation and faculty development was forced into abeyance.

Throughout the next months, the Steering Committee attempted to
develop, In close cooperation with the Lister Hill Center and thehosts,
a plan whereby the Users' Group would assume direction and support
.Appendix B Wu the Steering Committee members.
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of the Network over a two to three year transition period. Quite apart

from money matters, the Users' Group, as an interest group of a
prOfeSsional organiiation, was not capable of carrying out the manage

ment and contractual (i.e. billing) aspects previously borne by the
Lister Hill Center. This plan proired unacceptable to LHNCBC, largely.,
due, to the User Group's lack of legatstatus as an organizati6n. Planning
then focused on an interim approach in which the hosts, Massachusetts
General Hospital and The Ohio State University College Of Medicine,
would perform much of the Management and contractual work.

In the spriga. of 1975, the hosts executed contracts with the
TYMSHARE Woration for communications and arranged to bill
users directly. The hosts, in negotiating contracts directly withTYMSHARE, assumed the responsibility for any losses which might
be Incurred as a result of the contract. At OSU, this had perhaps lest
Impact than It did at Massachusetts General Hospital sMce Massachusetts 'General Hospital was much more susceptible to fluctuations in the
market than was OSU. Both instittitions, however, assumed much financial rlsk due to lack of the capital which had previously been borneSy
the federal allocation to the experimental network.

The Steering Committee communicated with the Lister Hill Center
concerning a need Ito continue to provide a central Network coordint-

tor. A half-time coordinator was funded for ten months' and was
located at the University of Connecticut Health Sciences Center.
During this same burst of activity in the spring, the Steering
Committee investjgated affiliation and alliances with EDUCOM. (Inter.
university Communications Council, Inc.), NERCOMP (New. Fngland
Regional Cornputing Program) and SECOS (Shared Educational

Computer Syitems). NERCOMP and SECOS' were aware of the
Network cohcerns and approached the Steering Committee with
proposals.' Considerable counsel and assistance was received f.torn the

AAMC (Association., of American Medical Colleges) and, later inthe
spring, rools
acement was initiated with the American Association of
Dental

(AADS).

.

The Steering Committee recognized that it would probably be
unable to soia Network business and management Problems by affili-

attOn at that point in time. The rates of detoelopment in the other
organizations were simply on a different time scale, and the Network

had an urgent problem which could -not wait. On this basis,

in

. i February, 1975, a task force was appointed to eXplore incorporation.
..-

/ A second task force was appointed to explore enlargement of the
Network data base. with particular reference to materials apecifically
relevant to dental education. For both educational economy of scale
.

reasons, there was interest in enlarging the user base and, hence, a task
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force on marketing was appointed. To simplify tile day-to-day running
the Network, an Operations Group was formallY brought into being,
'--feCognIzing, in part, whatWad already evOlved.Vimery sUPPort of
Network operations was being rendered -LW user services coordinators
eCthe hosts who exerted TROJAN efforts in irnProving communicatibias, administrative procedures and user services.

The LHNCBC experimental network terminated on May 31, 1975.
Due to the efforts of the Steering Committee. cf the Operations Gibup,
and of many dedicated users, the Health Education Network began on
June 1; 1975the very next day. There was no apparent difference to
the user; the technical configuration remained the same. A remarkable

transition had .taken place. The Nptwork was transformed from a
federally-supported and federally-diiected exPerirnental network to a
user-supported and User-directed operational network.
The Incorporation Task Force was quite active, also. Proposals fr:g

by-laws and for articles of incorporation Were develok& and were
reviewed by the Steering Committee. Incorporation Rapeil for the
Health Education Network, Inc. were filed in the District of Columbia
in October, 1975. 'The Health Education NetWorK, Inc. formally carne
into being at .its organizational meeting in january,1976. The Board of
Directors and officers were elected,' and shortly thereafter, the Board
of DireCtors established a subcommittee on financial planning. Certifi-

cation as a tax-exgmpt, not-for-profit corporation was sought and
granted by IRS in June, 1976.
The immediate problem facing the new Network was still develop-

ment of a soundeconomic approach to networK which would' insure
long-term Network survival and growth. The subcommittee on financial
planning is at work. The Board is also actively exploring new
approacherto enlarging its user base through innovative combination of
certain marketing and faculty development ideas. When its business
concerns have been addressed, it is likely that the users of the Network

will turn their attention to the other two areas identified initially at the
Eastern reiional users meetirigfaculty development and evaluation of
CBE materials.

6.0 NETWORK HOSTS
'6.1

Massachusetts General Hospital

The data base at Massachusetts General Hosp,ital (MG H) consists of a

library of about 30 simulatioes (3). Appendix D offers an overview of
Appendix C offers a list of the names and institutional affiliation of the first
Board of Directors of the Health Education Network. Inc.

1
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the MGH simulations. There are multiple cases within each of these
simulations, and the programs themselves are designed to teeth and test
the process of clinical problem-solving. Programs do teach facts, but the

emphasis is on the process of clinical problem-solving. Programs are
used by medical students to practice decision-making and by practicing
physicians for self-assessment, for continuing education and.for certification of clinical competence. The Harvard Department of Continuing
Education has approved many programs for Cateaory I Continuing
Education Credits toward the Physician's Recognition Award Of the
American Medical Association .(AMA). It is most likely that the programs will be used in the future fbr ihe- assessment of clinicalcompetence, licensure,,certification and recertificatibli.
During the past 414, years, MGFrhas served oxer 150 different institu-

tions in more than 46 states with approximately 50,000 hours of
computertime for medical education,Usage tun varied. It was as low as
20.Aours per month, in the very beginning, and has reached a high of
1750"hours per month. An average of approxinlately 50 institutions use
Massachusetts General Hospital-CBE materialL via the Network at any
one time, with an average of 700-800Usage hours per month. About

68% of the ukrs are medical students in their clinical years. Another
18% of the Users are practicing physicians, and this percentage is
growing. Only 14% are nurses and allied health personnel, The institutions MGH- serves are medical schools or university medical centers
(68%); hospitals (16%), national medical organizations (11%), and
physician groups (5%). Usage bY physician groups will probably grow in
the future.

6.2 The Ohio State University College of Medicine
The Ohio State University College orMedicine 10SU) data base is,
in part, complementary to that at Massachusetts General Hospital. Over

350 hours of interactive CBE programs are available to a variety of
audiences. Table 1 indexes the programs by audience and Appendix D
provides a subject index of thematerials. Fuller description of the OSU

system and data base is iNiilable in other publications (2, 13, 14).
The primary emphasis in CBE usage at OSU is integration of the
materials into on-going curricula in medicine, in nursing and in allied
health. As shown in Figure 1, 'however, curricular usage within the
College of Medicine constitutes only, 50 tO 60% of the total usage of
OSU's program library. The statewide Computer Assisted Instruction
Regional. Education Network (CAIREN) (5) and the Health Education
Network each account for significant percentages of total CBE usage at
OS11
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TABLE 1,

OW Data Base Indexed By Audience
Audience

Number of Programs

Clinical Laboratory
Dietary
Dental
Emergency Medical
Environmental Services
Management
Medical Records
Medical (Physicians, Residents,
"Interns and Students)
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Optometry
Patients and Families
Pharmacy
.Physical Therapy
Respiratory
Radiology
Secretarial

27
26
14

8
6

8
113
51

18

5
10

6
20
15
17
11

Over 150 institutions in more than 40 states have logged approximately 36,000 hours of Network usage of the OSU CBE materials. On
the average, 56 institutions access OSU via the Network at any one

time. They log 500 to 600 Usage hours Per month. Users on the
national network vary from small hospitals to major medical centers;
the type and extent of usage varies as much as does the type and size of

institution (15). By far, the largest number of users are presently
reviewing available materials for potential ctirriculum incorporation.
But several institutions have made significant commitments fOr utilization. The University of Washington in Seattlehas accessed The Ohio
Stake University Independent Study Program (ISP) materials (4, 12)
and has altered tharn to meet local objectives and needs. As a result of
initial access to CAI facilities at The Ohio State University, Washington
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Figure 1. The Ohio State University College of Medicine CAI System
Data Base 81 User Group Overview

01975
The Ohio State University
College of-Medicine
Division of Computing Services for Medical Education & Research

is currently operating its own altered version of OSU's ISP. George
Washington University was the-next institution to author CAI materials
remotely; its materials were the first user-developed materials to be
released over the Network for general usage by other user institutions.
The University of Pittsburgh, in association with-Pittsburgh Eye and
Eat Hospital, is using ophthalmology materials and has developed its
own CAI materials with the assistance of CAI support staff at OSU. The

University of Oregon logged significant usage in1 the nursing area and Ft.
Worth Osteopathic Hospital wa; an early continuing education user. In

a joint effort with the Univertity of the Pacific and The Ohio State
Uhiversity College, of Medicine, the American Board of -Internal

Medicine is refining, revising and generating new CASES, and-exploring
their use in the recertification process for.internists. The project, which
has assumed the acronym MERIT (A Model for Evaluation and Recertification Through Individualized Testing), ha; successfully completed

two regional field tests and is currentlyfannlng a national field test
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Network (7, a, 9);In ganeral:OSU,sees a bright future for the
Materials in assessment of clinical coMpetence, licensure,

arid recertification.

.

IMPACT OF THE HEALTH EDUCATION NETWORK:
SUMMATIVE ItIEW
Combining the OSU tind MGH data bases, the Health EducatiOn

Network provides access to the largest library of health related
computer- assisted instruction in the world. According to two recent
studies .(10, 11) over one-third of existing health sciences computerbased education materials are accessible via this NetwOrk. To date; over

150 institutions have acceited either or both hosts: The largest group
has been medical schools anq teaching hospitals. The most common

physical location for terminals (1/4 . of the total) ;has been the
biomedical library. Some 60 in'stitutioni are now members of the
-Network. Currently, 337 of the 54 United States Medical Schools using
networking are members of the Health Education Network. Cumulatively, the Network has provide4 over 200,000 interactive user sessions.

4

8.0 THE UTILIZATION OF THE NETWORK
It Ss difficult to say with certainty, at any point in time, where
Network utilization is on a hypothetical growth curve. If one knew,
then other- decisioni would be easier. Figures 2 and 3 are graphs of
Network usage of 'OSU and MG.1-1 materials. _Viewing utilization, one
can see four,periods in the naturals history of the Network when fluctuations in usage were apparently related to specific situations other than
the click, variable pattern of the academic iear.
The first two periods relate .to the inception of, or increase in, user
fees that occurred in February and July, respectively, of 1974. In each
instance, usage fluctuated somewhat following the rate change, and
several institutions left the Network. The majority Of institutions who
left the Network when charges changed were academic institutions. The
third period of fluctuation was when the CASE materials were trans-

ferred from OSU to MGH. The fourth period, involving a decline in
usage, occurred immediately subsequent to the change over from Lister

Hill. to Health Education Network op'eration. Superimposed ori the
typical lower usage pattern of summer,was the major problem of delay
involved in executilm of new bilateral contracts between user institutions and hosts. Reestablishment of all new user codes was a lesser
problem. Except for 'academic year fluctuations, usage growth seems to
be upward or at least at a stable curve.
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PerhaPs the major point in this discussion is that the Network has
coniinued to grow in the face of major obstacles: imposed rate charges
out of sync with budget cycles and major reorganization, in which both

users and hosts had insufficient lead time for transition to a usersupported and user-directed netWork according to a Carefully-phased

and adequately-supported plan. One still Eannot say with certainty
where the Network is on the growth curve, bufthe authors feel that
large untapped markets exist for health related computer-based
education materials, which will continue to direct the growth curve
upward.

9.0 COSTS OF NETWORKING
The current cost to the user of the Health Education Network ranges
from $10 per connect hour te$4 per connect flour and depend§ upon
the time of day during which usage is desired (prime time vs. non-prime
time) and the level of commitment which the user is willing to ma e.
The higher the commitment in usage hours the lower the unit cos to
the user. The Network supports- ASCII conipatible terminals which cari
be bought for less than $2,000 and rent for as little as $50/month. he
user prbvides his own computer terminal(s) and phone connection to
the nearest TYMNET. node. TYMNET, the communications-net rk,

has Ihier 86 .nodes throughout the Urtited States ,in major ci ies.
Locations with direct dial, foreign exchange or WATS line connictio
to node cities bear no incremental communications costs fer-NetWIML,'
access:-

Hosts provide one set of documentation free with -additional sets
available at a nominal charge. Supplemental materials such as slides and

tapes, used in conjunction with some of the OSU computet-based
educational materials, are availqple at a nominal charge. Both hosts
provide on-call assistance. (technical ind educational) as part of the
hourly charge. If an institution requires special reports or extraordinary
time from the hosts, there is a nominal charge.
Costs to the hosts include local computer costs, cost for personnel
to support'and maintain the hardware and software systems, and costs

for personnel to provide support to users (i.e. troubleshooting, manuals). Costs are relatively low to simply maintain Network access. Costs
for development and evaluation of CBE materials and for assisting users

in curricular incorporation qf the. CBE materials are large. If hosts
provided all services from which users could ,benefit, the user costs
would tiave to be Ivery high indeed. In the ideal, hosts wOuld like to be
able to provide more individual consultation on how prograrris could be
used . at each institution. Hosts would like to provide additional

1.58
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aubtanis in innovative uses of existing Programs in development of
hew materials, in peer review sad- evaluation of CBE materials, in
collaborating with specialty groups to devise teaching and testing
materials, and irremote 'authoring. These activties require resOurces
above and beyond those currently supported by Network income. Dtie
to' their congruence with the overall goals of the' Network, however,
they will receive continuing emphasis in Network' planning and develoO- ment.

10.0 BENEFITS OF NETWORKING
Dollar costs of networking have been delineated.' Benefits are less
easily discussed in dollars. The most important impacts of the Network
have been those things which can never be quantified. In addition to
providing educational benefit directly .to the student, the Network has
stimulated instructional computing development in the health profes-

sions and increased awareness of the potential of CBE. Faculty,
students and staff users have had an opportunity to try out a new learning resource without a large front-end investment in hardware, software
or personnel. They,have had access to recognized materials and to the
-works of accomplished CBE authors. They have had opportunity to.
develop new lessons or .alter lessons via remote authoeing. And they
have had access to expert technical, user services and education consultants at the host sites..
Authors have benefited via national exposure of their CBE materials
which has resulted in accelerated refinement of proigams. Additionally,
peer awareness and approval are significant incentiVes to authors. Widespread peer review, although currently still an emergent phenomenon,
has accelerated review and refinement of programs. Reliable, multi.

institutional access to, and use of, lessons has fostered embryonic
developments analogous to publication in the print domain.
Via the Network, the hosts have a relatively trouble free mechanism

for sharing their CBE materials with others. This benefit of sharing
forced other changes "Which are of long term benefjt to hosts and to
users. Uniform procedures for user access were implemented to make
the Network as transparent as possible to the user. Standards for documentation, ancillary materials, and user services were refined to cope
with the problems of interacting at a distance. Reporting systems were
generalized. Methods of billing abd contracts management were implemented.' Program development procedures "were modified in the
direction of increasing generality vis-a-vis the national character of the
Network leadership. Remote authoring caused additional refinement of
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the CBE
thai cOurse development process and added new materials to

library.

and
This particular Network has opened the door to new outreaches
conceivable
ip
the
minds
of
projects which never before were even
and Ohio
as
the
Connecticut
groups,
sucti
medical professional
of Medical
Academies of ,Family Physicians, the National Board
American
Internal
Medicine
and
the
Examiners, the American Board of
the.
These
groups
can
now
consider
Academy of OrtHopedic Surgeons.
recertification
and
in
use of computers in continuing education, in
available for
Network
is
in
existence
and
is
testing programs because the

their use.

11.0 KEY ELEMENTS TO THE PLANNING AND
OPERATION OF THE HEALTH

.

EDUCATION NETWORK
Throughout this paper, an attempt has been made to identify

the
variables which were of special importance in the development of
is
made
to
Health Education Network. In this settion, an attempt
isolate principles for Network planning and develOpment which appear
r

to be generalizable.

11.1

General Principles

The LHNCBC experimental network carne into being fof.te reasons

wereAosts with
outlined in the first section of this paper: there
willing
to
share,
users
witling
to try them, a
programs 'which they were
research and development in this area with
federal agency charged with

national
dollars to support the initial experiment, and sanction by a overlap

professional medical organization. It is safe to assume that the
to start the
in goals of. these groups provided the environment necessary
of
its
beginning.
Network at the time and place
relevant. The first of hese states

Two other neral principles ,are
other:than
the importance of beginning Network experiments witfree use, even
user access to resources. People value what they paw for:

transition
for an initial start-up period, followed by. a carefully phased
defiCiencies that
of
some
value,
has,the
basic
to user support, although
brought about
1) cost ineffective uses will be tried, and 2) the upheaval
early
free
use. If costs
by cost recovery will outweigh the advantage of
Uses will
is
more
likely
that
cost
effective
reflect real costs accurately, it
encouraged,
Curricular
integration
will
be
be generated from the outset.
budget rather than
and CBE will become a line item in the educational
a supplemental resource.
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the second principle relates specifically °to computer-based
Early in the experiment, both hosts and LHNCBC

education.

management recognized the need to work with the decisionmaking
sectors of ;he academic community. At the national levej, this meant
involvement. 9f associations such as the Association of American
Medical Colleges and the.American Association of Dental Schools. At
the institutional level this meant involvement of the faculty,and administration who ultimately make decisions upon incorporation of this
medium into the curriculum.

11.2 Philosophy of Operation
In providing a new medium of instruction, it is important to
recognize the unique needs of each participating institution and tailor
services to the needs of individual institutions. Institutions experiment-r
ing with CBE ..,for the first time probably follow a common devefop-

mental sequence, litut they do it in their unique time frame. It is
important that institutions have access to proven courseware for demonstration purposes until such time when their faculty are ready to
incorporate programs into the curriculum and such rime when budgets
can be rearranged to support largescale student use.

11.3

Interaction Phenomena

In the establishment of a userdirected and usersupported Network,
several .important attitudes were created by people interacting over
time. These included establishrent of host &edibility in the minds of
users, development of a "trust" bond between users, development of a

user community and development of a system for rapid formal and
informal communications. A certain amount of group process appears
essential to these attitudinal modifications, and planners should be sure

that sufficient opportunity for facetoface interaction is created in
order to facilitate solution of the problems of working at k distance.

11.4 Host Dependent Varige;
Critical to the continued viability' and development of this Network

is the presence of hosts committed ideologically to sharing scarce
educational resources: Host commitment made the difference when
Lister Hill Center support was withdrawn before the user group could
organize an adequate independent business base to support continuation of the Network. In addition, an important element in permitting
close cooperation of the hosts was the fact that the content of the data
bases.was essentially complementary. Hosts, therefore, did not compete
for the same user resoUrces.-The third important variable .was the-high
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ly given by both hints to the provision of user services. In the
*Orly ptueses hosts proposed bUdgets and devoted the majority of
ijicinrces to User services in contra-distinction to the Perception of
,

.:Listsr Hill 'Center management whose budgets alloceted the major share

'tor herdiroare. The mounding success bf the Network in the face of
Aeribi e adversity Is in large* part a function of well-developed and
delivered user services.

113 User Variables
As an outgrowth of the interaction phenomenon, development of a

user community was an obvious, critical fictor in developing an

ongoing operational network. Representatives of user institutions have
been willing to participate and to serve on tisk forces, on the Steering
Committee and on the Network Board of Directors. The evolvement of
an active and capable cadre ,of leaders from the user community has

permitted in large measure the progress made to date. This user
community has the potential. to help meet national needs for faculty
development snd program evaluation.
.Inquiry into the factors affecting successful introduction of this new
mode of instruction in any given institution revealed a single common
variable: identification and involvement of a change agent. Individuals

who acted as change agents were found in every area of the health
community: in the biomedical library, in the computer or data processing unit, in departments or divisions of research ip health education, in
academic departments anct,divisions, in the academic administration, in
vate practice and in professional groups.
community hospitals, in
The common element was t t these individuals could see the potential
of the medium, had the respect of their colleagues, and could act as
catalytic advocates for adopting a posture of active experimentation.
Any6ne seeking to innovate in the academiF sector would d6 well to
study closely the identification and nurtur nce of sets() individuals.
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Chapter 18
by Casimir A. Kulikowski
Sholom Weiss

and Aran Se*"

Computer Networking in the
Development of a Glaucoma
Consultation System
k computer-based consultation system for the diagnosis and treatpent. of glaucoma has been developed in collabotolion with a network
of investigators from five glaucoma reseaith centers. Computer
netwodcing enables Jnembers of this OphthalmOlogical Network
(ONET) to access Ihe consultation pro9raM, which runs on two large
time shared computers at Rutgers and Stanford Universities.
The Ophthalmological Network was established in 1974 to promote
the development and testing of computer consultation and research
support programs for' dint& investigators in Ophthalmology. This
organization
a collaboration that bogen in 1971 between
Dr. Casimir Kuliko ki of Rutgers University and pr. Aran Safir of The
Mount Sinai School of Medicine within the framework of the Rutgers
Research Resource on Computers in Biomedicine. The pal of the
Resource is to support interdisciplinary research on aomputer-besed.
modeling in biombdicine, particUlarly in the application of artificial
intelligence techniques for problem solving.
.

The glaucoma consultation program is the first prototype of a

medical decision-mkkg system that uses a novel method for describing
diseases in the fdrm of a causal associations( network (CASNET). Many
of the subtleties and coMplexities of Rhysicians' reasoning can be incor-porated in a, systematic yet flexible manner into such a descriptive
structure. The clinical course, pathcirihysiological mechanisms, classifiCaiimir A. Kulikowski is affiliated with the Department of Computer Science,
Rutgers the State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick., New Jersey.
Sholom Weiss and Aran Safir are 'affiliated with the Institute of Computer.
Science, Mt. Sinai School of Medicine of CUNY, New York, New York.

,/`
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sys-rEm

the CASNET
cations and treatments of diseale are all contained in
through
model. The findings of an individual patient can be interpreted
reasoning
strategies
that
take
a CASNET computer model using various information. By rePresenting
uncertainties
of
clinical
into account the
evolving With the passage
in the computer detailed patterns of disease
with the Problems of
of time, these reasoning

strategies are able to deal

Sequences of
patient management over multiple fo11ow-0P vis4s.
of glaucoma
and
stages
ef
progression
therapies for the various types
into the nnodel. As a result, the program
have also been incorporated
for further testing and for medical and
makes specific recommendations
surgical therapy.
ability, for a particular
Another innovative feature of CASNET is its
reasoning
derive'd from
case, to present alternative opinions and
the developThe
ONET
Members
share
in
different expert consultants.
such
knowledge
is to be
by suggesting how

ment of the program

incorporated into the glaucoMa model.

Model, the
After proving the feasibility of the initial CASNET

Bernard Becker of
ONET was formed when Drs. Steven Podos and
Viernstein
Drs.
Irvin
polled(
and
1.-avvrence
Washington University and
the
flutgers-'
with
of Johns Hopkins University began collaborating
consultation
program
Mount Sinai group to help develop the glaucoma
into a proficient clinical tool.
the Mount
In 1974 an added impetus was giverl to this work when
established
by
Sirraleflutgers Health Care Computer Laboratory was
consultation
further
development
of
computer
HEW to promote the
delivery, ,ShOrtly afterwards, ONET was
systems for health, care
University Of Illinois at
expanded to include Dr. Jacob WilensKy Of the
the ONET
Kass
who
nboi)
coordinates
Chicago; and Dr. Michael
University, most recently, the ONET has been
activities at Washington
University of.Miami.
enlarged to include Dr. Douglas Anderson of the
testing the consul,

.

Since March 1975 the ONET members have been
changes a0d improvernents in the structure
tation system and suggesting
_concerted effort has
of its knowledge and its logic. Most recently, a research studies and
been made to incorporate the results of various
glaucoma
alternative opiniOns into the glaucoma Mode: A data base of
retrreval
and
analysis,
has
cases, together with. computer prograrils for
joint
clinical
studies
also been established with the goal of facilitating
among the ONET members.
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Chapter 19
by Barbara B. Farquhar
4

Sharing Computer-based

Simulations for Clinical
Problem-Solving:
A Host's Perspective
0

1.0 INTRODUC

N

Development and maintenance of computer-based educational
materials are expensive, and few individuals or institutions have
extensive experience n production and distribution. When medical
educatorS recognized he potential benefits in sharing scarce and
valuable resources in 1 71 (9), they recommended that the Lister Hill

Center of the National Library of Medicine establish a biomedical
communications network. Lister Hill's Experimental Computer-Aided
Instruction Network (12) was a success, and it served as the precursor
the Health Education, Network (10)..- The computer-based
,.educational materials available on the Health Education Network vary
in the audiences they are intended to serve, the instructional strategies
used, the hardware and software which support them, and the methods
by which they were developed and are maintained. Currently, there are

for

two hosts on the Network: the Ohio State University College of
Medicine and the Massachusetts General Hospital. A thorough
..

description of Ohio State's philosophy and materials appeared in the
proceedings of ,the 1974 EDUCOM Fall Conference (8). This paper is
intended to complement that one and provide a view of networking
from Massachusetts General Hospital's perspective. An expanded
version of this paper will be available in 1977 in the book Information
echncilogy in Health Sciences Education which is edited by Edward C.
e

nd and published by Plenum Press, New York.
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SHARING COMPUTEll-BASED SIMULATIONS

2.0 CLINICAL.MEDICAL EDUCATION

is to prepare students to
The purpose of clinical medical educatio
Traditionally, clini al education has taken the
practice independently.
tOlearn to imitate
form of a clerkship in which.students are expected
dangers
and li itations in
the behavior of their preceptors. There are
th,gi4 to devine
problems
and
expecting
teaching students solutions to
Usually, the t,cus is on the
solutions
are
reached.
the process by which
students, w6 are able to.

product rather than the pfocess. Some

problem-s lying, develop

discriminate critical elements of -clinical
may:have superior
clinical competence (4) readily. Other students, who
facts, may need explicit, systematic

knowledge and ability to recall

in order to

instruction and supeniised practice in problem-solving,(11)
educators agree
apply knowledge to solve patients' problems. Medical
is
the
best way to
that supervised practice in clinical problem-solvin§ together to make
but
many
factors
work
develop clinical judgment,
practice costly and difficult to achieve in a
systematic, supervised
hospital setting (6).

3.0 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS IN
CLINICAL EDUCATION

aomputer-based simulations can supplement other formal instruction
clinical preceptors,
and do offer a number of advantages for students,
be uled at each
education.
Simulations
can
and directors of clinical
the
simulations
is availstudent's pace and convenience since access to
repiatedly. In a simulation, the computer can

able continuously and
about a simulated
serve several functions: it provides informatignthe patient, to make
patient; it permits the student to interact with
patient responds; and it
decisions, and to take actions to which the
physician
by providing consultaassumes the role of the supervising
clse to another. The computer
tion and guidance, and by relating one
problem. The

relevant references for a
can also provide recent,
objectively and compare

computer can score the student's performance provide the student and
the student's performance to that of others, performance, and suggest
the instructor with a critique of the student's
responsibility for
remedial work if that is indicated. The student has is without risk to
problem,
but
the
learning
process
solving the patient's
student is supervised
real patients and is truly individualized. TbeJwho wrote the medical
through the computer by the teaching physician
strategjThe teaching physician
content and specified the instructional
clihical problem(s) and constelsimulated
patient
with
the
can select a
that
the
phYsician
wishes the student to
lation of signs an'd symptoms

r
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.manage. The computer also gives, feedback to the physidan responsible

fOr teaching the student. After reviewing the performance of their
students, physicians may wish to alter either the content of their,
courses or the instructional techniques they are using.

In addition to providing individual records' of performance, the
computer can prepare a composite or tan aggregate data for use by a
curriculum committee Or clinical education director. Objective records
of, student performance at the clinical level and patterns of behavior

common to a 'clIkare, difficult to obtain with traditional educational
methods, _but reco s of many students' actions in identical' clinical
problems can provid4 hard data to help evaluate both the students and

the clinical educatin program io which they are participating. A
thorough assessment can pinpoint strengths and weaknesses in a clinical

training program and permit its director to modify the program until it
meets its objectives as Measured by student performance (7).
Costs to develop coinputer-based patient simulations. are relatively
higher 'than those to prepare other Self-instructional materials, but these

costs must be related to potential benefits. Simulations give students
supervised practice in decision-making, and this is difficult for other
media to achieve. Simulations can save tithe for practicing clinicians
because simulations obviate the need for some repetition. Simulations
can overcome some of the limitattons of teaching in a hospital setting

and ensure that all students have encountered "patients" with a
sufficient varilty of clinical problema. The computer's relatively, high
cost as an educational tool can probably best be justified when: 1) its
unique capabilities ae used as in the case of simulations; 2) it is used to
support a kind of education that is expensive in its own right, such as
clinical medical education 01; and 3) the programs are shared antng
many institutions.

Massachusetts General Hospital
Computet-Based Simulations
Between 1966 and 1976, Massachusetts General Hospital has

3.1

developed and tested a jibrary of over 30 cothputer-based simulations

' to teach ma test13) clinical problem-solving. Each simulation of a
clinical problem includes many cases, but all cases within a simulation
share a common instructional strategy and focus on a general problem

such as jaundice, abdominal pain, or coma. The simulations were
developed in the Laboratory of Computer Science, a unit of the Department of Medicine, where professionals in meditine, computer science,
and education work together on problems related to patient care and
medical education. The cost to develop the library of corvputer simula-

tions is difficult to estimate precisely, but it, is well over $300,000.
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-Development Was possible because the simulations were created in a
facility where there were other on-going projects. :The development
costs cited are merely the inäremental crisp to support staff engaged in

the production and deyelopmental testing jof.the programs.,"

34 Development of a Simulation
Before an author develops a patient simulation, the author considers

many factors and makes a number of deteiminations. The author
defines the users, describes any prerequisites, describes terminal

behavior, defines measures of performance, and establishes minimum
levels of acceptable performance. Instructional objectNes guide the
author in developing the program and serve as criteria for its evaluation.
Authors developing programs to be shared by users at many institutions
avoid sPecial procedure-oriented programs and controversial content*
because procedures and accepted practice vary from institution to institution.
After the auth6r has determined whom he is going to teach with the
patient simulation, what students should be able to do after they have
used the simulation, and what kinds of patient simulations will help the
users develop the desired competencies, the 'author must select an
instructional stratagy.or program format for the simulation. In selecting
an instructional strategy, thr author considers the following:
the pprpose of the program (assessment, problem-solving practice,
continuing education);
the audience (medical students with limited vocabulary, advanced
medical students or hbuse officers with adequate vocabulary, or
specialists with extensive vocabulary in limited areas);
the) user's task (diagnosis or management of a chronic or acute
problem);

structure of the task (unstructured, as in the diagnosis of a
complex problem, or structured, 'as in the management of an
acute, well-defined problem);
sequence of actions (critical or not important);
timeliness of actions (critical or not important);
reaction of the simulated patient to actions taken by the user.

(patient static or dynamic);
passage of time (one encounter or multiple encounters); and

method of interaction (multiple-choice, vocabulary list, or free
text).
VIP
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If some cues are tolerable, the author may select a multiplechoice or
prepared vocabulary list for the.user to employ during interaction with
the program. If cueing will weaken the program, the author may select
either an extensive index or free text for user interaction.
The instructional strategy, selected will determine, to a great extent,
the amount of time required of the author in developing the patient
simulation. A program,author must specify the content and logic of the
program, which means that he must describe how the program and
patient should respond to any action that may be taken by the user at
any and every point in the simulation. If the author selects a structured,
multiple-choice instructional strategy, the number of actions available
to the user is limited, and the author's job is minimized. If the author
chooses an unstructured format in Which the user may use free text and
type any response to the simulated case, the author must anticipate the
response Hind describe tlie actions to be taken by the program and
patient as a result of the user's responses. In the latter case, the author's
job ks complex ahd time-consuming.
Many physicians do not want to learn about computers or computer
,

programming but do want to create patient simulations. MUMPS
(Massachusetts General Hospital Utility Multi-Programming System)
"driver" programs permit authors to create and modify complex simulations without writing MUMPS prograrh code by using a program

format or instructional strategy that already exists in the fdrm of a
driver program. A driver is 'a set of special purpose utility program's
designer' to execute a rePetitive task. Definition, of the task is
independent of the data, but the data "drive" or contrOl the execution
of the program. Drivers reduce the amount of program code that must
be available on the system; one copy of a driver can be shared simul-

taneously by many users. A driver is slower on execution than a
specially coded program, but it is more economical than a custommade
program in terms of reduced storage and a shorter time to create a new
simulatiOn. The driver includes definition of options, format,

branching, and file structure of the data on which it operates. An
author who is not a programmer can deve,lop content and logic, specify
branching, and enter his data base for a driver using an editor program.

An editor is an on-line author aid that elicits the data base and logic
from the author, checks syntax, and verifies that new data or modifications are consistent with the structure of the driver. The specifics of _the
computer and the language it uses are transparent to the author.

The author also prepares program documentation for the user's
describing the program and including illustrations of
interactions and any supplementary visual materials that are needed to
manual,

operate the program. After the author has a rough draft of his
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simulation and associated materials, and the program is technically

the author intended, developmental
correct and operates the way
testing begins.

the
The cycle of program testing and revision is repeated until
objectives-.
produces
the
instructional
patient simulation consistently
invites local

established by the author. For the first review, the author
the program indivexperts and members of the target population'to use
presentwhen
these
users
try the patient
idually. The author is
interaction
with
the
progrard
and to collect
simulation to observe their
and
The
author
notes
non-verbal
responses
comments and suggestions.
the
target
any apparent content or logic problems. For members of
performance to
population, the author administers measures of
population
meets
prerequisites
for
establish whether or not the target
the instructional
whether
or
not
the
program
achieves
program use and
objectives set for it. After collecting data and evaluating performance
accordingly. g/he
measures, the author modifies the patient simulation
different
group
of
experts
and intended
May then invite the same or a
processes of data
simulation,
and
s/he
repeats
the
users to take the

cbllection and revision.
and
When the author is satisfied that the program functions properly
is
released
or
made
meets the standards s/he has set for it, the program
General Hospital 'for use by its medical
available within Massachusetts
students and staff. They comment freely.on the content and structure
revision
of the program, and their suggestions form the basis for further
Countway
Medical
and refinement. Next, the program is released to
/library at . Harvard Medical School, and additional suggestions are
Next, the
collected. The program is revised frequently at each step.
popjOetions
at
author may,,arrange for field test by inviting target
measures
the
program
and
the
performance
remote institutions, to use
associated with it,
panel
In many instances, a specialty board or nationally recognized
revised
patient
invited to review a new or

of experts has been

panel
simulation. Sometimes, the members of the specialty board or
Hospital or at
at
Massachusetts
General
review the simulations together
programs at
their headquarters. At other times, individuals review the
Network. The '

their home institutions using the Health Education
of specialty
programs are revised to conform to recommendations

boards. When national standards are revised, simulations are modified
.
to meet the new standards.
seVfor
When the program performs adequately to meet objectives
Network. Prograrn't
the
Health
Education
the pro'gram is released to
documentation is sent to all Users, and a notice is put on the'Network
available. Users are asked to try the new

that a new simulation is

.*4
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simulation and to comment on it. Comments and suggestions are
collected, and the author makes revisions to the simulation. A national
network of users helps to keep the author informed of recent research

and publications related to his simulation, and users' constructive
criticisms are of inestimable worth in refining and updating programs.
As long as the simulation is available on the, Malsachusetts General
Hospital computer systems, the author (or a designee) is responsible for
following and maintaining it. The author answers users comments,

keeps program content anelogic current with generally accepted
practice and revised national standards, and keeps references in :the
program up-to-date. The programs undergo continuous revision as long
as they are in use.

4.0 MUMPS
Development and maintenance of the computerbased patient
simulations are ficiTitated by a powerful yet simple- programming
language, MUMPS (Massachusetts General Hospital Utility MultiProgramming System). Program authors,do not need special training in
mathematics, electrical engineering, computer science, "or computer
programming to create patient simulations hi MUMPS (5). The language

,

is easy to learn and .use; people with no previous traininrare able to
write and debug a basic.IMUMPS.program in less than a week with no
other aid thin a MUMPS programming manual. Learning' to use the full
intricate capabilities of MUMPS, however, and- to use its associated
global file structure optimally takes time and practice.
MUMPS' is well-suited to creating medical education programs
because it is an interpretive system which provides program flexibility.
All programming is done on-line, and it is easy to detect and correct
errors. The corrected version can be run immediately and tested.
Medical 'education ,programs undergo changes continuously in the
process of their development and refinement, and MUMPS allows these
changes and additions to be made easily in operating programs without
hampering their use.
Currently, all of the Massachusetts General Hospital simulations are
written in the hospital's dialect of the MUMPS language (2). A standard

MUMPS language has been specified (13), and the hospital plans to
convert its simulations to standard MUMPS. Versions of MUMPS also
run on Burroughs, IBM, Artronix, and DataZeneral equipment asswell
as on several models of Digital. Equipment Corporation computers. A
MUMPS Users' Group and a MUMPS Development CommitteePexist to
facilitate communications among users and to ptomote language
commonality for program interchange.
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make it
The text processing capabilities and file structure of MUMPS
'provides
simulations.
The
language
hilly suitable for patient
elaborate string or text processing features in addition to standard arithmetic and Boolean capabilities. MUMPS handles string data in symbolic

form and performs syntax checkini)by pattern-matching to determine
alphawhether a string contains a predetermined sequence of numerics,
of
tire.
Strings
can
be
assembled,
betics, punctuation, or combination
disassembled, modified, or searched easily. MUMPS uses a common,
random-access file structure. Data files are stored in dsinamic tree- p
structured form. Nodes of the tree are referenced symbolically using
created sand manipulated
N-dimensional subscripts. Files ire
file
dynamically, and space is allocated as it is needed. A datum in the
Together,
without
disturbing
other
data
in
the
array.
can be changed
to), write
these features provide capabilities which make it possible
sophisticated simulations that are ea to modify on a reiatively

inexpensive computer system.

ho is creating a patient
An experienced computer program
driver
but
insert
MUMPS code or call
simulation may elect to use a
certain
special
functions.
Most computer
other programs to pefform
code) and data.
programs
(executable
languages distinguish between
They permit programs to create, reference, change, and exchange-data-----__
but do not allow programs to modify their own.' or other programs'
all'
code. In MUMPS, a program may create, modify, or expunge part or
data
and
A driver usually interprets

of its own executable code.

statements,
executes the option indicated. When a driver finds MUMPS

it creates a program and executes commands.
of
MUMPS simulations run at Massachusetts General Hospital on any

of
six PDP-9 and PDP-15 computers. Each computer has a minimum
30-million
character
fixed-head
disk,
and
two
32K of core, a 3-million
the
character movable-head disks. The interpreter uses 12K of core, and
1K
user
partitions.
Programs
are
coreremainder is divided into 20,
resident, and they are interpreted rather than compiled. Extended core
'computer. The
supports more than 20 simultaneous users on a single
terminals
at
the
rate
of
up
to 2400 baud
system supports ASCII
and
asynchronous.
Average
response
in-house. Systems are half-duplex
va;4s..a.s.a.faction of the task to
time
time is 0.5 seconds, but response

of the
be performed, particularly as a function of disk activity and

number of other users of the system. Response time may be as long as
25.,seconds when the system is loaded heavily.

5.0 SYSTEM FEATURES

that
There are several features of the patient simulation system
and receive assistance. As the system has

permit users to ask for
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developed and become more- sophisticated, features mhich have been

found useful have been incorporated into new programs. Not all
programs have ill Statures, but some desirable system capabilities are
described below.
The patient simulations undergo constant review by their authors
And

users.

Users communicadd with authors through a system

COMMENT feature; at any point in a prcgram, the user may type the
word COMMENT and follow this with a question or suggestion. After
he has made the comment, the user returns to his place in the program
sequence. Each day, both te comments and the named of individuals
mpking them are printed f or program authors. Authors review and
respond to comments individually by addressing their answers to the
individual users who made them. The next time the user logs on the
system, he receives a response to his comment. The COMMENT feature
provides authors with continuous feedback from users. The information
makes it easy for authors to detect and correct problems with program
logic or content, so it accelerates program development. Users find that
answers

to comments make the simulations trulY individualized,

personal experiences. Faculty at remote institutions appreciate having
the programs biiintained and updated by responsible faculty authors at
Massachusetts General Hospital.

During the course of a patient simulation, the urr may need
assistance; in this case, the user may type the word H E LP. The program
will ask whether he needs aisistance with the format of his answer or if

he requires the kind of review and discussiOn of the patient's problem
that a teaching physician or consultant might provide. After the
program provides the help requested, it returns the user to his place in
the simulation. The user may call the HELP function repeatedly within
a single patient simulation.
.
Each call for assistance and the type of hefp requested are noted on
the daily output for program authors. When authors find many calls for
peOcedural assistance, they know that directions are not clear. If there
are numerous calls for medical guidance' from tbe target population or
individuals with more advanced training than the target population, the
'author may reconsider and revise the Characteristics or behavior of the

simulated patient. Alternatively, the author ma enrich the kind of
medical guidance the program provides to u..se s when they request
advice or consultation.
Frequently, a user finds it necessary to interrupt a patient simUl0tion. Many users of clinical simulations have responsibility for patients
and must terminate interaction with a simulated patient to take care of

a real patient. The user may type the word STOP at any point in the
'simulation, and the program will end and print THANK YOU.

r
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At times, there are intytiptions in the computer or the communications network, and.fl e user may lose connection with the host
computer system. If there is an interruption in the patient simulation
either because the user typed STOP' or there has been a technical
problem, the user may wish to RESTART the simulation at the point at
which he left it. A few programs give the user the option to RESTART
in the middle of the simulation, to go on to another case, or to go back
to the beginning of the interrupted case.
When the patient simulation is long and complex, or in the case of
an interruption and RESTART, the user may wish to have a summary
of the findings to a given point in the simulation. To get this summary,

a few programs allow the user to type the word REVIEW, and the
findings are printed so that he can review the data he has collected
before he continues the simulation.

6.0 SIMULATIONS AND THEIR USES
The simulations use combinations of static patient models for
collecting information leading to diagnosis and management as well as
dynamic models which represent a physiologic process or disease which

charges over time. In the dynamic models, the iimulated patient
responds to actions taken by the user. Much of the program content is
oriented to emergency medicine. The simulations do provide guidance
--and facts, but they emphasize problem-solving skills.
Programs are used in a variety of ways. Some programs are required;
others are recommended, and still others are available for ad lib use.
They may be used in eonjunction with independent study. During the
past 4 years, more than 150 institutions in more than 40 states have
used approximately 50,000 hours of time on the Massachusetts General
Hospital system for medical education by accessing programs, through

the Network. Major users are medical students (68%) and practicing
physicians (18%); the remaining usage (14%) is by nurses, dentists, and
allied health personnel. Institutions who have access to the programs

consist of medical schools (68%), hospitals (16%), national medical
' organizations (11%), and physician groups (5%). Medical students in
-their clinical, training use the programs to practice clinical decisionmaking. Practicing physicians use the programs for selfassessment and

for continuing education. Many of the programs have been reviewed
and approved by the Harvard Department of Continuing Education for
Category I credits toward the Am rican Medical Association's
Physician's Recognition Award. Pote ial users of computer:based
d recertification are great.
materials for licensure,. certification,
A
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7.0 NETWORKING
Massachusetts General Hospital has received many requests from
other institutions to share the patient simulations. Sharing educational
resources is ecommonly accepted academic responsibility, and sharing
.the end products of federally-sponsored research and development is

implicit in grants and contracts. Sharing can be aCcomplished in

a

variety of ways. To date, Massachusetts General Hospital has found that
sharing through networking permits a small staff at the host instifOtron
to provide its best, most up-to-date probrams to the most recipients at
the lowest coit.
In networking, the program resides oh the computer at the
originating institution, and recipients are provided access to the

programs through a telecommunications network. The. originators

/maintain and update one copy of the program, and they supply
recipients with extensive documentation on the use of each program.
User documintation, as opposed to program documentation, changes
less frequently and does not need to be modifieditxtensiv4ly for each
redpient. Recipients share the cost of program distribution. A small
staff at an originating or host institution can maintain and update an
entire library of programs and make these available to a wide audience.
Networking appears preferable to program transfer when programs are

changed frequently and the resources at either the originating or
receiving institutions are very limited. Costs to bosth the hosl and
recipient are frequently less for networking than for program transfer
for an equivalent end product
7.1 Host Advantages and Costs
There are several advantages to the host in networking. By providir%
access to programs through a network, the host fulfiI:b his obligation
for sharing the end products of .research and, development respunsibly
and economically. Networking accelerates the devalcifirnerit and refinement of programs because Many more people use and comment on
programs than they would if programs were restricted to use in-house.
Authors have extra incentive to keep programs up-to-date and 'nonparochial when they know their miterials. are used nationwide by an

audience of studen* and peers. Documentation required for inhour
maintenance of programs is relatively simple. A small staff at a host
institution can maintain a library of programs and provide aCcess to
that library at a reasonable cost.

.

Network host costs are for computer resources, communications
services, and personnel. Costs for computer resouices may be fixed if a

portion of a computer is dedicated to networking, or costs may vary
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with usage if the computer is capable of serVing others when not being
accessed by a user of thenetwork. Similarly, communicat(ons services

play be at a txed rate with unlitnited usage of a fixed number of
lines, or they may vary with the locations of users, number of

characters transmitted, or total amount of usage (measured in time).
Personnel are required at the host institution to maintain computer
programs and systems, develop and update documentation, respond to"
users' questions, and handle billing. Personnel costs to perform
maintenance functions are relatively low. Personnel costs to provide
network users with the technical, educational, end faculty development

support could be very high if the host provided users with all the

services from which users could benefit. There are economies of scale;
in general, the higher the level of usage, the lower the unit cost to the
host.

7.2 'User Advantages and Costs
Network users enjoy, many benefits. Accessing prOgrams through a
network permits people who have an interest in trying computer-based
educational materials to do so without a large capital investment. The
programs they receive are the most current available, and the recipients
need 'not be concerned about 'transforming them for local computer
requirements. Network users do not require a local computer installation, technical staff, operation staff, or faculty commitment jo upilate

programs. Users share the resources of a complex facility such as Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, ahd they have access to both the programs

and the people responsible for them. Networking also allows the
potential forjostering remote authoring of simulation%
Two disadvantages some users attribute to netWorking are cost and
control.. Rentim programs is often perceived as more cbstly than
running Programs on a local computer system. HOwever, cost considerations tend to be deceptive because users usually consider and compaia
costi assuming that program transfer ,has taken place. Costs of trans-

ferring and updating may well be greater /han those for networking.
Then, too, users do not always compare costs of , equivalent end
products. Massachusetts General HosiAtal has redundant computer

systems, can guarantee access through a reservation system, has a full-

time operations staff; has personnel on-call for educitional and
'technical assispce, and has fa9Glty who respond daily, to users'
comments anerevise programs. Pr viding equal services at a rem

e site

pan be extremely cot*, especiaIy if the sole de of the comp er were
'Ss
for computer-based educational jaterials.
The other disadvantage to networki4 !pat spine users perceive is
lack of absolute control over program content. Control is exerted o
.
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program ciontent by 'external sources such as nationally accepted

'

standards, generally acceptecUpeetical practice, and comments from
users. Complete control over program content could be .exercised by
'each using institution if MGH permitted remote authoring and allowed
eactl institution to tailor and store a copy of each program. However,
currently the MGH avoids writing procedurally-oriented programs and
controversial material which tend to have little enerat applicability
overo range of institutions.

Initial and ongoing costs \o network users include charges for
computer terminals, local and long distance communications, computer

usage at _the host institution, documentation, other supplementary
materials, and assistance from host personnel. A computer terminal
must be compatible with the network to which it connects; not all
comjiuter terminals will wor,k on all networks. Some sophisticated
terminah with capabilities to handle graphics, color, microfiche, film,
. sliddi, and ,,sound must be purchased arid cost Over $10,000. Basic
alphanumeric terminals can be purchased for under $2,000 and rent for
is little as $50/month. Communications chalks may be as high as a
long-distance *call to the hok on a specially collibitioned telephone line
or .as lbw as a local phone call to a network node on a regular phone
line. Charges for use of the host computer may be based on the time
that the-user is connected to the host's system, or they may be figured
on the amount of central processing unit used, Characters transmitted,
oz, storage required. Documentation and supplementary materials, such

as slides or tapes to be used in conjunction with programs, may be
provided to u rs or available at a 'fee. The host usually makes staff
available for n-call assistance to answer users' questions. If the host
provides spec al services for si dividual users, theie may be additional
charges for these services.

The costs to recipients for net orking with Massachusetts General
Hospital are limited and under the user's control. Prices for accessing
the prograMs range from $10/connect hou o $4/connec' hour; rotes
depend on the user's minimum monthly c
mitment for usage and the
time of the day ornight the person uses the system. Users provide their
own terininals, which rent fbr as little as $50/ onth, and pay local telephone charges between their sites and the nea est TYMSHARE nodes.
Users have iimited liability and may change t eir leiels of service or
terminate service on 60 day's notice.

7

8.0.SUMMARYOne tif the most important goals of clinical med,ical education is the
teaching of the problem-solving process. The process is best taught in
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t Clinical settings, yet the constraints imposed by patient care and the
\unpredictability of the clinical problems that will be available for study
may limit the effeciiveness of such educational experiences. Computerbased patient simulations can serve as a valuable adjunct to educatiOn in
clinical settings. Simulated clinical problems allow medical students to

receive uniform instruction by computer and to learn from their
mistakes in clinical judgment in a variety of cases witipout risk of harm
or harassment to real patients, without undue repetition of materials

by their clinical preceptors, and without regard to the vagaries in
clinical problemi presented by. a particular patient population. Patient
simulations can also be used by graduate physioians for continuing
education, self-assessment, and for ,certification and recertification.
The Massachusetts General Hospital has delieloped a series of
computer-based simulations that stress the process of decision-making
and that supplement practice in clinical problem-solving. Programs are
written in MUMPS, a languageivell-suited to clinical simulations. The
programs, which are carefully teited and continually revised, are available locally and througHout the United States via the Health Education
Network.
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Chaptor
by Charles Oleson

INTERNIST:

A Computer-based Consultation

1.0 INTRODUCTION
INTERNIST is a project being developed at the Une@ersity of Pitts-

burgh. The principal investigators on the project are Harry Poole, a
computer scientist/business professor in the Graduate School of
Business Administration, and...lack D. Myers, a University Professor in
the School of Medicine.

The primary objective of the INTERNIST project, to provide an
expert computer-based consultation capability for diagnosis of the
diseases Of internal medicine. In order to attain this objective the
INTERNIST program would have to be able to:

-

work effectively on cases where more than one disease is present
since this is true of many clinical cases;

t'ake as input history, signs, symptoms, and lab data in any order;

partition the .manifestations into coherent subsets in order to
focus effectively on ihe aCtual individual problems in the case
in some cases this also requires that misleading inriut be dealt
with as well;

pursue through interrogation further information about the case
in order to substantiate or disconfirm the impress'ions created by
the initial manifestations.
.

In order fo explain how project staff attempt to satisfy these
requirements, this paper describes tbe struct,ure of the medical data
base and INTERNIST programs and discusses areas slated for further
development..
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- 2.0 'DATA BASE
The INTERNIST data base requires approximately 606,000 bytes of

disk storage and is estimated to contain approximately 75% of the
'fidiseases of internal medicine. These diseases are incorporated in a tree
structure organized, typically, according to orgaif system. For instance,
LIVER DISEASE is a -toP level 'node in the djsease tree under which
come HEPATOCELLULAR DISEASE, NEOpLASMS OF THE LIVER,

CHOLESTATIC DISEASE etc. Similarly HEPATOCECLULAR DISEASE is broken down into HEPATOCELLULAR REACTION, TOXIC
HEPATOCELLULAR INJURY, and ABNORMAL IMMUNITY HEPATOCELLULAR INFECTION. HEPATOCELLULAR INFECTION is
then reduced to HEPATITIS A and B, INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS and LEPTOSPIROSIS WITH HEPATIC INVOLYEMENT. These
last are the terminal or diagnoscs level nodss. The hierarchical structure
of INTERNIST files is illustrated in Figure 1.
Associated with each of these diseases is a list of manifestations that
describe, the disease. For instance, some of the manifestations associated with HEPATITIS A are JAUNDICE. FEVER and VOMITING.
Liver Disease

top level

..

1

1

Li
1

Disease

Infection

...

1

1

Hepatocellular

...

diagnosis level

Abnormat

.Toxic

Immality

Hepatocellular

I

Hepatocellular

Injury

...

Disease
'

I
1,

Cholestatic

Neoplasms
of the
Liver

Hepatocellular

Reatt iOn

1

I

Hepatitis Hepatitis

A

B

Infectious
LePtespirosis
Mononucleosis with Hepatic
Involvement

Figure 1. Hierarchical Tree Structure of INTERNIST Diseasus
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Two values are also associated with each manifestation under a
disease. The first number is called the evoking strength. It is a value
from 0 to 5 which indicates the impact the manifestation has in causielg
clinicians to think of the diszase in question. A value of 0 means the
manifestation'is very non-specific and could be caused by any number
of diseases (e.g. FEVER) or indeed may require no explanation (e.g.

SHELLFISH INGESTION RECENT HX). A value of 5 means the
manifestation is pathognominic with the disease. In other words, if the
nifestation is present the diseasels present.
second number is called the frequency. It has a value from 1 to
5 that indicates the frequency of occurrence of the manifestation in the

disease. A value of 1 here indicates that the manifestation occurs but
infrequently in the disease. A value cif 5 means that the manifestation
is always present in the disease.

With each of the manifestations a number of properties are associated:

diseases in Which ttle manifestation occurs

import of the manifestation
implications Of the manifestation
'type of manifestation, including source and costliness

The-first and most important of these is the list of diseases in which ihe
:manifestation occurs. A second property, the import of the manifestation is intended to be a measure of the degree to whi the manifestation need be explained. So for instance, FEVER or AUNDICE have
imports of 5 whereas SHELLFISH, INGESTION HX h s an import of 0.
Another property which may be associated with a manifestation is a list
of implications. For instance AGE GTR THAN 55 implies AGE 26 TO
55 and AGE ,LESS THAN 26 are negative. The "type"refers to the
source and costliness of the manifestations. The possible types in order
of costliness are history, sign, syMptom, Lab, Lab1 and .Lab2. The -"prerequisite" property indicates manifestations which must_be known
to be positive (or in some cases negative) before the manifestation may
be requested. For example, before doing a liver biopsy one should

know that the patient has sufficient platelets to stop any bleeding,
induced by the biopsy.

3.0 THE PROCESSOR
The INTERNIST program takes the initial input manifestations and
from these !yokes the diseases which potentially explain -them. It then
ranks the diseases according to the degree to which they explain the
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disease and its
featatiOnS and chooses the most highly ranked considered to
.for
investigation.,A
disease
is
f,tio:111pettiori as the subject
significant degrei;ifind the most highly ranked

lit is competitor If, to a

manifest-mit:ins.
,diSeese explain the same subset of the 'set of 'known
nuMber of

..The mode of investigation varies according to the

Four alternative
ooMpetitor diseases and the level, of interrogation.
modes are available:

.

RULEOUT '
NARROW

#

DISCRIMINATE

)

.

PURSUING

is history, sign, or
If 'there are more than five diseases and ;he level
.\s
Iled
RULEOUT.
If
there
are more than
symptom then the mode is
mode
is used. If
five and the level is Lab, Labl or Lab2 the NARROW
mode
is
DISCRIMthere are between two and five diseases then the
satisfy threshold
INATE ard if there is Only one disease, but it does not criteria then the
PURSUING.
If
it
does
satisfy
the
"criteria, the mode is
.
disease is concluded.
investigation.
The type of questions asked depend upon the mode of

RULEOUT mode looks-fir high frequency questions in order to elimigetting negative responses. NARROW and DISCRIMInate diseases by

betweerLthe diseates.
NATE look for manifestations which differentiate
which
strongly :evoke the
_
And PURSUING asks about manifestations
disease being pursued.

by ranking
Consequently in "the second phase the model proceeds
selecting
the
the diseases, choosing a group of competitor diseases,

and then recycling until
mode of investigation, asking 'questions,
is reacheqr linked diseases are
criteria are tisfied. When a conclusion
'marked "accounted for";
given bonu ; explained manifestations are
and the pro ssor recycles.

4.0 DIRE TIONS FiR DEVELOPMENT

INTERNIST pro ct
There are a number of directions in which the
broad-based usè.of
might develop. Implicit in project leadeig' goal for
is
access
to
it via computer
the system for medical consultation
available.
Inherent
networks. By N ember 1977 such access might be
it
is
being.used
by
in this service will be evaluation of the system as
in
which
it
was
develope
people outside the framework
networke nd the iesulting
Large scale usl of the programs through
nterfape with the
evaluations, will contribute to 'work on the systern
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user. Specifically project staff expect to make it easier for the user to
input manifestation names. Another potentially significant tangential
project will be to use the medical data base in conjunction with the
INTERNIST programt to provide educational and testing programs for
internal medicine. Of course, efforts in data base, development and
program refinement will be continued.
In conclusion, it is. interesting to note that all of the research and
development work on INTERNIST _over the past two years (19741976) has been done, via computer networks, at the SUME X facility in
Stanford. From the point of view of project staff this ability 'to make
viable the highly specific collabonave use of large machines is one of
the valuable capabilities of computer networking.

MYCIN Prole
001)0er-based Consultation
Stem in Clinical Theraputics

1.0

COMPUTER NETWORKING AND.MYCIN

:Cornputer networking has been an important component of the
ongoing research involving the MYC1N Progrem, a :computer-based
pitject developed Phmarily at Stanford university, but also involving
-researcheri in _Arizona, Masiachusetts, and at_ other sites scrap the
country. MYCIN IS an interaciive consultation system designed to help
physicians select antimicrobial therapy for patients with infections.
1.1

Characteristics of MYCIN

The program's noverapproach to medical decision making models
clinical reasoning by using empirical judgmental knowledge, acquired
from experts, rather than formal statistical analyses of diagnostic or
therapeutic probabilities. The system's design also includes features
intended to enhance its usefulness and acceptability to physiciins such
as ah ability to explain the reasoning behind its advice and automatigalto correct spellintj or typographical errors.
-*Although the program focused initially on a discrete ared of ihfectious disease therapy, the treatment of patients with bacteremia or

\ly

meningitis, its rule-based mechanisms should be generally applicable as

the knowledge be expands to include other problem areas of
infectious diseaseAherapy. The validity of MYC1N's bacteremia advice
is being formally evaluated in late 1976. However, the program's imple-

mentation in the clinical setting-Will occur only after the knowledge
base has been thmanded to provide useful advice for a broad range of
infectious disease problems.

-
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1.2 Development of MYCIN
As system development progressed, the number of individuals
interested in the project and involved in its growth increased substantially. What began as a small projecit involving 4 Or 5 phygicians and
cOmputer scientists has become an extensive collaboration of
physicians, pharmacists, biostatisticians, and computer experts.

Furthermore, development of a system such as MYCIN requires
onstant testing and feedback frotn interestecrparfies that make uP a
potential- user community. The program's ,existence on the SUMEX
,computer, accessible via both the ARPANET and TYMNET comPuter
networks, has enabled a large number of individuals to test the Program
and give developers their immediate comments regarding its strengths
'and limitations. Not only has this interchange via networks generated a
widespread interest in the MYCIN' program, but it has forced the
developers to provide program features that keep it from becoming too
regional or provincial in character.

The networks have also allowed true collaboration it a-distance.
For example, the current author, formerly actively involved in the
research at Stanford, has managed to remain involved on a day-to-day
basis despite his move across tbe country. Simple bookkeeping tasks,
such as message sending 'and receiving, gieatly facilitate thii kind of

collaboratibn. Another senior investigato) on the project has moved
from Stanford to Arizona but is also able to remain involved in system
development by using computer netwozking technology.

2.0 COMPVER NETWORKING FOR SYSTEM USE
A serious toncern . in the development of powerful computing
systems for hcispital use is the difficulty in packaging the programs on
machines that are small enough to be purchased by hospitals. Computer

networks may therefore provide important alternatives whereby
complex computer programs such as MYCIN (which currently requires

ithe computing power of a DEC PDP;10 when all its features are
enabled) may be mounted on a large central computer and share4 by
several hospitals -via modern communications equipment. Another
advantaq of such,a scheme is the ability to update and maintain the
progra s data i'n the central resource on a daily basis rather than to
*send o asional "updates" to a nuiber of peripheral small computers.
RAerencess
1. Davis, R., Buchanan, B.G., and Shortliffe, E.H. Production rules as a represen-

tation for a knowledge-based consultation system. To appeiir in Artificial
Intelligence 119771.
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2 Short litfe, E.H. Computer-Based Mediial Consd tuitions: MYCIN, Elsevier/
. North-Holland, New York, 1976.
3. Short liffe, E.H. and Buchanan, B.
Math. Mosel. 23,351-379 (1975)

A model of inexact reasoning in medicine.

4. Short lifts, LH., Davis, R., Axl ne, S.G., Buchanan, B.G., Green, C,C., and
Cohen, S.N. Computer-based consultations in clinical therapeutics: explanation end, rule-acquisition capabilities of the MYCIN system. Cbmput Biomed.
Re: 8,303-320 (1975).
."
5. Shortliffe,"E.H., Axline, §,G., Buchanan, B.G., and Cohen, S.N. Design considerations for a program to provide consultations in clinical therapeutics. Pro-

' ceedingt of -the 13th San Diego Biomedical Symposium, pp.311-319; San
Diego, CA; 4-6 Feb. 1974.
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by Stephen G. Pauker, Peter Szolovits,
Howard Silverman, William Swartout,

and G:Anthony Gorry*

A Computer Program which
Captures Clinical Expertise
About Digitalis 'Therapy and
Provides Explanations of its
Recommendations
i
1.0 NEED FO '.°115;.,

4

DIGITALIS PROGRAM

.4

The admi
Ion
italis i
treetmAt of congestive heart
failure and ca iac arrhythmias i attended by substantial risk. Studies
.t. have shown that 20% of -patients receiving the drug may develop
digitalis toxicity; among thesi toxic patients the mortality approaches _
30%. Recently, a. computer Program ,i.
advise )1.loctors concerning +:P*
digitalis' therapy has been developed whi differs from earlier ones in
two important respects. First, 'it const ts aonatient-specific model,
reflecting 'the priogranVs :knowledge of pharmacokinetics and special
features of the patient's condilion which may alter his or her response
to therapy. This model is used to construct the initial closagekecom.
mendations. Second, the program makes assessments of the toxic Fnd
therapeutic effects which actually occur in the particular patient to
formulate subsequent dosage recommendations. A clinicalf,trial was
lb performed in which the program "followed" a series of patients
managed by clinicians on a cardiology service. That trial demonstrated
die program's ability to recommend apprbpriate theripy in acutely ill
6

I

patients._ Each patient who developed toxicity had received mop
r

Stephen G. Pauker, M.D., F.A.C.P., F.A.C.C., is Assistant Professor of Mediane ,...,.....k
at Tufts-New England Medical Center, Bosion, Mass.; Peter Szoloyiu, Ph.D., isg
- Atsistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, Laboratory for.Computer. &Rents,

Massachusetts Institute of Technologic; Howard Silyerma , M.S. and William
,Swertout, BS., are Ofillaied with the Laboratory for Com ter Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and G. Anthony Go
Ph.D., is iffiliated
with The Program for Health Management, Bailor College of Mecticine, Holston, Texas. .
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digitalis.' than would have been recommended by the program. The
program anticipated each epiiode of toxicity before it was recognized
clinic
ough the program outlined above seems to be successful in
forrvilating dosage recommendations, to be widely accepted, any )
'program which attempts to make clinical decisions must be able to
# explain its reasoning processes to the clinician. An explanation capability provides several importaqt benefits. First, physician aReOtance will
be more easily Obtained if the clinician can5 assure hir_ .L.V.filf that the
program makes reasonable deductions and reCommendations. Second,

an explanation feature may serve a valuable pedagogical function.
Studentsr practitioners may improve their own abilities by learning
expert techniques from the program. Finally, the program's ability tor
provide -explanations can serve as a valuable debugging tool. Silt
glish, the cjinician can locale errors of
explanations are produc s
gh a good programmer will still be required
medical knowledge, al
to find other errors.

2.0 EXPLANATION FACILITY OF THE PROGRAM
To provide an explanation facility, a new version of theoRrograk..
cited atiove has been written in OWL, an English-based cohiputer
language being developed at N,1lT. The use of OWL allows the program
to provide English explanations of its reasoning steps., The program can

explairieboth the methods it uses and how those methods were *plied
during a particular session. ln'addition, the program can explain how it
acqUires information and tell the user how it deals with that information either in general or during a particulafsession.
Most explanations are produced directly from the code used in
prescribing digitalis, and from informaticm whiCh is generated by ttie

OWL interpreter as it ruds. the ability of the program tiranslate its
internal structure te an English,explanation is provided by structuring
the program in semantically meaningful procedures (SMP). Each SMP
attempts 'to represent a single concept or idea that should be
meaningful to the iysician using ilv system. Just as a general idea may
-involve smaller, m re specific ideas). so too a semantically meaningful

r

composad of more specific SMPs. As an example, the
procedure that checks fbr fectori which .inay- make the patient
excessivelY sensitive to the toxic effects of igitalis includes a call to a

procedure may

4 procedure which checks for sensitivitypdue to hypoxemia. Because the
program is organized in this way, the explanations produced by the
system,tend to relate we4l to ideas with whlich the physician is already
acquainted.
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In many..current systems that ask the user a series of questions, a
problem octurs if die user wishes to change his or her änswer to a
previous, puttstion. The system accepts the change, but must recompute

all the results colnputed subsequent to that question to insure that
none of them are affected. Clearly, this'may involve a considerable
amount of unnecessary recomputation. 13i? using OWL-7-ene can obtain
the data structures-necessary to avoid this problem. The same mechanisms also allow answering hypothetical queeies and investigating what
the effect of changing some answer would be on the therapy recommendation.

AVAILABILITY4F THE PROGRAM
A Com PuAer program that implements the capabilities outlined above

currently exists at MIT and can be accessed via national network
facilitiA of ARPA.

4
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Computer Networking
Ph 'cal and Chemical

by Warren D. Ssider.

Chietview: Networking in the
Physical and Chemical Sciences

This set of papers, explores the role of computer networks in the
physkal and chemical sciencei, :Authors were asked to consider
.rnaterpials to be distributed, standards, user services, technical staff, and

financial considerations with .particular concern about the nrdular
...,structures of programs and data being distribUted. Papers inclUded here

describe imPortant issues relating to the use of computer networks in
the chemical and physical sciences end suggest how the sharing of
software and data bases-might be accelerated. The potential role for
EDUCOM in. this process is also explored.

The following recommendatiOns of the Physical and Chemical
,Sciences grPup at the Fall Conference are intended to help the
EDUCOM Planning Council kcelerate the use of computer networks iri
higher. education.. By accepting these and related recommendations the
Planning Council will well serve the community of physical and
chemical scientists, as,well as.benefit by participation of people in these
-

I. Proccsior to Processor Protocols. There is concern that, in the
next few years, when ARPANET is phasedout, that other communication networks develop protocols for exchange of files, including data
and programs. Hence, we recommend that the-Planning Council work
with the Communication networks to define protocols. In addition, the
Planning Council should consider funding a project to' identify the
advantages otexchanging _files among processors.

-2. Cooperative Construction of DatF Bases. There are, several
examples where computer networks have enabled researchers at-different sites to cooperatively construct, access, and maintain data bases;

191
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for example,. in the areas of earthquake, oir production,.and economic
resiarch: We recommend that the Planning Council support one or
more projectswhere researChers at different universities participate in
building a data base using computer. networks. Two .areas where
independent data collection 'activities exist today are thermodynarnic
properties and geotechnical data.

3. Friendly Interfaces. We rec nize that throughout the phySical
and chemical sciences many progrqts exist that require minimal work
to create "friendly. interfaces" fo usage on it computer network. The
Civij Engineers, in particular, have been concerned with the problem of
testing software and upgrading programs .for distribution, and would
welcome an opportunity to use computer networks as a means for more
active communication among program contributors and .users in the
field. One possibility would be for the Planning Council to fund a small
prOject in,which the CNN Engineers and EDUCOM Prepare a proposal
for a joint project to be .submitted to NSF. The Planning Councilt"g
advised to work with other disciplines in a similar manner.
4. Bibliographic Information Services. Information servibei such as
Chemical'Abstracts have, been more widely availalste through magnetic
tapes and communication network& Yet, we are told that the level of
utilization continues to be relatively low. We recommend that the Planning 'Council consider projects to catalyze usage af-these services in.
research and teaching. A second recommendation is that EDUCOM
' work with distributors of these seniices to arrange for reduced, rates for
.
EDUCOM metnber institutiqns.
Prof. Richard R. Hughes, University of Wisconsin, was particularly
helpful in developing these recommendations by sharing his insights
concerning the workband goals of the EDUCOM Planning Council. His
contributions deserve special recognition.
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by Donald 1%/1. Austin '
,

Computer Networks inithe Physical Sciences

-1 1.0 INTE:oliCTION
The EPDA (Energy Research 'Lane Developm.ent' Administration).
research community consists of eight rnultipurPose laboratories, more
than a' dozen single purpose laboratories and energi, resedrch centers,
and over 100 universities distributed throughout theUnited States (see
'Fig. 1). In addition, a large number of private contractors. undectake,
,;detvelo$ment and demonstration prOjects for ERDA.. The nature of

ERDA's mission requires the development af large scale modeling.
analysis pro'grams, data bases, ahd hardware facilitiei. These

.syste

supply p werful comp tati

I
techniques tO a Wide spectrum of
rom the investigation of the fundarliental laws of
nature to ener0 policy 'analysis. Comr3uter science research in ERDA
has created a variety Of upique facilities, ranging from .innovetiye
computer hardware configUrations, through soPhisticated algorithm

researbh act

developmerits,' to high level human-machine interface techniOuei. This
research ha brought computational and data management techniques

to. the ERDA community which form the:Oasis for most- of the
theoretical and experimental, analysis-necessary for scientifid research.

Since the ERDA community ii widely distributed geographibally, it
has been difficult to prpvide the'complete spectrum of computational
and data'management facilities equally to all researchers. The practical
consequence has been, in some _cases, difplication of effort; or, in other'
'cases, lack of ..cOrnputational. facilities. The expense involved in.
transporting specialized computer software among diverse operating"'
is aPpreciable. It is widely acknowledged in the computer
science community ,that the ratio. df *software development costs tot

systems
$
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hardware costs isepProaching four to one..Yet evelli the smaller portion
Of CoMputing coists, Apecialiied hardware, is much too- expensive tes
distribute on ep equal basis to all..ERDA sites. T, achieve a balanced
distributron of computer resoUrces throughout the ERDA community,

'

one solution i4distributed computer network.
: There are ,serrel kinds of networks being developed tOday. Among
these are the tar network, where one host computer controls all
network activity p a 'centralized Configuration with all other nodes'
Connected direcly tb 'that host. The most buic.foind of star networks
,

Consists of a large Computer center supporting'remote job entry (RJE)
stafons and inte Wive terminal ports.- Most modern computer centers/
pr vide this basic level 'of network service. The RJE's WpicallY .havew
id readers, line printirs, and perhaps tape drive. Interactive terminal
orts can be,herdwired directly to the front ehd of the host computer,
t or provide dial-Up 'modems for r.emote abcess over telephone' lines.
Another interesting *configuration is the homogeneous netviork,
consistinb of two or mofe similar mainframes hooked together running
a single operating syste . This .arrangement proAdes multiples of the-:usual facilities,found' in a single system, usually in a manner transparght
to the user. This configur tion can also be .the center of a star network
as in. most commercial tirn sharing services.
The most interesting anck versatile configuratidn is, the heterogeneous
distributed network, where Jifferent computing services are made, available to a disiributed commu ity of users as in the ARPA network. This
,

configuration is somewhat nore difficult to use, Ace the nodes may
have different operating syst ms, accounting,algorithms, and so forth,
'but it does provide access t unique resources, including hardware,
'software, data bases, and perso nel.

The ERDA Network Expen entatidn Project (1) wasestablished to
explore the use of distributed omputer- networks as a potential long
term solution to' the problems f reliable access to unique computational facilities throughout ERDA: The primary test vehicle for this
research is The ARPA network (see Fig. 2). ERDA sites.currerLtIy
connected to the ARPA nen;iork are depicted in Figure 3. Investigators
from each site use the ARPA network; and sometimes TELENET (a

commercial "value added packet network), to access remote' time
.sharing systems and .to transfer data fires .benAfeen sites. This activity
has been increasing during 1976, and hes produced many examples of
uses of the network for conducting scientific research (2)..

2.0 CAPABILITIES OF A DISTRIBUTED NETWORK
The important capabilities inherent in

a

distributed computer

network are the sharing of unique hardware, software data bases, and
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personnel. The possibilities of remote scientific collaboration using
networ)cs are increasingly exciting as the development of device
independent graphics systems, tele'conferencing systems, and network
mail facilities continues. The richer scientific envk-onment.offered by
networks should provide a new style of scientific research in tfle near
fiTture. Some examples,of these resources are given, elow,,.

2.1 Hardwate Resources
The 60 or so nodes on.the.ARPA network offer a wide variety of
hardware capabilities which have never been collected in a single site
accessible to.the general scientific community (Fig. 4). These include,
for example, the ILLIAC IV parallel processor machine it NASA-Ames,
the CDC 7600's at LBL andlINL, IBM 370/195's at UCLA, ANL, arid
.

'

RHEL for large scale computation. There are terabit mass storage
- devids available at CCA. (the DataComputer), at LBL (the IBM.Photodigital Chipstore), anccat NASA-Ames (the UniCondevice). Computer
output to mjcrofilm .4.COM) devices can be accessed at several sites

(with appropriate arrangements for mailing the output back to the
user), providing high quality graphics output for
network users.
..

2.2 Software Resources
The cost of software development is often foUr times the cost of
hardware. One might expect that the standards for FORTRAN_PL/I,
ALGOL, COBOL, etc. would obviate the claim-for unique software,
\- just as Esperanto was supposed to make Mr. Berlitz obsolete. For some
time to come, I foresee that network access of special software has as
good a future as Berlitz. After all, the international standard ASCII
character codes ha4e been adopted by every major computer manu.facturerexcept, Of course, IBM, CDC, UNIVAC, and so forth. It is a
fact.oftlife that really_large scale software efforts tend to.take advantage
of machine architectures and will thus be relatively difficult to
trantAort. If they 'can be used over networks, there Ts no need for transporting. Figure 5 represents the concept of network access ,of special
software.

2.3

PatA.Bases
The strongest case for distributed processing can be made for a ess
to unique data bases. Consider': for example, the very large data, bases
coniaining the decennial census (on the order of 20 billjon characters).
This represents a vast amount of data of interest to a broad spectrum of
13sers.. To transport Sikh a large data base to thousands of computer

systems is a horrible and wasteful task, few people ever require the
entire data base: Instead they need to sample freely from the data as
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.
thc.need arises. Clearly." if one could store the data efficientIV on one
system, and proiride easy and efficient access tove)ll users,-a real savings

ih 'time and effort would accrueperhaps even enough to finance the
development of human oriented query languages, high level network
protocots, arcbival-m 'storage devices, and other such developments
".requirecl'to make distr tecl networks funcionspiqbthly. Although a
somewhat smaller set of users dx fits tor, stieniif
,bases, iuch as the
elementary. Particle data base, the. table of isoto es, neutrokn, cross
sections, and the physical primer-lies database, the principle is the

wns.

A-

2.4 Researcii Collaboration.
,

Perhaps the most exdting.consequendof computer netwcirki is the.
possibility, of enhancinckresearch. collabetdtions by scientists from
several inStitutions. The field of,hign .energy physics is particularly.
affected by this requirement, because there are dnly a few large ()article
accelerators 'available (sUch as Fermi Lab, SLAC/LBL, CERN; PESY.
Ruiherford; etc.). These machines must be used tly all eicperignentat
physicists to do their.work, and the expense and lengthy times involvecl
in most experiments demand that ttle work be collaborathie. Similar
statements obtain for magnetic 'fusion energ'y devices, such... as
TOKAMAKS, TORMACs, Baseballs, and mirror machines. In iiirder tp

do physics experiments, groups from severallnstitutions joinOheir
efforts tn setting uri the ,experiMent, taking data, and kialyzing the
data. The athstnt of computer networks linking the host computer
systems .of the home sites of these researchers' has already had an
impact on the quality of research collaboration. When several sites are
Involved in Collaborative data analysis from a single experirnent, it is

mandatory that good communication be established between the
grOups, and that the analysis techniques are compatible ani4 accurate.

Heretofore, this function hat been satisfies; ohly through travel, telephone, and the U.S. mail. By sharing data, software, and comments
over networks, this process has ipereased the quality and timelineis of
scientific pollaborative research.
In othek, fields, the comparison of models will become practical over
networks, allowing consistency checks and model expansioo,to become

feasible. Regional energy models can be hooked'together talform a
national model; local models can be "aggregated" to provide iftut to
regional models; and such matters as the appropriate units of quantities

can be decided upon collaboratively. These aspects, including the
Aharing of model data bases, make computer networks an exciting
medium for doing scientific research in the very near future'
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3.0 EXAMPLESDrAPPLICATIONS

I

,

The following cuprnples 'were taken from experiments already
cdriducted or in the planning stage under the ERDA Network Experimentation Project. The difficulties, involved have been deliberately
Onderrepresented for the purpote of this illustratidn. These difficulties
fall mainly in the areas of low 'effettive transmission rates and the lack
of adequate system documentation available. Nevertheless, the
examples serve to illustrate the potential of computer networks for

ty

scientific research.

-3.1

Paoial Wave Analysis

Collaborators it Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) and Rutherford High Energy Laboratory (RHEL) are just beginning to analyze
data on ITp 2 pi experiments at 16 different energies..The dialysis
proceeds in a series of six more dr less distinct steps involving two oetWOrk nodes_(LBL and RHE and another tor potential nodes (CERN
and BNL) (fig. 6). The ekperiment proceeds is follows:
I. Data is sent to RHEL from LBL 9ver the network, CERN,over
an RJE link and from BNL currently, by air, mail.
ii. The first phase of the analysis is carried out on RHEL's IBM
360/195, producing .a large set of coefficients for the partial wave
amplitudes.

iii. The file of coefficients is transferred to LBlz over the ARPA
letwork. At LBL, a cluster analysis program divides the solution
set into several group; This is a lengthy process requiring hUman
judgement, so duting- thisrihase the collaborators use network
mail facilities to communicate on a daily basis.
iv. The results of the chnter analysis are subjected to a continuity

fit program on LBL's CDC 7B90 for further selection of solu,

tions.

v. These results are then transferred back to RHEL, where they
are used as weak 'constraints for a pole extraction fittioq program(to select resonance states).

.vi. The final solutions are input to a graphics difplay program at
RHEL: The displays are sent to LBL over the telnet connection
to a storage scope display terminal.

.Clearly, step i is a poteptial network process, since BNL is almost ready

to connect the central computer facility to the nswork, ind the
amount of data contributed by each site is' small enough to transmit
over 'the network. .
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In several of thetteps, the potential exists for using available analysis
software wherever, it exists on the hetwork. For example, a cluster
analysis program developed bj, a chemist at LLL could be used for that
portion Of the analysis.

3.2 Tyack Sensitive Target Experiment
The Track Sensitiv'e Target (TST) is (3) a perspex box of hydrogen

RHEL The TST pro45 immersed in a.neon-hydrogen bubble chamber at

vides isolated protons for' a pion beam to interact With, and the

outgoing gamma rays are detected by the neon-hydrogen chamber. This
experiment vyas a collaboration between LBL, RHEL and Turino.

The film from tAis experiment was divided three ways, with LBL,
Was
RHEL, and Turino each analyzing a third of the events (Fig. 7). It
biases
produced
by
the
three
separate
necessary to determine any

throughanalysis systems, so cloie collaboration of results wes required
postal system
The
long
delays
inherent
ill
the
out the analysis process.
short cuts and
(a minimupli of ten days) tend to produce undesirable
and
the
capability,
of transoversights. Using the network mail facility
able
the
network,.
LBt:
and
RHEL
were
mitting graphics displays over
to'send two
communication...In
contrast,
Turino
had
to maintain daily
This
physicists to RHEL for several months to complete their work.
carried
out
first
research
experiments
exercise, -which was one of the
the most power.
to
the
network,
demonstrates
one
of
over the LB L link
ful ,applications of the network. It does not speak, Of course, to the loss
months in the lovely Oxford Country-side.

to the resear,chers of two

3.3 Mathematical Software Portability

The Numerical Software Group at Argonne, has been developing

software for several years (Fig. 8)
reliable, transportable mathematical
solution
of eigenvalue problems is
(4). The E1SPACK package for
their
efforts.
During
the development of
perhaps the test known of
considerablelffort
goes, intto making
mathematical loftware packeges,
a
certain
precision
on several
the software portable and accurate_to
gaining
aicess
to
other
computers
Machines (IBM, CDC, UNIVAC). By
effort to
via the network, this' task can be greatly facilitated. The first
package,
test this concept was a particular routine in the minimization
Optimally
Conditioned
Optimize.
MINPACK. The routine, Davidon's
and the
tion Routine, was compiled and run on LB L's CDC 6600,
estimated
output transferxe,doback to Argonne for appraisal. It has been
saved up to
by the director of that project that the network would have
of
EISPACK,
and
an
even
greater
eight months in the development
potential savings,existed for the development of MINPACK.
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3.4 Gateways Between Networks
The Magnetic Fusion Energy network (5) (MFEnet, forrherly called
the CTRNet, Fig. 9) has been established by .ERDA to provide a central

facility for the support of resedral in 'this area. This star .netwbik
provides access 'to major participating kaboratories and universities
throughout the country. HoweVer, there remain many sites' with
somewhat smaller MFE Rrograms, particularly universities, ,-wh ich do
, not have reiiable access to the MFEnet.

.\

tis411:ivilairrvai;;;Lit
obt-ibifta,,.;rhic,==ry.
'

General
Atornic

&L
Loirerory
r
dT°

0 CTRcbmputer Center lCTRCC)
User Saiifice'Center (USC)

FutUre local sites (tYpical)

FIGURE 9. The Magnetic Fusion Energy.Nbtworki7 network gateway is a host having access to two or more netWorks,
,
and which supplies the necessary protocol translation software to allow
messages to flaw from one network into(another (Fig. 10). An example
of such a gateway is the RATS (6) system developed by LLI...'/RATS is
an ARPA network hoit, and through its dial-out facilities, has access to '
the AO Enet centered at LLL (as well as to commercial networks, such
as TELENET and TYMNET).
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Network investigators at NYU and ANL (4) were able to gainass
to the main MFE CDC 7600 'through the ARPA network. by using die\
RATS gateway. Although this was done on a test basis only, it provet
the feasibility..of internetwork communication as a mechanism for
resource sharing on an even brbader scale. Clearly, any system which
supports more than one network has ,the potential of linking these
networks together for an even broader set of resotirces.

3.5. :re lec onfqrencing
The'PLANET-1 I teleconferencing system (7),developed:by the institute of tF;e Future is being used for daily communication by nearly a
dozen collabotative groups within the ERDA communityAFig. 11).
PLANET provides a ISookkeeping service fOr messages, a survey, or votetaking service, a 'review service; and several other handy features which

alike communication among large groups easy. Since a printed transcript is always available, it far outweighs the telephone conference for
many purposes. A sainple ,of the groups using the teleconferenCe facilities Includesft
,
i.

The ERDA

Interlaboratory

Working Group for Data

Exchange, involving researchers from eight
ERDA Headquarters;

laboratories and
1

p

0

Three panels oh the ,E.RDA Network Experiment Project,
including peopie from six laboratoriet and universities, discussing
the implementation, application, and objectives of network use;

An ing3rnationat group developing a transportable data
management system (the Berkeley Data Management System);

iv. An international group developing robust matheinatical software.

It is significant that these groups, which formerly met at most on a
quarterly basis, are now keeping in daily contact ovbr the network. The
facilities aVailable to conferees include the ability to entel print files or
data files into the conference, collaborate on group reports, broadcast
results to all participants immediately, communicate asynchronously
(at any time, independent of tirhe zone differences), and to save tra
scripts of the conference proceedings for further distribution.

4.0 THE FUTURE
There are several serious problems to be faced in existing networks.
Primarily, tHe transmission rates.are too slow for many applications, the
heterogeneous operating systems are unfathomable to the casual user,

211,
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FIGURE 11 . Teleonferencing
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and-the availability of resourcesois not Well documented:the course of
computer. science research in networking must take all these impedi-

rnents into account if networking is ta ever reach its full potential to
the scientific community,
The futureaf corrnunications technology seems particularly bright
today. The 'use of satellites, helical wave guides, tin'd the like make
megabit/second transmission a five year goal. Other possibilities include

the piggybacking of data, voice, video,-and facsimile signals on high
bandwidth media. It seems cegain that the large scale, use of high
bandwidth communication media will bring the price to within reasom
able limits very soon.

-

I

The human-machine interface is perhaps .the most troublesome
problem faced by Vetwork.researchers. After many years, the tomputer
Austin a variety of dumb.beast which simply refuses to bow to human

languages. the availability of intelligent termils, with local storage
and powerful microprocessors, can alleviate this problem somewhat,
butwhat is still needed is the universal job 'control language (another
Esperanto)..

Machine-machine, interfaces show some signs of being, solved. The

international CCITT X25 (8) protocol is `an encouraging sign of
cooperation on this ,problem. Probably the next step is to in erface
machine directly with the communication medium (when that nfedium
comes'capable. of handling speedi comparable ttz,other perip erals).
Wing
transparent to th
but I am cdnfident that the next few yea s will
provide great strides in this direction.

J.Ir There is,}nuch)work to be done' to make distributed co
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Chapter 24
by -Peter. Lykos

Computer Networking
in. Chemistry

a

1.0 iNTRODUCTION
This EDUCOM session is a sequel to the Fall '72 EDUCOM Confer:
(1,) of that
conference contain the paper "NetwOrking and Chemistry" replete with
a stereographic picture of a molecule and a viewing device! Accprdingly
this paper constitutes in part an update spanning the elapsed four years.
Also during this period the American Chemical Society (ACS) formed

ence "Networks and Disciplines." The proceedings

,the Division of Computers in Chemistry (COMP). The 18 symposia
COMP has since organized include one on Computer Networking and
Chemistry. Published proceedings constitute a recent primary reference

for all aspects of that subject except for commercial information
services.

In order to-give some perspective to _those interested in computer
networking in chemistry, it -is important to present an overview. The
point has been made that the-importance of a discipline-oriented focus
in computer networking has not been adequately recognized (1) and
indeed should be emphasized as the third dimension of what has beep
viewed as a 'problem only along two dimensions, namely, those of
computer network technical support and administrative structure (3).
Chemistry is an exPerimental science, bated on the laws of Physics,
described using the language of mathematics augmented by the graphics

-of molecular structure, and dealing with bulk matter from a molecular
prpedtive. Hence the computer in" all its manifestations, plays an
important role in all of chemistry. Indeed a commemorative 130 U.S.
Postage Stamp issued in April 1976 as part of the ACS centennial cele-
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bration depicts a collection of chemical flasks against a background of
.

punched paper tape.

2.0 ACTIVITIES IN COMPUTERS IN CHEMISTRY
s

Six selected computers in chemistry activities highlight important
issues related to the use of networks and suggest how the tharing Of
software and data bases might be iccelerated.

American Chemicai Snciety.Computer-Based
Service and ActiVities
First, one must recognize the AmericanMThWel Society (ACS).

2.1

The ACS is 140 years old, has 110,000 members, and has a long hiStory

of effective .and modern service to its members and to society !. as a
whole. Only three relevant ACS activities are described here.
A. ACS Chemical Abstract Service (CAS), an operating subsidiary of
the .ACS, is a $25,000,000 peP year operation. It examines 14,000

different primary journals published in 125 nations, patenf reports
from 26 countries, monographs, books, conference proceedings, government research reports and university theses, all of which generate more
than 1,500,000 items per year in 50 languages, and of which about 25%
contain information of interest to chemists. CAS produces about 1,500

abstracts per day in machinable form including appropriate code for
retrievaf. The process includes use of an algorithm for taking a coM-*
puter graOhics terminal image of a molecular structure and incorporating it, with redundancy checking, into the basiC CAS File. A
steady stream of corresponding computer readable Material is
distributed via _magnetic tape to CAS Information Centers atirl!Iver the
world as well as to end users. Computer readable services- deliyered via
magnetic tape that are listed in the 1977 brochure "InformationiTools"'
published by Chemical Abstract Service include:
C.A. Condensates (weekly)
.

C.A. Subject Index Alert (biweekly)
C.A. Service Source Index (Master file update'quarterly)
Chemical Biological Activities (biweekly)
Chemical Industry Notes (weekly)
Chemical Title (biweekly)
Ecology and Environment (biweekly)
Energy (biweekly)
Food and Agricultural Chemistry (biweekly)
Materials (biweekly)
Patent Concordance (two volumes per year)
Polymer Science and Technology (biweekly)
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In addition CAS has designeCand is using the Chemical Registry
System whereby a unicae identitraation number is asiigned to every
known' compoung indexed to a supporting file. Over. 3,090,000
substances have been registered and the number.incrilases at the rate of
300,000 per year.
._

There exists a tremendous gap between *this huge and important
resource and the potential user commuOity. Educatipn OrPotential
useri as well as the cost-accounting and technical problOms -of accels are

all significanfbarriers(4) to the realization Of that potential.
At ACS headquarters iri"Washington, D.C., a majot demonstration
project, CEDS (Continuing Education Delivery Sys%ms), is interiAed to
go beyond the hitherto very successful A'ACS efforts using audicnapes

and traveling short courses. 'CEDS is an attempt to use computer
augmented .instruc 'on via a national commercial computer nikWork.
coniprehensive s vey of the CEDS intended audierfqe, the industrial
bench chernist, evealed seven areas of interest. It is anticipated that

estabIishme3y6f a computer network delivery system for corrtinuing
education will, lead to expansion of that delivery system tt include
remote data access as well (4).

The ACSbivtsion Of Computers in Chemistry (COMP) dame into
being in April, 1974, .,kth several objectives including (1) to serve 'as a
forum for computaticinia1 chemists and (2) to serve as an interface
between Chemistry. and Computer Science and Engineering. Relative to

the thrust of this EDUCOM session, COMP's national symposia have

included, "Program Certification and Transportability", "Computer
Networking and, Chemistry", and "Algorithms for Chemical Computation". In order to improve the chemistry/computer technology interface COMP is in the process of affiliating with the American Federation
of Information Processing Societies (AF IFS).

2.2 The NIH-EPA Chemical Information System (CIS)
The National Institutes of Health ancl the Environmental Protection
Agency have undertaken a cooperative project, the creation of the Mass
SPectral Search System data base IMSSS). As the Federal Government

cannot be in competition with the private sector and as products
produced using public funds are in the public domain, NIH and EPA
negotiated with commercial time-sharing companies to make MSSS
available to geographically distributed scientists. The MS S effort now
. serves-125 Separate organizations in North i4,merica and W tern Europe
daily. In 1976 the NIH-EPA provides a variety of chemic information
services in. addition 4o MSSS. Fourteen data bases and application
programs are now part of CIS, and seventeen different organizations in .
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six countries have committed man ower and/or mOnies toward the
expansion and maintenance of CIS (5).

2.3 'The National Resource fortComputation
in Chemistry (NRCC)
Ever since September 1§51, when a group of quarktum chemistscr

at Shelter Island in Long 'Island, there has been a growing organt
49terest in arid_concern about the role of computers in chemistry: In
May 1970, the then. recently formed National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council' Committee on Computers in Chergiptry
,or(lanized a Conference on Computational Suppoq-of Thexttical

Chernistry (6). The prodeedingsof that conference, distributed nation-

- wide as a -National Academy of Sciences report, calried a deaailed
description ndj recommtindation for creation of a National Resource .
for Computatio in Chemistry.*
Both the Ener y Research and Development Administration arid the
National Science oun4ation became interested in the concept of 'an

NRCC. In 1976 fOu OA laboratories are now generating proposals

N./7

to become the NRCC site. Those proposals are due 3 Ddcember 1976
and it is expected that within one year Phase 1 of the NRCC will be
started (.7), One of the aspirants is Argonne National Laboratory whith
contains the Argonne Code Center, an Et:IDA-wide computerg program
exchange and information center for computet programs and .systems

developed in ERDA Rrogram arils. As that Code Center is likely to
play an important role in one of the NRCC's principal functions,
program certiiication and transaft, a brief summary of Its-functions,
organization and adtivity is given as a footnote (8).
The importance of access to NRCC by. geographically distributed
remote,users has been stressed repeatedly at each step in the evolution'

of the NRCC concept. An important; consideration has been the fact
that no university has orNta.-oertnpus the iar,est anii fastest scientific'
computer extantl Only the federally-sponsored 'laboratories enjoy that
.privilege.

Indeed, as was revealed at a recent National Oceanic.and Atmos.pheric Administration (NOAA)-sponsored,briefing of"cognizant federal
agencies by computer vendors, even the scattered federal. laboratories
-may not be able to tap the potential of computer technology because
the yendors are no longer willing to invest large sums in research and
The proceedings of that conference elso included a comprehensive article on the
"ng both the feasibility and relevarice of cor9puter network-ARPANet e

ing, a descr tion of a corresponding European effort already in operation

a list of concerns about the impact of such discipline:oriented
.(CECAM) a
centers on university computer centers.
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development for, a high. risk market. Scientific computers 100 times
mon powerful,then the CDC1600 may be technologically feasible by
1980, but a moreetohereaMd,organized analysis and demonstration
of need will be requiredby g me and the U.S. Congress before funding
to realize that potential will be made available. tthe NRCC, and other
similar discipline-oriented, grassroots demonstrations of relevarici and
need, can play an important role in bridging the credibility gap trlat
now exists between Congress and super computers.

2.4 The'Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange (QCPE)
QCpE was created many years ago at Indiana University and was

initially operated with s.dme federal support as a 'minimum-level
.

program exchange. QCPE becime self-supporting via an NSF grant in
the early seventies. The testing done io programs contributed to QCPE
is minimal. Under standard Kocedures the program is run with author
provided sample input at a presumably compatible computer center,

.and QCPE staff compare the actual output with the corresponding
author supplied sample output. QCPE has hundreds of members from
all over the world. In addition to exchanging prograws, QCPE serves as
. a communication network via its newsletter and other publications. As

an indication of the trend toward compQity of programs used by
-

chemists, a recent analysis of the 16 programs requested ,most often
during the first 10 months of 1976 (from the QCPE program library of
about 300 programs) showed that they were complex major systems.
The most popular of them is Gaussian 70 (QCPE #236) developed b9
John Poole and collaborators, a program that consists of over 13,000
symbolic cards.

2.5 Journals That Support Computational Chemistry
Coincident with the creation of ACS's COMP, Pergamon Press
announced "Computers and Chemistry, an International Journal-. Its
guide,to contributing authors includes the statement:
"In general, complete programs will not be published, but
FORTRAN or ALGOL sub-routine listings will be welcome
to afford a clear illustration of the algorithm."
In addition, the ACS publication, The Journal of Chemical Documenta-

tion, formerly the principal. vehicle for publicatiom of articles of
primary concern to the ACS Division of Chemical Literature, changed

its name to the Journal of Chemical Information and Computer
Sciences and broadened its Editorial Board to span the full range of
computational chemistry. Simultaneously the Division of Chemical
Literature changed its name to the Division of Chemical Information in
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an attempt to emphasize more the computer-reated aspects ol chemical

information handling. The ACS Journal Of Chemical Education has
published over 200 articles or notices dealing with specific algorithms
supportive to chemistry including, a reference to availability of the
suppOrting computer program,

.

2.6 The National Science FOundation (NSF)
The .National Science Foundation is an agent of change for science
in the USA. Within the NSF, however, the transition from channeling
federal support, for all computer-based discipline-oriented enhance-

ments through a single NSF office to working directly through the
appropriate discipline-oriented NSF programs has moved slowly.
Computer-based activities in the disciplines directed to problem-solving

and decision-meking has moved much more rapidly. Consequently
insufficient funding for computer-based activities in chemistry is available. An NSF anachronism (9) which continues to inhibit advances in
-Chemistry, is the continued low-financial-level activity of NSF's
Information Science DiVision without a conComitant thrust evolving in
the NSF discipline-oriented programs.

3.0 CON.CLUSIONS.AND.RECOMMENDATIONS
.In ihe process of accelerating the sharing of software and data bases,
EDUCOM might assume several possible roles.

Study the CIS petwork as a model of inter-institutional cooperation involving government laboratories, industrial laboratories and
higher edutation vis a vis- the most_ obvious and least sensitive
computer-network-sharable resoace, namely, published data..
Expand the EDUCOM facilitating ne.twork in order to incOrpor-the More .of the on-going computer-network related 'chemistry,
activity, particularly access to CAS material.
.

/

Promote a better coupling between professional societies and
higher education in the use of computer augMented continuing
.education delivery systems.

Encourage Oiscipline-oriented curricular revision to incorporate
design and,uie of data bases, access to them, their linkages to and

modularstion of computer programming; particularly given the
growing movement to chemistry department owned and dperated cOmplete general purpose computer systems.(10).

Explore the credibility gap regarding the need for larger and
faster computer hardware and the rdle of the U.S. Congress, OMB
anti the computer vendors.
,
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at;Exemine the relevant Actisrities of the NSF and NIE and make
corresponding recommendations.

Cooperative efforts with higher education eISt7ghere, particularly
:given that ihternational networking is already hem, would be in
order (V) as the USA presumably leads the world in the design,
hianufacture and application bf computer technology.
-
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During the Center's existence, over one thousand program packages have been

-*processed for inclusion in the Center library. These packages, while primer:Hy
written ;n FORTRAN, included F LOCO, MAD, ,RPG, PL/1, and COBOL
programs as well as a variety of assembly language routines. Programs prepared for
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more thin twenty different computer systems have at some time been reviewed
for inclusion in the Center's library. The collection currently numbers over 650
packages.

..

-

.

Over the pest 13 years methods and means. for promoting effective program
interchange have been investigated and developed including program documentaprogramming practices.
tion standards, packaging guidelines, and recommended
Much of this effort has been in cooperation with .thii European counterpart, the
"redistered
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency Library, representatives of associated
...
installations", and the Americian Nuclear Society.
In s_single year, fiscal 1973, the Center staff responded to over a thousand
.

requests j1rogram. . package material or authorizations for use of libiary
About 300 installations including OSERDA offices, ERDA and other
progra

trial 'establishments have filed
government contractors, universities, and in
entatives to serve as their liaison
Computing Facilities reports and appointed r
in theCenter's registered installation progranf,a program designed to foster technology transfer of ER DA-funded software developinent.
9. Public Law 864415th qgpgress, Title IX, National Defense Education Act of
1958, establishing within the NSF a science information service. This very
small part of NSF activities was created by separate act of Congress and has
survived Intact as an administratively distin unit even though the remaining
structure of the NSF is almost contInualy.eing revised.
10. P. Lykos, "Computer's Role in Undergraduate Chemistry Curricula", 1976,
155 pp. Report, UNESCO, Paris.
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by Robert L. Schiffnian
and David M. Jubenville*

Engineering Software
Coordination

1.0 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the engineering profession has successfully
integrated a new tool to facilitate analysik and design. The computer is

a sophisticated tool with significant potential to aid thp engineer in
problem solving. It has,been successfully employed on many projects.
Currently, however, under-utilization of computer techniques is more
the rule than the exception (4, 8, 20, 21). In great part, this lack of use
is due to.the engineer's slow, development of computei. applications.
An engineering 'software community can be defined as an aggregation of individuals, institutions, and/or industrial establishments which
have a common interest in engineering software. Several interest areas

within the commuhity are well defined. Other areas of interest are
underdefined, gverlapping, or newly emerging. No attempt is made here
to rigorously define the various ehtities in the software community and

their complex iriterrelationships. Rather, a fundamental model of the
community has been cOnstructed to demonstrate the role of the organization within this community.

A model of an engineering software community is illustrated in
Figure 1: The entities defined in this model are users and potential
users, program,originators, engineering professional committees, professional computer standards committees, the computer and information
Robert L. Schiff man is Professor of Civil Engineering and Associate Director' for

Research, Computing Center, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado,
80309, U.S.A. David M. Jubenville is Research Associate, Computing Center,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Coloradq, 80309, U.S.A.
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Figure 1. An engineering software commUnity

scientist's (software engineers), and a software organization. Each of
these groups has different needs.

Software users and potential users are concerned with broadening

the use of computer-based techniques. They are well-equipped to define

potential areas of application, deinonsirate the need for Modifications
to current computer practice, and provide valuable information derived
from first hand experience.
Publication and distribution of' engineering soflware is the Prime
concern of many prograin originators. They must be informed of software needs. 'They also must be kept abreast of the latest developments
in the computer and information sciences as these developments affect
the production of useful programs. In addition, they must be aware of
the activities of the professional computer standards committees with
respect to the establishment of hardware and software standards.
Engineering professional C.ommittees serve the engineering software
community by formally defining needed engineering software, and by
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determining the elements of software which have Professional utility.
These committees form a bridge between the .computer professional
arid the engineering Profesiional. For.example, the Computer Applica-.

tions Committee of the Gebtechnical Engineering Division of the
American Society of Civil Engineers has published documentation and
distribution standards for geotechnical engineering computer programS
(7, 25).
Professional computer standards committees establish the minimum

current level of computer programming standards fcr the software
community. For example', the Ameridan National Standards Institute
(ANSI) prepares and publishes a variety of ,hardware and software
standards, such as a standard for the FORTRAN language (1, 2). The
counterpart international standards group is the International Organiza-

tion for Standardiiation (ISO). This group has adopted FORTRAN
standards which are similar to the ANSI standards (16). The standards
set by these groups are widelY accePted and tan be viewed as a minimum base standard for computer language.

The computer and information scientists (software engineers)
contribute expertise in new computer-Oased techniques to the engineering software. community. These techniques cover a variety of areas
including numerical analysis, programming techniques, and algdrithm
verification. In addition, software engineering concapts and methodologies are being used to assist the process of software coordination (11,
12) by providing software tools and procedures that analyze programs
for software coordination attributes.
The functional areas discussed above currently exist in the engineer-.

ing software communitY. That is, engineers use and write computer
programs, and professional engineering and computer standards
committees are functioning. However, minimal communication among
the various community interesti has inhibited the increase of computer
util ization.
There have been a series of studies in the United States to investigate the desirability and feasibility of a national effort in software coordination (3, 8, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 27, 29). These studies have

recommended the establishment of such a natiortal effort, 'and haie
indicated that it would be technically feasible.
lt,is postulated that an organized engineering software coordination
effort will benefit the engineering profession by stimulating the use of
computer-based techniques and facilitating the exchange and use of
engineering software. It is further postulated that the coordination
effort 'should be on a subdisciplinary basis, e.g. geotechnical engineer-

ing. An organized disciplinary coordination effort will productively
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thanhel efforts into areas of common interest and create a mechanism
fOt the fOrmal dissemination of software and related information.

2.0 SOFTWARE COORDINATION FUNCTIONS
An engineering software coordination effort could include a variety
of software coordination functioni'related to specific user requirements
and/or software aftributes. The following functions are considered
.

essential:

Information exchange

'RNiew
Verification-

Distribution
Enhancement
Maintenance
Education
Development

A software 9eganization would probably undertake one or t o
these functions during its early development. The mature So twa
organizafion wiII actively pursue each of the functions and exten
scope of its investigations in each area. ,

2.1

Information Exchange

The most basic function of a software organization is informition

exchange. Thesoftware-organization coordinates information exchange
between software originators and users. First, an information abstract
for each software package (program and documentation) is prepared by
re organization. Then, the
the author and maintained by ttie sof
abstract serves several purposes for the poten ial user:

Awareness.. The ofistence qf a progr3and its'documentation is
made known.

Applicability. The applicability, including limitations, of the software in solving engineering problems is clearly defined.

Availability. The conditiors of availability and administrative
restrictions on the software's use are stated.,

2.2 Review

The review function requires that the engineering %oftWaile organiza-

tion and/or the appropriate projssional committees review software
his review process, which fosters
and associated documAtation.
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interaction within the software commuhity, engineering software
organizations and professional engineering committees must consider
the following attributes:

.

Capability. The algorithms utilized by the program must be
appropriate for the Problem which the program solves.

Completeness. The program .must fully reflect the problem area.
Documentation must completely describe the algorithms used.

Documentation must be available for each stage of program
development.

Vechbility. The ability of a progrim to perform as advertised
must be established. Establishing credibility includes verifying
that the code correctly translates the algorithms.

Proof. A mathematical argument sometimes can be developed to

demonstrate that a program will perform a defined function.
Within the .criteria of proof, a program must execute correctly
(6, BA; Program proof can be either formal or informal Engi-'
neering software is ncit generally amenable to formal proofs. It is
necessary, however, that software be quality assured, by empirical

testing, to provide a high level of confidence in the integrity of
the software.

Reliability. The agree of stability demonstrated by a progiam
over a, long period of time. 'A reliable program will function
properly for a long time (9, 31).
Usability.- Software must be easy to us-e: This implies conditions

for botKie program. and its documentation.. Input/output must
be simple a d straight forward. The program must be fully documented both internally and externally.
Intended Use. The extent and content of software documentation
is dependent'on the intended use of the software Documentation

requirements may be minimal for a program written by the
person who is its exclusive user. At the other exireme, documentation must be extensive for software developed for a general user
community with access to a variety of computers.

Established Need. Software must fill a well-defined and stated
engineer's need.

Initially, 'the review process would be performed exclusively by
engineers within the subdiscipline of the softwarei However, the mature

engineering software organization would add/ softWare engineering
dimensions to the review process. In an advanced stage of rev'ew, the
-
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of software
software organization or its COnsultants would apply a set
mentioned
tools (24) to each program to analyze each of the attributes
above.

2.3 Verification

is the most important
Program verification (quality assurance)
Through
this
function, the user Of
function of a software organization.
the program and
a software package can be assured of the integrity of
problem.
applicability
to
a
given
engineering
documentation, and of, itt
Verificafyhction
is
an
advanced
review
procedure.
The verification
organization
-tion of a software pick* by an engineering software
\attained
would indicate that te program and documentation have fully
under
"Review."
all the attributes defired
lengthy..An engineerThe verification p Odiss must be complex and
'establish
stringent
rules for the verificaing software organization must
would
have
to
have
legal standing and
tion function. Certification

-,

.'

absolute professional credibility.

2.4 Distribution

functions;
The distribution function, unlike the previously described
software
organization
maintain
aprogram
requires that the engineering
the.softhardware
resource.
In
addition,
library, and have access to a
experts
who
ware organization must, have software and programming
form
readily
implementable
on
will mai in the library programs in a
diftribuThere,are
two
attributes
to
the
puter systems.
a variety of
tion function:
Dissemination. A mechanism must exist for the software organithe
zation to accept the program and related publitations, store
it
to
users.
This
mechanism
software package end distribute

should be clearly defined and.maintained (7, 17, 29) '.
useful1/4when it is .
Implementation. A distributed program is most
operatiin
specific
target
machine,and
readily implementable on a
organization cannot be expected to t
system. Since the software
systems,
have direct access to all hardware types ano operating
that
a
means
exists
or
can be
achieving this capability implies
.

found to make programs portable.

2.5

Enhancement

organization ought to maintain an active
The engineering software
imProve
library programs. Progriip enhaocecomputer science staff to
modification
of
ail incoming program o render it
ment Would include
ndificatiOn in
adaptable, portable, and consistent in style. Continuing

'
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response fo user needs would also be accomplished by the program
- enhancement staff.
°
Adaptability. Programs and documentation should be cOnstructed
so that adaptation to suit a user's needs can be accomplithed with
a minimum of programming effort (11, 23).

Portability. The ,program made available to a user muss be
constructed sO that the code can be moved from machine to
machine with a minimum of programmingaffort. Program porta-

dility should be thoroughly documented (5, 23), and should
address .five distinct aspects: the portability of the source
language syntax and semantics (i.e., FORTRAN, COBOL, etc.);
the portability cif arithmetic operations (i.e., precision); the

Portability of the operating system commands necessary to
invoke information flow within the system (i.e., thelob control
!lingual:1C the ,portability of,the run-time operatións used in an
operation (i.e., the system routines used by an application
program); the portabilitY of -the data files which the application
program read%, exercises, and updates.

Style. Program and documentation style is continually 'subject to
review and moaification (1,8, 19, 32).

krodification. Any program of significance and. the associated
documentation will require-modification during itsIife. Modification generally involves improVement of program .icapabilities,
completeness of dOcumentation, algorithmic changes, or
increesing code efficiency.

2.6 IV1antenance;

.

To fulfill the maintenance function $he softwarp organization must
notify software users of*chenges in a prOgram .oi its docyn`fentation.
Initially,- the organization will 'simply act as an Intermediary%etween
authors whd-roaintain their programs ind'the program's users. At a
mature stgge of development, many of the sciftware changes will occur
within the software organization. Two types of maintenance can be
defined.

-.

.1

External. External mainteriance consists of checking 'errors and/or

enhancements in the capaPilities, algorithms, and code which
originate within the user 'community. Valid errors are fixed and
4

tlie program changes are repoqd to the user community.
T.:Internal. Internal maintenance consists of implementing and
reporting program tind/or documentation chVoges which result
'from the enhantement process. The maintenaoce originates

.229
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within the software organization and is reported to the user
community.

2.7 EdUcatiop
There are two attributes to die education function:
Consultation. A mechanism should exist which permits a user to
it: ive adequate, decisive advice on the use and operation of a
ram. Idea*, the user should be able to communicate with
e software organization by telephone .using his own language.

truction. The software organization should provide materials
d an educational' opportunity for all interested parties frOm
ovice user to expert. Special texts, Printeamaterials, 'and short courses, should be utilized in this effort.

/

2.i Development

natural process in the evolution of a software coordination effort
will i;e the development of hew software. There are two attributes to
this function:
Engineering softwIre. A coordinatjng organization will be jn an
r/

f

excellent position'to develop needed programs, or to daLivirareas
.4*
of needed development.
-Software aids. The 4easibility of performance of thecoordination

functions described above wilVepend upon the availability and
usability of a variety of softv4le aids (14, 24, 30). The tasks of

coordination, :if performed by human labor alone, would be
inordinately time-consuming, cogly, anci subject to subsiantial
potential error. Thus an autOmated p(Ocedure, as free of human
labor as possib4, is required:. Software which analyzes softWare
-can fulfill this objective. The recursive nature of seitware permits
a software aid to automatically test the permutations and combi
nations inherent in tested iirograms with speeds and accuracy
which are beyond hum'an capabilities.
Thus a vital function of software coordination is the development of
new, 'and the adaptation of existing, software tools which have utility
in the cdbrdination process.
h is essential that software development be controlled by individuals

with disciplinary engineering expertjsV Furthermore, the process of
softWare development must be perfor6ed in the context of the coordinatidn functions described above.
1,
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STRUCTURE OF AN ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION
.An engineering software coordination effort requires an extreordin-

ary amount of interection between the engineering subdiscipline
Involved and the Software interests of the community. The complexities
involved dictate.,that the scope of software being coordinated should be
limited to specific engineering 'subdisciplines -(8,. 29).1n addition, the

software organization should be nationally or regionally based. This

structure will permit easy communication and allow the soft/are
organization to Operate efficiently iiith regard for the differences in
software and engineering practice.

However, the facilities which comprise a software coordination
effort could be organized in severe ways. If organized on a disciplinary
baiii, each facility would represent a particular, professionally identifiable aspect of engineering. For example, the software organization
Could be specific to structural engineering, geotechnical engineering,
earthquake engineering, etc., as -relatively unique branches V of civil
engiivtering. If organized on the basis of hardware, each facility would

maintain software Vimplementable on the hardware of a particular
manufacturer:On a geographical basis each facility would be located in
a particular part of the natibn or -region served by the overall ôrganiza.V

tion. Finally, if organized on a functional basis, each facility would
perform one of the functional tasks. For example, one facility might
distribute information while another might perform software
maintenance.

To be successful, a V software coordinati\on effort must interact
closely with the -engineering profession, it serves. A passive software
library effort, even though it may use the most sophisticated tools of
the computer sciences, will have a minor influence on the engineering
professions if it lacks professional enginliering identification (3, 28).
On the other hand an exclusively engineering organization will not be
able to provide its community of users with the software engineering
axPertise required to properly and efficiently coordinate engineering
software.
Interdisciplinary activities within the engineering professions, and
between computer scientists and engineers are desirable. They are only
feasible, however, when such interactiont contribute to their respective
professions, and when these contributions are mutually desired and
accepted. Developments in network technology could be helpful in
promoting interdisciplinary V aspects of engineering software coordinatiOn (15, 26). Networks could provide message switching capabilities
which would. enhance comenunication. The use of distributed data
bases, and on-line access to a variety of hardware configurations, and
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associated with
program libraries, could relieve man'y of the probterns
1.

OOrtabilltr end adaptability. In addition the linking of disciplinary
centers. via a.network, could enhance interdisciplinary cooperation.
Networking would also provide for efficiencies by removing dunks.,
tions of effort in those areas which are common to two or more
engineering subdisciplines.

4.0 FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF
SOFTWARE COORDJNATION
Engineering loftwere coordination involves two fundamental finanorganicial questions. How much will it cat to operate a cbordination
paid?
zation? How will the costs be
Operational costs of an engineering software coordinaticin effort are
propor:
dependent on several factors. First, the costs will be directly
functions uhdertaken and to the
tional-to the number of coordination
Other
extent to which the organization engages- in eacksfunction. the
operation
are
the
size
of
bie
user
base,
factors related to the cost of
number of software items beirkcooldinated, and the technology availeffort
able 'for softivawcoordination. An exclusively laborintensive
whi1/4ch relies heavily
expensive
than
arreffort
will be significantly more
on software aids.

There are two widely divergent views concerning the financing-of an
engineerengineering software effort. The first view holds that since the
profession
from
software
coordinetion,
the
ing profession, benefits
coordinashould bear its cost (27). The other view holds.that software
valid activity
productivity,
and
therefore
it
is
a
tion enhinces national
Proponents of this view argue that since
for government sponsorship.
of government
most engineering software is developed in the course
has
a
continuing
responsibility
to
sponsored research, the government
.
proMote its use by supporting coordination (3).
,Traditionally, software coordination hai been an add-on cost to
development. Thus, at this tirne, costs associated with sop(vare coordideifelopment.
nation are a significant percentage of the expenditure for
the'cost of
often
more
visible
than
In addition, Coordination costs are
small
percentage
of a larger
development, which is often buried as a
software is
imbalance
is
a
transiency.
As
project. This real, or apparent,
the
developed with a view to Coordination, the activities, and thus
coordinacosts, fequired to bring the software to a state amenable to
tion will be significantly reduced. In addition, costs will betreduced
reliance on
the coordination process evolves from reliance on labor to
machine procedures.
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Desplts,indivldual views on the ideal niethod- of financing, evidence
date- indicates that engineering software coordination cannot be
totally supported by engineering users. This situation will exist until the
volume of computer use increases to a point that the costs of coordination can be recovered.

5.0 THE GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

SC*TWARE ActivITY
' The Geotechnical Engineering Software Activity (GESA) was established at the University of Colorado Computing Center on January 1)
,

1975.. GESA is a voluntary, 'nonprofit, pilot program to test the'
operational feaiibility of software coordination within the geotechnical
engineering community. GESAAs established to test th& hypothesis,
stated previously, that prolenfonlily based software could be success-

fully coordinated by- a joint .effort of engineering and computing
Professionals opereting within a -imputing environment
-GESA develops, collects, enhances, distributes, tad maintains
computer Software items which have professional utility, Internally
developed software is maintained in a machine i dependent and adapt-

'able form and distributed at the cost of r roduction. Software
contributed td GESA is reviewed and enhanced. Tf

enhanced software

may be returned to the contributor or rnaintain4l and distributed by
GESA.

GESA has undertaken most of the coordination functions of an
engineering software organization which were discussed above. Briefly,
these functions are: information provision, review, enhancement, distri-

bution, m?ktenance and development. Information is provided to
potential users in, the form of detailed abstracti of all the software and
documentation in the GESA library. Review is performed by' a
combination of examinations -by experienced geotechnical engineers
and the application of software stools developed by Computer scientists.
For example, software is used to analwevcancliciate programs for the
adequacy of the accompanying test data (14)4 If the analysis indicates
that the test problems incompletely exercise the 'coda, the GESA geo-

technical engineering staff and the author collaborate to develop
complete test data. Distribution is accomplished by supplying card
decks, magnetic tapas, or Arforated paper tape according to the
standards established by the Committee on Computer Applications,
Geotechnical Engineering Division, ASCE (7). Enhancement is accom-

plished by creating an adaptable, portable, and stylized program.
Adeptabifity is 'provided by manuaily .separating the input, output,
algorithms, and data structure of the _program. -In 'addition, a main
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within the structure

-;prograrn is used as an executive to call subroutines
adaptability to a user's
program. This modularization provides 'facile dependencies. Software
needs. AO programs are checked for machine
identify and convert non-ANSI standard FORTRAN

tools are used to
outside the ANSt subset
constructs (24, 30). Non-portable constructs
dependencies are
examination.
Machine
ere determined by careful hand
Machine
allininitted or replaced with parallel machine dependent,code.

operating systems
dependent code is clearly commented for machine or
checked anti

epplicability. Program and documentation style are
modified when pecessary.

author for
M.intenencf is performed by GESA in concert with the
distributed
by
their
authors
programi.di buted by GESA. Programs
after GESA e hancement are maintained by the authors.

has been primarily in the areas Of
GESA 'proiram development
software tools have been
consolidation and settlement. Some analytical
adapted and modified for GESA use (14, 24, 30).
Months of GESA
An analysis of the costs associated with.eighteen
cin be tlivided into
the
coordination
functions
operation indicates that
fixed end variable cost areas.

is overhead
Approximately 40 percent of the total operational cost
costs.
Fixed
overhead
that is evenly divided between fixed and flexible
coordination
effort
like
eonsists of mechaniems to undertake the
procedures, that are relatively inflexible.
clerical and administrative
the organization.
Flexible overhead costs vary slightly with the size of
and
education will
Information exchange, distribution, maintenance,

increase with the size of the coordination
economy of Wile is small:

effort However, the

GESA coordination effort
The remaining costs associated with thecategories.
Software review,
be
divided
into
two
are variable and can
approximately
and
development
comprise
'verification, enhancement,
comprises the
30 percent of the budget. Preparation ofdocumentation
documentation costs are
budget.
Software
and
final 30 percent of the
programslec are involved
almost directly related to the number-of

in the coordination effort.
indicates that further
Careful examination of the information aboveincrease the productivincreases in the GESA budget will significantlyoverhead costs remain
ity of the coordination effort. Assuming
will approxirelatively static, it is estimated that a 50% budget increase
mately double productivity.
would further
Development of more sophisticated software tools
consuming
single
most
time
increase productivity. For example, thepreparation of documentation.
processing
is
the
element in the GESA
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Appropriate self documenting software for engineering software would
significantly increase productivity.
The use of software tools is critical to the process of coordination.
In addition to increasing productivity by reducing the time of proceising, there are functions such as verification which cannot be accom-

plished without Software aids. The use pf these aids provides

a

substantial increase in the overall quality of geotechnical engineering
software.

-6.0 CONCLUSION
An objective of engineering software coordination is to raise the
level of software prepar.ation and testing in the engineering professions.
The accomplishment of this objective will permit users to economically

secure and implement quality programs. It will also provide authors
with the tools necessary to produce quality programs. The production
and use of quality software, in turn; will facilitate the solution to the.

myriad problems associated with verification and certification of
engineering software. This will increase the use of computer-based
techniques, and thus, the quality of engineering.
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Chai)ter. 2,0
by Warren D. Seder

Aspects of Software'
Dissemination in
Chemical Engineering

1.0 INTRODUCTION
This paper describes experiences in using computer networks for
coursework in chemical engineering and in developing new systems for
usage by the chemical engineering profession. It is Intended to provide

background information for a discussion to consider methods for
accelerating the sharing of software and data. bases.

2.0 COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR COURSEWORK
To the author's knowledge, the use of computer networks in chemical engineering courses has been coordinated solely by -the CACHE
Corporation.

2.1 .CACHE Structure
CACHE, Computer Aids for Chemicil Engineering Education, is a
non-profii corporation whose Board of Trustees is comprised of twenty
professors. CACHt has representatives at appr ximately 150 universities in the United States and Canada. Its,goal is accelerate and coor.
dinate the introduction of digital computati -Into chemical engineering education.
.
CACHE was originally organized in 1989 as a committee within the

Netional Academy of Engineering. In 1971, the commuter received
Funding from the National Science Foundation110). By 1975, the last
year of NSF support, CACHE had reached a self-supporting basis, and
the non-profit CACHE Corporation was established.
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2.2 ,L.arge-Scale Systems Task Force
The Large-Scale Systems Task Force, one of several CACHE task
forces, began its work in 1971. Its objective was to find a mechanism
for chemical engineering departments to share large-scale programs and
data bases for simulation and design of chemical processes. Ouring 1971
' the groups developed plans for on-going activities.

2.3 CACHE Guidelines for Large-Scale Computer Programs
In 1972, the task force prepared "CACHE Guidelines for LargeScale Computer Programs" (1). These guidelines were intended to help
in the evaluation and selection of potential programs. The first section
of the report considers desirable features of large-scale programs and
offers guidelines concerning execution cost, data input (free format),

program butput (annotated) and error messages. A second section
considers program standards which are to follow "CACHE Standards

for FORTRAN Computer Programs (2)" (prepared in 1971) with
exceptions such as: 1) Programs may exceed 32K words;, 2) Mixedmode expressions are permissible; 3) Magnitudes of constants are not
restricted, etc. The earlier standards were prepared. for distribution of
small FORTRAN programs (approximately 1-500 statements) to be
run on many computers. The 1972 guidelines were to apply to largescale programs (e.g., 30,000 statements) to be run on a single network
computer.

Additional section; provided for evaluation of documentation, for
program installation and maintenance, for providing consulting services,

and for review of programs when determining their applicability for
coursework.
As the "Guidelines folarge-Scale Computer Programs" were being
completed and evaluation of potentiAl programs began in early 1973,

the task force turned its attention to a search for comrripnication
networks.

2.4, Search for Communiiation Networks
Four networks were considered: A RPANET, INFONET,
CYBERNET and United Computing Systems (UCS). CACHE representatives were repeatedly discouraged in attempts to arrange for usage of

ARPANET by students from 30-40 schools. In 1973 ARPANET was,
still in its early stages of development, and network administrators were

more concerned with the problems of interconnecting computers for
research. After carefully examining INFONET, CACHE rejected it
when the task force learned that FLOWTRAN (the most promising
program) could not easily be installed on UNIVAC computers. Both
CYBERNET and UCS were evaluated in detail.
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To aid in the selection -of computer networks, the task force- pre-,.
-

pared "CACHE Guidelines for Computer Networks (3)" in 1973..

2.4 .CACHE Guidelinis for Computer Networks
The CACHE guidelines concentrate on the host computers and
communication networks. In a first section, authors considered desirable features for hoit computers: 1) simple sign-on procedure;.2) reliable accounting. system; 3) remote job entry for, communication with
tyforwritet terminals; 4) printing and mailing service; 5) aimilability df
systems progrimmers for system maintenance; 6) well-docurnented

literature; _7) costs comparable to university computers; and 8) a
history of reliable performance.
,
The seiond section of the Videlines considers desirable features for
cOmmunication networks, such as: 1) 300 bits per second transmission
speed for typeWriter terminills; 2).2000 bps transmission speed for card
reeder-line printer terminals; 3) coit less.than standard telephone 'rates;
4) access without typing-in a computer; end 5) a local phone call for at
least 30 chemiCal engineering depailinehts who expressed interest in
Using a itrogrant.

It should ,be mentioned that .these guidelines were prepared to help
the task force locate a computer netwcirk suitable to house a large-icale,,.
.batch program for computer-aided design, sUch as FLOWTRAN.

2.5 Monsanto Grant
In the Fall of 1973, 'Monsanto Company arranged to make
FLOWTRAN available for chemical engineering courses. FLOWTRAN
(FLOWsheet TRANslator) is a computer system for simulation of
cheinical processes in,the early stages of process design. The Monsanto
grant included: maintenance of the program on a single computer by
Dr. Allen C. Fouls, and 7,000 dollars to aid in providing user services

covering secretarial assistance, telephOne costs, computing fees, prepare-

tion of te t materials, and organization of a user group.
.,
force welcomed this grant, as FLOWTRAN was judged to
be the mjht satisfactory program in meeting the "CACHE Guidelines
for La -Scale Computer Programs," It had been used previously by
engineers at apiproximately 70 chemical companies.

2.51 FLOWTRAN Simulation

V

An introduction

In the Spring of 1974, Monsanto conducted a three-day workshop
for the CACHE Task Force to teach the basics of FLOWTRAN. Task
force members concluded that the Monsanto User Menual was poorly

organized for student use and launched a project to prepare text
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material to introduce computer-aided design concepts in the chemical
engineering curriculum. Piofessor J. D._Seader and W. D. Seider teamed

with Dr. Pauls.io write FLOWTRAN Simulation An Introduction (9), which was completed in August, 1974, printed in Ann Arbor, Michigan
and.distributed by Ulrich's Book Store. Over 1,300 copies have been
distributed in tviio years.

2.52 Selection of United Computing Systems (UCS)
In mid-1974, the CACHE task, force decided to install FLOWTRAN
on- UCS. Because UCS was aveilable to more chemical. engineering
departments for the cost of a loal phone call, it was the logical choice.
UCS offers a CDC 6600 system with back-up computers. It'also provides 300 bps communications Vn over 100 cities for the cost of a local
phone call, and 2000 baud coMmunications across the United States
using a toll,free number (800- 21-7660). Charges for use are $15.00..
and $10.00 per connect hour, frespecjively, computation costs that are
rougbly comparable to univers ty computer centers. However, they are
not directly comparable due t1b a complex charging algorithm involving
CPU time, memory used and,channel time. UCS agreed to waive the
charges for storing F LOWTRAN ($660 per month), if CACHE spent
$15,000 per year, and to charge only $3,000 for storage in the event of
zero utilizatiOn. In addition, UCS has a mail service that permits users
to submit card decks and reckiive printed output by mail.

2,53 CACHE Use of FLOWTRAN on UCS
In the Fall of 1974; to assist new FLOWTRAN users, Prof. R. R.
Hughes prepared CACHE Use of FLOWTRAN on UCS (7). This docutig
ment shows UCS procedures for execifting the programs', in
FLOWTRAN Simulation
An Introduction (Wand descHbes procedures for entering F LOWTRAN programs'using typewriter terminals
and scanning files to retrieve selected portions of lengthy output files.
It is an -1r4bortant manual that concentrates most of the information
conceining UCS, required by FLOWTRAN users, in a single document.
7he CACHE task force on network use concluded that such a document is a requirement for any computer network to be well used by
professors and students.

2.54. Workshops.and User Groups
The task force decided to require professors to attend a four day
workshop to learn approaches to inyoducing computer-aided design
methods in courses, and keeping costs reasonable..By late 1976, four
- workshops have been held, attended by 79 professors. ,
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ser Grou

(5), co-chaired by Profs. J. Peter Clark and Jude T.

SoierfeId,TT1ets biannually. Activities of the User Group include
publication of "F LOWTRAN News" three times yearly, preparation of
a book of problems and solutions, an Instructors's Manual, and organization of technichl sessions at AlChE (American Institute Of Chemical
Engineers) meetings.

2.55 Codsulting Networks
The 'User Group has organized a consulting network to, in-as much
as possible, insulate Dr. Pauli from simple questions concerning
FLOWTRAN. Six professors Who cover six different sections of the
country serve as first contacts for other professors who have questions.
The organization is:
Section ,

Consurtant

School

NOrtheast

W.D. Seider

Pennsylvania

Mid-Atlantic

J.PClark

Virginia Poly.

Sodiheast
Great Lakes
Midwest

J.T. Sommerfeld
R.S.H. Mah
R.R. Hughes

Georgia Tech.
Wisconsin

West

J.D. Seader

Utah

Northwestern

When these consultants caianot answer a question, they contact br.
Pauls. Fortunately, FLOWTRAN runs reliably, UCS is extremely reliable, and the documentKion prepared by CACHE answers many-quesVoris. As a result, the consultants receive very fe-cells.

2.5 6 Use of FLOWTRAN through CACHE
Usage figures are given in Figures 1-3. Figures 1 and 2 show detailed

school-by-school utilization in 197445 and 1975-76. This information
has been surrimarized in Figure 3. It-is interesting to note that average
expenditure per school ($780) and average cost per student ($39)
trld constant over the first two years. In 1976-77, CACHE Trustees'
project that 35 schools (out of a possible 125) and 700 students (out of
a possible 3,000) will use F LOWTRAN. The rate of growth of use
should increase as the cost of communications decreases and universities become accustomed to utilizing programs on external computers.

2.57 Experience with UCS
UCS service has been outstanding. It is availabla around,the clock. In
addition, sales personnel in many cities have been helpful in providing
information for new users.
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Disadvantages are that connect chajges are: very high and the
accounting system ,. is rici't sufficiently Pautomated. Currently, use
schools. specify tie mincimórn dollars to be spent and UCS is responsible for invakidating in account when funds have been expendetl.

However, this procedure is not automated and it is possilile for a
schOol to exceed its allocation before UCS discovers the situation:
Although UCS does.not hold the schools liable for oyerexpeAditures,
.an51 the schools agree to mpnitor usage carefully., ernbarasing situations
have arisen.

2.6 New Programs
In 1975, the CACHE task force. turned its attention to installation
of new programs. One program of particular interest that models for
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1975-76

1974-75
No. of schools
Monies spent

Avg. per school

28,

20

- $21,700
/
.

$15,700

$77B

d$785

Approx. no. of
students

560

400

.

Avg. cost per
--student

-$39

$39

Book sales

900

-400

FIGURE 3. Summary of FLOWTRAN Usage 1974-76 .

d by Roger
automatic synthesis of separation flowsheets, was devel
.Thompsdn, a graduatestudent at the UniversitY of Calif
ia, Berkeley.
In November 1976,the task force is negotiating with companies to
develop a university version that will accompany a proprietary iridustrial version. The CACHE Trustees believe that it js advisable to work
with programs that are well-maintained forusage in industry and aPpropriate for instruction in chemical engineering. They conclude that only
well-maintained programs can be Used successfully in,course work and
that usage by industry assures good maintenance.
.14

3.0 NEW COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Professor Warren D. Seider and Lawrence B. Evans are coordinating

a new Energy RAearch ana Development Agency research project
entitled "Computer Aided Industrial Process Design." The project is
centered at the MIT Ene-ityLaboratory and Chemical Engineering
Department under the direction of Prof. Evans, with a subcontract at
the University of Pennsylvania under the dirction of Prof. Seider. It
began in June 1976 and is scheduled for three Years with funding projected at 3.3 million dollars.
The goal of the project it to develop an advanced computing system
for process engineering. The system will be used for analysis of fossil
energy conversion processes and energy conservation in industrial
processes. The tools developed by the project will be used by process
engineers in the chemical industry, at universities and working for the ° 4
government.
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3.1 Problems with Existing Systems
There are several Problems with existing- systems, three of which are
considered here:

They ari,nor publicly available. Even in those cases where systems havir been marketed successfully using service bureaus angl
computer networks, their utility is limited cause portions of
the source code are not provided lor examin ion and alteration
by the engineer or installation on an in-house cóqjputer.
The systems are large, self-contained, and somewhat cumbersome.

__It is difailt to extract portions of the systerons, modify them,
and tallarthem to specific applications. Large systems for computer-aided design are often too extensive to be executed on
smell computers and not sufficiently modular to permit decornposition into subsystem% that can be executed independently.
Lack of integration. Most of today's systems were developed
independently. The net result is that programs for process simulation, equipment design, and economic evaluation often dirnot
share common data. Often they do not use the same program
modules for estimatiOn of physical properties. This is usually the

by-product of insufficient modularity and does not promote
program-sharing and integration.

15

3.2 Chatlerige
The challenge in developing a next generation system is to create a
framework that permits: easy insertion'of program modules into large
systems, and data records into data bases, on network coMputers; and
utilization of program modules and data records on,mini-computers.
- Three recent papers discuss system structures with emphasis on data
structure and programming language (6, 8, 10). BepaOse space does not

permit a technical discussion of these aspects orsistem design, iliterested reiAoKshould consult these papers.

Theqesults of experiments thuscfar are encouraging, and indicate
that it will be possible to develop a fraMewOrk that meets the challenge

above. With this in mind, consider some of the practical aspecti of
disseminating program modules (and systems) and data records (and_the
bases).

3,3 Center for Process Industry Computing
Probably the best mechanism for ac'complishing a dissemination.
mission is to concentrate a staff in a "Center for Process Industry
Cotr(puting." The existence of such a center is assumed in the next
sections.

46,
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331 Standards
TO facilitate easy disserhination, standards for program modules an
data records Will be deveioped utHjzing existing standards as gUrdeline

For Program modules, standards will include, °for each program
g
language, restrictions to perMit easy transfer of programs amon omputers. Documentation requirement will also be specified and

dude descrions of: 1) data to be supplied; 2) algorithms
mented; 3) assumptions; 4), linkages to subordinate modules;
results
to.be printed: 8rexecution times; 7) memory size; and 8) in rPretation
of err& messiges.
Standards for data recordl will specify'data formats .to permit eaSy
Aransfer of data among computers. Documentation will include descriptions of: data source, range of applicability (e.g., temperatUre end.pressum-ranges), and error. estimates.

3.32 Dissemination Vehicles
Two dissemination vehicles are envisioned: the mails kir small
collections of data records and program modules, as well as data bases

. and problem-oriented languages; and communication networks for
access to thele resources on distant computers.
.
Because roblem-oriented languages and information 'retrieval sys-

tems contain extensive word-processin5 programs fortranslation, they
arenot easily transported. Thpse systems are often accesied Using communication networks. However, component parts, such as program
modUles and data records should be more easily transported.

3.33 User Services
The provision of user services is especially important due to widespread geographical distribution of users. The mix of services should
ipclude person to person service,s, .on-line automated seivices; and
printed materials (4). Workshops an,d indivi ual consulting will be
peticularly important to assist persons in in ustries where modeling
technologies are not .commonly used. The ce ter's" staff ihould work
through vendors, industrial associations, consultants, and soon, as well
as directly with users. Technical ,persons should service users and suppliers of data and programs, match system resources to yser needs,
provide system maintenance, and develop new systems.

12

3.34 Financing the Dissemination Operation
Founders need to develop..in ongoing mechanism for financing the
dissemination operation such as a compensation-for-services structufe
,S- and guidelines'for setting usage fees and providing royalties to suppliers
' of data and programs.
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The federal
that permits government will provide funds to create
companies to insert and
a framework
develop standards,
acquire data and
user services, etc., that
programs, and to
of the data and
will.facilitate
programs.
dissemination

4.0 SUMMARY
The
experiences of CACHE
provide
workin.$ with .114onsanto
FLOWTRAN on the
Company to
UCS.network for
neering professprs
and students may serve
usagegby'chemical
engiplines sharing of an
as a model for
instructional tool. Plans
other discition system for protiess
to-develop a next
design, with emphasis
generadisseminating
on the problem of
program
modules
and data bases for
tons, may-provide,a
use at remote
similar framework for
loca-,
Jor relearch
sharing computer
and development in process
resources
engirieering.
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Practical Aspects of

iniOering

the Use of 'Computer Nitworks

4

by Weston Burner and John S. McGeachie

5

erview: Administering
Omputer Networks

,

ha

.

in Part V, 'Papers explore, the ways in which computer networks

bien used tO advantage by univirsity 41zomputing centers 'tO
;Increase the e:lversity, richness, and quantity "of services that are made
*tillable:to the usei community. Problems addressed include organize..
=

tion, 'management, control, 'user .services, economics, privacy and
aecurity, and the' buyer-seller interface. These problems must be

tliought through and resaved before network cat% be an'effective means
'for the exchange of computer resources.
Papers have been contributed by representatives of four different
types of successful networking activities that have achieved subiantial
succees in resource sharingiTo represent single server cooperation, .the
.Harvard-MIT Experience is described; for multi-server cooperation, the

ARPANET Experience; for private regional cooperation, the Dartmouth NERComP Experience; and for public regional cooperation, the
state network experience of the Illinois Educational Consortium. Thete
papers describe the ways in which various problems of cooperation
were addressed and resOlved and the' success and potential for each
partic 'ar tYpe of network.

1 aL
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'by Marna E. Byrne

ate Regional Cooperation:
artmouth-NERComP.
*ence

DARTMOUTH'S COMMITMENT TO
'1AEGIONAL COMPUTING
. nearly. twenti. years DarthMouth "College has maintained a high
:.Of-Oommitment to the condept of regional .cooperation in corri,

OW, as i member of the steering committee of the New

r

.

Regional Computing Center (Prodecessor of NERComP) and as
tof: M.I.T. computers froM 1957 through the early 60's; then, as a
.

*wider of computing services to regional colleges and secondary

oillo0Oili-under a succession of NSF- grants (1967-1972); and indeiond-

ks*,-,frpon 1971 to the present, through.the Darthmouth Educational
ROW-Sharing Network and.the NSF supported NERCoMP network:
;Ow* factors motivated Darthrnouth to participate in.these regional.
elSitures.

Von the early days, as one of the majority of "have not" institutions,
g4i7Oeeds for computing resources were met by NERCC's offering at
1.0 1984, with the support and encouragement of the Federal
;beernonent through the National Science Foundation, easy-to-use,
Miiralimorpose time sharing, with the simplified BASIC language, was
**loped -.et Dartmouth. It is no secret that oomouter scientists at
tsnouth believed, with missionary zeal, that this approach offered
:Oen:miens of integrating computing into the college cui'riculuml

public funds were instrumental in the develoOment of BASIC and
'sharing. College representatives felt thet they should make these
Widely available. Dartmouth -computer center. staff were also
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neighbors, as ttad
motivated to share resources with north country
history
of Dartmouth
others at the college throughout the 200-year
College.

feder(4--overnment guaranteed the early
Dartmouth continued to support
success of the regional consdrtium.
with.
which had been initiated and sustained

Additional funding by the

this cooperative effort,
exhausted because the college
Public funds, long after those funds were

felt a moral obligation to do so.
experience with regional sharing, another
As the center gained
of the computation center
motivating factor emergedthe enrichmentWith regional colleges. There
and its products as a tesult of relationships
First, there was product enrichment.
were two kinds of enrichment.
regional users were added to the Kiewit library,
Programs developed by
developed and improved to meet the needs of
and documentation was
skills in, planning, managing, arid
remote users.- Staff Also improved
coMmunications, network, which led tc
maOteining en economical
reliability of the systems.
incieased accessibility and
financial
enrichment. Outside revenues enable(
There warj also
Center to add staff to support the remote user
Kiewit ComPutation
and documentation Whicl
and to invest in software development became an essential par
further improved the product-This revenue and benefited all of th
of the funding of computing at Dartmouth
members of Dartmouth's comMunity of_users.

RELATIONSHIP
2.0 THE DARTMOUTH-NERComp
has bec
commitment tc:1 NERComP

Dartmouth's institutional
speaks of NERComP, it
strong in recent years. When Dartmouthstockholder." At present, f
with the interest and concern of a "major

distributed by NERComP a
example, nearly 85 petcent of all services
of the corporatior

supplied by Dartmouth, and a' large portionchronological review
accumulated indebtedness is to Dartmouth. A

Dartmouth Regional Network and' t
the parallel development of the
both have realiz
out
the
mutual successes
NERComP network points
,
and indicates why problems have arisen.
institutions in the Unii
one
of
eight
In 1966 Dartmouth was
system. At tl
time-sharing
States which operated a general-purpose
several
secondary
sc ools w
and
time MoUnt Holyoke College
by
Dartmcx
compUting services supplied
already using time-shared
I
By
1966,
Dartniouth
via private telephone lines from Hanover.
riv
M.I.T.
services,,
although
ceased to be a user of NERComP's
to use those services
other.colleges in- the BostOn area continued
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IOW, the federal government supported the establishment of
Dartmouth's regional consortium.
In 196849, Tom Kurtz, then Director of the Kiewit Center at
Dartmouth, was' a member of the NERComP steering committee, which
at %that time was "considering incorpOration." Meanwhile, Dartmouth,

through the National Science Foundation financed regional network,
wall, already providing time-sharing services tei 2,000 students at 11
colleges throughout New England.
By 1970-71, NERComP. served nine universities in the Boston area

over three dedicated Dartmouth "ports.:' These NERComP members

used.: 800 terminal hours during 'that fiscal year. Th t same year,
Dartmouth's coriortium served over 3,000 students wh
*terminals
were connected. to the Dartmouth Time-Sharing System ID
1 for a
total of nearly 28,500 hourm
Figure 1 shows the parallel growth of Dartmouth regional activities
and NERComP network activities betWeen 1970 and 1976, Despite
tSe exhaustion of federal support, use of DTSS, as measured in " rminal connect hours," continued to grow. NERComP's efforts, pri arily
in the.greater Boston area, I;Ought new users on to the DTSS s stern.
As Figure 2 shows, about 22% of all terminal hours on the DT are
used by off-campus. educational users. Today about 25% of t is offcampus use is by NERComP members using 14 dedicated DT
ports
Dartmouth personnel are active on the Board of Directors and on

of the advisory committees of NERComP, and Dartmotilfrilii
staff has worked'closely with NERComP staff in planning, designing
and maintaining the data coMmunication facilities of the network.Over
the years, many institutions,. and tens of thousands of college students,
shave received their introduction to computing through the Diirtmouth

and NERComP networks. This initial experience s has also spawned
many local time-sbaring systems and several mini-consortiuriu in New
England. Although the seeds, which were sown as terminals across the

Northeast, often grew to maturity in the form of cost-effective minicomputers instead of the terminal clusters whiCh had been envisidned,
this end result achieved the gol of integrating computing into'college
curricula in New England on a large scale.

The Dartmouth-NERCore relationship came full-circle in 1975,
when a Dartmouth chemistry professor made use of M.I.T.'s IBM
370-168 computer for research which could not be done economically
on the Dartmouth system.
While Dartmouth and NERComP are pleased with these successes,
mutual 'experientes have not been without problems. Dartmouth, as the

major "stockholder" and supplier of the NERCoMP netwo
unique knowledge of these problems.
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3.0 'NERComP'S OBJECTIVES
, Robert Gibbs, who has been NERComP's Executive Director since
late spring 1976, succinctly, identified NERComP's primary missions:
To Market computer services to NE RComP members.

.

To connect members to appropriate member-suppliers.

To 4upport member-users and member-suppliers, once these
connections have been made.

Ntle also mentioned educating members, consulting with-rnembers,
and conducting research on their behalf.
Dartmouth staff are confident that Bob knows where NETiComP
should be heading, and what needs to be done tO move in. that direction. However, there are problems which impede NERComP's progress.
Consider them within the framework of the missions of NERComP.

3.1 Financial Problems

°

The first obstacle to the accomplishment of these objectives

is

insufficient furVing to staff NERComP adequately. Moreover, there is
no solid financial investment on the part of all NERComP members; no
equity in the organization; no sharing of risks; and thus, no common
financial stake in the successes or failures.,

Dartmouth and other major New England.institutions. have made
significant investments in NERComP's operations, and are committed
to the concepts of networking and resource slaaling. However, this
commitment and these risks are not shared equitably by.all members.
To illustrate this lack of firm commitment one need only examine
NERComP's membership roll. Out of nearly 50 members listed in the
1975 NE RCornP proposal, only 34 are included as members in
November 1976, and, of these, only 23 are "active." Of these "active"
members, only 13 participate as users, suppliers or distributors of the
NERComP network. Among these 13, however, are some of the most
prestigious institutions in -flew England. However, even among. these
major institutions the level of Commitment varies considerably.
Dues paid toiNERComP by the membership amounted to less than
$20,000 last yekr. In comparison, many institutions pay as much as
$10,000 per year in dues to the tDUCOM Planning Council on Com-

puting in Education and Research, with no greater. guarantee of a
tangible return. Like the investment in the EDUCOM Planning Council,

the investment in NERComP is an investment in potential. As Bob
Gibbs points out, "NE RComP was orgariized 'by and for' the membership,' and the 'membership should fairly share the expenses and the
'risks.

;
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.3.2 Marketing
-

There are several serious problems to be overcome before the mar-

keting objective can be accomplished. First, members must define
specific responsibilities. Much thought and effort were devoted to the
definition of the NERComP marketing structure. NERComP Central
was to assume responsibility for identifying marketable products and
for developing promotional materials, ahd documentation. The Distributors, or Supplier-Distributors, were to market these unique products
in their territories. But in_fact, in 1976, suppliers and distributors are
not selling! There has been no acceptance of the marketing respon-

sibility by /the distributors. The lack of a fbrmal commitment, compounded by the absence of a financial investment, fosters little concern
among.distributors for the success of the marketing venture.
As an example, Dartmouth, a major supplier of DTSS services, and a

probable distributor, is not formally committed to marketing the services of other NERComP suppliers either on the Dartmouth camp
or in its self-defined sales "territory." Nor isIDartmouth equipped a do
soj Kiewit staff do nOt possess detailed information about ot s' procities, nor have they.established policies and procedures
aiping to

the purchase of off-carripus computer power by Dft mouth's oncampus Users.

-

Unless a formal proposal is submitted to Kiew) , staff are unlikely to
address these questions. Furthermore, unless Da mouth.knows that all

other member-suppliers are willing to accepesimilar proposals, the
college is unlikely to accekt such a proposal.

This lack of Wined respipsibility, along with the lack of abceptance
of responsibility, places an overwhelming burden on NE RComP Central

personnel who must sell door-to-door simply to survive, and thus
cannot attend to their primarit tasks of product identificetion and
promotion.
A second problem has been competition etween NE RComP and its
members. NERComP suppliers have not en ed into a formal agree-

ment to grant NERPomP the exclusive right to market computing
services in New England. As a restilt there has been overlapping effort,
and sometimes direct competition, between NERComP CePtral and' its
suppliers. With total marketing resources as scarce as
are, this
situation cannot be allowed to continue.
NERComP services an unstable clientele. The principal Pro-r-

duct being marketed by NERComP is DTSS general-purpose timesharing services. Experience shows that the mini-computer is a deadly
competitor to this kind of service. It is unusual for DTSS Inc. to keep a

customer for more than two or three years before the customer is
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inconvinced that there are economical advantages to acquiring an

house time-sharing sVstem.

\

highest

Once the financial ills of NERComP are cured, the next
priority to should be an all-out effort ont,the part of the organization

to
ilst -e network's unique products and promote them widely.
NERComP inuit develop a stable clientele for unique applications to

the high overhead
insure predictable and significant income to offset
experimentaT,
short-terni
user.
associated with the fickle,

3.3 'the NERComP Connection

Despite problems that beset the technical staff of NERComPohe
offerings, and
present network is more cost-effective than Ma Bell's
NERComP
it
in
the,New
Englend
area.
Telenet cannot compete with
where it acts es
role
in
data
cornmunicaOns
is studying its emerging
it does as an operaa coordinator, facilitator, ' or connector as often as
the near future,
tor. A redonable expectation is that at some time in
expertise
and
services
required
by New Engthe data communications
all
be
provided
by
NE
RComP.
land edutational institutions can

3.4 S'upport

The problems of remote user services have-received much attention,
development.
perhaps too much, at the current,stage of NERComP's
distributed,
that
user
services
will
be
The NERComP model suggests
user: Dartprovide
ice
interface
to
the
that iv- the distributor will
*Mouth's approach to remote user services is to provide an easy-to-use
Ciduct which is virtually selfsupporting and is backed up by complete
docboentation. Such a product can be easily supported by distributors.
mP's primary efforts should be directeditoward establishing
NE
offered by
standards for product quality and evaluating each product
suppore.
A subsuppliers to insure that they will .be easy to use and to
of preparing
and
effort
at
the
beginning
stantial investment of resources
hduce the effort
these products for the marketplace will significantly
them.
and expense required, on the part of the distributor, to support
communications-oriented, and, since the techSince the network is
facilities cannot
nology is there, there should be no reason why existing
supplier. This
services
directly
from
the
be utilized to provide user
and would
capability would also reduce the burden on distributors
.increase their willingness to market the product.
coordinating
NERComP's efforts should also be directed toward
for
applications
andy
a thorough review of the major suppliers' plans eliminating duplicaThe
potential
rewards
for
software development.
could be realized.
tion of effort are great, and significant economies
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4.0 NERComP'S VALUE ADDED
In its new role as" connector, facilitator, or even matchmaker,
NERComP must give more thought to dompensation for value added to
network products. Originally several schemes were considered, all of

which were some variation of slicing the (revenue) pie. None of the
models considered produced a slice large enough to satisfy all recipients. This is still an aria of discussion and disagreement.

NERComP will perform many important functions for which there
is no immediate return for effort expended: for example, searching for
new applications to meet known .needs; developing promotional matedais; ,coordinating seminars; and recruiting new members. The,cost of
these activities should be financed using income frommombership dues,
and such financing should be viewed as straightforward and necessary
subsidization.
When NERComP provides communications,thices to members, the
fiifretistof---suck services should be recovere4 from the users of those
kirvices. When NEACthnP provides corpOuter services, compensation ,
should be rbceived at rates equal to 0.6se published by the suppliers of
the services. Bulk discounts on tKeiale of these seri9ces to NERComP
should leave a margin to. cover the costs 'of providing the services, and
NE RComP should receive some percentage of the reyenue generated to
cover its marketing costs. When NERComP provides consulting ser-

(`

vices, consulting fees should be paid. When NE RComP installs commun-

ication's equipr9ent, "it should be paid an installation fee. All netWork
participants slAtild receive fair compensatioq for all services rendered.

However, network bureaucracy should not restrict members from
entering into other mutually satisfactory agreements to accomplish
resource sharing. NERComP shoied provide an atmosphere conductive

to many kinds of agreements, &N& which fall under the NERComP
"umbrella."
,
To .protgctS46RComP's interests, suppliers should agree not to enter
into any agreement with another college or university in New England,
unless that institution is alread,r(or is willing to become) a member of
NERCOmp. Furthqrmore, perhaps NE RComP should be entitled to the
same percentage of revenue generated from such' agreements as from
agreements where it is the principal marketing agent. The point is that,
when NERComP Central's resources or facilitaties are, not used,
- - ......

NE RComP's compensation-should be minimal.
... .
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..5.0 SUMMARY

.

In this paper, the author suggests that the business plan which guides
NERComP's future operations should include.:

'

6 A substantial financial investment and equitable'risk-sharing by.
all NERComP members.
The formal acceptance of marketing responsibilities by 'suppliers

and distributors.

The adoption of an. agreement by all suppliers whiah 4ives
NERComP the exclusive right tn distribute computing services.
throughout New England under the NE RComP umbrella.

A formal redefinition of NERComP's role in the network, and a
re-ordering of priorities: Emphasis Should be placed on prodUct
development, and refinement, promotion, communications and
support in that order.
As a major supplier of services throudh NERComP, Dartmouth holds
these expectations for the future:

That NERComP will continue to locate new users for DTSS
services augmenting Dartmouth's missionary effort.

That NERComP will continue to offer the opportunity for small
institutions Antithout oncampus computing systems to meet their
diverse computing needs.

That NERComP will emphasize the identification and mirketing
of unique,'quality computing services.
That NERComP will assume an active role in the coordination of
systems and applications development in New England to avoid

,dupliCition of effort.
That NERComP will gradually assume responsibility for planning,
providing, managing ?.nd maintaining data communications

facilities for NeW Englandl educational institutions, end for
interconnection to national networks.
That NERComP will continue to pian and °coordinate disdIplineoriented seminars and conferences.

.

Dartmouth is encouraged by the initiatives 'taken by NERComP's
new management in the second half of 1976. Kiewit is no less com-

mitted today than in the past to the .concepts embodied in the
NERComP organization. Both feel confident that, with the assistance
of a financially sound NERComP organization, they can continue ter)
have &substantial impact on the integration of computing into college

curricula, and, et the same time, economically meet all of the
computing needs which arise on the Dartmouth campus.
C.
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chapter 28
by Robert GibIs

Networking from a
Regional Perspective

1.0 INTRODUCTION'
'NERComP is an acti6n-oriented agency for promoting the sharing of
academic resources, especially computer resources for educational purPoses in Higher Education. The agency serves higher education in New
England and operates for the benefit of its membership. NERComP has

approximately 40 members, the majority of which are active in some
capacity as suppliers, usets, or advisors. Seven colleges are suppliers and
two act as distributors.

2.0 NETWORK GOVERNACE
The direction of NE Acorn! is by and for the membership. Member

schools appoint Institutional Representatives who, in turn, elect a
Board of Trustees which determines the policies and 'objectives of
NERComP. Elections are held annual ly.. From the Board of Trustees an
Executive Board, a Finance Committee, and.a Planning Committee are

drawn 'that meet monthly. As Executive Director, the author implements and executes the policies of the Trustees, manages ,the daily
affairs of Ithe organization, and makes recommendations to the Board
for improvements.
NERComP staff presently consists of four people besides the Executive Director. Staff conduct the principal activities of marketing, con- '
k.....

.mcting end supporting member instituticin educational computing
!Mies. One _staff member is concerned with network operations and
maintenance, one with useLservices, one with marketing, and one with
administration.
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3.0 NeRCOmP FINANCES
The network is wholly supported by dues from members and by the
margin between agency costs, for the agency computer and data link,
and revenue from charges to users. Some revenue is also derived from
grants and grant activities. Total revenue is approximately 6300,000 per
annum. As a not-for-profit organization, NERComP attempts to recover
only cbsts from revenues. Since its foundirig fir 1967, the agency hasprogressed toward a self-sustaining level while concurrently expandirig
the list of suppliers and conducting research and development in communications techniques and equipment.
In 1976, NERComP. is phasing-down from an NSF supported User
Services and Research grant and attempting, to become wholly selfsupporting. This grant permitted the network to pioneer and implement the resource chaining concept whereby an interested and capable
member takes on the responsibility of servicing local users and acts as a
distributor for the network. Essentially they extend the agency's capacity as a distributbr.

4.0 THE IMPACT OF NERComP
Staff believe that the impact of their activities is to minimize the

costs to members...of modernizing curricula and attaining computer
literacy.
To a major supplier school such as Dartmouth, NERComP brings
efficient distribution of computing pOwer and effective use of staffing.
The NERComP switching center at Wellesley, Massachusetts concentrates 11 - 22 lines onto one line to Dartmouth at Hanover, New
Hampshire, using tailored hardware and software that imitates in part
the operation of a Telenet TCO. By using NERComP services, the
Dartmouth system can communicate with NERComP users in the same
manner as with other Telenet users. The switching center proVides.
error control, auto baud, and graceful degradation whenever the user
loads exceed line capacity. The agency also provides users services
support either directly or via the previously mentioned distributors.
Because NERComP has automated concentration to DTSS and
manual switching to many other systems, it offers the service of connection upon demand to the system.of the users choice. Port sharing
and port contention are features of this switching equipment. Thus, the ecombination of features and some line timers permit the network to
offer a unique services, overflow hourl a s in ad4tioh to part and
micro rates. NERComP h,as built timers for specific users which permit
them to have the advantage of having dedicated ports and occasionally
.
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overflowing to shared ports on an hourly basis. Terminal speeds and
types range from 110 to 600 baud.

5.0 NERComP ACTIVITIES
The principal activities of NERComP are:
Marketing.
Connecting
Supporting
Educating
Consulting
Research

The network actively solicits potential users for its many suppliers.
In addition to connecting users and suppliers, either directly or through
the NERComP switch or through lines shared with others, the agency
supports user services by providing the hand-holding assistance required
not only for terminalond line operation, but also for software use. Over

1,000 individual users use the network every motith and receive Hot
Line Users Services on demand.
The agency also conducts seminars and workshops especially on unique services, such as IMPRESS and PLATO. Staff continue to research

alternate methods of communications, such as STDM and SELENET,
and negotiate compensation with suppliers and establish rates for users.
At member institution's request, staff will advise and consult on com-

munications matters and do installation work. NERComP is also a
clearing house for vendors wishingito sell communications equipment
at a group discount.
Most of the agency's actions in arranging user supplier hookups
follow guidelines established by the advisory groups which. were established with NSF funding of research into user services. These groups

were: A Governace Committee which identified relationships and
responsibilities for suppliers, distributors and users; and a User Servicei

Committee which defined the requirements for effective delivery .of
user services. These committees acted to create policies required for the
resource chaining concept Which we have novi implemented.

In 1916, NERComP has two distributors both of whom support
DTSS services. One distributor is Yale _University. The other is Bates

College. The communications link to Yale is via Telenet, to Bates
via the NE RCornIkkwitching center. These distributors provide support
to local schools.
To guide the staff in multi-faceted dealings with schools which, on

one hand may be a supplier, and on the other a user of another
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supplier, the results of the work*of the Governace, User Services, and
Technical Advisory Committees are available. The organizational problems NERComP management faces range from matching suppliers and
users in a complementary yet not compkitive fashion, being properly,
compensated for the services NERComP supplies both the suppliers and
the users, and for implementing cost effective communications links.
NERComP management has attempted to reduce the problem of

competing with .NERComP suppliers by holding periodic suppliers
meetings to outline central office business plans, to catalog unique
software and to identify agency prospects, and by altering the method

of charging for services to preclude any favoratism to a particular
.supplier. In the case of Dartmouth, NERComP has a de facto established territory in Higher Education for colleges not fet connected to
Dartmouth. In the case of other suppliers and distributors the territory
is not as well defined, and the few instances where central office activities overlapfwith the supplier are handled by negotiation.
The economics of the network, as presently configured and at the
present revenue volume, are growing stronger. Approximately 40% of
the suppliers standard charges are required to cover networking
expenses. This would usually be paid by the supplier as a fee for services. The remaining expenses are borne by revenue from dues, grants
and additional feespaid by the user.

6.0 LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
The basic challenge ahead of NERComP is twofold: the simp/er, to
deliver academic computing to the remaining have-not schools; the
other, to uncover; catalog, promote and deliver unique services to any
ana all users. The agency must generate enough revenue growth to keep
ahead of the rate of transfer of simpler services from time-sharing to in-

house computing, or, alternatively, to find cheaper costs of communicating and interconnecting at a rate faster than the decline in costs of
small systems.

A paradox of NERComP's success in sharing is that as user experience grows so does the demand for in-house computing. The cycle is
completed when the minicomputer user (nee time-sharing user) returns
to NE RComP to acquire some.of the sophisticatbd unique applications
and to sell available bread and butter BASIC to the uninitiated. As the
need for a sharing agency such as NERComP continues, the agency
functions in a manner similiar tO a library providing access and reference to methods and solutions. At NERComP, however, the text is
,never Missing from the shelf but is always there waiting for the next

,

seeker.
'
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The search for unique products leads NERComP staff not only to
deal with ipecific disciplines but also to consider sources of supply far
outside of New England. The agency is challenged to act as a catalyst
for discipline-oriented groups by bringing together foremost .partic-

tioners and their findings with newcomers. In academic computin,
NERComP also sees, the challenge of acquiring superior software Kest-

dent outside of New England, either by transfer or thrgugh comrnuni,
cations links. Through constant 'interaction with institutions of Higher
Eudcation in New England, NERComP is able to determine not only
the demand for certain software but also the capacity of local suppliers
to deliver. Small colleges with under-graduate science courses now have
an opportunity to gain access nOt only to the best in New England but
also te software such as the PHYSICS DIALOGS developed at-the University %-of California, Itvine, CA. This software, which operates on a
Sigma 7, could conceivably be brought to New England viaNERComP.

Also.excellent, but unpublicized, capabilities like MACSYMA on the
MIKTICS system 'at MIT should be brought to the attention of all
network members. To determine the value of such specialties network
staff make use of those members who act as advisors to NERComP
who have special talents or interests. For instance, what better way to
'determine the desirability of MACSYMA for the,have-not schools than
by having a mathematician at a small rural New England,CoHege test it
and give his opinion. The test by the remote probably ultimate user is

an acid test. This cooperation by the members of NERComP contributes to the strength and vitality of the organization. It is in the best
spirit of.resource sharing that our k-nembers contribute time and advice.
In conclusion, NERComP is an action-oriented agency dedicated to
academic resource chaining of computer resources; is organized to identify and measure the demand and wooly for resources; is equipped to
interconnect supplier with user; and is qualified to provide user services
support.
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Chapter 29
by Guy Ciannavei

Single-Server Cooperation

in Computer Networking:
The Harvard Experience

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Harvard-MIT arrangement under which Harvard purchases IBM
370/168 comptiting services from MIT, is now starting its sixth year of
operation. Within the-first quarter of 1977, I expect that Harvard will
f rmally announ ce its intention to continue the arrangement for year
mber seven. In the computing business, seven years is a fairly long
ime and this factor of longevitY alone leads one to the conclusidn
that Harvard and MIT must be collectively doing something right.

t

In trder to help gauge the true dimensions of that success, however,
one must point out that not all of the computing needs of Hirvard University are satisfied by the arrangement with MIT. Moreover, a very
significant portion of Harvard's computing needs are satisfied completely, independently of the Harvard Coinputing Center. To better
understand why this is so, one needs to know how Harvard is organized
and where the Harvard Computing Center fits within that organization.

2.0 HARVARD UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION FOR
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The primary product of Harvard University is education. Thlt education Is produced by ten separate graduate schools and one undergraduate college. The deans of each of these schools operate with complete .

autonomy in academic affairs and with no less autonomy in fiscal
affairs (which comes as a surprise to /many people). The dean, of each
school is responsjble for the financial stability of his organiFation. He

287.
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via tuition an
discharges this responsibility first by generating revenue
controls
over th
other fund raisrhg devices and then by eicerting strong
his
faculty.
manner in.which those funds are spent-by
centrally-managed services to the
The univeisity does provide many,
are provided free of
various schooli\ However, none of these services monopolies
like percharge. Some ok these services gist a natural
university police, There
student
billing
and
the,
sonnel administraf on,
office, which do nat
are other central rvices, such as the printing
sources. Comenjoy monopoly stat s and must cOmpete with external
rovided service' that must ceimpete both with

puting is a centrally

internal do-it-yourself efforts.\
constituted central .
The Harvard Comp ting Center k the duly
The
center
is operated as a
source of supply of coçIputing services.
(OIT).
The Office for
branch of the office for formation technology
oi
the
financial
systems
organizatio
is
part
Informatipn Technolog
the'vice-president
for
financial
affairs.
which is headed by
and guidance o
The primary mis'sion pf OIT,.IS to provide advice
for processing d
in
technological
methods
all areas of the university
OIT perceives an unfi ed
conveying information. In thosvreas where
of those serviceft by
need-for services, it m'ay provide for the production
facilities. OIT
maintenance
of
.operational
the establishment and
operational acili;
home
for
three
such
currently is the organizational
university on.a feetiet whose seRiices are available to all areas of the
suppli s and
for-services basis. One is the video services center'which
devices. "the econd
of
video
programs
and
maintains a large inventory
whi h conoperational facility is the applications development group,
and
comp
ter prosists of a staff of approximaiely 35 systems analysts
OIT
is
the
Nerve
d Comgrammers. The third service organization in
body has assigned
University's
highest
governing
puting Center. Harvard
coordination of all computer ac ivities at
'OIT the responsibility' for the
provide t ose comHarvard. The mission of the computiing center is to
OIT perceives a'n otherwite unfilled eed..

external sources and wi

-

puting services for which

3.0 THE HARVARD COMPUTER CENTER

is not s nificantly
The internal organization of the Harvard center The s aff -of 80
different from any other .college computer center.
ing center
'perions collectively p'rovides the full rapge of classic compu groupings:
compartmentalized
into
six
functional
.services. The staff is
preparation; data
systems programming; miehine operations; data
The systems
accounting
and
billing
office.
control; user services; and an
system, and the
the
IBM
370/145'
operating
programmers maintain
particiaate in analytic
Harvard end of the MIT, Interface Link. They
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studies fol future planning, and they provide a full range of user assistance services including development of user documentation and the
conduct ocuser traThokyourses'in 'Programming languages and available
packages. their user asststanceAunctiorts require extremely close com-

munication and liaison with their counterpafts at MIT, since the majoritit of Harvard users who need assistappe are using the MIT CPU.

The Harvard Computer Center organization is somewhat unusual
since almost half of the staff Is involved in functions subservient to
administrative applications. The, data preparatjon and control groups
are almost wholly dedicated to the business end of Harvard Administration. The computing center, then, is both research oriented .and
administratively dedicated.
The center runs an, IBM 370/14
computer is-used tp process most
-lion jobs while sirriultaneously servi

"th a VS1 operating stem. This
arvard's administrati e proclucs a remote job entry deyiOe to
MIT's IBM 370/168. The 145 has three card-readers, 348K of!core,

4 tape drives, 4 mountable disks and four 1100 line-per-minute.printers.

The remote job entry function to MIT's 168 is performed by an IBMproduced HASP workstation package. Two other remote job entry

stations at Harvard tie in via leased lines directly to MIT's 168. A
REMCOM 2780 is located at he center for behavioral sciences at
William James Hall. The-other, a Data 100, is On the Boston side of the
river in the Harvard Medical area at the Harvard School of Public

Health. These stations aN operated with financial support from the
computing center but without the benefit of the computing center's
managerial control. All revenue collected from users of these remote
- stations, for 168 services accrues to the computing center. These .stalions dO not access the 145.
The services of the center are available to all organizational com-

ponents of the university and affiliated bodies such as the teaching
hospitals and other non-profit organizations. The ,enter does almost all
of the central administrations' computing as we as most of the admin .
istrative applications required by the various f culties. There is also a
large maSs of research-based computing and thk wOrk represents the
bulk of Harvard traffic with MIT. The most co monly used language
over the MIT link is FORTRAN, and 'the most popular packages are
DATATEXT and SPSS.

4.0 THE LINK TO MIT
Users of the center represent each of the schoolsi all areas of the
central administration, and the afftliated teaching hospitals. In dollar
terms, central administration spends the most pi oviding 42% of total
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revenues on the center, with the Faculty of Arts and Sciences running
second at 2036. On the MIT 168 Link alone, however, the places are
reversed with the faculty in 1st place at 24% and Central Administra- .
don running second at 20%. It is interesting to note that, on the Boston
side, of the river, the School, of Public Health, the Medical School, and

,''Ithe Teaching Hospitals provide collectively 26% of the 168 dollar
volume while providing only 16% of the center's total revenue. School
faculty representation em.4h e trivial level only at the schools of dentistry and divinity. Of e total revenues earned by the center, only 17%
derive from federal contracts ana grants, while 25% of the 168 corn-

!

puting is federally based.

.

.
,

The decision to assign work to ehher Harvard's 145 or MIT's 168 is
made in every me by the user. The computing center provides advice
and counsel only. Of course, the decision is seldom a difficult one, since
the .servica characteristics of the two' machines are so markedly different. The 168 will turh the average job around in twenty minutes; on
the 145, twenty:minutes of degiitiationi may be required with opera-

tions personnel to establish whether the job will be run before, or.
.during, the third shift.
,
. ,
Since the preponderance of jobs processed by the 145 are administrative production jobs, the regularly recurring pooduction cycles lend
themselves to a high degree of advanced scheduling. Most of that work
is shepherded througb by the center's staff of data control technicians.
The occasional 145 individual user, therefore, most, often finds a long
line of big jobs waiting ahead of his/hers.
It should be noted that on new administrative applications and projects still in the development or pre-production stages, programmeri
normally will submit all their debugging runs'to MIT's 168, capitalizing
.on the vastly improved turnaround and justifying the possibly costlier
service with offsetting savings in programmer productivity. After an
application has been proven ready for production, it will be transferred
to the 145 if running costs are lower than on the 168. Some debugging
is not, done on the 168. The vast majority of Harvard's general accounting programs were originally developed under the DOS Operating System on an IBM 360/30'that was formerly operated in the comptroller's
office. Since the 168 does not have a DOS Emulator, none of those jobs
can qualify for 168 processing.
In addition, there are considerations of security and privacy which
tend to prevent certain sensitive applications from being run on the
MIT machine. Such sensitive applications include the hourly payroll,
.

1

the weekly payroll, the semi-monthly payroll and, of course, the
monthly payroll.

et.

'
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The 145 is also desiytated for use as backup to the 168. With the
xception of DOS joWr,- any job that will run on one machine will also
run on the other. The Harvard Computing Center has developed a program called SCAN that translates 168 ASP job control language to
OS/VS JCL Fortunately the 145 has had to perform a backup role
onlji rarely, but occasionally during thirdshift hours, when MIT service
is not available, the 145 will process urgently needed device-independent jobs that otherwise would have gone to the 168. This is never
done, however, without the specific consent of the user.

5.0 THE COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
Perhaps the most significant single unifying characteristic of the
Harvard user community is that it is free to acquire its services anywhere it chooses. Indeed there are grqi.lps who purchase services from
external sources completely independently of the center. For example,
the college's chemistry department buys much of their computing from
Columbia University, and the astronomy department uses hdavily a

CDC machine at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. The
undergraduate college and the business school operate their own independent° medium size computing facilities which satisfy most of their
educatibnal computing requirements. The computing center, therefore,
operates the wmpetttion with the whole world, except MIT's 168.
ned previously, the Harvard Computing Center proYides
its services on a strict fee-for-service basis. It is constrained to recover

-- all of itsojing costs from its users. TKere is no subsidy or other
financial assistance gran

-to-the--center__by__ttie university. The center

pays its own rent, heat, electricity, telephone and janitofilitblits-.--The------only services that it receives free from the university are personnel
administration, accounting services and, of course, general mestiagerial
guidance. The center operates on a genuine full cost recovery basis. The
schedule of prices charged for its services is intricately detailed so as to
_attqmpt to spread the burden as equitably as possible among users, con.%

sonant with the services they require. This results in a multi-page
catalogue of services and prices which usually overwhelms the first- time user.

Working under these rules with no subsidy, complete cost recovery
and competition with the world,,financiar considerations' terid to play
an overwhelming 4ole., in the process of deciding in what manner the
computing center will produce computing services. The build-or-buy
decision leans strongly on the fiscal facts of life. This is where MIT
,

comes into the picture. The Harvard Computing Center has been able to

buy wholesale services from MIT at a cost lower than the cost of
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building comparable services in-house. Although center management
continually window-shop for substitutes, they have found none who
appear able to compete with MIT.

One of those window-shopping-excursione-resulted-in-an-arrange
ment with Princeton. Center management had determined that, for
some CPU-intensive jobs, the Princeton retail Prices were significantly
less 'expensive than MIT rates. The center did establish the link with
Princeton, announced the service to'Harvard users, and prepared for
the rush,. The rush never canie. Not one user has ever.requested that

his/her job be run at Princeton. That experience has taight center
minagement that lower prices alone are not sufficient to cause user
migration. Obviously the combination of providing only over-night
service and requiring users to convert job decks to the Princeton conventions were strong inhibiting factors.
The MIT arrangement on the other hand, in addipon to its generally
favorable structure, provides an attractive combination of speedy service and stability. Any job that worked on MIT's\ 70/155 in 1971 will
.

work today on the 168, with faster turnaroUnd andfDithe

.

Harvaricl

t

ep

user, a lower'unit cost.
The Harvard-MIT arrangement operatei vier a written agreement
which is re-negotiated annually. For this year Harvard has agreed to buy
monthly minimums of 168 services approximat:ly as follows:
30 hours of central processor time
25,thousand kilo byte hours of memorY

10 million tape &disk I/O's
75 hours of disk use
90 hours of tape use, and

II

8,000 devicg units

'

All of this will require, at Harvard, an input of 4 million cards re- -sultingjo_20 million lines of print-output, distributed acr'oss 12,500
batch jobs, aric-1-6-00-1Nours-of T-Sai neninal connect-time. These para-

meters constitute the minimum monthly--pfofile. Actual usage_wi II
exceed thii minimum guarantee, and there is a schedule of unit price
decrements for corresponding increments in-usage.

The amowit that Harvard pays to MIT represents approxim40 one
third of the total cost that the center expends to distribute 4hese services to Harvard users. The end cost of the Fra var*d user is in no case
any higher than that which would be paid by a MIT user fr.r the same
job. Also, the Harvard user is paying less for lie average job now than
he or she would have paid 5 years ago.

,I

Although financial considerations have been or great importance

ing

the decision making process , for continued renewal of the MIT

2 '7
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arrangement, there are also other considerations. FOr example,.Harvard

could quit the MIT sgrvice and upgrade the 145 Ao a largei machine.
This would give the . Harvard cenier a small reduction in overall operating costs at the expense of drastically increasing turnaround time for
.former 1.68 users. It is the considered opinion of center management,
however, that most users would not appreciate a 5 or 10% cost savings
if the waiting time were to grow two or th'ree times longer than that to
which they have become accustomed.

An additional consideration of no less importance is stability for
Harvard. users. The program conversion effort required to move to the
370's was highly traumatic for the Harvard community. In thepresent
-=--boinpetitiveenvironrnent . in- -which. the Harvard Computing
operates any similar .mandatory conversion would result in large scale
migration of users Ao other sources of supply.
.

Harvard prefers to use MIT-provided computing seMce for three
major reasons; low cost, speed and stabilitY.

MIT bas proven

capable of providing eminently satisfactory turn-

ardund time, end MIT's re6nt long-term _commitment to the 168
augers well for future mainteinance of performance at no increase in
hardware costs. The long term stability of MIT's serviceR has been
excellent. There may be sire clouds on the distant hoiiion, however.
MIT does plan to move to a virtual operating system, MVS, and they
plan to implement the JES2 control language. Center management at
Harvard perceive a resulting adverse impact on stability. Hopefully, any
irritating effect from,that change will function like the grain of sand
around Which the diligent oyster builds a shirfy pearl.

2
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Chapter 30
by .1: R. Steinberg

Single Server Cooperation?
The Supplier's Viewpoint

IT

I

3.0. THE MIT IPS-ACADEMIC AND RESEAkCH
.----

/ : COMPUTIK
qNTER.
r.,

The MIT Academic and Refearch_Caputint Center serves tw
roles; it is both a supplier -of computing services to Harvard and
NERComP and"a distributor of computing services, to the MIT corn--

munity. The fact that the center ia' both a supplier and a distributor is
a Very important consideralion. A brief description pf MIT .facilities-------,
and services, that product,i6tat the center distributes and supplies May
be useful to put the supplier/distrilSutor role in context.
The
titer operates two large-scale computer systems. The Honeywell 6189 provides the Mltics time sharing setvice, and an IBM System.
370 Model 168 provides a multi-processing batch service and a timesharing service. MIT users a
Eddy evenly divide& between ,the two.«
systems. There is some preponderance in numbers on the Syitem 370
side, but very few users are ambidext us, that is, ehle to use either
SVstern with equal profiCiency and e . Although MIT inforihation
Processing Services staff distribu
rvices on both systems, as a supplier IPS provides System 370 services Imo:* exClusively. Although
IPS has been, enCouraging both Harvar and NERComP--to broker
Multice. services to their commuditigis, thk is a fairly recent developrneippand'there is not ogreat deal of actIvIt4 yet.
g.
MIT-IPS is tied inté tAiee networks. T e System 370 le tied into
-jeoth the NERComP netwokleind the Tele et network, thelecpnd. as
part of IDUkET., The Multics aystem is tied into Arpanet an
lenet.

,

,.

,

-

EitailiVsteip.ii eccessible through standard dial-up.: telerone lines
from anywhere ihthe world.
,

(

--..p
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.

The System 370 also has several direct lines connecting it to remote
printer/reader stations. One of these lines runs through campui to the
terminal:
East Campus computing facility which is a Data 100 remote
this
site
and
plans
exist
for tying
(There is also a PRIME °computer on
IPS runs,
coaxial
cable
connection,
and
it intb the S/370.) Through a
which do not
using
homegrown
njItierns
the terminal at 9800 baud

actually modulate or demodulate.
mechanisms to
The System 370 is also. tied in directly through two
approximately five
Computing
Center
which
is
the Harvard University
the Bell
miles away. One is the leased 40,8 kilobit telephone line using
connection
303 package" on each' end. The Other is a 40.8 microwave
skyscraper, and
between the William James Hall at Harvard, Harvard's
Viet
houses
the
computers.
The microBuilding 39 at MIT, the building
of these
line-of-sight,4ish-to-dish
connection.
Since
one
wave link is a'
the
other
high speed kilobit connectidns is actually in use al any time,
transmission
In
addition
to
the
date
functions as a spare or backup.
channels,
band, the microkave facility has capacity for several video
frequently
for
telecasts
between
the
two uniand these are used fairly
versities.

Finally, leased tines between the MIT System am and the other
facility
remote stations at Harvard and the System 370 also provides a
by
stations.
Dial:up
service
is
used
for dipl-up service to remote entry
justify
the
cost
of
the
leased
line,
stations that have too little usage to
i.e., Tufts and Brandeis Universities.

2.0 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MIT AND HA
USER INFERFAUS

VARD

the
The System 370 operating system is OS/370 MVT SP with
and
time sharing option TSO). Although both the MIT communities in
Harvard communitie are runping using the same operating system,
the two
4 many ways the user 1lnterfacs to this system are different for
user's
exampleShe
separator
pages
that
surround
the'
communities. For
conforril
printed output have different formats for the two schools to
dispatching areas.
to the different filing procedures used by the separate
sequential number
filed
by-jobname,
actually
a
At MIT the output is
Produced by the use of prepunched jobcards. At the Harvard UniverTheresity Computing Center the odtput is filed by programmer nare.
la)ge stencil
name
is
printed
in
fore, on Harvard jobs, the programmer
of TSO
like letters along the edge of the separator sheet. For the output
though
this
Harvard
convention
even
submitted jobs, MIT has adopted

staff still file,output by jobname.

2 7.4
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.
are a number of such differences in the user interfaces; the
User runt at different prices than the MIT user; the Harvard
uses a sligMly different account identification card than the MIT
user; the Harvard user's account number is of a different format than
0'. the MIT user'S; the OK2RUN checking process, though similar, is
.' slightly different for.eaCh user and the checkinik done against two
diffveni lists; the Harvard user and the MIT userliSve different sets of
.04loged procedures; the Harvard user can specify a number of service
requirement indicators which set prices as well as job priority which the
MIT use
lowed to use; and so on and so on. It is important to
r that both communities are using the same operating system,
aIbEit.,an operating system that has tieen heavily modified to preserve

both the MIT and-the Harvard identities. It is almost safe to say that
there is no reason for .the Harvard users to suspect that they are using
someone &sea computer.
.

'

In some places, the users' interface is the isime for bth communities

where IPS would 'rather it were not However, it was too difficult to
change. For example, at the end ,of each job's printedoutput there is
normally an Announcements Page, a page which contains important
noticenuch as changes in operating schedule, short course anpouncements, changes in software packages, and so on. Thqse notices are
ally. prepared, using a ?SO program, by the person.most generfilly
responsible ,for the area coiicerned. If .that person does not recognize
that both communities will be reading the same notices considerable
confusion can result. This problem is amplified somewhat because most
IPS staff are involved only, or primarily, in the distributing funCtion.

3.0 MIT-IPS ASsSUPPLAER
MIT is supplying computing services to a distributor, the Harvard

University Computing Center, not to the Harvard users directly.
Consequently MIT does not supply user consulting, user documen-

tation, or even printed output. The MIT-Harvard arrangement is
actually a very simple model of the chained resources network tl)at
NERComP has been developing.:Because of the ,geographical conjultants, user services are best distributed to the Harvard community by
the Harvard University'Computing Center, just as IPS dtttributes those
seritices to the MIT community.
So what are the things that IPS supplies to Harvard University Computing Center? IPS does maintain a number-of application programs on
. the system that are used by the Hantard community, just as Harvard
, maintains a number of application programs which are Used by ,the MIT
community. AhhoUgh MIT maintains mat of the Compilers, loaders,
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aystem utilities, etc., the Harvard Computing Center does maintain
;COBOL and the assOciated COBOLTSO tools. MIT-IPS maintains.
*the operating system, and is responsible for the equipment associated
with the central processor, selection, operating, maintenance and the
PhYacel environment in which it runs.

3.1 Contractual Arrangements

In these areas, where MIT-IPS provides a direct service, that most of
the diaiogue and problems occur. However, it is interesting to notethat
these services are not included or even mentioned in the final agreement
Witich Harvard for the provision of computer services. That agreement

specifies guaranteed minimum annual expenditures and estimated
monthly usage where usage is measured by dollars expended at M1T
rates.

The agreement between Harvard and MIT is quite interesting for
a number of reasons.. Remember that Harvard and MIT, at first, were
partners in this venture and shared equally the cost of the central
facility in which the central processor was an IBM Sysiem/370 Model

165. Note that iharing in the cost of the central facility, was for both
MIT and Harvard expense in addition to the,cost for all of the ancillary
facilities including the online printers and card readers, the dispatching

res'ult
area, the user consulting and documentation functions, etc. As a
and
the
different
Sage
bases,
Harvard
of the different cosi bases and
foUnd
MIT arrived at different charging rates for their users. Since users
it difficult to understand why the same service on the same machine
had different prices at the different cevers, both MIT and Harvard staff
-

spent a lot of the firsi year explaining: .
After about one year of 'a;partnership arrangement, MIT realized

the a larger machine was necessary, particularly if TSO services were to °
be offered. At thattime, however, Harvard felt no need for expansion
and. Was not willing tb share the cost of a larger central facility. Accord-

ingly, the economic arrangement Was changed although much of the
spirit of the partnership still remains. Many of interface changes reflect
those early partnership days and, of course, set precedents for the

future:

Heving decided that they did not want to share the cost of the larger
central facility, but were still interested in, retaining the service, Harvard
agreed to set its fair share of the cost for the coming year, directly on

.

the original partnership cost. Both institutions assumed that tlre

ra
would be no large-increase,.in Harvard's usage, and that the stand
of u
would
be
MIT
dollars.
For
this
amount
measure of their usage
Harvard pays a guaranteed minimum ..with additional surcharges if the
monthly, or annual, usage exceeds certain leeways built into-the profile.,
,

.
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the years Harvard usage, as Well as MIT's usage, has increased
and the Harvard profile includes TS0 usage as well as botch
now. However, it it still reasonably safe to assume that Harvard's

ussp IS equivalent to approxiMately one half the capacity of a 155.

3.2. Mutual Trust and the Spirit of Partnership
Thtes are several services dist MIT provides Harvard like systems
.meintenance Ind developinent, operations, and some applications
maintenance and development. What guarantee is there to Harvard that
thee, 'services are up to scratth? What guarantee. Is there to MIT that

hurvard won't demand more or better of these services than IPS is
willing to provide? Tha answer is, and some people would laugh'at
this, mutual trust and the spirit of parinership. Examples of this trust
ace console privileges MIT allows the Harvard Center, and the use of
the advanced scheduling service indicator that provides them an
extremely, high job priority. Abuse of either of these privileges could
seriouily impact MIT's' access to the syttem. ConVersely, they trust
MIT-IPS with their tapes, their disks, and of course, their jobs. Harvard
assumes, and reasohably so, Mit MIT will maintain these services at a,
reasonably high level..Of course, MIT does have an additional respop-'1:7
sibility to its own community in these areas. MIT asumes that Harvard
will not make demands on these servicetthat are inconsistent with their

financial contribution: It is very much an article of faith and pretty
much of 4 gentleman's agreement. Does it.work?

In each of the service areas a certailVemou t of dialogue must be
maintained between people providing the fun
at MIT and people
pioviding the similar function at Haivard. Peihiptthe most continual
dialogue is at the operations level.fFirstAoll, there is a hotline connecting machine room to machine ritlom. Whenever something unusual
is going to happen at the central facili ofierations makes it a point to
use the hotline to notify the.,,,Hprva
ting room Operators.
an unusuakdemand on
Conversely, whenever Harvard itiOojn
the system, the Harvard operatdI
fe mikchine room operators
at MIT. Whenever theri is trouble
or 'end:Idle hotline is busy, of
course. In addition to the hotline th ..ahr other day4o-day operational
lines of cOmmunication. Harvard has
.tgettprerviCe which delivers
and picks up in the MIT machine room alimiglOnr timeta day:fart
this deliverY Service usuak includes signitqf istiut tapes and disks.

.,ConseouentlanOther dailyiOntact occurs ber the tape librarians
in both installations.
Theie is also daily '..operitilonol Wrier interface petween the user
accountkoffices of the-two Centat#.,' Although Harvard can: and does, .
register botch users itite the system because they have a separate
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OK2RUN list, TSO maintains only one registration list. The MIT user
accounts office rIllist be informed whenever HarVard wishes to register
a new TSO user. There is also communication if anything happen's to go
wrong with the accounting metering files. These files are a common set
of records used by both centers to keep track of usage and to bill their
Users.

le

Harverd'S systems programming staff's main function is the support
of the VS1 iystem for the 145. However, as systems programmers they
do have some ideas of how the operating sYstem at the central facility,
could be modified to improve service and, they are more than willing
to share those ideas. They also maintain some parts of the. Operating'
system, particularly those parts .associated with the COBOL compiler
0 and the Harvard catalogued procedures, and are quite involved in the
review of specifications for the MVS system which MIT is now implementing. TheAnterface between MIT system programmers and Harvard
system programmers is busy.
At the applications programmer level and at ,the user services level,
there is also some communication. St)ff shaminformation about problems'and changes and occasionally collaborate on assisting a user.

3.21 Formal Management Consultation:

.

Perhaps, thCinost important interface is at the management level.

t

,There is a 'AeklY meeting of the management of the two centers
scheduled, though lately this meeting hat tually been held only
about monthly. At this meeting Harvard us lly will bring up complaints about system reliability, operating pr.pcedures, equipment
failures, and all of,those things about MIT services that they feel have

not been up to snuff. M1T representatives will Complain about the
weather, the economy, the government and gerrally try to explain
- why problems have occurred. These mpetings aTso provide an opportunity to share problems, and sometirres solutions, and occasionally

'to plan. Often these meetingi are used as a vehicle for arguing out
differences in philosophy and priorities. Although, without an arbitrator, these debates are often not revolved or eten scored.

4.0 PROBLEMS
What are the problems in an arrangement such as this one? Although

MIT is both a supplier and a distributor, most of the MIT center's staff
are arimarily concerned with the distributing role. They tend to think
of tile, Harvard Computing .Center as a strange and demanding user.
There is occasionally some resentment when things must be done
differently then they, would like because of Harvard's involvement.
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This shows up, for example; in Our review of the MVS specifications.
Harvard and MIT have different priorities arild quite different miews of
their users. Because of this they have quite different Wews of what the
system'should look like and what changes are tolerable and which are
\, intolerable.
,

Originally there was also considerable user resentment. Somehow or
other if the systsn was down or turnaround was bad.or anything at all

wasn't just righT, the MIT. users were convinced it was the fault of
the Harvard usage. I expect that the Harvard users had some choice
words for MIT as well. After a year or so, however, the arrangement
came to be accepted and IPS staff now hear few complaints from Users
about Harvard's use of the system.
.

/

Another problem, of course, is the additi nal work required to maintain the separate interfaces. The brunt of this work is carried by the
systems people, though it occasionally r ches down into all levels.
Clearhekhe perceived need to preserve e identities of both Onters
does create problems.

Other problems occur in communications. Occasionally operators
forget to tell Harvard that MIT is planning on scratching a library until
after they've done it. Sometimes Harvard neglects to tell MIT about a

large number of jobs coming through that must be finished that
0

evening. Perhaps it would be more truthful to classify this problem as
an awareness problern rather than a communications problem. Certainly
the communications lines have been set up, but staff on both sides of

the river sometimes find it difficult to remain aware of each.other's
needs. This relates again to the fict that most of both staff are in the
distributing function not the supplying function.
Suprisingly there is some competition between the two centers for a
common customer base. 'This 'is hardly a day to day problem, biet there
has been at least one occasion in.the past,.with a third party involved,

when this became a ve% serioui. problem. Fortunately, it was also a
problem which could be straightened out and was..
In the area of standards fot'performance, there ate Occasions when
MIT is willing to settle for a lower level .of 'performance than Harvard.
A recent case i romt has been the reliability orthe tape drives. Harmard felt quite str ngly that too many tape jobSI we hm;ing difficulty
while MIT felt that performance in this area waS more than satisfactory.
The upshot of fAis, and hopefully the upshot of most such disputes,
was a raising of the level of performance and reliability in this area.
(The customer is usually right, anyway.)
7
.
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5.0 CONCLUSION

.

It's an interestingearrangement, sometimes a trying one, but-certainly

economicalIV advantageous for both institutions. If Harvard and MIT
had it to do over again they'd probably want to do some things differently, but probably wouldn't.
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higher education .in the .sta)s of 'Illinois as a means of improved
management

IEC has enCouraged, afid assisted in establishing, int&iruniversity.
cooperative programs leading to more cost effective delivery of services

.

.

through resource sharing.,,, collective purchasing ahd Oonomical fi.

nancirig-arrangernents. IEC is supported try membership 'dues, service
fees, and grants. Fees are charged bY IEC for established servicessuch as
leasing. Members dues support program development arid IEC's.role as
facilitator and coordinator. Facilities and personn are provided by
members as required for specific activities.

In July, ,I976 IEC was recognized by the Internal R venue Se
as exempt from Federal income tax as an, organizatiOn descri d in
Seqtion 501ic)(3) of the Internal Revenue, Code of 19
s.; is a
reversal of the IRS's adverse ruling of May 1974:and. the rètif of the
Consortiumlecourt actions, which began in 1975.
IEC expects to effect evolutionary, though not dramatic, chimes in
the r4nagement of several specialized state university service functions

supporting their. educational missions. During 'the fiscal year 1975-,
1976; IEC cdncentrated in six" areas:

...att\cfinstIltant Services
-In conjunction with the Professiohal staff of the state un iversities,
IEC has provklecK donsulting services to member schools in the opera:
-;tion and managernent qf academic computing facilities. IEC I.jas also
"
v i ded assi stance witli acquisition of used computer equipment and

het, profitably disposed of members' used equipment traded-in for

.,

neiVer equipment. Through its dealings with the State u e sities, IEC
i
ith verldors
s
faff has become knOwledgeable of members' experie
equipment.
produ
s well as members' plans to release or a
al member
-A-his inforrhati
as
n used to the benefit o
dniversities.

Distributor Servo
.,,

1E.0 has purchased over 6 0 computer-terminals for sale 'or lease to

,

uembeiiolIeges 'and univer ities at discOunts of20-40%. The' staff
expect4Oacquirean addition 300-400 terminals during calendar year
1977?,Whe ,The arrangement

en useful, I EC has als'd been usecias

a cohtract. hi vehicle to obtain ignifica t discounts in die acquisition
cornputei software and
:.
of mink Puters, coinputar peripher
#
mbers_
-audio-visuaktrating akipor

,.

_.

.

#

:

,.

'

'

2 8 3,

,.

,

.
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.

3.3 Compute). Equipment Leasing
.

IEC expanded its leasing operations by purch ing severtl computer
systems which had been leased by manufacturers to Illinois state universities. These include an IPA 370/158 leased to Southern Illinois University-Carbondale, an IBM 370-145 leased to the Cooperative
Computer Center, an IBM 370/145 leased tO Illinois State University, a
Hewlett Packard 3000 leased to Sangamon State University, a Datai,
General Eclipse 5/230 leased to Eastern Illinois_University, and a Digital
", Equipment Corporation PDP-11 leased to Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale School qf Medicine. Over a five-year period these participating uniorsities have estimated five-year savings of over a million

dollars by leasing this equipment from IEC rither than leasing the
equipment directly from manufacturers.

.

.,

3.4 Cooperat

rchasing
I
collective purchasing activities were focused on
During F
nd operation. phases. The IEC Purinitial or
tiOn , lannin
chasing . , isory Council, co posed of the purchasing directors of the

thirteen stale university campuses, jotned together to judiciously
expand (from 7 to .24). the list of generic commodities for which there
was an indication of service and monetary advantage through collective
_procurement. In FY76, the doll a
Xpenditures 'for commoditiw
-.Collectively bid increased from the- F' 75 level of $1.1M to $2.9M. The
timing of the procurement schedule was, also greatly improved. In
FY75, the four governing*boards of higher education adopted common
purchasing abcedurei developed under the auspices of IEC. Amended
resolutions providing for a further commitment to collective purchasing
were adopted by the four governing boards during July, 1976.
,

3.5 Computer Services Advisory Council

'

.

The directors of computer centes that prpvide serviced sponsored
olimarily from state appropriations to the thirteen Illinois state 'university camPuses have valuntarily formed an' advisory council t9 the
Consolium's president. Among the current activities of the adVisory
cound is the development of a Directory of Computer Services. Mein"bers of the advisory cometl agree that some identifiable body 61 sAndards and practise, designed to help in institution iletermine its actual
computing heeds' and measure the capability o its present iesources,
would be of significant value to both. university fficers anq computing
center, manager's. It is also recongized that adequate. knbwledge of
existing facilities and conditions of operition is an essential prerequisite',
for any effert at coordination 'or Plannino. By taking the, initiative to
develop an appropriate reporting system, the Council hopes ta prevent
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# the application of arbitrary ad hoc standards by personi unfamiliar with
irements of computina in an academic environment. To supppt these objectives, the advisory council will develop an appropriate
of questions facing academic computing administrators, conduct
studies at the state supported universities, and compile the results into,a
Directory of domputer Services. ,This standard reference document
which will cover a broad range of subjects, from institutional mission td`

equipment configuration,. will be updated periodicallo. The current
configuration of state'funded computer s9stems at the state univeriities
that Will be intluded in the Directory'is shown in Figure 1.
I.

Consolidated Administitativ
Computen Centert

0

U of I-MEDICAL RoCXFORci

NORTHEAS.TE RN

CHICAGO SirTE

36

NORTHERN ILLINOIS

I.CHICAGO CIRCLE

of I-MEDICAL CENTER

sr,

GOVERNORS.STATE.

In Computes
Uof IMEOICAL PEORIA
WESTERN ILLINOIS
.

360/

ILLTNOIS ST/TE.

175
U of I-UREIAA4HAMPAIGN

Sill-MEDICAL

PDP- I I

SANGAMON STATE

/50

SW-EDWARDSVILLE

EASTERN ILLINOIS

______/370 135

SU- Ittinnis Computers
Coopenativt
SIU-CARBONDALE

370/158

GOVERNING BOARDS

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
BOARD Of REGENTS
r BOARD OF TRUSTEES-SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY .
BOARD OF TRUSTEES-UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

1.
FIGURE 1. IEC Mimber Universities Computer Configuration
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(MICC)
3.6 Mid-Illinois Computi;Cioi perative
.

.

.

WICC (Mid-Il(inois,Computer booperitive) is a cooperative activity

operiting under the auspices of I EC sponsored through a Higher Educetion. Seven of IEC's thirteen employees are MICC staff. MICC initially
provided remote time sharing computer serVices for, instruction and «research programs_at five state universities (Ser_kigure 2). In February,'

I

'

1975, MICC began providing services from a 'Control Data Cyber72
computer system located at Southerp Illinois Universi.ty-Edwardsville.
FY76 was the first full academic year in which the system was operated. Monthly system use was doubled compared to the first semester
of operaticin in FY75. Southern Iliinois University-Carbondale became
-the sixth member of MICC in September, 1976. Governors State
: Uniyersity, hicago State University,-and Northeastern Illinois Univer7,
sity,will join MICC early in 1977 (the administrative cornputing requirements of these three universities are supported by the Cooperative
-,,
Computer Center). Continued growth in service offerings to current
.

new members is expected (See Figure 2).
MICC was established on the premise that certain types of computer:,
seMces, such as interactive timesharing and fast turnaround batch processing could be provided most effectively and economically to several,
universities on a coopera ive basis. Although the technical feasibility of
a computer network of his type had been previously established,'there
Wife Brgipizational ari administrative problems to be overcome. If waso
decided that these problems could be best solved if direct, centralized
.

.

.

'

funding of the network Was provided during the first crucial years of
operation.

The sknificance of "Cooperative" in !he title of MICC signals the

"the significance' of the organizational arid administrative Problems to be
overàome. First, the MICC is a non-legal entity and all actions such as
hiring pe,rsonnel and contracting for 'hardware are handled by IEC.
Second, since the member instifution furnish the campus user coor
dinators, the MICC Net rk Manage... must wiork with a major per-

scinnel resource ckier Aich he has little pirect control. Thirdly, none of

vere forced 'tp join.*H- they can satisfy their
users- locally, they mast withdraw frr the cooperative. The members
generally agree "to the.COncept'of economy of-scale ancl therefore have
accepted the responsibility of retailing computing resources to educa-

the member institutipn

tional institutions in their rrrketing area; there are over 100 higher
education institutions in Illinois. Lastty, the members generally agree
that ihe syccess of the cooperative wilPbe based on the richness of soft.ware/courseware aviilable and they have dnitiatedbcoperative sofeware
sharing effoits, lo fa.bt, the first MICC User Conference was held three
months prior to delivery of the hardware.
is

.
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2

Members in 1976
= Potential Members,

MIL

Boardsof dovernors.
Eastern illinois University
Western Illinois Univeisity

() IllBoard
of Regents
=

...

inois State University
\ Sii'ngartiolll State University

.

1,1

-

= Southern Illinois University Board .:.
Edwardsville
Southern.Illinois University

:

P1GURE 2.. M1CC Member.ancl Potential.Members 1976

.
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Each state .uniyersity that elects to join MICC makes substantial
tontributions to.this prOgram.. One or two staff members from each
university serve as representatives on the MICC Operating-Board, the

governing and foolicv makirigbody for the Cooperative (Figure '3).
,In addition, each sChool provides released time for a'professional stiff
member to act ai interface between MICC and`computer users on the
local campus. Phjsical facilities for the M ICC operation are provided by
,SIU-Edwards4ilfe. Several of the 'member fristitutions have also elected
to pUrchase computer services from MICC in addition to the basiC level
of support" which is currently provided without charge.
jhe prograM is supported over a 3 1/2 year period of direct funding
/0:1EC (January, 19-75:through June, 1978). Supplemental allocations,
will be provided to member universitks for, FY 1978-79 io alloW them
to continuejreeeiving the basioilevel';',of computer services and purchase
additional, services through a contractual arrangement with IEC. The
3 1/2 year period of centralized funcrmg is intended to Show MICC, and
its member, universities, to reach a 'level of stability sufficient to con''

tinue to serve its members. To reach such a level of stability, MICC
must pursue-three major areas of development'.

'Operational maturity of the Cooperative in mechanical, technical'
and procedural activities.'

Maturity of the member instautiont i.e., 1) informing users
abOut the resources available and incorPorating the use of these

resources into user academic programs, and 2) developing a
management philosophy regarding the use of locally conyolled
and remote shared resources.

Maturity of management and admMistrative policies and-procedures necesSary to allow for SMooth' operation of the Cooperative
after.the, termination of centralized funding.
.Prerequisite, to the success of MICC-is- the esrablishment of an organ----izational strUcture that deals with a dynamic evolution of technology to
stipport cost-effective computer services. The optimum method of pro-

viding a full range of computational support for Wveral institutions is
a mixture of distributed and centralized facilities (See Figure 4). Operations best handled locally will be provided by individual institutions.
Operations in which significant economies of scale can be realized will
be centralized with costs shared by several school's. When institutions
provide specialized services not available it other member institutions
The "basic level" of support is defined as the access and use of system resources through seven asynchronous and one synchronous ports and-the cenJ
tral staff support for the maintenance of the network and the implementation
and coordination of software.

AA
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IEC
Board of Directors

t.

MICC
Operating Board
Meets Ouarterly,
Policy Committee
tAstetsgRfrecluently I
6 Members
.
.
I Pohcy level administrator from each institution
i.e., Usualiy a Vice-President
Technical Comrioittee
Meets about 9 times yearly
6 Morel:toil'

I Technical Ilyal administrator heel .teCh institution
tehtelly the Director of CompUter Sersoces
. Non,oting Member'. President, IEC

M I C C-

Executive Direetor

.

Director.
Purchasing
Services

Manager of
Network Services

Student Intern

Manager of
Operations

I

Operators
3 + 1 student

fPattitrnel

Systems

Programmers

Communications

FIGURE 3. Structure of IEC/MICC
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-

and of a nature not to be efficiently. centrajized;-those smices Will be'
Triadeiavailable 'to the Other mvnbers through the M ICC nethiork. ,.
,

On Campus

FTE
On Campui

Computer

Students
BOG.
EIU
CSU
GSU
.ON I

-

BOR
ISU

NIU:
SSU

IBM 360/50
'IBM 360/50

9,112
13,815
4,149

WitJ

}IBM 370/145
IBM 360/50

2,271

`

6,119

35,666

17,777 .
18,463
2 073

IBM 370/145,
IBM 360/67
HP 1000

I.

38,313

.

SIUC
E

19,987
9 529

.
,

IBM 370158
IBM 370135

.

29,516

.

11

F launt 4. Profile of MICC Member Universities
The primary objective of MICC is to provide cos.t.eff-ective-timesharing computer seiAiices to educatiNal. institAions. MICC provides,
reliatlIe time sharingcomputer harthvare.and system resources. MICC
coor.diriates the development and 'implementation of application softall user instituware packages by in'dividual institutions tb be.'shared by
and
resource
utilizatiOn
systems are
tiOns., Detailed 'cost accounting
of
cost
effectiveness
and system
being refined to aid ,the determination

efficiency for the delivery of services. MICC's success Will be.measured
by the extent to which costs of operations are, recovered by charges to
user
'users and by the level of incorporation of MICC services into
academic programs. Figure 5 and 6 illustrate user participation in MICC
in 1976.
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:Multi-server Coóperat
The
fxperience
'0

1.0 THE ARPANET AT MIT
The ARF'AkNET (Advanced Researcii Projects Apency NETwork)
is,
by .any measure, a success of. the(first order at MIT. This

paper deals

with the ARPANET at MIT as it pertains to the Information Processing

.

.

:Seri/ices .(IPS), user community at MIT; other than,
the technical
aspetts of hoik 'the'ARPANET works. Whereas the APPANET

has been.

in
\ operation at MIT for more thin five years, the author has'only been
involved with it for ,the past thoyears. He must admit to an adolescent
infatuation with*the k RPANET: he is
impressed toaay as he w'as two

n

years ago each time e sits Iôwn at a terrninal in Cambridge,
Massachu-

setts. and logs in. to a com uter iii Cambridge, England
or when he

consults With a user from Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory who is using
MIT Militias over the ARPANET.
,
,.

Until recently the Laboratory for Computer Science (LCS)
at MIT,
forrzierly Project MAC, acted as the primary interface for all
users of
the ARPANET at MIT. That responsibility now belongs
to the User
Services staff at the IPS. Responsibility was transferred .telPS
for two
reasons: first to allow the personn4 at LCS to aoncentrate on research
projects Father than the everyday problems faced by

most users; and,
second, 'to 'offer more immediate service to #RPANET
users who need
help or who have questions about how to use the
ARPANET. After all,
the primary function of a user services staff is to know what
,is available where it ii; and how it should be used.
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.

The areas to be discussed in this paper are:
ARPANET users
User...Services. what, if any, unique problems do
r
raise;

Privacy of InformatiOn.

hov private is the infor'matibn users

entruseto the ARPAN.ET;
Arrauemenrs. there is no such thing as a free lunch.

. fiinancial

2.0 USER sEgvicEs

the ARPANET. There is 5
User Support is a top pl'iority item with ARPANET, i.e., what softwealth of information available about the
sites,: what the tiarious protocols look
ware is available at theovarioOs
site w.hen a problem arises, etc.
like, who to talk with at any particular
specific,documentation
available about ;he
However, there is a lack of
use of particular sites orohe ARPANET.
is the Network Information
At the top of the user,support structure
University,
which serves 8 coorCenter (NIC), housed at Stanford
ihe
of infoimation about
dinator for the ccAectionand dissemination
the'NIC
ARPANET user community,
ARPANET. In support of, the
do'curnents of a more technical nattire, :
publishes, among other

DIRECTORY. a directory:of users and sites on
THE A RPANET
the ARPANET
HAD,BOOK. a very complete
. THE ARPANET RESOURCE
the ARPANET.
resources available to

compendium, of- the
comMunity.

newsnotes which are distributeqon-line by
'NICNOTES.
interesteti personnel.
the NIC to the Liaison and other
by the NIC, there are also
to all
In addition to the publications supplied
matntained by the NIC which are accessible
of
online reference files
online'files
is
a
version
ARPANET users. The niost.useful of these the NIC/QUEAN" program.
the Resource Hah'qboot available through
this information is conCompiete instructions on how -to reference
the Resource
Directory as well as in
tained in the ARPANET

.
Handapk.
(NLG).act as
Network
Liaison
Group
In addition, members of the
the NIC, on technical matters..
advisors to ARPo,3NET users, ind to
site's
specifies one individual to act as 'that
Every ARPANET site
respensibility to keep the NIC

Liaison Officer and, as such, to accept available at the site as Well as
is also
updated on the hardware and softWare
affect the ARPANET. The .Liaison
'personnet.,changes that
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expected to keep local users informed of network-related matters. Since
Liaisons are the chief source of information about the ARPANET, they
represent a very valuable network resource.

,

Obviously, the N IC has-done its best to see to it that the uiers of the
ARPANET pre Provided with the best support possible. The quality of
support offered at any particular site depends upon the Liaison and

manarent et that site.

mit offers ,exceptional user support to all of its users, and
ARPANET users are no exception. The Multics system has a variety of
online-user-aids '. a complete online facility for the ret'rieval of all source
code for any non-proprietary pr

m installed on the system; an
online HELP facility, which diescrib s the over,400 commands and subroutines available on Multics; and an-online consultant. Ttie online
consultant is a 'member of the IPS technical staff who is available to
answer questions for at least six (6) hours a day. Usually, sorneone is

signed on as7consultant 12 to 15 hours per day.

The online consultant iS prepared to answer questions from 'novice
users as well as the most sophistidated user-4 of the system. In addition
to the online consulting facility, there is an online trouble reporting
system for reporting bugs found in programs installed on the.system.
Systerh bugs are usually fixed or new code supplied for compiler prob.

lems within 24 to 48 hours. There is also an online graffitti file available for the airing of gripes, general i'nquiries about software that might
be available in a private library, etc.

Network users do not pose any unique pioblems to User Services at
MIT. The network users' question are generally no different from those
posed by any other user. However, there are some areas that can causeproblems. Althougf .ser services personnel can teSt netwbi-k users
where to find something on .the ARP.ANET, they cannot usually give

instructions on how to use the particular package or how to use the
host operating system. With so many operating systems available on the
ARPANET, -it is about impossible 'for one user consultant to be familiar
with all of them; never mind .the specific intricacies at any particular
site. Figures 1, lists the sites on the ARPANET as of July 1976; Information ,on each site computer system is often available at the NIC or
through the site Liaison.

A user problem particular to MlT is location of the TIP (Terminal
Interface Processor) quite a distapce from the COmputer center. Because
of the distance, Liaison accep to the TIP Icig of users who have been
denied access is rather inconvenient.
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Support of the network software' is excellent at MIT. The biggest
problem facing User Services at. MIT, and probably everywhere else on
the net, .is the lack Of clear documentation and general support from
the varigus network sites. User support is, not as complete at all
ARPANET sites asit is at MIT. The solution to this problem lies with
the local Liatsons and local users. 5jnce a local organization is apt to be
more" responsive to the heeds cif local users, there ihould be considerably more interaction between Liaisims than there -is at present. Thea
AReANET user cbMinunity shoUld put.rnpre pressare On their local
'Liaiso to ensure that their support needs are,being met.

.

.

3.0 SECURITY OF INFORMATION. ON.THE ARPANET

\-

How secure is the information that a user entrusts to the
ARPANET? Security often. Oepends.upon the host. The communiCa,

Lions subnet will ensure that messagei are delivered to tl7ie proper host,
and the;non-deterministic routing of the individual pacliets provides

some degree of security to the subnet. At that point it is the responsibility of the host to insure dehvery to the proper user. File security is
the exclusive responsibility of the irrdividual hosts.
MULTICS is probably the, most secure computer system on the cietwork. In MULTICS all information is owned exCIusively by its author,

and the author must determine whether ahyone else can have.access to
the, information. Access to information can be gained only vghet? the
author explicitly alos. 4. Besides providing a Seeurint system that
limits access to information stored on it, MULTICS offers a complete
backup.and retrieval system to its users. Data on MULTIZS is automat.
ically backed up on a regular hourly, daily and weekly basis. Any
information that has resided on the system for-three consecutitri hours
will probably make it to one of the backUP tapes and be available for
retrieval for at least three (3) months and for as long as (12) months.

4.0 FINANQIAL ARRANGUANTS REQUIRED FOR
ARPANICT PARTICWNTION
Membership in the ARPANET requires an initial investment of
$40,000 to $100,000 with annual charges in the area of $20,000 -to
$35,00Q for maintenance and additional ARPANET privledges. However, that rather high fee gives an institutiOn and its user corhmunity ac-..,
cess to a wide variety of ynique resoUrces:,. the ILLIAC IV for larpe:
brnounts of matrix arithmetic and array processing; the 'interactive

Utah; the MULTICS system,; the
MACSYMA system at the Articifical intelligence Laboratory at MIT,.

graphids at

the University of

rt

,
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. etc. A need:Sly of these unique resources can provide as significant
ammint of justification for ARPA membership.
, The ARPANET has been a success at MIT; a number df users come

in to use MIT facilities, and a number of users go out to
use other

facilities on the net. Asusers come and go from around the world
on a
daily basis, use is steadily growing.
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Barbara B. Farquhar
Director, Comp-baserj Medical qducaticin,
LaborgtorylRf Computer Science
Massachusetts General Hospital &
Harvard Medical School
Boston, MA 02114
-Joseph Fennel

'

Sr: Staff Scientist
Office of the Provost
George Washington University
2121 Eye Street, Rice Hall
Washington, DC 20052
'

'

University 0-Texas at Dallas
P.O. Box 688
Richardson, TX 75

Russell W. Fenske

Ely E. Duncan
Coordinator CBIS
Office of Communications Prcigram
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

Milwaukee, W1 5,3201

Anne Ekstrom
birector Library Sup. Division
The Ohio College Library
1125 Kinnear Road
. Columtfus, OH 43212

Assistant Vice Chancellor
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Chapman Hall No7310

Brenda Ferriero
Computer SeiNices Coordinator
M.I.T. Rm 13-575

Cambridge, MA 0139

.

Minerva S. Figgs

AIDP Coordinator
Kentucky State Un'iversity
Prankfok, KY 40601
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Mike For
/
'Senior System Engineer
/.
..
Telenet
./
10 Dale Street
Waltham; MA 02154

,

John E. Haugo .
Executive.Director
Minnesota Educational Computing
Qonsortium

2520 Broadway Drive:
Lauderdale, MN 55113

,

i/

Raymond Fzenkle/

, Peter J. Heffernan.

Director of libraiy Services

.

Stockton State College ._
Pomona, N5,08/239

Mar-Tager of Systems and Users Services

'Greydon,C. Fieeman
,
Director
Yale Univeriity Computer Center
175 Whitr4y Avenue,

1739 Cambridge Street.
Cimbridge, MA 02138

Harvard Office for Information
Tahnology

Paul S. Heller,

DeputyExecutive Director

New Havers, CT 06920

Plannrng Council
EDUCOM

N,Harland Garvin
,rtiversity of Iowa
128D Lindquist Center
52242
Iowa City,
.

Robert Hernandez
Harvard Lasiv School
Cambridge, MA 02138
Richard R. Hughes

.

Robert Gibqs
Execut ive 'Director
NERComP,Inc.
40 Grove Street ,.
Wellesley, MA 02181

Coordinajor .of Compaing Activities
University of WiscortsinNladison
1500 ..11Anson Drive

MI:lisorONI 53706'
Gerald Hutchison /
Associate Qean

Bruce Gilchrist'
Director of Computing Activiities
Colurribia University
'612 W.:115th Street
New York, Nye 10025

School of Natural Sciences&
Mathemat ics.

.University of Alabama in Birmisigham
University Station,
Birmingham, AL 35294

u

Don tHaback"'

Jeremwslohnson

Data Dimensions, inc.
51"Weavei Sireet.
Greenwich., CT 06830

Director

.

Iniormation& Computer Service
Bryan 07

Bloomington, IN 47401
Hatterir .

'Information Retrieial of Librry
Automation
P. 0, Box.56
Mt. Airy, MD 21771

.
L.

Con-muting & Data Processing Service

'Dale
Director of Computer Systems
Development
Indiana University Computer Network

.

.

University of Maine
Computing Center
Orono, Maine 04473

Ronald Jonai
Director of Planning
Youngstovity- State University
410 Wiek"Ave: '
Youngstown, OH 64555 '
Walter J. Kanavy
Director of Data Processing
University of Scranton
Scranton, PA 18510
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H. Eugene Kessler

A

'Lawrence G. Livingston
Program Officer
1 Dupont Circle, Suite 620
Council on Library.Resourcei
Wastlington, DC 20036

Executive Director
EDUCDM
Michael P. Kgria
Data Dimensions,"Inc.
51 Weaver Street
Greenwich, CT 06830

:Peter Lykos
Department of Chemistry -;

IllinOistnititute of Technology

Casimir Kulikowski
Associate Professor of Computer

Chicago, IL 60616

Science .

Michele Lynch
The Ohio College Library Center
1129 Kinnear Road
Columbus, QH 43212

Rutgers, Hill Hall-Busch Campus
Deraertment of"Computer Science
Neyv Brunswick, NJ 08903

Tom Kurtz
Director
Dffice of Academic Computing
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

-

Joseph J. McConkey
Director of Management Systems
State University of NeW York.

Stony Brook, NY
,

Carolyn P. Lan4s.
Corporation SecYetary
EDUCOM

Arlene Larsen
Assistant Director
Dartmouth College
.

Kiewit Computation Center
Hanover, NH 03755
William H. Latimer
Director
Wharton Computer Center
University of Pennsylvania
210 Vance Hall/CS
Philadelphia, PA 19174

.

John W. McCredie; Jr.
Vice-Provost for Information Services.
Carnegie-Mellon University
.Schenley Park

PittsWgh, PA 15213
.

Henry S. McDonald
Assistant Director
Electronics & Computar.Systems
Research Laboratory
Bell Telephone Laboratory

MurraY Hill, N)07974
John S. Mc*Geachie

Director of COmputer Service
Kiewit Computation Center
-44-Dartmouth College
7"Hanover, NH 03755

J.C.R. Licklider
:Prof esaor of Computer Science
Laboratory Tor Computer Science

.M.I.T. RmNE 43218A
Cambridge, MA 02139

Arno Liivak.
Law Librarian & Professor
Rutgers Universit y
Camden, NJ 08102

Fran McKee

Staff Analyst
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138

Colin McKirdy
HarvarO University Library
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138
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Michael Malone
NERComP, Inc.
40 Grove Street
Wellesley, MA 02181

-

R udOth Menne
Vice President
Data Dimensions, Inc.
51 Weever Street
Greenwich, CT 06830
,

Clair G. Maple
Director, Computat ion Center
lowa State University
AlreS, IA 50011

George Meyfarth
Director Computer Services
Tufts University
Ise
Medford, MA 02155

Dillon E. Mapother, ,
Associate Vice Chancellor for

Arthur Miller

University of Illinois at

Faculty office Etuilding. ,
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, MA 02138

Urbana-Champaign
101 Engineering Hall
Urbana, IL 61801

Jarnes G. Miller
President

Research

University of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40208

George J. Mtslach
Provost
Professionel Schools & Colleges
UniversitY of California'
ChanCellor'S Office

Robert C. Miller
birector of Libraries
Univefsity-of MissouriSt. Louis
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, MO 63121

200 California Atill

Berkeley, CA 94720 *

,

Ronald F. Miller'
Director

Walter Metherly
.SVstems-Desir Consultant
Office of Vice President for

NELINFT
New England Board of Higher Education
.40 Grove' Street
Wellesley, MA 02181

Adminiftration,
Harvard University
361 Holyoke Center
1350 Massachusetts Av.
Cambridge, MA 02138

.

Leslie Mills

Yale Univeicityi
,New Haven, CT 06520

Stuart Mathison

Ronald Mills
Yale University

Vice-President
Telenet

New Haven, CT 06520

1050 17th Street
Washington, DC.20036
Peter P. M. Meincke

Physit Department
',
Univer y -of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MBS 1A7

.

David Mint zer
Vice Preside'nt for Research &
Dean of Science
Northwestern. University
633 Clark Street
Evanston, IL 60201

Hannah Mitchell
Programmer/Systenis Analyst
Council of Ontario Universities
130 St. George,Street, Suite 8039
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2T4

John 'P. Menard

Director
Comptiter Science, Center

University pf Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
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Kathie L. Morris
Assistant to the Director
Wharton Computer Center
UniVersity of Pennsykrania
210 Vance Hait/CS
Philadelphia, PA 19174

Beverly O'Neal
System Analyst
EDUCOM

Ed O'Neill
Yale Universrty
New Haven, CT 06520

J. Charles lArrow
Provost

Steven Pauker

.

.University of Noi.th Carolina
at chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Asst. Prof. of Medicine (Cardiology)
TuftsNew England Medical Centlf+4
171. Harrison Street

Boston, MA 02111
John M. Nevisori
Ruanrt Pengov

. Consultant

Director
Division of Computet Service for
Medical Education & Research
Ohio State University College of
Medicine
076 Health Science Libtary
376 West 10th Ave..
Columbus, OH 43210

3 Spruce Street
Boston, MA 02108

.

Jerry Newhall
NERComP, 1 nc.
140 Grove Street
Wellesley, MA 02181

William L. Newman
Head, Data Processing Research &

Plarining Br.
National Library of CarSda.
395 Wellington Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1

N4

Pervin

.

Director
The University of Texas Regional
Computing Center
5601 Medical Center Drive
Dallas, TX 75235

Gordon L. Nordby

James F. Pe age

Associate Pit fessot ofB iochemist ry
University .of Michigan
M5434 Medical Scieftoe I

Director of University Computing
Princeton bnivergity
87 Prospect Street

- Ann.Arbor, MI 48109
Comdr D. J. O'Connell

Edward L. Pecino

.

Systems Management Officer
Deputy for Management
U. S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, MD 21402

Dennit R;Ojakangas

Princeton 0.08540
MIS Project.101anager

Ii

Rutgers University, CCMS.Administratibn Services Building
New Brunswick, NJ 08901

Terry Prickett

General Terminal.Systems
Diractot of'Computing
UtSitirsity of CaliforniaDavis Campus 13777 North Central Expressway
Suite 416
Day , CA 96616
Dallas, TX 75234
.

Charles Oleson
Research Aisociate

UniYersity of Pittsburgh
1380.Scaife Hall
Pittsburgh, PA 15261

Charles B. Ray

Director of Booth Computing Center
California Institute of Technology
1201 E. California Blvd. 158-79
Pasadena, CA 91125
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Jotin W. Rudan

Pamela Reekes.

Director, Office of Computer Services
Cornell University
209 Langmuir Lab, Cornell Research Pk.
Ithaca, NY 14850

Systems Librarian

Harvard University Library
CaMbrjdge, MA 02138
Roy F. Reeves

Robb N. Russell
Director of.Computing Services
Bryn Mawr College
Computing Center

Director, 1 & R Computer Center .
Ohio State University
1971 Neil Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210

Bryn Mawr, PA 19010

Martin b. Robbins

Jean Scarborough
EDUCOM

Vice-President
ED(JCOM

Roger R. Schell
Hq. ESD fIVICIT)
U.S. Air Force Data System Canter
'Pentagon

Lawrence G. Roberts
President

Telenet Communications Corporatton
1050 17th Street, NW:
Washington, DC 20036

Washington, DC 20330'
Robert L. Schif fmaar;

Artnur D. Little, Inc.'

Computer Centerfirt II I

35 AcOrn Park

University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309

Cambridge, MA 02140

'

.

'Profesor of Civil Engineering
Assbciate,Directoi f2rfResearch

George B. kockwell
Manager, ,Firiancial Industries

Robelet H. Seott

Peter G. Roll
Special Assistant to the President
for Academic Af fairs
University of Minnesota

Director
Office: for In format ion Technology
Harvard University
'Cambrid0e, MA 02138

217 Morrill Hall
Minneapolis, MN*55455

Ronald Segal.

Walter A.. Rosenblitb,

Manager, Network ,Simulation Project
EDUCOM

.1

Prosiost

M.I.T. Rm 3-240
Cambridge, MA 02139

Warren D. Seider

Joseph E. Rowe
Provost
Case Inst. of Technology
Case-Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106

Dept. of Chem. & Bio. Eng.
Rm 311-A
Univeriity off Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19174

AssociatttProfessor of Chemical.
Engineering

Allen Seltzer
Senior System Engineer

Lillian Rubinlicht
Senior Cataloguing Librarian
Concordia University Libraries
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3G 1M8

Telenet
10 Dale Street

Waltham; MA 02154
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Edward Sharp
Director Computer Center

University of Utah
3110 Merrill Engineering Bldg.
Salt Lake City,,UT 84112

Robert L. Smith, Jr.

Patricia M. Sheehan
System Designer

M.I.T. Rm 14S-320
77 Massachusetts_Ave.

Cambridge, MA 02139

Assistant Pro-fessor of Computer Science
Rutgers University
Busch Campus
New Brunowick, NJ 08930

Steven R. Smith
Assistant Dean & Professor of Law

Michael Sher

president .
Illinois Educational Consortium1 North Old State Capital Plaza
Suite 520
'Springfield, IL 62701
John Shinners
. Research FoundationSUNY.
P. O. Box 9
'Albany, NY 12301.
Chuck Shomper.

Qirector of Regional CoMputer Center
University of Icrwa

128ALindquistCenter
lowa.City, IA 52242
Edward Short liffe
Intern in Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital

Fruit 8treet
Boston, MA 20114

University of- Louisville *IC& of Law
Belknap Campus

Louisville, KY 40208
Martin B. Solomon
Director
University of Kentucky
Computing Center
Lexington, KY 40506
Aolanci.D. Sbaniol
Director
CarnputerServices
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 619.20

Kevin Sperl
Analyst-Programmer
University of New Hanfpshire
Department of Computer Services
Kingsbury Hall
Qurham, NH 03824
Patricia Stadel
Director of Computer Services
San Jose State University ,
San Jost, CA 95192

Donald R. Shurtleff
Director, Of fice of Comput ing Activities
830 Clark Hall
Riphard 3. Stanton
UniverSity of Missouri
Manager of Administration
Columbia, MO 65201.
Harvard Office for Information Technology
1730 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
Patricia C. Skarulis
Director
Joseph-R. Steinberg
Administrative Systems &
Assistant Director of Information
Data Processing
Program Service
Princeton University
M.I.T.
P. 0. Box 352
Cambridge, MA 02139
Princeton, N.108540
.

.

\

Warner V: Slack
Associate Pro feisor of Medicine
Beth Israel Hospital
330 Brookhne Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
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Charles W. Stevenson

..

Acting Manager of Computer
University of California
Systemwide Administration
Berkeley, CA 94720

Ralph Stierwart
DireCtor
Of fide of Library Coordination
Councilof Ontario Universities
130 St. George Street Suite B039'
TorantO, Ontario, Canada M5S 2T4

-David A. Thomas '
Professor of Law
Brigham Young University
393A JRCB
Provo, Ut 84602
R. M. Thompson

DPtctor
Library Services-(ACL)
Department of External Affairs
128 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Canada K1A 0G2
. Sharon Tostevin

Richard Storer

r
.Analyst-Program
University of, Nei& Hampshire'
Department of Computer Services

DirectorCCFS
Rutgers University
New Brunswick,.1"11J 08903

Richards House

John C. Storlie .
Director, Coniputing Center
yniversity'of Wiscopsin La Crosse
.1725 State Street

Durham, NH 03824

.

La Crosse, WI 54.601

Larry E. Travis
Director
Academic Computing Center-IMACCI
University of Wisconsirf-Madison
1210 West Dayton Street
Madison, WI 53700
.

.

George Sullivan
Manager

Library Computer Center
'Rutgers University
Alexander Library
New Brunswick, NJ 07730

Ma t ha' Traylor
Associate Professor
Seton Hall Law School

Sharon A. Sullivan
-Systems Librarian
Harvard University Library
-Zambridge, MA 02138

Mark Van Baalen

1111 Raymond Blvd.
Newark, NJ 07102

IT;

Staff Analyst
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138

Peter .Szolovits
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering & Computer Science

M.I.T.Cambridge, MA 02139'

Mary Vassiliou
EO.UcQm.

Harriet Velazquez

Robajts Library
Urkiersity of Toronto
130 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M55 2T4

Joe K. Taylor
Assistant Planning & Research

Librarian
Carol M. Newman Library
Virginia Polytechnic Institute &
State University
Blacksbuil, VA 24061

Frank Verbrugge
Director, Computer Services
University of Minnesota
143 Space Science Center
Minneapolis, MN 55455
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Robert Votaw
Associate Dean
for Pre-clinidal Medical .Educat

School:of Medicine

University of Connedicul
.Health Center
Farmington; CT 06032

Frederic G: Withington
Senior Staff Member

'Arthur D-.Little, Inc....
35 Acorn Part
Cambridge, MA 02140
a/.

ThoMas E. Wolf
Chairman

Umesh I. Vyas
Reiereqce Librarian

Math, Computer kcierrce & Engineering
Unjersity of Pittsburgh at Greensbot9

Feculty of Lew
Universi.fy of NIgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4

Greensburg, PA 156.91

1150 Mt.. Pleasant Road t

State U versity of New York.
Cin ral Administration

Bardie Wolje
. Law Library
Cleveland State University
East 24th Street at Euclid
Cleveland, OH 44115

99 Was ington Ave.
Alban NY 12246

Kenneth E. Wortz,

Harold

s.

Wakefield
Assistant ice Chancellor

General Sales Manager

William
Walden
Director,
and Computing
Washington Higher Education
Comput inreonsort iurn
Washington State University
pullman , WA 99163
John E. Walker
Director, Computer Center
Lehigh University
Computing Center Rm. 154
Packard Laboratory Bldg. No. 19
Bethlehem, PA 18015
Frederick Way

Kssociate Director Department of
Computing & Information Sciences
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106

Data Dimensib, Inc.
51 vteaver St.
Greenwich, CT 06830

Gordon Wright
Director, Planning & Budgetpg

University of Toronto Library
Uni,versity of Toronto
Toronto, Canada M5S 1A7
Joe B. Wyatt
Vice President for Adrpinistrat ion
Harvard UniYersity
Massachusetts Hall.
Cambridge, MA 02138
Eugene P. Young
Assistant Vice President for

Academic Affairs.
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Ben T. Williams

University of Illinois
1400 W. Park Aye.
Urbana, IL 61801
George T. Williams
Programs Analyst
Information Processing Services
M.I.T.
Cambridge, MA 02139
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Steering Committee 1975-as)

Karen Dbncan,
.D.
College of Dental
mine

Medical University o South Carolina
8,Barre Street
Charleston, South Car.
29401
B

803-792-3211

ra B. Farquhar

La Cómputerl6cience,
saChuieits General Hospital and
Harvaid School okMedicine
.Boston, Massachusetts 02114
Gerald Fbsischli, M.D.

.

-

617-7263924

.

Health Ififormation Tectfnology Seryices, Inc.
/ University of Nebraska
8073 Cedar Street

402-397-6122

Omaha, Nebraska 68124
Thomas H. Meld, Ed.S.
Director of NuNia
University of Maryland

ffice of Medical Education
W. Redwood St., Rm. 257
1.-loWard Hall

301-528.-6613

,

Baltimore, Mtyland 21201
Paul Jolly, Ph.D.
Association of American Medical. Colleges
One Dupont Circle
Washington, P.C. 20036

202466-5148

Ruann E. Pengov, M.S.

Director, Division of Computer 'tervices
Health Sciences Library'
Ohio State University
Columbus, Otiio 42310

614422-6192Z.

Paul G. Rehkopf
Design Engineer
Eye and Ear Hospital

412-683-3500
X280

230 Lothrop Street
Pittsburgh., Pennsylvania 15213

Charles S. Tidball,Vh.D., M.D.
George Washington Uniiersity Medical
Center
2300 Eye Street, IN.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

202-331-6547
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Robert G. Votavii, Ph.D.
Assoc. Dean for Medical Ed./Preclinical
dept. of Medical Educit ion - AG069
University, of Connecticut Health Center
.

203-674-2403

Farrangton, Connecticut 06032
Swaim M, Wenzel, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean for Educational Research
Medicirie, Dean's Of f ice
UCLA School of
.

Contir for the Health Sciences
Los Angeles, California 90024
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APPENDIX C.
Health Education Network, Inc.
Board of Directors and 9fficers,

r

1976-1977
1

Robert G. Votaw, Ph.D.
Associate Dean for Medical.Education
Office of Medical Education AG069
U. Conn. Health Center
Farmington, CT 06032
(203). 674-2403
Term: 1976-1978

Weston D. Gardner, M.D.
Professor of Anatomy
Medical College of Wisconsin
561 N. 15th Street
Milwatikee, Wisconsin 53233
(414) 272-5450
Term: 1976

Charles S. Tic (ball, M.D., Ph.D.

Director of Computer Assisted
Education
George Washington University Medical
School
Ross Hall 257
2300 Eye Street,-NW
Washingten, DC 20037
(202) 676-2869
Term: 1976-1978

Harvey S. Long
Instructional Systems Consultant
IBM Corporation
10401 Fernwood Road
Bethesda, MD 20034
(301) 897-3261

.

Term: 1976
William,C. Brown
Head, Information Science Section
National Research Council of

Charles M. Goldstein
Chief. , Computing Technology

Canada

Lister Hill National Center for
Biomedical Communications
National Library of Medicine
8600 Rockville Pike
'Bethesda, MD 20014
(301) 496-4441
Term: 1976-1978

M-50 Montreal Road
Ottawa, Ontario

CANADA K IA 0R8
(613) 993-2484
TELEX 053-4134
Term: 1976

Martin.Kamp, MD
Chief of Academic Computing Services
Information Systems (76U)
Room 76 University Hospital
University of California
San Francisco, CA 94122
(41,5) 666-4546
Term: 1976-1977
Robert C. Hickey
Assotiate Vice Chancellor of Health
Professions

Ruann E. Pengov

The Ohio State University
College of Medicine
3190 Medical Science Building
333 West' 10th.Street
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(6141 422-9(63
.

Term:ex,officic
Barbara B. Farc\Jhar

Laboratory of Computer Science
Gray 1323

University of Pittsburgh School of
Medicine
Alan Magee Scaife Hall
Pittsburgh, PA 15261
(412) 624-2845
Term: 1976-1977

Massachusetts General Hbspital
Fruit Stre,et

Boston, MA 02114
(617) 726-3924
,Term: ex-officio
.
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Karen A. Duncan. Ph.D.
Offi Ce of Computer Resources
Callow of Dental Medicine
Medical University of South Caroliha

OFFICERS OF THE HEALTH,
EDUCATION NETWORK, INC.
FOR 1976:

80 Barre Street
Charleston, SC 29401
(803) 792-3211
Term: 1976-1977

President

.

Robert G. Votaw.
Secretary
Barbara B. Farquhar
Treasurer
Charles S. Tidball
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APPENDIX D
Available Programs at
Massachusetts General Hospital
Programs that use a MULTIPLE CHOICE. format:

Arrhythmia'

1.

Simulates

patients with

commOn rhythm
to diagnose and

code: ARR

2.

variety of

task is
nage arrhythmia.

Target pop: med students in clinical
yrs; physician continuing education;
nurses in ICU's.

3.

Avg time to complete 1 sequence is
29 min.

Four "patients" in.r.ase file.

1.

Simulates patient who may have
suffered cardiac arrest; task is to
resuscitate patient.

2.

Target pop: med students in clinical

Cardiopulmonsery Resuscitation

code:. CPR

.

4.

years; physician continuing education;
nurses in ICU.

Avg. time to complete 1 sequence is
15 min.

4.

FiVe "patients" in case file; sbbsequent
cases vary 'randomly

HYpertensive Emergencies

1.

Simulates patient with sever hypertension; task is to evaluate and treat

2.

Target pop: med students in clinical
years; physician continuing educatior!.
Avg tiMe to complete 1 sequence is

patient.

code: HYP

15 min.

4.

Three "patients" in case file; subsequent cases vary randomly

Hypertension management

1.

Simulates patient with hypertension;
task is to manage patiOt.

code: HTM

2.

Target pop: med students in clinical
physician continuing education

3.

Avg time to complete 1 sequence is
15 min.

4.

Four "patients.' in case file

(several

new cases being prepared)

Idiopathic Respiratory Distress
in the Newborn

Presents

1

doses

and information on

general neonatology and RDS and on
pulmonary physiology

321

317

.

2.

Target pop: all students of the neonate

3.

Avg time to complete 1 sequence

is

15 mM.

18 "patients" in case files

4.
Programs which use a VOCABULARY:

Abdominal pain

patient With chief corn
plaint of abdominal pain; task is to
Simulates

1.

diagnose complaint
code: ABI3

Target pop: med students in clinical

2.

years and beyond
3.

Avg time to complete
20 min.

4.

Eight "patients" in case files

Simulates comatose patient; task is
to diagnose and treat cause of coma
Target pop: med students in clinical
years; physician continuing education
Avg time to eiimplete 1 sequence is
3.
25 min.
files
4. ', Thirty-three "patients" in case

1,

Coma,

code: COM

Simulates patient with GI bleeding;

'GI Bleed

task is to diagnose and manage cause
of bleeding
c'ode. GIB

Target pop: med students in clinical

2.

years and belfond
3.

Avg time to complete 1 sequence
20 min.

is

Fourteen "patients" in case files.
Pediatric Cough and Fever

1.

2..

years and beyond

code: PCF
3.

Avg time to complete 1 sequence is

4.

20 min.
Forty-five."patients" in case files

1.

Trauma .

code: TRA

Simulates child with cough and fever;
task is to diagnose cause of complaint
Target pop: med students in clinical

2.

Simulates patient who has sustained
multi-system trauma; task is to identify
and treat immediate critical problems
Taargrset pop: med students

318
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time to complete 1 sequence is

in. \

Seven "patients" in case files?
Jaundice

1.

Present

case. history Of Patient with

jaUndice. tas is to determine cauie of
jaundice

code: JAU

Target po

2.

clinical yea

Avg time t

3.
,

Joint Pain
code: .1011

Hypertension Diagnosis
code1.603P

students, prior to
plete

Sequence is

1

25 min.

4.

Six "patients" I caIç file

1.

Simulates

4.

Twenty "patients" in case iles

patie
th acute joint
pain; task is to d gnoke cause of the
ioint pain and begi treatrient
2.
Target pop: med st den in clinical
- yrs, physician conti uing 'education
3. Avg time to complete ne csse .is 25

471, 1.

Simulates patient with
nosed hypertention.

n

ly 4g

2.

Target pop:- med .students in linical
years, physician continuing edu ation

3.

Avg time to complete. one case
25 min.

4.

is

Ten "patients" in case files

Programs which, accept NATURAL LANGUAGE input:
Diabetic KetoaCidesis
1.
Simulates patient in diabetic coma;
task is to manage "patient's" condition
until stabilized
code: DKA
2.
Target pop: med students in clinical
years; physician continuing education

Avg time to complete 1 sequence is
25 min.
4.

Experimental Trauma Case

1.

Initial pt conditions. set;
Jdepends on user's management

amoe

Simulates patient with multi-system
trauma; task is to diagnose and manage

immediate problems

code:TRE

2. . Target Pop: med students in clinal
years; physician continuing education
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3.

Avg time_ to complete case is 30,min.

4.

One "patient" in case files.

1.

Simuiatei cardiovascular system.

2.

Target pop: students of cardiovascular
Physiology.

3.

Avg. time to comtilete 1 sequence

Other ;3rograms:
Cardiac Simulat ion

.

code': CSM

is

25 minutes,
changes cardiac
entering new valves.

User

DigoXin Dosage Advisor

variables by

Computer suggests 4,-reasonable dose

1.

of digoxin to adrninister based on
patient data.

code: DIG

-

Target pop: pharmacists; med students
in clinical years; physician continuing
education.
Avg. time to complete 1 sequence is

.

3.

10 min.

Drugs in Renal Failure

4.

User enters values for patient variables.

1.

Comptiter advises user on administra
lion of, drugs to patient with impaired
penal dr hepatic function.

code: DR F

2.

Target pop.. med Ftudents in clinical
years; pharmacist, physician continuing
education.

Avg. time to complete 1' sequenCe

is

10 minutes.

,-

AnticPagulant Simulator

.

4.

User enters values for patient variablet.

1.

Simulates patient taking anticoagulant;

task is to keep prothrombin time in
therapeutic range.

code: ACS

pop: med
through 4th years).

students

(2nd

2.

Target

3.

Avg. time to complete 1 sequence

is

10 minutes.

4.

User enters dosage of anticoagulant to
be given for each daY-
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NEW PROGRAMS

(1/75)
Digitalis Teaching Program
Code: DTP

1.

Presents information on digttelis, and ..
questions users' retention and understanding of this information.,

2.

Target pop: Med students in clinical
years; physician continuing education
Average time to complete entire

3.

program is. 1-2 hours, but it is designed

to be taken in sections which take

4
Lab Test Simulator Program
Code: LAB

15-20 minutes to complete.

1:

Give patients . history and physical
exam information; user orders lab tests
toward diagnosing the cause/causes of

the patient's symptoms.
2.

Target pop: Medical students in clinical

years; physician continung education.

Average time to compl te 1 sequence
is 30 minutes.
4.

Two "patients" in case files.

ft
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APPENDIX E
CAI Courses

Subject Listing

THIS INDEX LISTS ALL OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF
MEDICINE CAI COURSES (RELEASABLE AND RESTRICTED)
WHICH AFIE CURRENTLY OPERATIONAL (REPRODUCTIV
OF PRINT ODT)

Its
TOPIC

CAI COURSE

ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREV
GANATI (SEC 2)
PRIAM (SEC D) '
ABEL

WORM ANATONY Of
ACETONE. TESTING FOR
ACID...BASE BALANCE

. AMA
PCMEMI
SERAB

MNATONY

WOMEN

ABRNG
GRNATI ISEi 21
LOWEX'131
GANATI 111

ARIERIOR ABODMINAL,WALL
BACK

GANA1'1 (11)

BONES
BRAIN

DIETAN ICI
VESAL1 IC)
SITIN
DIFTRN (M)
CCNUR (I)

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
DIGESTIVE TRACT
ELBOW.
ANTEBRACM/UN

OMAN IC C 01
ELBOW
ELBOW IC C 01
ELBOW 141

BOWE LANCETS
BRACNiUN
' VASCULAR 'SUPPLY

ELBOW 1111

mow (E)

.'

VEINS
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
.

VEINS 141
DIETAN III
ENDO

,

ENDOTRACHEAL INTOBATION
EXTREMITIES
LOWER

\

INIUBE III)
.

GANATI 461
VFSALI (B)
LOWE X

'

DIFTAN (e)
GANATI (7)
VESALI IAI
ELBOW

UPPER

HAJIAT

FIETAN
G4NATI 1101

EYE

ONTMA

.

GENITAL
GLUTEAL REGION

SPIED.
GANATI 141

N'AN0

MEAD
MEART
NIP
INTESTINE

G ATI (9)
C NUR III
tOWEX 110
DIETAN (F)

32 2
,
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PIOT IRI
nIFTAN IA

nF EOM+ Jni.NT
.'nF tHnuLnAct jnik.T

.ecK
NERV(InS SYSTEM'

G ANAT1 (RI

NEaO Far
nn

061PIC. CLINICaC ERA.'
SKULL
SPINAL knian
TERHINnLOGy
Twnclax

wElk5

)

%7,r.17

G

(LSI II

TnA

GANaTI ft)
. WILL_
vFcaLi (CI

Gamut TAI
GANAT1 (31
VFINS (A)
AGENT

I.

ANESTHV)CS.

ANGIOG 4P10,
00(1E. ANJATnNY rIF

AFDPNOIX. n'ISEAsEC nF
.ARIIWYATT4kITALS

HEART ROC.(
orrctiel. SySTFN
otTFratnnFeowr

RASIC PATIENT CARp

:=G(
'RwaSFi.

STRIFs IR/
STRIPS IC/
VENTAR. sTAIF5 (A)

RnAnnT
RKVIFw

Rohn ARESSnAF
rA). GFNPRAL INTROnuCT(nN

SHINS (n)
Cal

rASP

cegintny4scni.ea
'179

RESrouF

,

1T41
tHncK

;TA;
PriviT17
romicok
rtntEn noelNar.P CVCTF.c

RenTPr .

AnTTL

InIp

7,11

ole.FTEs

nlaGNnATIC iFcIc

jmnf
PaHar)!
F.I10

p.

nRAL

n(FT pktHHINn
nIGFsTru,A sysTAm

,
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P505-,

nISessFS nc,I.FAN.Ts

O 107 (3)

Ai) CwqmPEN

a-Two FSTIPS'A".1

F-rnNnomITAL 0000rTs
C-rIs`ISITTPWSNTOI n15nouO(ac
n-nasnanous no 41.711)11co..

wvoRATInw
F-aCnInFA15. (Toeums Amn PolSnc1
THS CHILT1

mums

O 107 (Al
AnFmT
-P5ymon

1)ENTIST,ay

natal.C.5

ncIPAIN
0

PHipal.a
TnnT!.46

TqcTPA
sToiol

ELFCTRnroan1nAgoo..iv
fhIVMS5

FZIrs
(5)

(1.10.11r2

Emnnr.q1..nrnr.v

CAS° 5
ceso

ploT 1,1)
PILOT (A)
5.,.0nnc.(111,n(.0GY
0-0-1-in-144co ...0r.F.50.tAm5

nIFTem (t)
:von
ovnnTRAC(.1F51.-T4TnR4Orr"

.P.TIIM0
01,1.01

'cicIsT all

Omsoito

n-isignIMIFATINAL 5v5To.

P IlOT
oll.)IT

(sI
(H)

-a-csnomo
k-THO ST,ImACH

-

maln1(,0 STIOm
i.n maL5550c(o1 ins.

.

0-T.F
1.,1100

F-T.g
gam8T2 (4)

Twc=

01 (4)

C.F.PT 117C

420.(IT
IH,F.OThi."nY.

I0

1.'11

0IOT.1-1
otI:nT

A-.04,nsi.sio(m.4m0
1a-1:n.1f-01).AT IO m Akin

4.E0 r0Lt.
1 44 r) I

4-

110110 0 S

r-+val.n, sLomSmTS 4:QO,Io.rs'TcSO
n -f.v.vmmw.TIfilLoO 014044FC
1,41.K1-0(1.fT(0)041.)
0:1mc.

MT5TOkw-,

41S11

.-mt5TnOntraL Tor.10,,InnoA

ofSoasoS

wens
CaSO 4

4

FILIIT

r.m..5loout1In.A ln
...-6.(FmnTwociapv -.),....(INIZATIPN

C-M4inq ANATI1F TC41. 1:40114(1,N6(
C-00FAT1nmA Fnla wEvIF.0 ANn CASF

ImFSCIInm rnmAni

51nP;A 41

.
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410i (P)
rIfF/Am (Al

1,441)Nni.11nv

OIFTAN in)
Ictn4EY
LnnacatTHA.S.

cl).1)Aw

ritgTa. (;)

1.1VPC

MAT.

miam

,MFORIFC

004nICkt licrogns.

I

.

MENCINE, mira.FAQ
cnc1ac 4 PQFvFNTIVi

NIcpntInLnr.I

0Erw4NISmS'

WICIFC

PUflI

(T)

PILoT

(1,)
ANAT,A,1 6
m-mir.AnAfal_ ncNETICS

an;NTS F nIStssg

1).)
n4m4T4 (1)
unciown

muSCLEC
NQvnhgç cvcrm
cf0441,
plitst;.LArt

akin ogAfp....gQ41.

(41
11PI44 ,1.11

plk01

ploT (M)
.ucTgc,
(gt

NIICLF4C2

namem

114igQ,

4006r,
00F.7r.k

c5SF 7
PROT 11.$
dTrlMTr r;(0i;,..1T(.1..S

t.

,.,...

t

),IAS

A- I.,

vnmsS

01,

I7t#T -goAl.AS,;

C-

I.

C4[4(n.t1 rq; T.P

G.,UPlat
tU.1I:
l".

,t,AL

61m4i1
CASE A
ItInp

nowt.A
QPnCyp
QEV I PW 1k)

nPCLI.
rIAS.

3

r14,THr)Pacnics..
not4dc
plions.w

tp)

parmninnic

47'n4FP4II
tlISAGF

.

PPIV.ASS.S

o_mcloLASIo
pEns

rnrs '

REVIpw
'

CI

pwaAmacm.nny
vPIvs.
PSYHEn'

NuCIC Lit
PHYSICS. NI.C1.6Q

4HYSin

PHYSIO0nY

nr.1

maron
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PC1Eml.

RgvIg4 ()
sExen Ar,n)
A

RmystnoVrel. rHamIsTR

smnrR
STRIP'

THERM

maim
orHF.1

PRIMAqi rags

PSYCHlaTa

nhFatn
CaSF-5
rAnno

cosyruninny. .

P;ILOT

A-I,..nlvfnnAL tool Gangly HitmAN

REmevinR iq
u_psrpnLoGICAL.nEVELnomENT 3h
r-LEONING awl MOTIvaTInh
n-meN.5 SFN5nur mnaLn A
5.g.r1FLAS.S

F-Nero.n0Tr MFTHnns
nANAT2 171
lir IRA
ANF,_

ROTTIF
INTIIAF
AA(RAF IS.TOF smnriNG SFCTIOml
.

gEspiriaTInMSSEanal. 05PINCTInkS
SEX EntwaTInN
SFYIIAL,ASPONSE
SHIN-A
SKI7.

clgviEw
Slco.S (r)

sFyFn ini
sgwFn
sgwgn
sunra
P I 1.01

(1;)

A-SKIN ANO C,INNECTIVF TISSOFS
R-s,(FlKTau.. sysTEMS 13
aINIkr.

STAM5T1r-S
suRnERy

GANAT2 17)
TnanS
nncnST
Ang.T
esc.Sc
grITTI_E

ihTurhF
naTclar.

T.FHPFRATuPE

pansHK
ARIAS (a.4.r)

r(FyiEw iSqvIra unnE - St
TFRMINnoro,
AAROV
mEolrai ahhaFv(aTinNs
.gaSiC PEsICEPT0aL rn.rEPTS PFACEP
CaRnInvaSCIILA,)

ORSTFTQIC
mEnICAl_

DRINacicis

TFS
!IP AL

)/F1.5

WA) SIc.r-S
wini.na

vF
SIn",,CS

CASF
p-Trona IF S nF 1FvF1.00,4'Fr.T

F-rrosim.. crisFs

1.6

1,10T IF)

A-THF srnpF nF ARAmpHAL PSYCHO1.nny

s-CLASSIFICaTioh na PSYCHIATRIC
RF. nF cuisATION
C -T7Fn:=
S
n-qsrcHIATRIC syringrurEs

E-nisnRnEFS OF cmlompon
F7EA/A't..feTtnN AND TREATMENT

D-pmeRmnrmnr.IST mgrmeNISMS
m-psyrmieTRIc cARF CRFSIILEF
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1-PRACTICE INTERY IFWING
SIGMS (AI

0111..SE

ellicTFC

RAAIOLnny ANn NUCIE^R
mEDICINE

lAnTEC
RANI)
04IZE
1

RAnIATInm THERAPY
riAmIL EAcRFToRy sysTEm

panT 101

PILOT
n
A-CLImIcAL AsFEcTs
I

R-/NTRImsIC RENAL n1sEASE
C-SYSTEMIC n1SFASFS AFFECTING
JHE KInNEy
0-AENAL ',ASO/1.AR olSEASE ANO
wypERTENsioN

REARDOUCTIVE SYSTEm

.

E-ANATnmiC AND suRGICAL ojsoRnERs
F-OISEASES .oF THE MALE GENITAL,
TRacT
PIOT (.6I
ANATOMIC CnNSIDFRATIONS
A- 0,
OEVELORMENTAL
I.
AN) MA pIE S
4. IV. RFNiON TombAS

V

7.
V.

i,-

MYONAS,,

MALIGNANT.NFOPLAS.MS

U. cARcimomA nF THE
0-v11.

EmonmETRIum
nENFRah. PRINCIPLES
IR.

LnwEe'Apopm!NaL PAIN

P1LnT ILI
GANAT2 1(91

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

.

ASSESS
!PIOT (CI

PIOT (YI

0

A-VENTILARY nEFEC1S OuE Tn FAULTY
RulmONARY AKIO THORACIC mECHAIAISMS

A-MISCfLLAMEDUS oisEAsFs oF THF
ic-ilmn

psFIRATnRy EFFECTS OF INFEC-.
TIONS

o-REsFIRAToRy ASPECTS OF SYSTEM IC
n1sEASE OR OIEEASE OF OTHER
S7S7Ems
VI741. SIGNS

UROtOGY

CASE 6
,

./.
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